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1 Introduction

This habilitation thesis stands topically at the interface of two seemingly distinct fields:
electron microscopy and spectroscopy, aiming at developing methods for materials
analysis with electron beams, and nanophotonics dealing with confined optical fields
and low-energy excitations in nanostructures. However, one of the main motivations
stimulating developments in both fields is identical – to inspect samples with better
spatial resolution than we can achieve with conventional light microscopes.

The smallest resolvable details in an image are restricted according to the Abbe diffrac-
tion limit d = λ/(2NA), where λ is the probing wavelength and NA is the numerical
aperture. A possible solution to overcome the limit is to decrease λ. In nanophotonics,
we reduce photon wavelength by tightly confining the optical fields at interfaces, thin
films, or specifically designed nanostructures. On the other hand, electron microscopes
rely on the fact that electrons accelerated to energies ∼ 104 − 105 eV can be associated
with wavelengths as small as units of picometers and can be used to probe matter at
single-atom resolution. Both fields, however, go well beyond “just” improved imaging
and have many other applications.

In Section 1.1 and Section 1.2, we will separately introduce electron microscopy
and spectroscopy, and nanophotonics. This will provide a basis for discussing the possible
synergy between the two fields in Section 1.3, which is essential for this thesis.

1.1 Electron Microscopy and Spectroscopy

Since the invention and construction of the first electron microscope by Max Knoll and
Ernst Ruska in 19311, electron microscopes have evolved into irreplaceable instruments in
many areas of research and technology. Due to the sustainable development of electron-
microscope instrumentation and related imaging and spectroscopic techniques, modern
instruments are powerful analytical tools in material, physical and chemical sciences, as
well as in biology or nanotechnology. The electron beams are not only passive probes but
can also be used as fabrication tools to sculpt nanostructures and nanodevices. State-
of-the-art microscopes can operate at sub-Ångstrom spatial resolution2, attosecond time
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1 Introduction

resolution3, and can resolve sample excitations with few-meV spectral resolution4.
Electron microscopes are commonly divided into two main categories: scanning elec-

tron microscopes (SEMs) are typically operated at acceleration voltages up to 30 kV,
and we usually collect secondary electrons (SEs) emitted due to the interaction of the
sample atoms with a focused primary electron beam. On the other hand, in trans-
mission electron microscopes (TEMs) operated at higher voltages (between ∼ 30
and 300 kV), we detect the primary-beam electrons after their transmission through the
sample. Electron beams in TEM can be transversely extended, resembling plane waves,
or tightly focused and scanned across the sample. In the latter case, we talk about
scanning transmission electron microscopes (STEMs).

The interaction between an energetic electron beam and the sample can generate a
“zoo” of signals and excitations. Part of the signal comprises electrons: primary elec-
trons transmitted through the sample, back-scattered primary electrons (BSEs), and
secondary and Auger electrons (SEs and AEs) emitted from the sampled material. More-
over, the interaction process can lead to the emission of photons, either in the visible-
ultraviolet spectral range (cathodoluminescence (CL) process) or in the X-ray region.
The electron-sample interaction processes can also be sorted based on the difference be-
tween initial and final electron beam energy (energy loss ∆E) as elastic (∆E = 0) or
inelastic (∆E ̸= 0). The inelastic processes can involve excitations in the sample, such
as magnons, vibrational excitations, plasmons or excitons.

Having the microscope capable of operating with a focused beam (SEM or STEM)
allows not only for imaging but also for highly localized spectroscopy. By analyzing
the energy distribution of SEs, AEs, or X-rays, we can retrieve the sample’s elemental
composition. The CL signal can provide characteristics of material band gaps or op-
tical excitations. Spatial localization of these signals is highly dependent on the type
of material, primary beam energy and focus, but nanometric details are often routinely
resolved. The most essential spectroscopic technique for this habilitation thesis is elec-
tron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS), which analyses the energy of the primary
electron beam after the interaction with the sample with the help of an electron energy-
loss spectrometer, typically a magnetic prism5.

After recent instrumental developments in electron monochromation, determining the
initial primary-beam energy more precisely, and in energy-loss spectrometers, EELS
can achieve a few-meV energy resolution, unlocking the energy region where phonons
and molecular vibrations appear6. It is equally interesting to study valence electron
excitations in the energy range ∼ 1 − 50 eV, such as plasmons, excitons, and electronic
transitions governing matter’s optical and electronic properties7. Chemical composition
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1.1 Electron Microscopy and Spectroscopy

can be determined from EELS at energies of hundreds of eVs corresponding to core
electron excitations8. The unprecedented combined spectral/spatial meV/sub-Ångstrom
resolution, breadth of the analysable energy region (10−3 − 103 eV), and richness of
analytic possibilities achievable with modern STEM-EELS instruments facilitate the
correlation of various material and functional properties and make STEM-EELS a unique
technique.

Another development direction of state-of-the-art electron microscopes goes towards
improvements in time resolution. Conventional microscopes and related spectroscopic
techniques rely on the accumulation of electron and photon counts over relatively long
time periods (10−3 − 102 s), which averages many dynamical processes in the studied
samples, such as dynamics of phase transitions or optical excitations. These typical time-
resolution limits can be overcome by preparing a pulse of primary electrons whose arrival
towards the sample is synchronized with an external stimulus pre-exciting the sample
within a “pump-probe” experiment. We currently distinguish between dynamic TEM
(DTEM) and ultrafast TEM (UTEM) used to probe irreversible or reversible processes,
respectively. UTEM is closely linked to the so-called photon-induced near-field elec-
tron microscopy (PINEM), which probes the evolution of near-fields associated with
the optical excitation in nanostructured samples in a stroboscopic way by varying the
delay between the arrival of the electrons and the sample stimulated by a laser pulse.

Besides improvements in spectral and time resolution, there have been many efforts
to achieve high spatial resolution in all microscope types and to develop new imaging
techniques. A key aspect determining the microscope’s resolving power is our capability
to eliminate aberrations of electron lenses to form and image the electron beams per-
fectly. The electron beam distortions can be significantly reduced nowadays by involving
aberration correctors2,9.

The constant development of new imaging techniques, either improving the resolution
or introducing new capabilities, is also responsible for making electron microscopes so
powerful. For instance, samples that are thin and composed of light elements (such as 2D
materials or biological specimens) impose mainly a phase modulation in the transmitted
electron wave function in TEM, while the contrast in the conventional setup mostly
provides amplitude information (i.e., we detect intensity I ∝ |ψf,prop|2, where ψf,prop is
the post-interaction and propagated electron wave function). This limitation have been
overcome by introducing electron holography10, or phase plates11, using the concepts
adopted from light optics to retrieve the phase information. Another possibility to
reconstruct the sample phase is electron ptychography12.
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1 Introduction

1.2 Nanophotonics

To introduce one of the main concepts of nanophotonics, we can start with basic con-
siderations of waves propagating in a bulk, homogeneous, and isotropic medium. An
electric field describing a harmonic plane wave of light in such an environment can be
expressed as E(r, t) = Re |E0 exp(ik · r − iωt)|, where (r, t) are spatial coordinates and
time, E0 is a vector describing amplitude and polarization, k is a wave vector determin-
ing the direction of propagation, and ω is the angular frequency. To ensure fulfillment
of the wave equation in an isotropic medium described by relative permittivity ε and
relative permeability µ, we have k = √

εµω/c, where c is the speed of light in vacuum.
Nanophotonics very often deals with materials and frequency ranges, where µ = 1,

and Re{ε} < 0 ∧ Im{ε} ≪ Re{ε}, which can take place, e.g., in noble metals in the
visible spectral range13, or ionic crystals in the infrared14. Such dielectric properties
imply purely imaginary k and thus no propagation of plane waves in bulk. However,
solutions taking the form of evanescent waves propagating along interfaces with such
materials exist. For a planar interface between vacuum (ε = 1) and material described
by the permittivity ε, the wave vector component in the direction of propagation along
the interface has to fulfill k∥ = ω/c

√
ε/(ε+ 1).

One can easily check that the wave vector component perpendicular to the plane of
propagation yields an exponential decay of the field from the interface and, importantly,
Re{k∥} > ω/c if the dielectric response fulfills the abovementioned conditions. The
evanescent waves corresponding to the so-called polaritons, hybrid light-matter waves,
are thus associated with an effective wavelength λ = 2π/k∥, which is smaller than the
wavelength of a photon in free space λ0 = 2πc/ω. This result suggests that the polaritons
could break the conventional Abbe diffraction limit and “shrink” light to much smaller
dimensions compared to photon wavelengths in free space or in an infinitely extended
homogeneous medium.

The flat interface represents only one of the many arrangements to achieve light con-
finement due to the surface polaritons. Other geometries often used in nanophotonics
are flat or corrugated thin films, edges, or variously shaped nanoparticles, ranging from
spheres to nanostars, where the so-called localized surface plasmons (LSPs) reside13. It
is nowadays possible to tailor the confined optical field almost on demand by choosing
the suitable material and designing the particular geometry concerning the operating
frequency ranging from far infrared to ultraviolet region of the electromagnetic spec-
trum.

Our understanding of the behavior of light at the nanoscale, together with improve-
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ments in nanofabrication and chemical synthesis of specifically shaped nanoparticles,
leads to a broad scope of applications, e.g., in light nanofocusing and waveguiding15–17,
energy storage and conversion18, biosensing19, or quantum computing20. Other efforts
of the nanophotonics community are in the development of near-field-based imaging and
spectroscopic techniques, such as scanning-near field optical microscopy and nano Fourier
Transform Infrared spectroscopy (nano-FTIR)21 or tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy22.

1.3 Marriage of electrons and photons

Figure 1.1: Three scenarios of electron-light interaction discussed in this Thesis. Left:
electron beams can induce optical near fields, which results in energy losses visible in
electron spectra. Middle: if an electron beam passes close to an already excited near
field (e.g., by an external light source), it can experience multiple photon exchanges.
Right: electrons can also interact with freely propagating photons through higher-
order processes. Such interaction is thus possible, but rather inefficient.

As the confined near field features spatial details much smaller than the free-space
photon wavelength, it is understandable that the “conventional” photons cannot probe
the spatial characteristics of such nanoscale optical fields. And very often, the free-space
photon cannot even excite such fields. On the other hand, a beam of fast electrons is
accompanied by an evanescent field, thus representing a natural excitation source and/or
probe for polaritons in nanophotonics structures. The interaction of fast electrons with
confined polaritonic near fields is then imprinted in electron spectra. Interestingly, this
interaction can be either spontaneous or stimulated if an external source is used to
pre-excited the sample, as schematically visualized in Figure 1.1.

In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we introduce several works discussing how fast elec-
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1 Introduction

trons probe the polaritonic waves in the infrared (IR) and visible (VIS) energy range,
respectively. We will discuss several material platforms, ranging from ionic crystals sup-
porting phonon polaritons (PhPs) to doped semiconductors and metals where free-charge
carriers yield plasmon polaritons (PPs). One of the commented publications describes
the excitation of localized vibrational modes of both optical and acoustic nature in an
isolated inorganic molecule.

Figure 1.2: Implementation of electron-light interaction in an electron microscope.
A schematic of a possible experimental setup as introduced in Ref.23. The setup
is based on a femtosecond laser source attached to a SEM. The laser extracts
electrons from the electron gun and in the second path it is structured by a spatial
light modulator to modify the electron wave function as visualized in the inset.

Although our description of the capabilities of electron microscopy and spectroscopy in
Section 1.1 might result in the impression that everything we need has already been de-
veloped and all issues are resolved, but the opposite is true. Many solutions or techniques
mentioned are complex regarding instrumentation, operation and/or post-processing12.
Therefore, there is still a search for alternative and out-of-the-box solutions. Exploiting
the electron-photon interaction could be one of them: in Chapter 4 we discuss how the
optical fields can be used to actively modify the electron beams in different scenarios
and suggest setups to correct for electron-beam aberrations and generate on-demand
electron beam shapes.

The electron-photon interaction could be introduced in an electron microscope in two
(or even more) steps: in the first one, we could perform the on-demand tailoring of
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1.3 Marriage of electrons and photons

electron wave functions, as shown in Figure 1.2, while in the second step, the tailored
electrons would interact with a sample. Chapter 5 outlines several possible applications
of the shaped electron beams in both imaging and spectroscopy and finally, in Chapter
6 we summarize the presented work and present an outlook and personal viewpoint of the
future development of electron spectro-microscopy hand in hand with (nano)photonics.
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2 Vibrational electron energy-loss
spectroscopy

When energetic primary electrons in STEM interact with a sample without any other
external stimulation, the probability of nonzero energy exchange between the electrons
and the sample is very low. If we employ an electron energy-loss spectrometer, most
of the electrons contribute to the so-called zero-loss peak (ZLP) with a natural width
determined by the primary electrons’ monochromaticity (energy spread). As the energy
spread limits the resolution over the entire EEL spectrum, the aim is to reduce it.
The best results can be achieved by employing cold field-emission guns producing the
smallest ∼ 250-meV broadening24 and by further improving the energy spread with
monochromators.

So far, the most successful STEM-EELS design can reach the ZLP width as small
as a few meV4,6. Such resolution yields unprecedented details in the EEL spectra in
core-loss and valence-loss regions that can be simultaneously linked with the precisely
defined electron-beam position. Notably, the narrowness of the ZLP also uncovers the
spectral region, where magnons, phonons, low-energy plasmons, and molecular vibrations
exist. Although the ultra-low-energy or high-resolution STEM-EELS is a relatively
young technique, it has already been applied to various material systems where either
localized vibrational excitations or low-energy quasi-particles emerge.

Molecular vibrations

Konečná, A., Iyikanat, F. & García de Abajo, F. J. Theory of Atomic-Scale
Vibrational Mapping and Isotope Identification with Electron Beams. ACS Nano
15, 9890–9899 (2021).

Localized vibrational modes have been detected by STEM-EELS in molecular crystals,
particularly in guanine26,27, in clusters or alanine molecules, where different isotopes were
distinguished28, in molecular adsorbates on surfaces29, and even in liquid water encap-
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2 Vibrational electron energy-loss spectroscopy

sulated in a liquid cell30. Fast electrons are typically quite harmful to sensitive organic
molecules, which has been experimentally overcome by taking advantage of long-range
interaction with optical-like vibrational modes featuring non-zero net dipole moment.
Such vibrations are detectable even with an electron beam placed in aloof geometry,
probing the molecules remotely. We confirm and extend these observations with a case
study of an inorganic h-BN-like molecule, where we observe different localization of the
acoustic- and optical-like vibrations and suggest that single-isotope impurities could be
detected down to the single-atom level.

Phonon polaritons

Maciel-Escudero, C., Konečná, A., Hillenbrand, R. & Aizpurua, J. Probing and
steering bulk and surface phonon polaritons in uniaxial materials using fast elec-
trons: Hexagonal boron nitride. Phys. Rev. B 102, 115431 (2020).

Konečná, A., Li, J., Edgar, J. H., García de Abajo, F. J. & Hachtel, J. A. Revealing
Nanoscale Confinement Effects on Hyperbolic Phonon Polaritons with an Electron
Beam. Small 17, 2103404 (2021).

Solid-state systems with periodic atomic lattices feature acoustic and optical phonon
branches. It turns out that the largest energy-loss probability arises when the electrons
interact with ionic crystals featuring optical modes with a non-zero net dipole moment.
In such a scenario, the crystal can support PhPs33, which can be, similarly to the opti-
cally active molecular vibrations, excited even with aloof electrons34. As we mentioned,
the electrons naturally couple to the polaritons and can be used to map the associated
near field and its confinement.

Even the first STEM-EELS spectra in the infrared6 showed the PhPs in different
ionic crystals, including hexagonal BN (h-BN), SiO2, SiC, and TiH2. However, the
complete and correct interpretation of the spectra was presented in follow-up works,
which could get some inspiration from works published a few decades earlier35. Several
studies demonstrated the emergence of rather damped PhPs in thin films and at edges
of SiO2

36–38. Confined PhPs were observed in MgO nanocubes39 and ZnO nanowires40.
PhPs in h-BN represent a special case because of the material anisotropy. Due to

the covalent in-plane and weak out-of-plane van-der-Waals bonds, h-BN features dis-
tinct vibrational properties in the two directions. The anisotropy then yields a peculiar

10



propagation of waves on h-BN surfaces in different frequency regions when excited by
focused electron beams.

When the h-BN crystal takes the form of a thin film, waveguide-like modes that offer
promising applications in nanophotonic devices can be excited and probed41. Interest-
ingly, by precisely positioning the electron beam with respect to thin-film boundaries,
we can control the preferred polariton wavelength to be probed by the electrons, which
allows us to reconstruct the polariton dispersion. We first suggested this polariton in-
terferometry scheme in Ref.42, but we were able to exploit its full potential only in the
more recent work32. We were able to reconstruct dispersions of polaritonic modes prop-
agating along sheet or edge surfaces, where we revealed that an exact edge geometry
plays a significant role in determining the resulting polaritonic properties.

Plasmon polaritons

Yang, H., Konečná, A., Xu, X., Cheong, S.-W., Garfunkel, E., García de Abajo,
F. J. & Batson, P. E. Low-Loss Tunable Infrared Plasmons in the High-Mobility
Perovskite (Ba, La) SnO3. Small 18, 2106897 (2022).

Yang, H., Konečná, A., Xu, X., Cheong, S.-W., Batson, P. E., García de Abajo,
F. J. & Garfunkel, E. Simultaneous Imaging of Dopants and Free Charge Carriers
by Monochromated EELS. ACS Nano 16, 18795–18805 (2022).

Compared to ionic crystals, where the PhPs are formed due to the lattice vibrations,
materials with free-charge carriers can feature PPs. In the infrared, PPs emerge either in
large metallic cavities (e.g., micrometer-sized particles)45,46 or in doped semiconductors47,
where the free-carrier oscillations naturally occur at lower frequencies due to smaller car-
rier concentrations.

We investigated a perovskite material BaSnO3 (BSO) which becomes plasmonic due
to the doping by La atoms (BLSO). In particular, we performed spatially-resolved EELS
mapping of BLSO nanoparticles forming nanocubes or nanoblocks and thoroughly an-
alyzed the localized plasmonic modes formed in these nanoresonators. We focused on
evaluating the resonance broadenings ∆ωr and quality factors Q = ωr/(∆ωr), where ωr

denotes the resonant frequency. These quantities are tightly related to the energy loss
associated with the resonances and, thus, the potential applicability of the plasmonic
nanoparticles. Interestingly, we found out that the plasmonic resonances in the smallest
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2 Vibrational electron energy-loss spectroscopy

particles are more damped than initially expected due to additional scattering and very
tight confinement of the conduction electrons.

We also investigated the effects of inhomogeneous La doping in some of the fabricated
nanoparticles. We used the full potential of STEM-EELS and correlated the information
from high-resolution imaging, EEL spectra in the core-loss, valence, and vibrational
energy regions. Although the images did not reveal any apparent inhomogeneities, we
could extract dopant densities by analyzing ratios of the peaks associated with La and
Ba atoms in the core-loss EELS. In the visible range, we could evaluate the band gap,
which, together with Hall measurements, led to our estimation of the Burstein-Moss
(B-M) shift. We could also observe local energies of bulk plasmons in the (near)infrared
spectral range, which correlated with the dopant densities and values with the most
significant B-M shifts. Very interestingly, the inhomogeneities in doping led to non-
trivial localized plasmon modes, and we could even observe waveguiding-like modes
arising between areas with a local increase of doping. We also concluded that not all La
atoms provide carriers and found a carrier-activation percentage of about 50 %.

Coupled plasmon-phonon polaritons

Gallina, P., Konečná, A., Liška, J., Idrobo, J. C. & Šikola, T. Strongly Coupled
Plasmon and Phonon Polaritons as Seen by Photon and Electron Probes. Phys.
Rev. Appl. 19, 024042 (2023).

If we deal with a system composed of several elements (e.g., nanoparticles), each sup-
porting a polaritonic excitation, we must consider a possible coupling between the ele-
ments. Such coupling occurs via the electromagnetic near field associated with each po-
laritonic excitation and can influence all other elements yielding a new modal structure49.
We can imagine a system of coupled oscillators, where each oscillator represents one po-
laritonic excitation, and the springs emerge due to the electromagnetic interaction be-
tween them50. Coupled polaritonic systems are extensively studied in nanophotonics51,52.
The coupling offers more degrees of freedom to tailor the nanoscale fields on demand
and brings applications in energy transport, sensing, or field enhancement53.

The coupling of two or more plasmonic particles has also been studied in various
STEM-EELS works, which revealed both the energy structure of the new hybridized
modes and the related near field distributions45,54–56. As the infrared frequency range
become accessible only recently in STEM-EELS, only a few pioneering works57,58 ad-
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dressed the coupling between PhPs, residing exclusively in the infrared, and low-energy
PPs. Our contribution deals with the interaction of previously studied infrared polari-
tons in SiO2 and localized plasmonic excitations in micron-sized gold particles52. We
revealed that by precisely positioning the electron beam, we could actively control the
coupling, which could be used to characterize both the coupled system and individual
system constituents without any need to prepare several samples. We also compared the
spatially-resolved STEM-EELS measurements to far-field optical spectra, which lack
spatial information and, on the other hand, bring better spectral resolution.
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ABSTRACT: Transmission electron microscopy and spectros-
copy currently enable the acquisition of spatially resolved
spectral information from a specimen by focusing electron
beams down to a sub-angstrom spot and then analyzing the
energy of the inelastically scattered electrons with few-meV
energy resolution. This technique has recently been used to
experimentally resolve vibrational modes in 2D materials
emerging at mid-infrared frequencies. Here, on the basis of
first-principles theory, we demonstrate the possibility of
identifying single isotope atom impurities in a nanostructure
through the trace that they leave in the spectral and spatial
characteristics of the vibrational modes. Specifically, we
examine a hexagonal boron nitride molecule as an example of
application, in which the presence of a single isotope impurity is revealed through changes in the electron spectra, as well as in
the space-, energy-, and momentum-resolved inelastic electron signal. We compare these results with conventional far-field
spectroscopy, showing that electron beams offer superior spatial resolution combined with the ability to probe the complete
set of vibrational modes, including those that are optically dark. Our study is relevant for the atomic-scale characterization of
vibrational modes in materials of interest, including a detailed mapping of isotope distributions.
KEYWORDS: electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS), isotope identification, vibrational spectroscopy,
atomically resolved infrared spectroscopy, infrared microscopy

The ability of exciting vibrational modes in crystals and
molecules with localized probes has attracted much
attention over the past decade because of the

possibility of investigating chemical composition and atomic
bonding with high spatial resolution. Numerous theoretical
and experimental works have demonstrated that vibrational
spectroscopy is feasible with nanoscale or even atomic-scale
resolution using tip-based spectroscopic techniques, such as
scanning near-field optical microscopy1−3 and tip-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy.4−7 These approaches rely on the
electromagnetic optical-field enhancement produced at the
probed sample area by introducing sharp metallic tips, such as
those that are commonly used in atomic force and scanning
tunneling microscopies. However, despite the substantial
efforts made in engineering the geometric properties of the
probing tip to improve resolution and sensitivity,8−10 tip-based
microscopies are still unable to map atomic vibrations, can
only examine a fixed orientation of the specimen, and generally
require complex analyses to subtract the undesired effects
associated with tip−sample coupling. In addition, these

techniques are only sensitive to vibrational modes that are
optically or Raman active, while dark excitations without a net
dipole moment remain difficult to detect.
Enabled by recent advances in instrumentation,11,12 electron

energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) performed in scanning
transmission electron microscopes (STEMs) has emerged as
an alternative, versatile technique capable of mapping vibra-
tional modes with an atomic level of detail. In STEM-EELS,
the sample is probed by a beam of fast electrons (typically with
energies of 30−300 keV) focused below 1 Å, thus allowing for
the identification of individual atoms. Early theoretical
predictions13−17 were followed by experimental studies
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demonstrating the spectral and spatial characterization of low-
energy excitations (10s−100s meV), such as phonons in
general, phonon polaritons in nanostructured polar crys-
tals,12,18−26 molecular vibrations,27−30 and hybrid modes
resulting from the coupling between vibrational and plasmonic
excitations.31 Recent achievements include the detection of
vibrations at truly atomic resolution in hexagonal boron nitride
(h-BN),32 silicon,33 graphene,34 and silicon carbide,35 as well
as the visualization of single-atom impurities in extended
samples.34,35

We depict common STEM-EELS experimental arrange-
ments and types of probed infrared (IR) excitations in Figure
1. Dispersion relations of vibrational modes can be retrieved
under broad electron beam (e-beam) irradiation of extended
crystals combined with angle- and energy-resolved electron
detection22,25 (left panel). In addition, localized vibrational
modes (upper middle panel) can be probed with atomic detail
using focused e-beams,32−34 while the spatial and spectral
distribution of phonon polaritonshybrids of atomic
vibrations and photonscan also be mapped in structured
samples16,19,20 (lower middle panel). Interestingly, by changing
the collection conditions or the orientation of the specimen,
one can filter different contributions to the inelastic
signal,14,36−38 and similarly, selected excitations of specific
symmetry may be addressed by shaping the electron wave
function (right panel) in coordination with energy and
momentum post-selection, as shown in a proof-of-principle
experiment at higher excitation energies for the triggered
detection of plasmons with dipolar and quadrupolar charac-
ter.39

Here, we present first-principles calculations demonstrating
the potential of e-beams for atomic-scale vibrational mapping,
including the identification of single isotope-atom impurities in

a finite molecular sample. Specifically, we follow previous
theoretical works relying on molecular dynamics37,40 and first-
principles calculations of extended systems,18,22,25,41 and
introduce a general computational methodology based on
density-functional theory that can be applied to model spatially
resolved EELS spectra with an atom-sized probe. Such an
approach goes beyond the macroscopic dielectric formalism,
which is successfully used to simulate low-loss EELS without
atomic detail,42,43 but fails to model the microscopic
characteristics of the EELS signal. We show that e-beams are
capable of exciting both bright and dark vibrational modes,
while the latter are missed by far-field IR spectroscopy, as we
illustrate by comparing our results to simulated optical
extinction spectra. Additionally, we discuss polarization
selectivity for different e-beam orientations with respect to
the sample.
We note that atomically resolved vibrational mapping has so

far been demonstrated only in samples that are resistant to e-
beam damage, which is not the case of organic molecules, for
which aloof EELS needs to be considered.27−30 However, we
foresee that less energetic electrons together with expected
improvements in the sensitivity of electron analyzers may
eventually allow us to probe molecular vibrations with high
spatial resolution (see upper-mid-panel in Figure 1). In
preparation for these advances, we analyze here a rather stable
h-BN-like molecule, which is purposely chosen as a model
system that can naturally incorporate different boron isotopes
(in particular 10B and 11B),44 so it serves to study the effect of a
single isotope defect on the resulting high-resolution EELS
maps. In particular, we demonstrate that such impurity can
significantly affect the vibrational modes and produce clearly
discernible variations in the energy-filtered maps compared to
those obtained for an isotopically pure sample. We thus

Figure 1. Experimental approaches to probing vibrational excitations by EELS. Left: phonon dispersion in bulk materials can be studied
through momentum-resolved EELS using an extended electron beam (e-beam) with a focal size of tens of nm.22,25 Middle top: localized
vibrational modes in finite or defective structures can be probed at atomic resolution with tightly focused e-beams.32−34 Middle bottom:
phonon polaritonselectromagnetic waves coupled to the optical phonons of ionic crystalscan be efficiently excited by e-beams to probe
their spatial (nm-to-μm scale) and spectral (10s-to-100s meV) properties, which strongly depend on sample and probing geometry.16,19,20

Right: preshaping and post-selection of the electron transverse wave function enables the identification of specific vibrational-mode profiles
and symmetries in the inelastic signal. Images are illustrations taken from our calculations.
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conclude the feasibility of isotope identification at the single-
atom level in a finite nanostructure. In addition, we show that
post-selection of scattered electrons depending on the
acceptance angle of the spectrometer can improve these
capabilities for isotope site recognition.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Theoretical Description of Spatially Resolved Vibra-

tional EELS. For swift electrons of kinetic energy > 30 keV
interacting with thin specimens (<10s nm) or under aloof
conditions (i.e., without actually traversing any material),
coupling to each sampled mode is sufficiently weak as to be
described within first-order perturbation theory, so that the
EELS spectrum is contributed by electrons that have
experienced single inelastic scattering events. As a safe
assumption for e-beams, the initial (i) and final ( f) electron
wave functions can be separated as ψi|f(r) = (1/√L) ×
eipi|f,zzψi|f⊥(R), where R = (x,y) denotes the transverse
coordinates, L is the quantization length along the e-beam
direction z, the longitudinal wave functions are plane waves of
wave vectors pi|f,z, and ψi|f⊥(R) are the transverse wave
functions. In addition, we focus on scattering events that
produce negligible changes in the electron momentum relative
to the initial value, such that the electron velocity vector v can
be considered to remain constant (nonrecoil approximation).
Finally, the atomic vibrations under study take place over small
spatial extensions compared to the wavelength of light with the
same frequency, so we adopt the quasistatic limit to describe
the electron−sample interaction. Under these approximations,
the EELS probability is given by42 (see Methods)

∫ ∫
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where we sum over final transverse states f and the specimen
enters through the screened interaction W(r,r′,ω), defined as
the potential created at r by a unit charge placed at r′ and
oscillating with frequency ω. For atomic vibrations, the
screened interaction reduces to a sum over the contributions
of different vibrational modes, as shown in eqs 10 and 11 in
Methods. Inserting these expressions into eq 1 and using the
identity45 ∫ −∞

∞ dz eiqz/r = 2K0(|q|R), where K0 is the modified
Bessel function of the second kind and order 0, we findlmooonooo
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The n sum runs over the sampled vibrational modes, ωn and enl
are the associated frequencies and normalized atomic displace-
ment vectors, respectively, the l sum extends over the atoms in
the structure, Ml is the mass of atom l, the gradient of the
charge distribution with respect to displacements of that atom
is denoted ρ⃗l(r), and we have incorporated a phenomeno-
logical damping rate γ. As described in Methods, we use

density-functional theory to obtain ρ⃗l(r) and the dynamical
matrix. The latter is then used to find the natural vibration-
mode frequencies ωn and eigenvectors enl by solving the
corresponding secular equation of motion. Because core
electrons in the specimen are hardly affected by the swift
electron, we assimilate them together with the nuclei to
positive ionic point charges eZl (= 3e for B and 5e for N atoms)
located at the equilibrium atomic positions rl, so that they
contribute to ρ⃗l(r) with a term ρ⃗l

nucl(r) = eZl∇rlδ(r − rl), which
upon insertion into eq 3 leads to
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Here, Inval(R,q) is computed from eq 3 by substituting ρ⃗l(r) =
ρ⃗l
nucl(r) + ρ⃗l

val(r) by the gradient of the valence-electron charge
density ρ⃗l

val(r) and carrying out the integral over a fine spatial
grid. Incidentally, close encounters with the atoms in the
structure produce an unphysical divergent contribution to the
loss probability, which is avoided when accounting for the
maximum possible momentum transfer42 and also when
averaging over the finite width of the e-beam. For simplicity,
we regularize this divergence in this work by making the

substitution | − ′| → | − ′| + ΔR R R R 2 2 with Δ = 0.2 Å in
the argument of the Bessel functions of the above equations.
We have chosen Δ such that 1/Δ approximately corresponds
to the typical maximal range of collection angles in
experiments.
Measurement of the inelastic electron signal in the Fourier

plane corresponds to a selection of transmitted electron wave
functions ψf⊥(R) = eiQ f·R/√A (normalized by using the
transverse quantization area A), having a well-defined final
transverse wave vector Q f⊥z.̂ Inserting this expression into eq
2 and making the substitution ∑f → [A/(2π)2]∫ d2Q f, we find
ΓEELS(ω) = ∫ d2Q f [dΓEELS(ω)/dQ f], where
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is the momentum-resolved EELS probability. A dependence on
the initial electron wave function is observed, which is however
known to be lost when performing the integral over the entire
Qf space,42,46 leading to ΓEELS(ω) = ∫ d2R |ψi⊥(R)|2
ΓEELS(R,ω), where lmoonoo
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(i.e., the loss probability reduces to that experienced by a
classical point electron averaged over the transverse e-beam
density profile |ψi⊥(R)|2).
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The above results are derived at zero temperature. When the
vibrational modes are in thermal equilibrium at a finite
temperature T, the loss probabilities given by eqs 2, 4, and 5
need to be corrected as ΓEELS

T (ω) = ΓEELS(|ω|)[nT(ω) + 1]
sign(ω), where nT(ω) = 1/(eℏω/kBT − 1) is the Bose−Einstein
distribution function and ω > 0 (ω < 0) describes electron
energy losses (gains). This expression, which has been used to
determine phononic21,24 and plasmonic47 temperatures with
nanoscale precision using EELS, can be derived from first
principles for bosonic modes,48 whose excitation and de-
excitation probabilities are proportional to the quantum-
harmonic-oscillator factors nT(ωn) + 1 and nT(ωn), respec-
tively. In what follows, we ignore thermal corrections as a good
approximation for energy losses ℏω ≳ 50 meV at room
temperature (kBT ∼ 25 meV).
Valence-Electron Charge Gradients. We focus on the

model system sketched in Figure 2a, which consists of 7 boron
(green) and 6 nitrogen (blue) atoms arranged in a h-BN-like
configuration, and includes 9 hydrogen edge atoms (gray) to
passivate the edges and give stability to the structure49 (see

Methods and Supporting Information Figure S7). Molecules
such as this one are likely produced during chemical vapor
deposition before a continuous h-BN film is formed,49 and
they can also emerge when destroying continuous h-BN layers
using physical methods.50 In what follows, we compare the
EELS signal from the isotopically pure molecule (taking all
boron atoms as 11B) with that obtained when one of the boron
atoms is replaced by the isotope 10B either at the edge or the
center of the molecule. The isotopic composition affects the
vibrational modes, but not the valence-electron charge density,
which is represented for the unperturbed molecule in the
underlying color plot of Figure 2a (integrated over the z
direction, normal to the x−y atomic plane). We observe
electron accumulation around nitrogen atoms that reflects the
ionic nature of the N−B bonds, similar to what is observed in
extended h-BN monolayers. Coupling to the electron probe is
mediated by the charge gradients ρ⃗l(r) entering eq 3, the
valence contribution of which is shown in Figure 2b after
integration over the out-of-plane direction (i.e., ∫ dz ρ⃗lval(r)) for
l running over the three types of atoms under consideration.
Each atomic displacement leads to a dipole-like pattern
centered around the displaced atom and is qualitatively similar
for other atoms of the same kind. As valence electrons pile up
around nitrogen atoms, their displacements lead to the highest
values of ρ⃗lval(r).

Vibrational EELS vs Infrared Spectroscopy. The
gradients of the charge distribution in the nanostructure
together with a vibrational eigenmode analysis provide the
elements needed to calculate EELS and optical-extinction
spectra in the IR range. In Figure 3a, we show EELS spectra
obtained by using eq 5 for 60 keV electrons focused at four
different positions within the x−y atomic plane. We compare
results for the isotopically pure molecule (solid curves) and the
same structure with an isotopic impurity (dashed curves and
symbols). The presence of the impurity leads to slight energy
shifts of the mode energies (up to ∼2 meV; see details in
Supporting Information Figures S1−S3 and S6), as well as
substantial changes in the corresponding spectral weights. In
addition, we observe that most features are enhanced when the
e-beam is moved closer to the atomic positions, while several
of them persist even when the beam passes outside the
molecule (cf. green spectra). Such persisting features are
associated with modes that exhibit a net dipole moment, so
they can also be revealed through far-field optical spectroscopy,
as shown in the extinction cross-sections plotted in Figure 3c
(see Methods for details of the calculation). Dipole-active
modes couple to the e-beam over long distances, and
consequently, they can be detected in the aloof configuration,
which has been recently employed in EELS experiments to
study beam-sensitive molecules.27−30 Indeed, we corroborate a
strong resemblance of the optical extinction (Figure 3c) and
the aloof EELS (Figure 3a, green curves) spectra. Modes with a
net dipole therefore couple more efficiently to light and also to
distant electrons under the aloof configuration than dark
modes, while the latter, although making a vanishing
contribution to EELS at large distances, can still be detected
by electrons passing close to the structure. Incidentally, the 3-
fold symmetry of the molecules renders the optical cross-
section independent of the orientation of the polarization
vector within the plane of the atoms. The most intense EELS
peaks are observed at around 130 meV and 170−180 meV,
corresponding to modes involving B−N bond vibrations (see
Supporting Information Figures S1−S3 for details of the

Figure 2. Charge density and its gradients in a h-BN-like molecule.
(a) We show the unperturbed valence-electron charge density
integrated over the direction z normal to the atomic plane for the
molecular structure overlaid above the density plot. (b) Gradients
are shown of the z-integrated valence charge density with respect
to in-plane atomic displacements along x and y for selected B, N,
and H individual atoms (identified by the rapid variations of the
gradient in these plots). The gradient is multiplied by a different
factor in each plot (see labels) to maintain a common color scale.
We note that the charge density does not change when introducing
the isotope impurity.
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atomic displacement vectors associated with different vibra-
tional modes). Weaker features above 300 meV (see

Supporting Information Figure S5) arise from N−H and B−
H bond stretches. Interestingly, the presence of the isotope

Figure 3. Effect of an isotope impurity in EELS and infrared (IR) extinction. We compare calculated EELS (a, b) and optical-extinction (c, d)
spectra for an isotopically pure molecule (solid curves, only 11B atoms) and a molecule containing a single isotope atom impurity (dashed
curves for a 10B impurity placed at the edge; symbols for the impurity positioned at the center). For EELS (a, b), we take 60 keV electrons
and consider different e-beam positions (see color-coordinated vertically offset curves) and orientations (normal to the plane of the atoms in
panel a; parallel to and 1 Å away from that plane in panel b). For optical IR spectroscopy (c, d), we consider in-plane (c) and out-of-plane
(d) light polarization (see red arrows in the insets). All vibrational mode energies obtained in the displayed energy range for the isotopically
pure structure are indicated by vertical gray lines. We incorporate a spectral broadening of 1 meV to account for intrinsic losses and
instrument resolution.

Figure 4. Isotope-impurity determination through energy-filtered EELS imaging. We plot the calculated EELS probability integrated over
different energy-loss ranges (see labels) as a function of e-beam position under the conditions of Figure 3a for the isotopically pure molecule
(left plots in each panel) and a molecule with an isotope atom defect (middle and right plots, 10B atomic impurity at the edge or in the center
of the molecule, as indicated by black arrows and circles). In panel a, we show the atomic displacements associated with the involved
vibrational modes. The probability is multiplied by a different factor in each density plot (see lower-right labels) to maintain a common
color scale. Frame colors are coordinated with the vertical bands indicated in Figure 3a. We spatially average the probability over a
transverse Gaussian e-beam profile of 0.8 Å fwhm.
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impurity dominantly affects modes that involve the motion of
the atom substituted by the impurity. For such modes, we
observe both slight blue shifts in their energies (further
summarized in Supporting Information Figure S6) and
changes in the peak intensities following modifications and
distortions of the vibrational eigenvectors.
By rotating the nanoflake with respect to the e-beam

direction (or analogously, the light polarization for optical
measurements), a different set of modes contributes to the
spectral features, dominated by out-of-plane atomic motion
under the conditions of Figure 3b,d. In EELS, the strengths of
these features strongly depend on e-beam position and
orientation; such polarization sensitivity of EELS was also
analyzed in ref 51 for anisotropic crystalline material. In
particular, the spectra shown in Figure 3b (with the electrons
passing parallel to and 1 Å away from the plane of the atoms)
reveal several peaks that are absent under normal electron
incidence (Figure 3a). Some of these modes are also missed in
the optical extinction for out-of-plane polarization (Figure 3d),
which confirms their dark nature, in contrast to the dominant
excitations observed around ∼110 meV energy.
Vibrational Mapping at the Atomic Scale. To visualize

the complete spatial dependence of the vibrational EELS signal
at specific energies corresponding to selected modes, we
calculate energy-filtered maps by scanning the beam position
over an area covering the studied structure (placed in the x−y
plane). In Figure 4, we show maps calculated for a beam of 0.8
Å fwhm focal size and selected modes in isotopically pure and
defective molecules (see Supporting Information Figure S4 for
additional maps on the isotopically pure molecule). By
inspecting the results for ∼179 meV (Figure 4a) energy
losses, together with the corresponding atomic displacement
vectors (two degenerate modes around this energy), we
observe a strong correlation in symmetry and strength between
the mode displacements and the EELS map, thus corroborat-
ing that the latter provides a solid basis to reconstruct the
contribution of each atom to the vibrational modes. In
addition, by introducing a boron isotope impurity at the edge
of the molecule (indicated by black arrows), the 3-fold
symmetry of the mode displacements and the resulting EELS
maps are severely distorted. The impurity can produce either
depletion or enhancement of the EELS intensity around its
position, but in general, it influences the inelastic electron
signal over the entire area of interest. Importantly, even if the
impurity is placed in the center of the molecule, and thus, it
does not distort the symmetry of the vibrational modes, it
produces changes in the EELS intensities for those modes
involving movement of the central atom. A slightly smaller
mass of the central atom gives rise to larger vibrational
amplitudes and consequently, higher EELS intensities. These
findings suggest that although small frequency changes may be
difficult to detect, the isotopic impurities could be identified
via intensity changes in EELS maps integrated over an
affordably large energy window. We also note that the ratio
of inelastic to elastic electron signals is rather small (e.g., the
loss probability is ≲10−3 for electrons focused close to atomic
nuclei, or ∼10−5 for aloof beam positions), but such signals
should still be detectable, especially in STEM-EELS setups
equipped with direct electron detectors.52

In Figure 5, we explore the effect of post-selection on the
resulting EELS intensity, as calculated for transverse-
momentum-resolved scattered electrons using eq 4. The
incident e-beam is taken to have a Gaussian density profile

|ψi(R)|2 of 0.8 Å fwhm. We present calculations for the most
prominent feature in EELS at energies around ∼179 meV, and
compare results from isotopically pure (top row) and defective
(middle and bottom rows) samples. The obtained momentum-
dependent energy-filtered maps clearly demonstrate that the
directly transmitted electrons (Qf = 0) carry long-range
information associated with the polarization of valence-
electron charges (see Supporting Information Figure S4,
showing the separate contributions of valence-electron and
nuclear charges). Such long-range signal is particularly
prominent for the ∼179 meV modes, which are dipole-active
(see IR spectra in Figure 3b). In general, when collecting
electrons experiencing larger transverse momentum transfers,
the spatial localization of the signal is increased, enabling a
better determination of the atomic positions and their
contributions to the observed modes with a resolution limited
by the finite size of the e-beam spot. Incidentally, we can link
the energy-integrated low- and large-angle signal to bright- and
dark-field images, respectively, as collected with different
apertures in STEMs.32,37 We note that elastic scattering by the
molecule and its surroundings could potentially mask the
inelastic signal, so one should focus on angular regions for
which the latter makes a larger relative contribution, for
example, by exploring different collection conditions.

CONCLUSIONS
STEM-EELS has evolved into a leading technique enabling
both atomic-resolution imaging and spectroscopy over a broad
frequency range extending down to the mid-IR. In particular,
atomic-scale mapping of IR vibrational modes, which has
recently become accessible,32−34 is important for under-
standing and manipulating the optical response in such a
spectral range, as well as for determining the effect of phonons
and phonon-polaritons in the electrical and thermal con-
ductivities of nanostructured materials. We have shown that

Figure 5. Isotope-impurity determination through momentum-
resolved EELS. Under the conditions of Figure 3a, we plot the
calculated EELS probability as a function of e-beam position for
the isotopically pure molecule (upper plots) and a molecule with
an isotope atom defect (lower plots, 10B atomic impurity indicated
by black arrows) after integration over both the specified energy-
loss range (around ∼179 meV) and the transverse wave vector of
the transmitted electrons within a narrow annular aperture
centered around the e-beam direction. Different radii of the latter
(Q f) are considered in each column, as indicated by the lower
labels. The probability is multiplied by a different factor in each
color plot (see labels) and normalized to the same area of the
collection aperture to maintain a common color scale. The
incident e-beam has a transverse Gaussian profile of 0.8 Å fwhm.
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STEM-EELS can probe the complete set of vibrational modes,
including optically bright and dark modes, the polarization
characteristics of which can be addressed by tilting the sample
relative to the e-beam or by resolving the inelastic electron
signal as a function of scattering angle. The latter can benefit
from recent advances in hybrid pixel detection technology.52

As an application of these methods, we have demonstrated
through first-principles calculations that an individual isotope
impurity in a h-BN-like molecule produces radical changes in
the spectral and spatial characteristics of the electron signal
associated with the excitation of its vibrational modes.
Although the emergence of localized vibrational signatures
associated with single isotopic impurities in extended samples
might be more complicated from a theoretical viewpoint (they
require the use of larger supercells, while an interesting
panorama may emerge from hybridization between localized
vibrations and extended phonons) and is yet to be explored,
our study supports the use of STEM-EELS to map isotope
distributions with atomic precision in finite nanostructures. In
general, studying the influence of isotopic impurities can be
important for understanding phononic lifetimes, as well as
thermal and electrical transport at the nanoscale.

METHODS
EELS Probability. Under the assumptions discussed in the main

text, the loss rate reduces to42

∫ ∫∑ω ψ ψ ψ ψ

ω δ ε ε ω

Γ = ℏ ′ * * ′ ′

× {− ′ } − +

t

W

r r r r r r

r r

( )
d

2e d d ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Im ( , , ) ( )

f
i f i f

f i

EELS
2

3 3

where ψi(r) and ψf(r) denote initial and final electron wave functions
of energies ℏεi and ℏεf, respectively. We now separate longitudinal
and transverse components as specified in the main text (i.e., ψi|f(r) =
(1/√L)eipi|f,zzψi|f⊥(R)), use the nonrecoil approximation to write εf −
εi ≈ (pf,z − pi,z)v, transform the sum over final states through the
prescription ∑f → (L/2π)∫ dpf,z∑f (i.e., the remaining sum over f
now refers to transverse degrees of freedom), carry out the pf,z integral
using the δ function, and multiply the result by the interaction time
L/v to convert the loss rate into a probability. Following these steps,
we readily find eq 1.
Optical Response Associated with Atomic Vibrations. The

quasistatic limit is adopted here under the assumption that the studied
structures are small compared with the light wavelength at the
involved oscillation frequencies. We consider a perturbation potential
ϕext(r,t) due to externally incident light or a swift electron, in response
to which the atoms in the structure (labeled by l = 1, ..., N) oscillate
around their equilibrium positions rl with time-dependent displace-
ments ul(t). The charge density ρ({u},r), which obviously depends on
{u} ≡ {u1,...,uN}, is calculated from first principles as discussed below.
Following a standard procedure to describe atomic vibrations,53 we
Taylor-expand the configuration energy (also calculated from first
principles) for small displacements and only retain the lowest-order u-
dependent contribution ∑ · ·′ ′ ′t tu u(1/2) ( ) ( )ll l ll l+ , where ′ll+ is the
so-called dynamical matrix. We now write the Lagrangian of the
system as

∫
∑ ∑

ρ ϕ

= ̇ | − · ·

− { }
′

′ ′M t t t

t

u u u

r u r r
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l l

ll
l ll l

2

3 ext

3 +

where Ml is the mass of atom l and the rightmost term accounts for
the potential energy in the presence of the perturbing electric
potential ϕext(r,t). The equation of motion then follows from
∂ ∇ = ∇̇t u ul l

3 3, which leads to

∫∑ ρ ϕ̈ = − · − ⃗
′

′ ′M t t tu u r r r( ) ( ) d ( ) ( , )l l
l

ll l l
3 ext+

(6)

where we have used the property =′ ′ll l l
T+ + , while the vector field

ρ⃗l(r) = ∇u l
ρ({u},r) represents the gradient of the electric charge

density with respect to displacements of atom l. Linear response is
assumed by using the dynamical matrix. In addition, to be consistent
with this approximation, we evaluate ρ⃗l(r) at the equilibrium position
u = 0. It is then convenient to treat each frequency component
separately to deal with the corresponding external potential ϕext(r,ω)
= ∫ −∞

∞ dt eiωtϕext(r,t), so that eq 6 becomes

∫∑ω ω γ ω ω ρ ϕ ω+ = · + ⃗
′

′ ′M u u r r r( i ) ( ) ( ) d ( ) ( , )l l
l

ll l l
3 ext+

(7)

where we have introduced a phenomenological damping rate γ. The
solution to eq 7 can be found by first considering the symmetric
eigenvalue problem for the free oscillations,

∑ ω· =
′ ′

′ ′M M
e e1

l l l
ll nl n nl

2+
(8)

where n labels the resulting vibration modes of frequencies ωn. The
eigenvectors enl form a complete ( δ∑ * ⊗ =′ ′e en nl nl ll 30 , where 30 is
the 3 × 3 unit matrix) and orthonormal (∑l enl*·en′l = δnn′) basis set,
which we use to write the atomic displacements as

∑ω ω=
M

cu e( ) 1 ( )l
l n

n nl

with expansion coefficients
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Incidentally, because the dynamical matrix is real and symmetric, the
eigenvectors enl can be chosen to be real, but we consider a more
general formulation using complex eigenvectors that are convenient to
describe extended crystals, where the mode index n may naturally
incorporate a well-defined Bloch momentum. Now, introducing the
above expression for ul in the induced charge density ρind(r,ω) = ∑l
ul·ρ⃗l(r), we can obtain the susceptibility
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which is implicitly defined by the relation ρind(r,ω) = ∫ d3r′ χ(r,r′, ω)
ϕext(r′,ω). Finally, the screened interaction, defined by W(r,r′,ω) = ∫
d3r1 ∫ d3r2 χ(r1,r2,ω) |r − r1|−1|r′ − r2|−1, reduces to
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Eqs 10 and 11 are used to evaluate eq 1 and produce eqs 2, 4, and 5.
Optical-Extinction Cross-Section. For a small structure such as

that considered in Figure 2, we describe the far-field response in terms
of the polarizability tensor, which we in turn calculate from the
susceptibility by writing the dipole induced by a unit electric field;
that is, α̅̅(ω) = −∫ d3r ∫ d3r′ χ(r,r′,ω)r⊗r′. Using eq 9, we find

∑α ω ω
ω ω ω γ

= ℏ
⊗ *

− +
d d

( ) 2
( i )n

n n n

n
2

where
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∫∑ ω ρ= ℏ [ · ⃗ ]
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is the transition dipole associated with mode n. We then calculate the
optical-extinction cross-section as54 σext(ω) = (4πω/c)Im{αii(ω)} for
light polarization along either an in-plane (i = x) or an out-of-plane (i
= z) symmetry direction. In practice, as described earlier in the text,
we separate the charge gradient ρ⃗l(r) = ρ⃗l

nucl(r) + ρ⃗l
val(r) into the

contributions of valence electrons (ρ⃗lval(r)) and the rest of the system
(ρ⃗l

nucl(r), that is, nuclei and core electrons), so the transition dipoles
reduce to ω= + ∑ ℏe Z Md d e/(2 )n n l l n l nl

val , where dn
val is calculated

from eq 12 by replacing ρ⃗l(r) by ρ⃗l
val(r).

DFT Calculations. We perform density functional theory (DFT)
calculations using the projector-augmented-wave (PAW) method55 as
implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP)56−58

within the generalized gradient approximation in the Perdew−Burke−
Ernzerhof (PBE) form to describe electron exchange and
correlation.59 The cutoff energy for the plane waves is set to 500
eV. The atomic positions of the molecular structures under
consideration with and without an isotopic impurity are determined
by minimizing total energies and atomic forces by means of the
conjugate gradient method. Atomic positions are allowed to relax until
the atomic forces are less than 0.02 eV/Å and the total energy
difference between sequential steps in the iteration is below 10−5 eV.
The edges of the molecule are passivated with hydrogen terminations
to maintain structural stability, leading to a nearly hexagonal structure
(see Supporting Information Figure S7). Additionally, hydrogen
passivation eliminates a strong effect associated with the dangling
bonds observed in the vibrational spectra. We calculate the dynamical
matrix ′ll+ using the small displacement method: each atom in the
unit cell is initially displaced by 0.01 Å, and the resulting interatomic
force constants are then determined to fill the corresponding matrix
elements. Vibrational eigenmodes and eigenfrequencies are obtained
by diagonalizing the dynamical matrix, as discussed above. We
assimilate nuclear and core-electron charges in each atom to a point
charge. However, the distribution of the valence-electron charge
density is incorporated using a dense grid in the unit cell to tabulate
the charge gradients ρ⃗lval(r′) from the change in the valence-electron
density produced for each small atomic displacement.
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We theoretically describe how fast electrons couple to polaritonic modes in uniaxial materials by analyzing
the electron energy-loss spectra. We show that in the case of a uniaxial medium with hyperbolic dispersion,
bulk and surface modes can be excited by a fast electron traveling through the volume or along an infinite
interface between the material and vacuum. Interestingly, and in contrast to excitations in isotropic materials,
bulk modes can be excited by fast electrons traveling outside the uniaxial medium. We demonstrate our findings
with the representative uniaxial material hexagonal boron nitride. We show that the excitation of bulk and surface
phonon polariton modes is strongly related to the electron velocity and highly dependent on the angle between
the electron beam trajectory and the optical axis of the material. Our work provides a systematic study for
understanding bulk and surface polaritons excited by a fast electron beam in hyperbolic materials and sets a way
to steer and control the propagation of the polaritonic waves by changing the electron velocity and its direction.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.102.115431

I. INTRODUCTION

Polar materials have become of high interest in the field of
nanophotonics due to their ability to support phonon polari-
tons, quasiparticles which result from the coupling between
electromagnetic waves and crystal lattice vibrations [1,2] with
a characteristic wavelength lying in the mid-infrared region.
These quasiparticles can enhance the electromagnetic field
deep below the diffraction limit with large quality factors
compared to infrared plasmons [3–6], making them promis-
ing building blocks for infrared nanophotonics applications
[7–10].

One interesting two-dimensional (2D) polar material is
hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) because of its high-quality
phonon polaritons and the easy preparation of the single
atomic layers made by exfoliation [11–16]. Aside from be-
ing widely used in heterostructures [17], h-BN is emerging
by itself as a versatile material offering novel optical and
electro-optical functionalities. The crystal layer structure that
constitues h-BN, mediated via interlayer van der Waals forces,
produces a uniaxial optical response of the material. This
implies that the dielectric function of h-BN needs to be
described by a diagonal tensor

↔
ε with two principal axes

[12,13]: εx = εy = ε⊥ and εz = ε‖. When Re(ε‖)Re(ε⊥) < 0,
phonon polaritons can propagate inside the material and ex-
hibit a hyperbolic dispersion [7,18], that is, the relationship
between the different components of the polariton wave vec-
tor k(ω) = (kx, ky, kz ) traces a surface in momentum space
which corresponds to hyperboloids. For h-BN, one can find
two energy bands (the reststrahlen bands) where one of the
principal components of the dielectric tensor is negative. Each

*aizpurua@ehu.eus

reststrahlen band is defined by the energy region between the
transverse and longitudinal optical phonon energy, TO and
LO, respectively (TO⊥ and LO⊥ for the upper reststrahlen
band and TO‖ and LO‖ for the lower Reststrahlen band,
see Fig. 1). On the other hand, when Re(ε‖)Re(ε⊥) > 0, the
isofrequency surfaces traced by the polariton wave vector in
momentum space are ellipsoids.

Figure 1 depicts ε⊥ and ε‖ (see Appendix A for expres-
sions and parameters of the dielectric tensor components),
which represent the in-plane and out-of-plane dielectric com-
ponents of h-BN, respectively. The energy range in Fig. 1,
shaded in red, corresponds to the lower reststrahlen band
(94.2–102.3 meV) where the real part of the out-of-plane
permittivity is negative, leading to isofrequency surfaces in
the form of two-sheet hyperboloids (inset type I). The energy
region shaded in gray corresponds to the upper reststrahlen
band (168.6–200.1 meV), where the real part of the in-plane
permittivity is negative and the isofrequency surfaces corre-
spond to one-sheet hyperboloids (inset type II).

Hyperbolic phonon polaritons excitable in h-BN within the
range of 90–200 meV might be a key to many novel photonic
technologies relying on the nanoscale confinement of light
and its manipulation. As a result, efficient design and uti-
lization of h-BN structures require spectroscopic studies with
adequate spatial resolution. This can be provided, for instance,
by electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) using electrons
as localized electromagnetic probes. Recently, instrumental
improvements in EELS performed in a scanning transmis-
sion electron microscope (STEM) allowed to spatially map
phonon polaritons [19] and hyperbolic phonon polaritons in
h-BN [20,21]. The focused electron beam in STEM has thus
become a suitable probe to access the spectral information
of low-energy excitations in technologically relevant materi-
als, with nanoscale spatial resolution. Thus, EEL spectra in
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phononic materials can be of paramount importance to reveal
the properties of phonon polariton excitations.

In this work we first show that a fast electron traveling
through bulk h-BN can excite volume phonon polaritons in-
side and outside the h-BN reststrahlen bands. Our analysis
reveals that the excitation of the volume polariton modes is
strongly dependent on the electron velocity and also on the
orientation between the electron beam trajectory and the h-BN
optical axis. We then study the formation of wake patterns
in the field distribution induced by the electron beam at h-
BN. Our methodology allows us to connect the excitation
of these wake fields with the different electron energy-loss
mechanisms experienced by the fast electron in the medium:
(i) excitation of phonon polaritons or (ii) Cherenkov radiation.
We also discuss the emergence of asymmetric wake patterns
exhibited by the induced electromagnetic field when the elec-
tron beam trajectory sustains an angle relative to the h-BN
optical axis. Finally, in the last two sections of the paper we
show that a fast electron beam interacting with a semi-infinite
h-BN interface excites Dyakonov surface phonon polaritons
within the h-BN upper reststrahlen band. We further demon-
strate that the probing electron traveling above h-BN in aloof
trajectories excites volume phonon polaritons (remotely ac-
tivation). All these findings offer a way to steer and control
the propagation of the polaritonic waves and reveal the impor-
tance of the anisotropic optical response of the material in the
EELS analysis.

II. EXCITATION OF INFRARED BULK MODES IN H-BN
BY A FOCUSED FAST ELECTRON BEAM

A. Bulk modes in h-BN

According to Maxwell’s equations in momentum-
frequency (k, ω) space, the dispersion relation for a wave
propagating in the volume of an anisotropic material can be
found from the following relationship [22,23]:

det[
↔
G

−1

(k; ω)] = det
[
k ⊗ k − k2

↔
I + k2

0
↔
ε
] = 0, (1)

where
↔
G

−1

is the inverse of the Green’s tensor, k(ω) =
(kx, ky, kz ) is the wave vector of the wave, k0 = ω/c is the
magnitude of the wave vector in vacuum, c is the speed of
light, det[

↔
x ] stands for the determinant of a matrix, ⊗ is the

tensor product, and
↔
I is the identity tensor. Particularly, for

a uniaxial medium, the dielectric response can be described
in tensor form as

↔
ε (ω) = diag[ε⊥, ε⊥, ε‖]. For this case, two

solutions (modes) arise from Eq. (1), yielding the dispersion
relation for ordinary waves

k2 = k2
0ε⊥, (2)

and the dispersion relation for extraordinary waves

k2
x + k2

y

ε‖
+ k2

z

ε⊥
= k2

0 . (3)

Equation (2) represents concentric spheres in k space for a
given energy h̄ω (with ε⊥ > 0), while Eq. (3) represents hy-
perboloids or ellipsoids in the reciprocal space depending on
the sign of the dielectric components ε‖ and ε⊥. Altogether,

FIG. 1. Real parts of the components of the h-BN dielectric
function. The shaded red area marks the lower reststrahlen band and
the gray area the upper reststrahlen band. Insets illustrate the elliptic
and the hyperbolic (type I and type II) isofrequency surfaces and the
crystal lattice structure of h-BN.

the isofrequency surfaces of the polariton wave vector k(ω)
in momentum space (for a uniaxial medium) constitute the
dispersion relation of the phonon-polariton modes and, as
observed in Eqs. (2) and (3), are represented geometrically by
spheres, ellipsoids, or hyperboloids. Note that these modes are
independent of the exciting probe used. For h-BN, the insets in
Fig. 1 depict the isofrequency surfaces for each energy region
inside and outside the reststrahlen bands. As we will show in
the following, fast electron beams are effective probes capable
of exciting the different phonon-polariton modes sustained in
h-BN.

B. Electron energy-loss probability

Fast electron beams can couple to bulk polaritonic modes
sustained in anisotropic media. We can observe this by an-
alyzing the energy losses experienced by the electron when
traveling in such media. Electron energy losses, �EEELS, can
be calculated within classical electrodynamics as the work
performed by the induced electromagnetic field Eind (r; t ) on
the probing electron [24–28]

�EEELS = e
∫

dre · Eind (re; t ), (4)

where the integration is performed along the electron beam
trajectory re(t ), e is the elementary charge, and Eind(r; t ) is
evaluated along re(t ). Notice that we approximate the electron
beam as a classical point charge. The relatively low currents
used in typical EELS experiments justify this approximation
[29–31]. If we Fourier transform Eind(r; t ) �→ Eind(r; ω) in
Eq. (4), the electron energy losses can be written as

�EEELS = e

2π

∫
dre ·

∫ ∞

−∞
dω Eind(re; ω) e−iωt

=
∫ ∞

0
dω

∫
dL h̄ω �(ω), (5)

where one identifies the electron energy-loss (EEL) probabil-
ity per unit path �(ω) as

�(ω) = e

π h̄ω
Re[Eind(re; ω) · v̂ e−iωte ], (6)
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FIG. 2. Schematics of the electron traveling through the h-BN
with velocity v = vẑ parallel to the h-BN optical axis (z direction).

with v̂ the unit vector in the same direction as the electron
velocity v and te is the time for the electron to travel a distance
dL. Hence, to calculate �(ω) one needs to know the induced
electric field Eind(r; ω). We derive below the expressions of
the total electric field Etot(r; ω) and �(ω) for an electron beam
trajectory parallel to the optical axis of h-BN, as depicted in
Fig. 2.

It follows from Maxwell’s equations that the field produced
by the fast electron plus the induced electric field, namely, the
total electric field [Etot(r; ω)] is given by

Etot(r; ω) = −i
ω

(2π )3c2ε0

∫
d3k ρ(k; ω)

↔
G(k; ω) · v eik·r,

(7)
with ε0 the vacuum permittivity and ρ(k; ω) = −2π eδ(ω −
k · v) the charge density of the probing electron. The integra-
tion in Eq. (7) extends over the whole reciprocal space and
the delta function introduced by the charge density ensures
conservation of energy and momentum. Indeed, one finds
that in the no-relativistic limit the energy that the electron
with initial velocity v transfers to the medium upon losing
momentum h̄k is

h̄ω = (p + h̄k)2

2m
− p2

2m
= h̄v · k + h̄2

2m
k2, (8)

with p = mv the initial momentum of the fast electron. By
neglecting recoil of the incident electron, from Eq. (8) one
arrives to the so-called nonrecoil approximation where ω =
k · v. Note that the z component of the wave vector is fixed by
kz = ω/v when the electron travels in the z direction.

To calculate the bulk loss probability �bulk(ω) experienced
by the fast electron in the anisotropic medium we substitute
Eq. (7) into Eq. (6). Notice that a fast electron traveling in
vacuum loses no energy, thus we can use Etot(r; ω) instead of
Eind(r; ω) in Eq. (6). Using the cylindrical symmetry of the
field produced by the fast electron one finds that

�bulk(ω) =
∫ kc

⊥

0
dk⊥ Pbulk(k⊥; ω), (9)

where

Pbulk(k⊥; ω) = − 2e2k⊥v

(2π )3h̄c2ε0vz

∫ 2π

0
dφ Im[v̂ ·

↔
Gkz · v̂] (10)

is the probability for the electron to transfer a transverse
momentum h̄k⊥ (to the electron trajectory) upon losing energy
h̄ω. We will refer to this quantity as the momentum-resolved

loss probability. In Eq. (10)
↔
Gkz =

↔
G(k⊥, φ, kz = ω/vz −

k⊥ · v/vz ), and φ is the angle between k⊥ and the kx axis, with

h̄kc
⊥ the maximum perpendicular momentum of the electrons

selected by the collection aperture of the EELS spectrometer.
Particularly, when the electron beam trajectory points out

in the same direction as the h-BN optical axis (v = vẑ), ex-
pressions for Etot(r; ω) and thus for �bulk(ω) can be found in
a closed form (see Appendix B for the analytical formula of
the Green’s tensor in uniaxial anisotropic media):

Etot(r; ω) = e

2πε0

ω

v2γ⊥ε⊥
g(r; ω), (11)

where

g(r; ω) = eiωz/v

[
i

γ⊥
K0

(√
ε‖
ε⊥

|ω|
γ⊥v

R

)
ẑ

− sgn(ω)
√

ε‖ε⊥K1

(√
ε‖
ε⊥

|ω|
γ⊥v

R

)
R̂

]
(12)

is written in cylindrical coordinates r = (R, z) = (x, y, z),
R =

√
x2 + y2, K0(x), K1(x) are the zero- and first-order mod-

ified Bessel functions of the second kind, sgn stands for the
sign function, and γ⊥ = 1/

√
1 − v2ε⊥/c2 is the Lorentz fac-

tor.
The momentum-resolved loss probability becomes

Pbulk(k⊥; ω) = − 2e2

(2π )2ω2h̄ε0
Im

{[
k2

0ε⊥ − ω2

v2

]

× k⊥
ε‖

[
ε⊥k2

0 − ω2/v2
] − ε⊥k2

⊥

}
, (13)

and, substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (9), one finds that

�bulk(ω) = e2

(2π )2ω2h̄ε0
Im

{[
k2

0 − ω2

ε⊥v2

]

× ln

[
ε‖ε⊥k2

0 − ε‖ω2/v2 − ε⊥
(
kc
⊥
)2

ε‖ε⊥k2
0 − ε‖ω2/v2

]}
. (14)

The nonretarded versions of Pbulk(k⊥; ω) and �bulk(ω) can be
obtained by setting k0 equal to zero in Eqs. (13) and (14).

The spectrum of the momentum-resolved loss probability
and the EEL probability provide valuable information which
reveals the properties of the modes of the anisotropic material.
We thus explore in the following the connection between
the dispersion relation of the h-BN excitations in the upper
reststrahlen band with these two quantities.

C. Upper reststrahlen band

In the following we address the electron energy losses in
h-BN and the connection of these losses with the isofrequency
surfaces of the material. We first show in Fig. 3(a) the isofre-
quency curve of a h-BN phonon polariton for an energy in the
upper reststrahlen band (red curve). We chose 195 meV as a
representative value of this band. When a fast electron beam is
used to probe these excitations in the medium, the velocity of
the electron determines the momentum transfer, as k · v = ω

[Eq. (8) in the nonrecoil approximation]. If the electron is
traveling along the z direction, then kz = ω/v [blue horizontal
line in Fig. 3(a)]. Following Eq. (3), this also sets the value of
the h̄k⊥ momentum component (k2

⊥ = ε‖k2
0 − ε‖k2

z /ε⊥) of the
excited phonon polariton.
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FIG. 3. (a) Isofrequency curves for energies inside (195 meV, red solid line) and outside (160 and 205 meV, green and black dashed

lines) the upper reststrahlen band plotted for the wave vector kz versus k⊥ =
√

k2
x + k2

y . The horizontal blue line represents the momentum

h̄kz = h̄ω/(0.1c) transferred by the fast electron to the polaritons when it travels along the z direction with v = 0.1c. The blue line is evaluated
at energy 195 meV (caption at the top right of the figure). The black arrows represent the polariton wave vector k(ω), θk is the angle between
k(ω) and the kz axis, the magenta arrows represent the group velocity vg, and the orange arrows the Poynting vector S. (d) Shows a zoom into
(a). In (d) the horizontal blue line represents kz = ω/(0.5c). The contour plot (left panel) in (b) shows the momentum-resolved loss probability
Pbulk(k⊥; ω) normalized to the maximum value (3 a.u.) for v = 0.1c. The right panel in (b) shows the energy-loss probability �bulk(ω) obtained

by integrating Pbulk(k⊥; ω) over k⊥ up to kc
⊥ = 0.05 Å

−1
. (e) Same as in (b) but considering v = 0.5c. (c), (f) Depict the real part of the z

component of the total electric field induced by the fast electron along the cylindrical coordinates (R, z) for the energy 195 meV. The field plots
are normalized to the maximum value in each case: (c) 1 × 10−5 a.u. and (f) 7.5 × 10−7 a.u. The insets in (c) and (f) illustrate the electron
beam trajectory and orientation of the h-BN crystal planes.

The intersections between kz = ω/v and the isofrequency
curves in the upper reststrahlen band establish a relationship
between the energy h̄ω of the hyperbolic phonon polariton and
its perpendicular momentum component h̄k⊥. In the left panel
of Fig. 3(b) we plot this relationship (blue dashed line) and the
momentum-resolved loss probability Pbulk(k⊥; ω) (light blue-
yellow contour plot) for v = 0.1c. We note that the highest
values of Pbulk(k⊥; ω) coincide with the blue dashed line and
its asymptotic behavior approaches LO⊥ for large k⊥. This
demonstrates that electron energy losses in the upper band
are due to phonon polariton excitations. We confirm this by
integrating Pbulk(k⊥; ω) over k⊥ up to a cutoff momentum

h̄kc
⊥, which yields the EEL probability �bulk(ω) [right panel

of Fig. 3(b)]. A clear peak can be observed at the longitudinal
optical phonon. This energy-loss peak is slightly asymmetric
with a broader tail inside the reststrahlen band compared to
that outside the band. Importantly, at energies above LO⊥ no
losses are found. This can be understood with the help of
the isofrequency curves in Fig. 3(a). For instance, at energy
205 meV (black dashed line, above the upper reststrahlen
band) the ellipse does not intersect the blue horizontal line
and therefore there is no excitation above the upper band. For
energies below TO⊥, the ellipses may intersect or not the blue
horizontal line of kz depending on the particular energy. For
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instance, at an energy of 160 meV [green dashed line, below
the upper reststrahlen band in Fig. 3(a)] the ellipse does not
cut kz = ω/(0.1c) and therefore there is no excitation induced
in that case. However, for other energies the isofrequency
surfaces can cut the kz line, and therefore an anisotropic di-
electric mode can be excited [tail below 170 meV in Fig. 3(b)].
We learn from this analysis that the excitation of the phonon
polariton modes close to the upper reststrahlen band is highly
dependent on the topology (hyperbolic or elliptic) of the
isofrequency surfaces.

The dependency of phonon polaritons excitation on the
isofrequency surface allows to control the polaritonic modes
as we discuss now in Fig. 3(c), where we show the real
part of the z component of the total electric field at h̄ω =
195 meV (representing the energy within the hyperbolic dis-
persion regime in the upper reststrahlen band), induced by a
fast electron with velocity v = 0.1c. A schematic represen-
tation of such electron beam trajectory is displayed in the
inset of Fig. 3(c). We observe two important features: the
formation of a wake pattern and an oscillatory behavior of the
field in the z direction. This spatial periodicity is connected
with the parallel momentum component (h̄kz = h̄ω/v) trans-
ferred by the electron since the observed wavelength along
the z axis is λz = 2π/kz. This implies that the wavelength
λz decreases with increasing energy of the phonon polariton.
Furthermore, the direction of the wake pattern is governed
by the polariton phase velocity [vp parallel to k(ω), black
arrow]. The outward direction (relative to the electron beam
trajectory) of the wavefronts is determined by the sign of the
radial component of vp relative to the radial component of the
energy flow (given by the Pointing vector S = E × H parallel
to the group velocity vg = ∇kω [32–36], magenta arrow). We
recognize in Fig. 3(a) that the group and the phase velocities
are nearly perpendicular, and their projection onto the radial
axis are parallel, leading to a wave propagating away from the
electron beam trajectory (positive phase and positive group
velocity with respect to the energy propagation direction). It
is worth noting that the projection of the group and the phase
velocities onto the beam trajectory direction (z direction) leads
to negative phase and positive group velocities relative to Sz

[Fig. 3(a)].
As pointed out, for each energy h̄ω, the velocity of the

fast electron determines (primarily) the polariton wave vec-
tor parallel to the beam trajectory kz and, consequently, the
perpendicular wave vector k⊥ [according to Eq. (3)]. To
emphasize the velocity dependency, we perform the same
analysis [Figs. 3(d)–3(f)] as in Figs. 3(a)–3(c) but increasing
the electron velocity to v = 0.5c. In Fig. 3(d) a zoom into the
isofrequency curve of Fig. 3(a) is presented, together with the
value kz (horizontal blue line) determined by the electron ve-
locity v = 0.5c. The increase of the electron velocity leads to
the excitation of 195-meV polaritons with reduced momentum
(determined by the intersection of the blue horizontal line and
the red isofrequency curve). By calculating the momentum-
resolved loss probability Pbulk(k⊥; ω) [left panel of Fig. 3(e)]
and the EEL probability �bulk(ω) [right panel of Fig 3(e)] we
find the same behavior as in Fig. 3(b) for v = 0.1c, except
for a one order of magnitude reduction in both k⊥ and the
magnitude of the loss probability.

The differences in the properties of the phonon polaritons
launched by the fast electron at both electron velocities are
distinguishable in Fig. 3(f), where we show the real part of
the z component of the total electric field induced by the fast
electron with v = 0.5c at energy 195 meV. The spatial period
λz of the polariton is longer compared to that in Fig. 3(c) as
a result of the increase in the electron velocity (smaller h̄kz

transferred). The direction of the wake field is quite similar
to that of Fig. 3(c). This behavior is a specific feature of
hyperbolic polaritons since the intersection of the blue line
both for v = 0.1c and v = 0.5c occurs at the asymptote of
the hyperbola which results in polariton wave vectors that
have very similar propagation direction but different absolute
values.

D. Lower reststrahlen band

In Fig. 4(a) we show the isofrequency curve of h-BN
phonon polaritons for an energy in the lower reststrahlen band
(red line). Note that the hyperbolas are rotated by 90◦ as
compared to the upper reststrahlen band [see Figs. 3(a) and
3(d)]. However, the momentum h̄kz transferred by the fast
electron to the phonon polaritons is still given by the crossing
of the hyperbolas with the horizontal blue line [representing
kz = ω/v for v = 0.1c in Fig. 4(a)]. From Eq. (3) we obtain
the polariton perpendicular momentum h̄k⊥, which is shown
in Fig. 4(b) as a function of energy h̄ω (dashed blue curve). We
also plot the momentum-resolved loss probability Pbulk(k⊥; ω)
for energies within the lower reststrahlen band. Notice that the
highest values of Pbulk(k⊥; ω) (red and yellow colors in the
contour plot) coincide perfectly with the blue dashed curve,
demonstrating that the electron energy losses in the lower
band are also governed by polariton excitations. However,
in contrast to the upper band, we find that the dashed blue
curve has a negative slope, dω/dk⊥ < 0, indicating that the
group and the phase velocities are antiparallel (have opposite
sign) along the radial direction. We will show below with
Fig. 4(c) that the phase velocity in the radial direction is
indeed antiparallel (negative) relative to the Poynting vector
(energy flow) while the group velocity in the radial direction
is parallel (positive), which is a consequence of the phase and
group velocity vectors being perpendicular to each other and
rotated by 90◦ compared to the upper reststrahlen band.

To obtain spectroscopic information on the excitations in
the lower reststrahlen band, we calculate the EEL probability
�bulk(ω) by integration of Pbulk(k⊥; ω) in momentum space
[right panel in Fig. 4(b)]. Contrary to the upper reststrahlen
band, we observe a uniform and relatively small loss prob-
ability between TO‖ and LO‖ without the appearance of a
sharp peak around LO‖. We explain this finding by (i) the
large cutoff momenta (h̄kc

⊥) imposed by the aperture of the
microscope detector and (ii) the relationship between the en-
ergy and the transverse momentum of the polaritons in the
lower band [see Fig. 4(b), left panel]. Indeed, we observe
in Fig. 4(b) that the asymptotic behavior of the blue dashed
line tends to TO‖ for large k⊥. This shows that low-energy
hyperbolic phonon polaritons, close to TO‖, largely contribute
to the energy losses for large kc

⊥ values. Contrary to the upper
band, where the high-momenta contribution to the electron
energy losses comes from polaritons with high energy, close to
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FIG. 4. (a) Isofrequency curves for energies inside (100 meV, red solid line) and outside (92.5 and 105 meV, green and black dashed

lines) the lower reststrahlen band plotted for the wave vector kz against k⊥ =
√

k2
x + k2

y . The horizontal blue line represents the momentum

h̄kz = h̄ω/(0.1c) transferred by the fast electron to the polaritons when it travels along the z direction with velocity 0.1c. The blue line is
evaluated at energy 100 meV. The black arrows represent the polariton wave vector k(ω), θk is the angle between k(ω) and the kz axis, the
magenta arrows represent the group velocity vg, and the orange arrows the Poynting vector S. (d) Shows a zoom into (a). In (d) the horizontal
blue line represents kz = ω/(0.5c) evaluated at energy 92.5 meV. The contour plot (left panel) in (b) shows the momentum-resolved loss
probability Pbulk(k⊥; ω) normalized to the maximum value (3 a.u) for v = 0.1c. The right panel in (b) shows the energy-loss probability

�bulk(ω) obtained by integrating Pbulk(k⊥; ω) over k⊥ up to kc
⊥ = 0.05 Å

−1
. (e) Same as in (b) but considering v = 0.5c. For this case the

maximum of Pbulk(k⊥; ω) is 2.5 a.u. (c), (f) Depict the real part of the z component of the total electric field induced by the fast electron along
the cylindrical coordinates (R, z) for the energies: (c) 100 meV (for v = 0.1c) and (f) 92.5, 100, and 105 meV (for v = 0.5c). The field plots
are normalized to the maximum value in each case: (c) 1 × 10−6 a.u. and (f) 7.5 × 10−8 a.u.. The insets in (c) and (f) illustrate the electron
beam trajectory.

LO⊥ [Fig. 3(b), left panel]. We address the reader to Appendix
C where we show �bulk(ω) in the lower reststrahlen band for
different kc

⊥ cutoff values.
The excitation of phonon polaritons (within the lower rest-

strahlen band) by the probing electron can be observed in
Fig. 4(c), where we show the real part of the z component
of the total electric field induced at energy h̄ω = 100 meV.
Analogously to the upper band, the oscillatory behavior of
the field distribution along the z direction is governed by
the transferred momentum h̄kz. Interestingly, the wake pat-
tern is reversed compared to that for the upper reststrahlen

band [Figs. 3(c) and 3(f)], i.e., the wavefronts are propagating
toward the electron beam [33,37,38]. By plotting the group
and phase velocity vectors onto the field plots [magenta and
black arrows, respectively; also plotted in Fig. 4(a)], we can
clearly recognize that the projections of both vectors onto the
radial axis (perpendicular to the electron beam trajectory) are
antiparallel. This leads to a negative phase and positive group
velocity relative to the Poynting vector direction (which points
always away from the electron beam to preserve causality)
along the radial axis. The negative phase velocity in the radial
direction is a direct result of the phase velocity vector being
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nearly perpendicular to the Poynting vector, both being rotated
by 90◦ as compared to the upper reststrahlen band [where
both phase and group velocities are positive relative to energy
propagation in the radial direction, see Figs. 3(c) and 3(f)].

When the velocity of the electron is increased up to 50%
the speed of light, the kz component of the wave vector
parallel to the beam trajectory is reduced. In this case, the
matching between the red hyperbola and the horizontal blue
line is prevented as observed in Fig. 4(d). This mismatch
of energy and momentum forbids the excitation of hyper-
bolic phonon polaritons. However, the blue line intersects
the elliptical isofrequency surface of anisotropic bulk phonon
polaritons (dielectric) above and below the lower reststrahlen
band (black and green dashed curves calculated for 105 and
92.5 meV, respectively). The matching of energy and mo-
mentum at the intersections of the elliptical isofrequency
surfaces leads to the excitation of the dielectric modes, as
demonstrated by calculating the momentum-resolved loss
probability Pbulk(k⊥; ω) [left panel of Fig. 4(e)]. This loss
probability is determined by the relationship between the
energy of the elliptical polaritons and the perpendicular mo-
mentum component [dashed blue lines, showing ω(k⊥) of
the elliptical polaritons]. The integration of Pbulk(k⊥; ω) in
the reciprocal space subsequently yields small energy-loss
probabilities outside the reststrahlen band, whereas inside the
reststrahlen band the loss probability is negligible due to ab-
sence of polariton excitations.

In Fig. 4(f) we show the total electric field induced by
the electron beam for energies inside (marked 2) and outside
(marked 1 and 3) the lower reststrahlen band. We can ob-
serve the formation of wake patterns only for those energies
where the dielectric modes are excited (marked as 1 and
3). Importantly, the wake wavefronts propagate outward the
beam trajectory as a consequence of the group (vg) and phase
velocities (vp) being parallel (positive) relative to the Poynting
vector in the radial direction [Fig. 4(d)]. We can also notice
that the projection of these velocity vectors onto the z direction
is positive. This demonstrates that the radial and z projections
of vp and vg for elliptical polaritons are positive, contrary to
the hyperbolic regime (reststrahlen bands) where one of the
components is negative [Figs. 3(c), 3(f), and 4(c)].

E. Induced wake patterns and Cherenkov radiation

We have shown in Secs. II C [Figs. 3(c) and 3(f)] and II
D [Figs. 4(c) and 4(f)] that the field distributions produced by
a fast electron traveling through h-BN can exhibit wake pat-
terns. The excitation of these patterns (for energies inside and
outside the reststrahlen bands) is connected to the different
mechanisms of energy losses experienced by the fast electron
in the h-BN. In the following we discuss this connection.

First, it is worth noting that the excitation of the wake
fields inside the reststrahlen bands occurs for energies where
electron losses appear [compare Fig. 4(c) with the image in
Fig. 4(f) labeled as 2]. As we pointed out, the electron energy
losses within the reststrahlen bands correspond to the exci-
tation of hyperbolic phonon polaritons. This implies that the
wake fields are associated to the excitation of coherent-charge
density fluctuations [38–43] in the h-BN, namely, the phonon
polaritons.

In contrast to the wake fields inside the reststrahlen bands,
the emergence of the wake patterns outside the bands (see
Fig. 4, images labeled as 1 and 3) occurs due to a different
physical process to that of the excitation of hyperbolic phonon
polaritons. Outside the reststrahlen bands the h-BN dielec-
tric function is purely dielectric and thus the electron energy
losses correspond to the radiation emitted by the electron
when it passes through the medium with velocity larger than
the speed of light (in the h-BN). This mechanism is known as
Vavilov-Cherenkov radiation [44–51]. We have confirmed that
the losses in this energy range are present even in the absence
of damping in the material (not shown), confirming that the
losses are due to Cherenkov radiation in this case. This only
happens for electron velocities which fulfill

v >
c√
ε⊥

, (15)

being consistent with the condition for excitation of
Cherenkov radiation [52,53].

Finally, one can also note that the excitation of the wake
fields in the lower reststrahlen band depends on the electron
velocity [compare Figs. 4(c) and 4(f) label 2]. Indeed, for en-
ergies in the lower band one can deduce from Eqs. (11)–(12)
that the wake patterns appear under the following condition:

ε‖
ε⊥

<
v2

c2
ε‖ or equivalently v <

c√
ε⊥

, (16)

where only the real part of the dielectric function is consid-
ered. Interestingly, one can observe that the velocity of the
fast electron fulfills different conditions for the appearance of
wake patterns in different energy ranges [compare Eqs. (15)
and (16)]. This difference is a direct consequence of the dis-
tinct physical processes in the excitation of the wake fields.

The different nature of the excitation of the wake fields
outside and inside the reststrahlen bands is also reflected in
the angle θw = 90◦ − θk that the wake patterns sustain with
respect to the electron beam trajectory. An analysis of this
angle and its relationship with Eqs. (15) and (16) is developed
at the end of Appendix D.

F. Asymmetric wake patterns induced by tilting the electron
beam trajectory

As we pointed out in the last sections, the excitation of
hyperbolic phonon polaritons can be controlled by the ve-
locity of the fast electrons. In the following, we study how
steering of phonon polaritons can be controlled via the angle
α between the electron beam trajectory and the h-BN optical
axis.

When the electron travels at an angle α relative to the
h-BN optical axis (illustrated in Fig. 5), the condition for
the conservation of energy and momentum given by Eq. (8)
in the nonrecoil approximation (k · v = kyvy + kzvz = ω) is
represented by an inclined plane in momentum space [blue
planes in Figs. 6(a) and 6(d)]. The magnitude of the momen-
tum transferred by the electron to the phonon polaritons (along
the beam trajectory given by v̂) is still given by h̄kv̂ = h̄ω/v.
The polariton wave vector can be obtained from the intersec-
tion between the blue plane k · v = ω and the isofrequency
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FIG. 5. Schematics of the electron traveling through the h-BN
with velocity v = v(0, sin α, cos α) at an angle α with respect to the
optical (z) axis of h-BN.

surfaces [red hyperboloids in Figs. 6(a) and 6(d)]. Interest-
ingly, we observe that the intersections are not cylindrically
symmetric with respect to the kz axis [Figs. 6(a) and 6(d)].
This implies that the polaritonic wave will propagate asym-
metrically with respect to the electron beam trajectory. Indeed,
depending on the direction of propagation, the intersection
between the blue planes and the red hyperboloids in Figs. 6(a)
and 6(d) will occur at wave vectors k(1) and k(2) whose z
component can be the same (symmetrical case) or different
(asymmetrical case). To better understand the different asym-
metries in the propagation of the polaritonic wave we refer
the reader to Appendix D, where we show the intersection
of the blue plane and the red hyperboloids [Figs. 6(a) and
6(d)] for selected directions of the wave vector. Notice that
the symmetric case is similar to the one we discussed in Secs.
II C and II D. Therefore, we will focus here on the analysis
of the polariton propagation direction which shows the largest
asymmetry, that is, the kykz plane.

We show in Fig. 6(a) the plane k · v = ω for v = 0.1c
(blue surface) and the isofrequency hyperboloid (red surface)
for a representative energy in the upper reststrahlen band
(h̄ω = 180 meV). In Fig. 6(b), we plot the projection of the
intersection between the blue plane and the red hyperboloid
in the kykz plane. The blue dashed line represents the electron
beam trajectory and the black dashed line the kz axis. One
can notice that the matching between the blue solid line and
the red hyperbola [Fig. 6(b)] occurs at wave vectors k(1) and
k(2) whose z component is different. Thus, the projections
onto the z axis of the phase velocities v(1)

p and v(2)
p (parallel

to k(1) and k(2), black arrows) are also different. Due to the
hyperbolic shape of the isofrequency curve the z component
of the group velocities v(1)

g [parallel to the Poynting vector
S(1), right orange arrow in Fig. 6(b)] and v(2)

g [parallel to the
Poynting vector S(2), left orange arrow in Fig. 6(b)] are also
asymmetric. This difference (asymmetry) in the components
of the two phase and group velocities leads to a highly asym-
metric propagation of the polaritonic wave with respect to the
electron beam trajectory.

The dependency of the polaritonic waves on the angle α

can be observed in Fig. 6(c), where we plot the real part of
the z component of the total electric field produced by the
fast electron at energy h̄ω = 180 meV and v = 0.1c when
α = 20◦ and 45◦. Similar to the parallel trajectory (Secs. II C
and II D), one can notice the formation of wake patterns and

the spatial periodicity of the field along the electron beam
trajectory. This periodicity is determined by the momentum
transferred along the beam trajectory (h̄kv̂ = h̄ω/v) since the
corresponding wavelength is λv̂ = 2π/kv̂. Thus, the higher
the energy of the polariton is, the smaller λv̂ will be. The
wake patterns formed by the field distribution are clearly
asymmetric with respect to the beam trajectory. We observe
[Fig. 6(c)] that the wake fields exhibit largest asymmetry as α

is increased from 20◦ [Fig. 6(c), left panel] to 45◦ [Fig. 6(c),
right panel]. This is a direct consequence on how the electron
transfers different momentum components h̄ky and h̄kz to the
polaritonic excitation [see Fig. 6(b)]. One can notice from
Fig. 6(b) that as α is increased, k(1)

z ≈ 0 and k(2) tends to the
asymptote of the red hyperbola. Therefore, for large angles
α the polaritonic wave will propagate relative to the beam
trajectory with a phase velocity close to zero on one side of
the beam trajectory and with a non-zero phase velocity on
the other side of the beam trajectory. These findings explain
the tilting of the wavefronts in Fig. 6(c) for α = 45◦ at the
left side of the electron beam. It is worth noting that Fig. 6(c)
corresponds to the propagation of the polaritonic wave in the
yz plane. However, for other propagation directions, the field
distributions will be different.

In Figs. 6(d)–6(f) we show the same analysis (electron
beam trajectory tilted an angle α with respect to the h-BN
optical axis) for a representative energy within the lower
reststrahlen band (100 meV). Importantly, for this case the
projections onto the y axis of the phase velocities v(1)

p and v(2)
p

are antiparallel (negative) to the y component of the Poynting
vectors S(1) and S(2). This yields an asymmetric wave propa-
gating with negative phase velocity [Fig. 6(f)].

Additionally, the electron velocity v allows to control the
momentum transfer by the fast electron to the phonon polari-
tons [Eq. (8)]. Indeed, one can obtain the relationship between
v and the excitation of the asymmetric wake patterns by an-
alyzing the wake angles θ (1)

w = 90◦ − θ
(1)
k and θ (2)

w = 90◦ −
θ

(2)
k [Figs. 6(c) and 6(f)]. We refer the reader to Appendix

D where we derived this relationship. For completeness, we
show in Appendix E the electron energy losses experienced
by a fast electron traveling through h-BN in tilted trajectories
with respect to the h-BN optical axis.

We have found that the excitation of the polaritonic wave
is highly dependent on the orientation of the electron beam
trajectory with respect to the h-BN crystallographic arrange-
ment. Thus, while the speed of the electron serves as a means
to excite the polaritonic wave or not, the orientation of the
electron beam trajectory can serve to control the direction of
the polaritonic excitation.

III. EXCITATION OF DYAKONOV SURFACE PHONON
POLARITONS IN H-BN BY A LOCALIZED BEAM OF FAST

ELECTRONS

We next study the EELS signal when the electron beam is
traveling above an h-BN semi-infinite surface. The interface
between vacuum and h-BN lies on the yz plane, as depicted
in Fig. 7, with the y axis in the direction of ε⊥ and the z
axis in the direction of the h-BN optical axis. The electron
travels in vacuum at a distance x0 from the surface (we will
refer to this distance as the impact parameter) with velocity
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FIG. 6. Isofrequency surfaces for (a) the upper and (d) the lower reststrahlen bands for representative energies in each band: (a) 180 meV
and (d) 100 meV. The blue inclined plane represents the condition for the conservation of energy and momentum in the nonrecoil approxi-
mation: k · v = ω for an electron with v = 0.1c and α = 20◦. Panels (b) and (e) next to each hyperboloid depict the intersection between the
blue plane and the hyperboloids in the kykz plane. In these projections, the black arrows represent the two wave-vector solutions k(1), k(2) with
angles θ

(1)
k , θ (2)

k with respect to the beam trajectory (blue dashed line), the magenta arrows represent the group velocities v(1)
g , v(2)

g and the orange
arrows the Poynting vectors S(1), S(2). The contour plots in (c) and (f) show the normalized real part of the z component of the total electric
field in the yz plane for the energies: (c) 180 meV and (f) 100 meV. We plot the field distributions for two different angles of the electron beam
trajectory: 20◦ (left panels) and 45◦ (right panels). The maximum values of the field plots are (c) 4 × 10−6 a.u. and (f) >1.5 × 10−6 a.u.

v parallel to the optical axis of the h-BN. A schematic rep-
resentation of the probing electron-surface system is shown
in Fig. 7.

Surfaces of uniaxial materials with optical axis parallel
to the surface support a specific kind of surface waves, the
so-called Dyakonov waves [54,55]. When either ε⊥ or ε‖ is
negative (as in the case of the reststrahlen bands in h-BN),
Dyankonov surface polaritons [56] can propagate along the
surface. Recently, Dyakonov surface phonon polaritons have
been observed by scattering-type scanning near-field optical
microscopy (s-SNOM) at the edges of h-BN flakes [14,57]
as well as by STEM-EELS [20,58]. In the latter experiments,
the probing electrons were passing outside the flake edge in
a perpendicular trajectory. However, the excitation and detec-
tion of Dyakonov surface phonon polaritons with an electron
beam parallel to an extended surface has not been described
yet.

In the following, we first describe the Dyakonov surface
phonon polariton modes that exist at the interface between h-
BN and vacuum. We then show that a localized beam of fast
electrons can couple to these polaritons and we analyze the
corresponding EEL spectra and their polariton wake patterns.
Importantly, we find that surface Dyakonov phonon polaritons
are excited only in the upper reststrahlen band. Therefore, our
analysis and calculations are restricted to this energy range.

A. Surfaces modes in h-BN

According to Dyakonov’s theory [54], the interface de-
scribed in Fig. 7 supports electromagnetic waves that propa-
gate along it and their associated electromagnetic fields decay
exponentially perpendicular to the interface [54,55,59,60].
These surface waves can be expressed as a linear superpo-
sition of the four following modes propagating along the
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FIG. 7. Schematics of the probing electron traveling with veloc-
ity v at a distance x0 parallel to a h-BN surface. The optical axis of
the h-BN crystal lattice is parallel to the h-BN surface. Label I refers
to vacuum, while label II refers to h-BN.

interface: (i) a transverse electric (TE) mode, (ii) a transverse
magnetic (TM) mode (the corresponding fields decay into the
vacuum, upper half space in Fig. 7 labeled I), (iii) an ordinary
mode, and (iv) an extraordinary mode (the corresponding
fields decay exponentially into h-BN, lower half space in
Fig. 7 labeled II). Following this scheme the electric field in
each media can be written as

EI(x > 0, y, z) = (ATE + ATM)e−κIxei(kyy+kzz), (17a)

EII(x < 0, y, z) = (Aoeκo
IIx + Aeeκe

IIx )ei(kyy+kzz), (17b)

where harmonic dependency in time has been assumed, and
ATE, ATM, Ao, Ae are the amplitudes of each aforementioned
mode. The wave vector of each mode is given by

kd = (iκI, ky, kz ) TE, TM, (18a)

ko = ( − iκo
II, ky, kz

)
ordinary, (18b)

ke = ( − iκe
II, ky, kz

)
extraordinary, (18c)

where κI, κ
o
II, κ

e
II > 0 and ky, kz ∈ C need to fulfill the follow-

ing conditions:

κ2
I = k2

y + k2
z − (ω/c)2 vacuum, (19a)(

κo
II

)2 = k2
y + k2

z − ε⊥(ω/c)2 ordinary, (19b)(
κe

II

)2 = k2
y + ε‖

ε⊥
k2

z − ε‖(ω/c)2 extraordinary. (19c)

Applying boundary conditions imposed by Maxwell’s equa-
tions at the interface between vacuum and h-BN, one obtains
the following relationship [54,60,61]:(
κI + κe

II

)(
κI + κo

II

)(
κI + ε⊥κe

II

) = (ω/c)2(ε‖ − 1)(1 − ε⊥)κI,

(20)
which together with the set of Eqs. (19a)–(19c) determines the
in-plane wave vector (ky, kz ) of the Dyakonov waves.

It is worth noting that Dyakonov’s original work [54] was
derived for positive ε⊥ and ε‖. However, Eq. (20) is still valid
when ε⊥ < 0 and ε‖ > 0 [59,61]. Since negative values in the
real part of the dielectric components support the excitation of
polaritonic states, Dyakonov surface waves sustained in h-BN
in the mid-infrared region are thus called Dyakonov surface
phonon polaritons.

In Fig. 8 we plot the isofrequency contour (red curve) of
the h-BN surface polariton for an energy within the upper

FIG. 8. The red solid hyperbola represents the isofrequency
curve obtained with Eqs. (19a)–(19c) and (20) for the surface phonon
polariton, while the black dashed hyperbola represents the isofre-
quency curve obtained using Eq. (3) (setting kx = 0) for the bulk
phonon polariton. Both curves are calculated for a representative
energy in the upper reststrahlen band, 193 meV.

reststrahlen band (193 meV), obtained from Eqs. (19a)–(19c)
and (20). For comparison, we show a cut (kykz plane) of
the isofrequency surface of the hyperbolic volume polariton
[black dashed line obtained from Eq. (3)]. We find that the
isofrequency curve of the surface polariton is a hyperbola,
similar to that of the volume polariton particularly for small
momenta. At large momenta, on the other hand, the opening
angle of the isofrequency contour of the surface polariton θs

is smaller than that of the volume polariton θv, demonstrating
that the dispersion of Dyakonov phonon polaritons is different
to the one obtained for the bulk hyperbolic phonon polaritons.

B. Electron energy-loss probability

The excitation of Dyakonov surface phonon polaritons by
fast electron beams can be revealed by the electron energy-
loss spectra. In the following we describe the strategy to
obtain the momentum-resolved loss probability Psurf(ky; ω)
and the EEL probability �surf(ω), when the probing electron
travels above the h-BN surface (see Fig. 7).

To calculate �surf(ω), following Eq. (6), one needs to ob-
tain the induced electric field Eind(re; ω) along the electron
beam trajectory. To that end we obtain Eind(r; ω) by solv-
ing Maxwell’s equations in the presence of vacuum–h-BN
interface, assuming that the electron travels in vacuum with
constant velocity v and impact parameter x0 (Fig. 7). Consid-
ering the boundary conditions at the interfaces (x = 0), one
finds the induced electric field in vacuum (region I in Fig. 7):

Eind
I (x, ky, kz; ω) = (bI, dI, gI ) ρ̃ e−κIx, (21)

with bI, dI, gI being the coefficients involving the dielectric
functions at both sides of the interface and ρ̃ = −2πeδ(ω −
kzv)e−κIx0/ε0. We refer to Appendices F and G for a detailed
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FIG. 9. The left panel in (a) displays the momentum-resolved loss probability Psurf(ky; ω) normalized to the maximum value (3 a.u.) in
the vicinity of the upper reststrahlen band for x0 = 10 nm and v = 0.1c. The right panel in (a) shows the EEL probability �surf(ω) obtained

by integrating Psurf(ky; ω) over ky up to kc
y = 0.09 Å

−1
. (c) Same as in (a) but considering v = 0.5c. For this case the maximum value of the

momentum-resolved loss probability is 1 a.u. The color maps in (b) and (d) show the real part of the z component of the induced electric field
for the energies: 193 (marked 1, 3) and 198 meV (marked 2, 4). The top panels in (b) and (d) correspond to the in-plane views (yz plane) of
the induced field, while the bottom panels correspond to the out-of-plane views (xz plane). The field plots are normalized with respect to the
maximum value in each case. For the top panels the maximum values are (b.1) 1 × 10−4 a.u., (b.2) 7.5 × 10−5 a.u., (d.3) 7.5 × 10−6 a.u., and
(d.4) 5 × 10−6 a.u. For the bottom panels the maximum values are (b.1) 4 × 10−5 a.u., (b.2) 2 × 10−5 a.u., and (d) 1.5 × 10−6 a.u.

description of the coefficients of the total and induced electric
fields at each half-space (vacuum and h-BN).

By Fourier transforming Eind
I (x, ky, kz; ω) �→ Eind

I (r; ω) in
Eq. (21) and inserting its value into Eq. (6), we find that
�surf(ω) can be written as

�surf(ω) =
∫ kc

y

0
dky Psurf(ky; ω), (22)

where

Psurf(ky; ω) = − e2

π2ε0 h̄ωv
Re[gI e−2κIx0 ]|kz=ω/v (23)

is the probability that the electron transfers a transverse mo-
mentum h̄ky (y component of the momentum) upon losing
energy h̄ω. Notice that the z component of the wave vector
in Psurf(ky; ω) is fixed by kz = ω/v, implying that the elec-
tron still transfers a parallel momentum equal to h̄ω/v. The
integration of Eq. (22) is performed up to the cutoff value kc

y ,
which is determined by the aperture of the EELS detector.

As we discussed in Sec. II, the spectrum of the momentum-
resolved loss probability and the EEL probability provides
information on the properties of the excited modes in the
anisotropic medium. We thus show in the following the re-
lationship between these two quantities and the excitation of
Dyakonov surface phonon polaritons.

C. Excitation of surface phonon polaritons

As pointed out above, the parallel momentum h̄kz trans-
ferred by the fast electron to the phonon polaritons is
determined by the relation kz = ω/v. Similarly to the bulk
analysis of Sec. II, this relationship represents a horizontal
line in the kykz representation of Fig. 8. Thus, the transferred
momentum can be determined by the crossing between this
horizontal line (kz = ω/v) and the isofrequency hyperbolas
obtained from Eqs. (19a)–(19c) and (20). From the latter
equations one can further obtain the relationship between
the y component of the polariton wave vector (ky) and h̄ω,
which is shown in the left panel of Fig. 9(a) (dashed blue
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curve). We also plot the momentum-resolved loss probability
Psurf(ky; ω) for energies around the upper reststrahlen band.
The probing electron is traveling above the h-BN surface with
an impact parameter of 10 nm and velocity v = 0.1c. Some
similarities between Psurf(ky; ω) and Pbulk(k⊥; ω) [Fig. 3(b),
left panel] become apparent. For instance, the highest values
of Psurf(ky; ω) [red and yellow colors in Fig. 9(a)] coincide
perfectly with the blue dashed curve, demonstrating that the
electron energy losses in the upper band are caused mainly
due to the excitation of hyperbolic phonon polaritons. How-
ever, by comparing Figs. 3(b) and 9(a) we recognize that the
asymptotic behavior (at large momenta) of Psurf(ky; ω) occurs
at a lower energy compared to the asymptotic behavior of
Pbulk(k⊥; ω). While Pbulk(k⊥; ω) tends to the LO⊥ phonon
energy, Psurf(ky; ω) tends to the surface optical (SO⊥) phonon
energy given by the condition ε⊥(ωSO⊥ ) = −1 [derived from
Eqs. (19a)–(19c) and (20) for large momenta]. Importantly,
the latter is a fingerprint of the excitation of surface polariton
modes. In our case (electron traveling in vacuum above the
h-BN surface) these surface modes correspond to Dyakonov
surface phonon polaritons. We confirm this by integrating
Psurf(ky; ω) over ky up to a cutoff momentum h̄kc

y , which yields
the EEL probability �surf(ω) [right panel of Fig. 9(b)]. A
clear peak can be observed at the SO⊥ phonon energy. This
loss peak is slightly asymmetric with a broader tail for lower
energies in the reststrahlen band compared to that for larger
energies in the band. Notice that for energies above SO⊥ the
loss spectrum displays a shoulder arising from background
losses present in the entire upper band at small momentum
[red blurred area for small momentum in the left panel of
Fig. 9(a)].

The excitation of Dyakonov surface phonon polaritons
(within the upper reststrahlen band) by the probing electron
can be observed in real space in Fig. 9(b), where we show the
real part of the z component of the induced electric field at
energies 193 meV (marked as 1) and 198 meV (marked as 2).
The top panels correspond to the evaluation of Re[E ind

z (r; ω)]
in the yz plane (in plane at the interface), and the bottom pan-
els to the evaluation in the xz plane (lateral view, containing
the electron trajectory). One can recognize from the in-plane
views [Fig. 9(b) marked as 1] the formation of wake patterns
and the oscillatory behavior of the induced field in the z direc-
tion. Similarly to the field distribution shown in Fig. 3(c), the
spatial periodicity along the z direction is connected with the
parallel wave vector component kz = ω/v since λz = 2π/kz.
Moreover, the wake wavefronts show interesting propagation
patterns both in the transverse direction from the beam trajec-
tory as well as into the h-BN.

In the top panel of Fig. 9(b) (image labeled as 1), the
wavefronts along the y direction propagate with positive phase
and group velocities relative to the Poynting vector. Indeed,
we find that the dashed blue curve in Fig. 9(a) has a positive
slope (dω/dky > 0), indicating that the projections onto the y
axis of the group and phase velocities are parallel (positive).
We also notice that Dyakonov surface phonon polaritons are
confined to the interface with penetration of the field into the
h-BN interface [Fig. 9(b), bottom image labeled as 1]. For en-
ergies larger than that of the SO⊥ phonon, Dyakonov surface
phonon polaritons are not excited [Fig. 9(b), image labeled

as 2]. Thus, the induced field distributions for those energies
correspond to the reflection of the electron electromagnetic
field at the h-BN surface [Fig. 9(b), top image labeled as 2].
We can also notice that the field penetrates into the h-BN
[bottom panels of Fig. 9(b)], which is connected with the
presence of the red blurred region corresponding to the losses
appearing for lower momenta in Fig. 9(a) (left panel).

When the velocity of the probing electron is increased up
to 50% the speed of light, the momentum parallel to the beam
trajectory h̄kz is reduced and so does the ky component of
the Dyakonov surface phonon polariton. By calculating the
momentum-resolved loss probability Psurf(ky; ω) [left panel
of Fig. 9(c)] and the EEL probability �surf(ω) one obtains a
similar behavior as in Fig. 9(a) for v = 0.1c, except for a one
order of magnitude reduction of both ky and the value of the
loss probability.

The differences in the properties of the Dyakonov surface
phonon polaritons launched by the fast electron beam can
be observed in Fig. 9(d), where we show the real part of
the z component of the induced electric field for v = 0.5c at
energies 193 and 200 meV. Notice that the spatial periodicity
λz of the polariton is longer in this situation compared to that
in Fig. 9(b) as a result of the increased electron velocity. Also,
the penetration of the field into the h-BN medium is larger
compared to that in Fig. 9(b). This increase in the penetration
depth can be attributed to the increase of the background
losses present in the entire upper band [blurred red are in the
left panel of Fig. 9(c)].

For completeness and similar to the analysis presented
above, we study in Appendix H the excitation of phonon
polaritons in the lower reststrahlen band by a fast electron
traveling in aloof trajectory. In the Appendix we show the
momentum-resolved loss probability [Psurf(ky; ω)], the EEL
probability [�surf(ω)], and the wake patterns for this energy
range.

IV. REMOTE EXCITATION OF BULK PHONON
POLARITONS

We have shown in Figs. 9(b) and 9(d) that the electric field
penetrates into the bulk of the h-BN semi-infinite surface,
which is surprising, as one does not expect the excitation
of volume modes in isotropic materials for electron beam
trajectories outside the material. By comparing the angles of
the wake patterns, we demonstrate that indeed volume modes
are excited in h-BN with external beam trajectories.

We first calculated the angle θw of the wake wavefronts
produced by the fast electron traveling through bulk h-BN
with v = 0.5c at h̄ω = 193 meV [Figs. 10(a) and 10(c)], ob-
taining a value of θw = 32.35◦. We compare θw with the
angles of the wake wavefronts produced by the fast electron
traveling in an aloof trajectory 10 nm above the h-BN surface
[Figs. 10(b) and 10(d)]. From this comparison we find that (i)
the angle θws = 24.67◦ of the wake pattern at the h-BN surface
[Fig. 10(b)] is different from θw, and (ii) the angle of the wake
pattern excited inside the h-BN is the same as θw [Fig. 10(d)].
This implies that volume modes are excited by the fast elec-
tron traveling in trajectories outside the anisotropic medium.

Importantly, these findings open the possibility of remotely
exciting volume phonon polaritons. In contrast to isotropic
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FIG. 10. (a) Real part of the z component of the total electric
field in the yz plane produced by a fast electron traveling through
h-BN parallel to its optical axis. (c) Shows Re(E tot

z ) evaluated in
the xz plane and θw is the angle between the z axis and the wake
patterns formed by the bulk polariton. (b) Shows the real part of the
z component of the induced electric field in the yz plane produced
by a fast electron traveling in vacuum 10 nm above a semi-infinite
h-BN surface. (d) Shows Re(E ind

z ) evaluated in the xz plane and θws

is the angle between the z axis and the wake patterns formed by
the Dyakonov surface phonon polariton. We used for the calcula-
tion of the fields an electron velocity equal to v = 0.5c at energy
h̄ω = 193 meV. The field plots are normalized with respect to the
maximum value in each case: (a) 5 × 10−7 a.u., (b) 7.5 × 10−6 a.u.,
(c) 5 × 10−7 a.u., and (d) 1.5 × 10−6 a.u. The insets above (a) and
(b) illustrate the geometry under consideration for each case.

materials, where an aloof electron beam only couples to
surface modes, for anisotropic materials the energy and mo-
mentum matching between the electron and the polaritons
allows for launching of bulk excitations.

V. SUMMARY

We have thoroughly analyzed the excitation of optical
phonon polaritons in hexagonal boron nitride by focused elec-
tron beams for two relevant situations: when the electron
travels through the h-BN bulk and when it travels in vacuum
above a semi-infinite h-BN surface. For the bulk situation, we
have observed that the electron couples to volume phonon
polaritons. We demonstrated that the excitation of these po-
laritonic modes is strongly dependent on the electron velocity

and on the angle between the optical axis of h-BN and the tra-
jectory of the electron beam. Furthermore, we have shown that
Dyakonov surface phonon polaritons can be excited by a fast
electron traveling above the h-BN surface. Interestingly, aloof
electron beams are capable of exciting volume polaritons in
the h-BN.

By a detailed mode analysis, we showed that the elec-
tron beam transfers a specific momentum to the modes. This
momentum transfer determines the properties of the excited
phonon polaritons, and thus controls their phase and group
velocities, as well as their propagation direction. Importantly,
we found that the propagation of the polaritonic waves is
highly asymmetric with respect to the electron beam trajectory
when the trajectory sustains an angle relative to the h-BN
optical axis.

Our findings may offer a way to steer and control the
propagation of the polaritonic waves excited in hyperbolic
materials. Although we studied the specific material h-BN,
our findings can be generalized and can serve as a guide for
the correct interpretation of the different excited modes and
loss channels encountered in EELS experiments of uniaxial
materials.
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APPENDIX A: h-BN DIELECTRIC FUNCTION

The two components of the h-BN dielectric function can
be described by a Drude-Lorentz model as [12]

ε(ω) = ε∞

(
1 + ω2

LO − ω2
TO

ω2
TO − ω2 − iωγ

)
, (A1)

with h̄ωLO, h̄ωTO the phonon LO, TO energies, respectively,
ε∞ is the high-frequency dielectric permittivity, and γ is the
damping constant. The values used for each constant are pre-
sented in Table I.

TABLE I. Parameters used for the in-plane and out-of-plane
dielectric components within the Drude-Lorentz model taken from
[14].

In plane (ε⊥) Out of plane (ε‖)

ε∞ 4.90 2.95
h̄ωTO 168.6 meV 94.2 meV
h̄ωLO 200.1 meV 102.3 meV
γ 0.87 meV 0.25 meV
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APPENDIX B: GREEN’S TENSOR DECOMPOSITION IN
AN ANISOTROPIC MEDIUM

In this work we use the following Fourier transform con-
vention:

F̂(k; ω) =
∫ ∞

−∞
dt

∫
V

d3r F(r; t ) ei(ωt−k·r), (B1)

where F(r; t ) is a smooth vector field representing the elec-
tric or magnetic fields and V stands for the volume in the
Euclidean space R3. Thus, the Green’s tensor satisfying the
wave equation [62–65]

∇2
↔
G(r; ω) + k2

0
↔
ε

↔
G(r; ω) − ∇[∇ ·

↔
G(r; ω)] =

↔
I δ(r) (B2)

can be expressed in k − ω space as follows:
↔
G(k; ω) = [

k ⊗ k − k2
↔
I + k2

0
↔
ε
]−1

. (B3)

From Eq. (B3) one can deduce that the inverse of the
Green’s tensor for a uniaxial medium can be decomposed in

the form
↔
G

−1

= (k2
0ε⊥ − k2)

↔
I + k ⊗ k + k2

0 (ε‖ − ε⊥) ẑ ⊗
ẑ where ε⊥ = εx = εy and ε‖ = εz. This tensor decomposition

allows for finding the following closed expression for
↔
G(k; ω)

[22,23]:

↔
G(k; ω) = 1

k2
0ε‖ε⊥ − k · ↔

ε · k

[
ε‖

↔
I − (ε‖ − ε⊥)ẑ ⊗ ẑ

−k ⊗ k
k2

0

+ ε‖ − ε⊥
k2

0ε⊥ − k2
(k × ẑ) ⊗ (k × ẑ)

]
, (B4)

where we used that the inverse of the Green’s tensor can be

obtained as
↔
G

−1

= adj[
↔
G]/det[

↔
G], with adj[

↔
G] the adjoint of

the Green’s tensor.

APPENDIX C: BULK EEL PROBABILITY FOR
DIFFERENT CUTOFF VALUES kc

⊥

In Fig. 11 we show the EEL probability [�bulk(ω), given by
Eq. (14)] in the vicinity of the lower reststrahlen band for dif-

ferent cutoff values kc
⊥: (a) 1 × 10−2 Å

−1
, (b) 1 × 10−3 Å

−1
,

(c) 1 × 10−4 Å
−1

, and (d) 1 × 10−5 Å
−1

. For the calculation
of �bulk(ω) we consider v = 0.1c.

One can observe that for small cutoff momentum the
EEL probability of the LO‖ phonon energy is better de-
fined. Whereas for large cutoff momenta the sharp peak in

Fig. 11(d) broadens. However, cutoff values of 1 × 10−4 Å
−1

or 1 × 10−5 Å
−1

are not experimentally feasible.

APPENDIX D: ANALYSIS OF THE ASYMMETRIES OF
BULK POLARITONIC WAVES

When the electron beam trajectory makes an angle α rel-
ative to the h-BN optical axis, the propagation of the phonon
polaritons (excited by the fast electron) is highly asymmetric
with respect to the beam trajectory. We analyze these asym-
metries in the following.

The propagation of the polaritonic wave is governed by
its phase velocity and, thus, by the polariton wave vector

FIG. 11. Electron energy-loss probability �bulk(ω) for ener-
gies around the lower reststrahlen band for four different kc

⊥:

(a) 1 × 10−2 Å
−1

, (b) 1 × 10−3 Å
−1

, (c) 1 × 10−4 Å
−1

, and (d) 1 ×
10−5 Å

−1
. The electron travels through h-BN parallel to the optical

axis with velocity v = 0.1c.

k(ω) = (kx, ky, kz ) which fulfills Eq. (3). When the hyper-
bolic phonon polaritons are excited by an electron beam, the
components of k(ω) have also to fulfill Eq. (8), that is, the
components of k(ω) can be obtained from the following two
expressions:

k2
x + k2

y

ε‖
+ k2

z

ε⊥
= k2

0 , (D1a)

ky sin α + kz cos α = ω/v, (D1b)

where we assume that the electron velocity is v =
v(0, sin α, cos α). Moreover, if we decompose k(ω) in cylin-
drical coordinates as k(ω) = (q cos φ, q sin φ, kz ), with φ the
azimuthal angle of the symmetry axis, and substitute it into
Eqs. (D1a) and (D1b), we obtain the following system of
equations:

q2

ε‖
+ k2

z

ε⊥
= k2

0 , (D2a)

q sin φ sin α + kz cos α = ω/v, (D2b)

for q, φ, and kz. Notice that the variable q corresponds to k⊥
for trajectories parallel to the h-BN optical axis. However, for
the oblique trajectory h̄q = (h̄kx, h̄ky) is no longer orthogonal
to the beam trajectory and thus we avoid referring to it as the
transverse momentum. One can deduce from Eqs. (D2a) and
(D2b) that the solutions have cylindrical symmetry (symmet-
ric with respect to the kz axis) when α = 0◦. For cases where
α �= 0◦, this symmetry is broken and the solutions depend on
the azimuthal angle φ. We explore this dependency below.

In Fig. 12 we show the intersection between the h-BN
isofrequency hyperboloids [red surfaces, Figs. 12(a) and
12(c)] and the plane k · v = ω determined by the electron
beam trajectory [blue surfaces, Figs. 12(a) and 12(c)]. Notice
that the direction of the electron beam trajectory is orthogonal
to the blue plane k · v = ω. We analyze an electron beam with
velocity v = 0.1c and a trajectory angle of α = 20◦. Finally,
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FIG. 12. (a) Isofrequency surface (red hyperboloid) for a representative energy in the upper reststrahlen band (180 meV). The blue inclined
plane depicts Eq. (D1b) for an electron beam with v = 0.1c and trajectory angle of α = 20◦. The gray plane represents the different directions
set by the azimuthal angle φ. The 2D plots in (b) show the intersection between the red hyperboloid and the blue plane in the four different
directions determined by φ: 0◦, 60◦, 90◦, and 150◦. The blue dashed lines in the 2D projections depict the trajectory of the electron beam, as
viewed along each direction determined by the angle φ. (c), (d) The same as (a) and (b) but for a representative energy in the lower reststrahlen
band (100 meV).

we chose two representative energies, one in the upper rest-
strahlen band at 180 meV [Fig. 12(a)] and the other one in the
lower reststrahlen band at 100 meV [Fig. 12(c)]. The gray 2D
plots in Figs. 12(b) and 12(d) show the intersection between
the red hyperboloid and the blue plane along four different
directions determined by the azimuthal angle φ: 0◦, 60◦, 90◦,
and 150◦. In the 2D projections the blue dashed lines depict
the beam trajectory, as viewed from the direction determined
by φ. The polariton wave vector along each particular direc-
tion can be obtained from the intersection between the blue
lines and the red hyperbolas. Importantly, one can recognize
the following from the 2D projections:

(1) The intersection between the blue line and the red
hyperbola is asymmetric with respect to the kz axis for φ ∈
(0◦, 180◦), as we observe in Figs. 12(b) and 12(d) for φ =
60◦, 90◦, 150◦.

(2) The direction of largest asymmetry occurs at φ = 90◦
(kykz plane) and the direction of symmetric propagation oc-
curs at φ = 0◦ (kxkz plane).

(3) The intersections between the blue lines and the red
hyperbolas are also asymmetric (or symmetric) with respect
to the electron beam trajectory (blue dashed line).

To better understand the asymmetries in the propagation
of the polaritonic waves, we focus on the direction of largest
asymmetry: φ = 90◦ (equivalently, the kykz plane). From
Eqs. (D1a) and (D1b) one can obtain the following two so-
lutions for the polariton wave vector in the kykz plane:

k(1) = ω

v

[
ε‖ sin α + √

ε‖ε⊥� cos α

ε⊥ cos2 α + ε‖ sin2 α

]
ŷ

+ ω

v

[
ε⊥ cos α − √

ε‖ε⊥� sin α

ε⊥ cos2 α + ε‖ sin2 α

]
ẑ, (D3a)

k(2) = ω

v

[
ε‖ sin α − √

ε‖ε⊥� cos α

ε⊥ cos2 α + ε‖ sin2 α

]
ŷ

+ ω

v

[
ε⊥ cos α + √

ε‖ε⊥� sin α

ε⊥ cos2 α + ε‖ sin2 α

]
ẑ (D3b)

with

� =
(v

c
cos α

)2
ε⊥ +

(v

c
sin α

)2
ε‖ − 1. (D4)

From Eqs. (D3a) and (D3b) one can recognize that k(1)
z �= k(2)

z ,
showing the asymmetry in the propagation of the polaritonic
wave. Moreover, the angles θ

(1)
k and θ

(2)
k defined by k(1),

k(2) vectors with respect to the electron beam trajectory [see
Figs. 6(b) and 6(e)] satisfy the following relations:

tan
(
θ

(1)
k + α

) = ε‖ sin α + √
ε‖ε⊥� cos α

ε⊥ cos α − √
ε‖ε⊥� sin α

, (D5a)

tan
(
θ

(2)
k − α

) = ε‖ sin α − √
ε‖ε⊥� cos α

ε⊥ cos α + √
ε‖ε⊥� sin α

. (D5b)

When α = 0◦, one can deduce from Eqs. (D5a) and (D5b) that

tan θ
(1)
k =

√(v

c

)2
ε‖ − ε‖

ε⊥
, (D6a)

tan θ
(2)
k = −

√(v

c

)2
ε‖ − ε‖

ε⊥
. (D6b)

Therefore, θ
(1)
k = θ

(2)
k = θk for this particular case of sym-

metric propagation. Notice that θk is also preserved in any
other azimuthal direction.

We can observe from Eqs. (D3a) and (D3b) that k(1), k(2)

depend on the electron velocity v. This dependency provides
information on the condition that the electron velocity needs
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to satisfy for the electron beam to excite the polaritonic waves.
Indeed, by imposing real value solutions to Eqs. (D5a) and
(D5b), one obtains the following condition on v:

v2

c2
[ε2

⊥ε‖ cos2 α + ε2
‖ε⊥ sin2 α] > ε⊥ε‖. (D7)

This last relationship results in the inequality

v2

c2
ε‖ >

ε‖
ε⊥

, (D8)

when α = 0◦, which coincides exactly with the first inequality
in Eq. (16) obtained in the main text. As we discuss in Sec. II
E, Eq. (D8) reveals the condition on the electron velocity for
exciting phonon polaritons or emitting Cherenkov radiation.

We show now that we can recover the properties of the
excited wave in an isotropic dielectric medium from the pre-
vious expressions. Assuming that the medium has dielectric
function equal to ε⊥ = ε‖ = ε > 0, the condition (D8) results
in the canonical relation for Cherenkov radiation: v > c/

√
ε.

Moreover, the two wave-vector solutions k(1), k(2) given by
Eqs. (D3a) and (D3b) result in

k(1) = ω

v
M (ŷ −

√
� ẑ), (D9a)

k(2) = ω

v
M (ŷ +

√
� ẑ), (D9b)

with

M =
[

sin α − cos α

cos α sin α

]
. (D10)

It is worthwhile noting that M is an orthogonal matrix. This
implies that the angles θ

(1)
k and θ

(2)
k are always equal. Thus,

the propagation of the wake patterns excited in an isotropic di-
electric media is always cylindrically symmetric with respect
to the electron beam trajectory.

APPENDIX E: MOMENTUM-RESOLVED LOSS AND EEL
PROBABILITIES FOR ELECTRON TRAJECTORIES

OBLIQUE TO THE OPTICAL AXIS OF h-BN

As we show in Appendix D, the cylindrical symmetry
in the propagation of the phonon polariton wave is broken
when the electron beam trajectory is not parallel to the h-
BN optical axis. This break in symmetry means that the
momentum-resolved loss probability Pbulk(q; ω) is no longer
constant along the azimuthal direction but it depends on the
angle φ [66]. Notice also that the momentum h̄q = (h̄kx, h̄ky)
is no longer perpendicular to the beam trajectory re(t ) =
vt (0, sin α, cos α). In fact, the two orthogonal directions to
re(t ) are (i) the x direction and (ii) the direction set by the
unit vector n̂α = (0, cos α,− sin α). Thus, the two transverse
components (to the beam trajectory) of the polariton wave
vector are kx and

kα = k · n̂α = ky cos α − kz sin α. (E1)

Furthermore, the components of the polariton wave vec-
tor k(ω) excited by the fast electron beam need to satisfy
Eq. (D1b). By solving Eqs. (D1b) and (E1) one finds that ky

and kz can be written in terms of kα as

ky = k(α)
y = kα cos α + ω

v
sin α, (E2a)

kz = k(α)
z = −kα sin α + ω

v
cos α. (E2b)

Following Eq. (10), we can define the probability for the fast
electron to transfer a transverse momentum (h̄kx, h̄kα ) upon
losing energy h̄ω as

Pbulk
α (kx, kα; ω) = − 2e2

(2π )3h̄c2ε0 cos α
Im[v̂ ·

↔
Gkα

· v̂], (E3)

where
↔
Gkα

=
↔
G(kx, k(α)

y , k(α)
z ) and k(α)

y , k(α)
z are given by

Eqs. (E2a) and (E2b), respectively. On the other hand, the
electron energy-loss probability �bulk

α (ω) can be obtained by
integrating Pbulk

α (kx, kα; ω) over the momentum coordinates
[Eq. (9)]

�bulk
α (ω) =

∫
dkx

∫
dky Pbulk

α (kx, ky; ω)

=
∫

dkx

∫
dkα cos αPbulk

α (kx, kα; ω)

=
∫ qc

0
q dq

∫ 2π

0
dφ Pbulk

α (q, φ; ω), (E4)

where the last equality follows by expressing q in cylindrical
coordinates. Notice that the integration over the magnitude of
q is performed up to the cutoff value qc.

In Fig. 13 we show the momentum-resolved loss proba-
bility Pbulk

α (kx, kα; ω) and the EEL probability �bulk
α (ω) for

representative energies inside the reststrahlen bands when v =
0.1c and two different trajectory angles α: 20◦ and 45◦. One
can observe in the figure that the EEL features are similar but
the momentum-resolved loss probability shows asymmetries
for different energies in the reststrahlen bands.

APPENDIX F: INDUCED ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
FOR AN ELECTRON TRAJECTORY ABOVE THE

SURFACE OF A UNIAXIAL ANISOTROPIC SEMI-INFINITE
MEDIUM

To obtain the induced electromagnetic field when the elec-
tron is traveling above the surface of an anisotropic media, we
solve the following wave equation (derived from Maxwell’s
equations) satisfied by the total electric field [67]

∇2Etot(r; t ) − μ0ε0
∂2

∂t2
[
↔
ε Etot(r; t )]

= μ0
∂

∂t
J(r; t ) + ∇[∇ · Etot(r; t )], (F1)

where ε0 and μ0 stand for the vacuum permittivity and
permeability, respectively, and J(r; t ) = ρ(r; t )v = −eδ(x −
x0, 0, z − vt )(0, 0, v) is the current density corresponding to
the electron traveling with velocity v = vẑ and impact param-
eter x0. We show in Fig. 7 of the main text a schematics of the
considered geometry.

By Fourier transforming Eq. (F1) with respect to the vari-
ables y, z, and t and solving for the electric field separately
outside (label I) and inside (label II) the anisotropic medium,
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FIG. 13. The color plots in (a) and (b) show the momentum-resolved loss probabilities Pbulk
α (kx, kα; ω) for representative energies within

the upper reststrahlen band (170, 180, 190, and 195 meV) when the angle α of the electron beam trajectory is equal to (a) 20◦ and (b) 45◦

with v = 0.1c. The right panels in (a) and (b) show �bulk
α (ω) obtained by integrating Pbulk

α (q; ω) over the reciprocal coordinates (q, φ) up to

the cutoff value qc = 0.05 Å
−1

. (c), (d) Analogous to (a) and (b) but for representative energies within the lower reststrahlen band (96, 98,
100, and 102 meV). The color plots are normalized with respect to the maximum value in each case: (a.1) 500 a.u., (a.2) 1500 a.u., (a.3) >

1500 a.u., (a.4) 1250 a.u.; (b.1) >300 a.u., (b.2) 2000 a.u., (b.3) >2500 a.u., (b.4) >2500 a.u.; (c.1) 1250 a.u., (c.2) 4000 a.u., (c.3) >6000 a.u.,
(c.4) >10 000 a.u.; (d.1) >2000 a.u., (d.2) >5000 a.u., (d.3) >8000 a.u., (d.4) >8000 a.u.

we obtain the following solutions for the components of the
total electric field:

E (I)
x (x, ky, kz; ω) = BI e−κIx − πe

ε0
sign(x − x0)δ(ω − kzv)

× e−κI|x−x0|, (F2a)

E (I)
y (x, ky, kz; ω) = DI e−κIx − i

πe

ε0

ky − ω
c2 vy

κI
δ(ω − kzv)

× e−κI|x−x0|, (F2b)

E (I)
z (x, ky, kz; ω) = GI e−κIx − i

πe

ε0

kz − ω
c2 vz

κI
δ(ω − kzv)

× e−κI|x−x0|, (F2c)

E (II)
x (x, ky, kz; ω) = AIIe

κo
IIx − iFII

kzκ
e
II(

κo
II

)2 − k2
y

eκe
IIx, (F2d)

E (II)
y (x, ky, kz; ω) = CIIe

κo
IIx + FII

kykz(
κo

II

)2 − k2
y

eκe
IIx, (F2e)

E (II)
z (x, ky, kz; ω) = FIIe

κe
IIx, (F2f)

where

κ2
I = k2

y + k2
z − ω2

c2
,

(
κe

II

)2 = k2
y + ε‖

ε⊥

(
k2

z − ω2

c2
ε⊥

)

and

(
κo

II

)2 = k2
y + k2

z − ε⊥
ω2

c2
. (F3)

The coefficients AII, BI, CII, DI, FII, and GI can be found
from the application of the standard boundary conditions for
the electric field at the interface (x = 0) between both media,
that is,

E (II)
y |x=0 = E (I)

y |x=0, E (II)
z |x=0 = E (I)

z |x=0,

ε⊥E (II)
x |x=0 = E (I)

x |x=0, (F4)

together with the Gauss law and the boundary conditions for
the magnetic field.
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APPENDIX G: MOMENTUM-RESOLVED LOSS AND EEL
PROBABILITIES FOR ELECTRON TRAJECTORIES
ABOVE THE SURFACE OF h-BN PARALLEL TO THE

OPTICAL AXIS

By solving the linear system of equations set by the bound-
ary conditions [Eq. (F4)], one finds that each coefficient in
Eqs. (F2a)–(F2f) can be expressed as

AII = ρ̃ aII, BI = ρ̃ bI, CII = ρ̃ cII,

DI = ρ̃ dI, FII = ρ̃ fII, GI = ρ̃gI,

with ρ̃ = −2πeδ(ω − kzv)e−κIx0/ε0. Thus, we obtain that the
induced electric fields in vacuum (labeled as I) and h-BN
(labeled as II) are given by [Eqs. (F2a)–(F2f)]

Eind
I (x, ky, kz; ω) = (bI, dI, gI ) ρ̃ e−κIx, (G1a)

Eind
II (x, ky, kz; ω) = (aII, cII, 0) ρ̃ eκo

IIx

+
(

−i
kzκ

e
II(

κo
II

)2 − k2
y

,
kzky(

κo
II

)2 − k2
y

, 1

)

× ρ̃ fII eκe
IIx. (G1b)

Substituting Eq. (G1a) into Eq. (6), one obtains that the
EEL probability �surf(ω) can be written as

�surf(ω) = e

π h̄ω
Re

[
Eind

I (re; ω) · ẑ e−iωte
]

=
∫ kc

y

0
dky Psurf(ky; ω), (G2)

with h̄kc
y the maximum momentum of the electrons that can

pass through the collection aperture of the detector in the y
direction, and

Psurf(ky; ω) = − e2

π2ε0 h̄ωv
Re[gIe

−2κIx0 ]|kz=ω/v, (G3)

FIG. 14. The left panel in (a) displays the momentum-resolved loss probability Psurf(ky; ω) normalized to the maximum value (>0.6 a.u.)
in the vicinity of the lower reststrahlen band for x0 = 10 nm and v = 0.1c. The right panel in (a) shows the EEL probability �surf(ω) obtained

by integrating Psurf(ky; ω) over ky up to kc
y = 0.09 Å

−1
. (c) Same as in (a) but considering v = 0.5c. For this case the maximum value of the

momentum-resolved loss probability is 2 a.u. The color maps in (b) and (d) show the real part of the z component of the induced electric
field for the energies: 100 (marked 1, 3) and LO‖ (marked 2, 4). The top panels in (b) and (d) correspond to the in-plane views (yz plane)
of the induced field, while the bottom panels correspond to the out-of-plane views (xz plane). The field plots are normalized with respect to
the maximum value in each case. For the top panels: (b) 7.5 × 10−6 a.u., (d.3) 4 × 10−7 a.u., and (d.4) 3 × 10−7 a.u. For the bottom panels:
(b) 5 × 10−6 a.u., (d.3) 3 × 10−7 a.u., and (d.4) 4 × 10−7 a.u.
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where h̄kz = h̄ω/v is the momentum transferred by the elec-
tron to the polaritons along the beam trajectory.

APPENDIX H: ELECTRON ENERGY-LOSS PROBABILITY
FOR ENERGIES AROUND THE LOWER RESTSTRAHLEN

BAND FOR ELECTRON TRAJECTORIES ABOVE THE
SURFACE OF h-BN

In the left panel of Fig. 14(a) we show the momentum-
resolved loss probability Psurf(ky; ω) for an electron traveling
above an h-BN surface for energies around the lower rest-
strahlen band. The probing electron travels above the surface
at an impact parameter of 10 nm and v = 0.1c. The blue
dashed line corresponds to the bulk phonon polariton disper-
sion [Eq. (3)]. We can recognize some similarities between
Psurf(ky; ω) and Pbulk(k⊥; ω) [compare the left panels of
Figs. 4(b) and 14(a)]. For instance, the maximum values
of Psurf(ky; ω) are close to the bulk dispersion (blue dashed
line). Interestingly, this bulk dispersion corresponds to the
envelope curve of Psurf(ky; ω) implying that electron energy
losses in the lower band are mainly due to bulk hyper-
bolic phonon polariton excitations. To obtain spectroscopic
information on the excitations in the lower band, we calcu-
late the EEL probability �surf(ω) by integrating Psurf(ky; ω)

over ky up to a cutoff kc
y [right panel in Fig. 14(a)]. Sim-

ilarly to �bulk(ω) [Fig. 4(b), right panel], �surf(ω) [right
panel in Fig. 14(a)] exhibits a uniform loss probability be-
tween TO‖ and LO‖ which depends on the selected cutoff
momenta h̄kc

y .
In Fig. 14(b) we show the real part of the z component

of the induced electric field for the same electron velocity
and impact parameter as in Fig. 14(a), for two different en-
ergies marked as 1 and 2 in Fig. 14(a). We can recognize the
excitation of the wake fields in the h-BN surface for those
energy losses [compare the top panels labeled as 1 and 2 in
Fig. 14(b)]. The bulk nature of the excited modes is revealed in
the bottom panels of Fig. 14(b), where we show the z compo-
nent of the real part of the induced electric field Re[E ind

z (r; ω)]
in the xz plane. In this lateral view of the field distribution one
notices the excitation and propagation of the field into the bulk
from the h-BN surface.

Figures 14(c) and 14(d) show Psurf(ky; ω), �surf(ω) and the
induced field distribution when the electron velocity is v =
0.5c. It is worth noting that the blue dashed line superimposed
on Psurf(ky; ω) [Fig. 14(c), left panel] corresponds to another
branch of Dyakonov’s dispersion relation given by Eqs. (19a)–
(19c) and (20).
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spectral regimes at the nanoscale.[1–3] 
The less developed mid-infrared (mid-IR) 
range holds great potential for new appli-
cations,[4–6] but is still limited by the lack 
of suitable material systems for control-
ling low-energy excitations. Hexagonal 
boron nitride (hBN) is one such material, 
which, due to its dielectric anisotropy, pos-
sesses two Reststrahlen bands that support 
hyperbolic phonon polaritons (HPhPs) 
that confine mid-IR light to nanom-
eter scales and allow it to propagate over 
micrometer scales.[7,8] As a result, hBN 
can be combined with engineered nano-
patterning as well as hybridization with 
other materials to enable a wide range of 
powerful nanophotonic devices.[9–15]

Only recently have optical analysis 
techniques achieved the spatial-resolution 
necessary to access HPhPs directly at the 
nanoscale. Scanning near-field optical 

microscopy (SNOM) is extensively used to probe the localiza-
tion and dispersions of HPhPs at nanolength scales,[16] and for 
studying other types of mid-IR light/matter interactions[17,18] 
in polaritonic nanostructures, heterostructures, and metama-
terials.[19–22] However, the spatial resolution of SNOM is typi-
cally limited to a few tens of nanometers due to the size of the 
probe tip. Recently, electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) 
in the scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) 
has emerged as an alternative, more precise technique, as it 
can access the mid-IR excitations with sub-Ångstrom spa-
tial resolution and as low as 3 meV (24 cm−1) spectral resolu-
tion.[23–25] The electron beam can access a number of low-
energy excitations including localized phonon modes,[26–29] 
molecular vibrations,[30–33] and the HPhPs.[34–36] Moreover, the 
precise control of the probe enables on-demand excitation of 
polarization-dependent modes,[37] directly induced localized 
quasiparticle coupling,[38–40] and measurements of polariton 
dispersions.[36,41–43] Consequently, while EELS lacks the spectral 
resolution of SNOM, it possesses a key advantage in terms of 
spatial resolution, since the geometry of the tip and the sample 
fundamentally limit the maximum achievable resolution in 
SNOM. Beyond spatial resolution, monochromated EELS has 
several other benefits. For instance, in EELS, the spectral axis 
is recorded in parallel (as opposed to serially) enabling fast 
acquisition of hyperspectral datasets at a far denser sampling of 
vibrational frequencies to more comprehensively characterize 
the polaritonic response.[44] Moreover, while high harmonics 

Hyperbolic phonon polaritons (HPhPs) in hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) enable 
the direct manipulation of mid-infrared light at nanometer scales, many orders 
of magnitude below the free-space light wavelength. High-resolution mono-
chromated electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) facilitates measurement 
of excitations with energies extending into the mid-infrared while maintaining 
nanoscale spatial resolution, making it ideal for detecting HPhPs. The electron 
beam is a precise source and probe of HPhPs, which allows the observation of 
nanoscale confinement in HPhP structures and directly extract hBN polariton 
dispersions for both modes in the bulk of the flake and modes along the edge. 
The measurements reveal technologically important nontrivial phenomena, such 
as localized polaritons induced by environmental heterogeneity, enhanced and 
suppressed excitation due to 2D interference, and strong modification of high-
momenta excitations such as edge-confined polaritons by nanoscale heteroge-
neity on edge boundaries. The work opens exciting prospects for the design of 
real-world optical mid-infrared devices based on hyperbolic polaritons.

1. Introduction

Localized plasmon and phonon polaritons can be used to 
confine and manipulate light in the visible and near-infrared 
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can push the maximum potential spatial resolution of SNOM 
to <10  nm values,[45] the measurement and its interpretation 
are made more complex by the interaction of the tip and the 
sample. The converged electron probe is far-less sensitive to 
surface topographies/defects and sample geometries, and its 
sub-Ångstrom spatial-resolution is not sample-dependent. 
These factors combine to make monochromated EELS a pow-
erful complement to SNOM, one that is extremely versatile and 
capable of expanding on relevant types of accessible samples 
for comprehensive nanoscale-resolved IR nanospectroscopy 
characterization.

Here, we discover several unique aspects of the nanoscale 
polaritonic response in hBN nanostructures by spectrally 
imaging HPhPs using monochromated STEM-EELS. A key 
property of HPhPs is geometrical confinement, and there-
fore, we examine the distinction between 1) HPhPs confined 
to the bulk of an exfoliated hBN flake and 2) HPhPs con-
fined to the edge. Edge polaritons have been identified using 
EELS[36] and their dispersion measured by SNOM,[46] but here, 
we additionally provide EELS dispersion measurements of the 
edge polariton. The use of EELS is critical, as the high-spatial-
resolution of the STEM accesses the high-wave-vector range of 
the edge polariton dispersion, revealing an extreme sensitivity 
to morphology of the flake wall. In addition, we find localiza-
tion of polariton modes induced by either material contacting 

the surface of the hBN flake and the flake geometry itself. For 
all of our measurements, we carefully model the behavior of 
the polaritons using idealized systems and demonstrate that 
nanoscale heterogeneity in the sample is responsible for the 
formation of the localized polariton modes.

2. Results and Discussion

A key aspect of the EELS analysis is that the beam is both the 
source and the probe, enabling control of excitations through 
beam positioning. Figure 1 illustrates how the probe position 
on and around an ≈18 nm thick hBN flake changes the excita-
tion of HPhPs and the EEL spectra. Panels in Figure 1a–i show 
simulations of the electrostatic potential associated with the 
polariton excitation at 180, 185, and 190 meV (corresponding 
to 1451, 1492, and 1532 cm−1, respectively) for probe positions 
100 nm outside the flake, at the flake edge, and 100 nm inside 
the flake at each of these three mode energies. For all probe 
positions and energies the beam excites polaritons that propa-
gate into the flake in all directions, as well as along the edge, 
even when the beam does not directly intersect the flake due 
to the “aloof” effect.[47] The primary difference between probe 
positions is the relative intensity of the bulk versus edge exci-
tation, and the primary difference between energies are the 

Figure 1. EELS excitation of hyperbolic phonon polaritons (HPhPs) at the edge of an hBN flake. a–i) Electric field simulations of the polaritonic 
response in an hBN flake for different probe positions: a,d,g) 100 nm outside the flake, b,e,h) at the flake edge, and c,f,i) 100 nm inside the flake at 
energy losses of a–c) 180 meV (1451 cm−1), d–f) 185 meV (1492 cm−1), and g–i) 190 meV (1532 cm−1). Scale bars = 200 nm. j) HAADF reference image 
for line profile across hBN flake edge. k) Measured EELS line profile across the edge of an 18 nm thick flake demonstrating highly localized excitation 
of the edge-confined polaritons.
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wavelengths of the excitations in the flake. Note that at all ener-
gies, the wavelength of the edge excitation is visibly shorter 
than that of the bulk excitation.

These effects manifest in the EELS line profile of an hBN 
flake edge. A high-angle annular-dark-field (HAADF) image 
of a flake edge is shown in Figure 1j, with the EEL line profile 
in Figure 1k (flake thickness ≈12 nm). The EELS has a peak at 
≈176 meV (1419 cm−1) that is excited everywhere, corresponding 
to the bulk polariton, but when the probe is close to the edge, 
excitations at even higher energy losses are observed, corre-
sponding to the edge polariton. Only when the probe is within 
≈10  nm of the edge of the flake, is there a sufficiently strong 
excitation of the edge polariton to resolve it over the bulk-polar-
iton signal, but, as illustrated in the simulations, it is still being 
excited at all probe positions. The high degree of localization of 
the edge polariton is surprising given that the aloof excitations 
are normally delocalized on the scale of hundreds of nm for 
comparable energies.[48] However, the result follows naturally 
from the high degree of confinement of the edge polariton to 
the flake edge, and the geometrical constraints on momentum 
transfer from the beam. When the beam is at the edge of the 
sample, it can transfer a large amount of momentum along the 
flake edge, enabling efficient excitation of the high-momentum 
(and hence high-energy-loss) branch of the polariton disper-
sions. Then, as the beam moves further away, only lower-
momentum (lower-energy-loss) excitations are detected. The 
effect is most visible for the edge polariton, but it is also pre-
sent in the aloof excitation of the bulk polariton, which continu-
ally redshifts as the probe moves further away from the sample 
(see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information).

Note that peaks at 160 and 200 meV (1290 and 1613  cm−1) 
are observed when the beam does intersect the flake, corre-
sponding to the transverse optical (TO) and longitudinal optical 
(LO) phonons, respectively. These excitations are only accessed 
through impact scattering, and are not part of the polaritonic 
response, but they still play an important role, as they define 
the limits of the Reststrahlen band in which the HPhPs are 
active.

The momentum selectivity afforded through careful probe 
positioning can go a step further to directly acquire HPhP 
dispersions with polariton interferometry.[34,36,41–43] This is 
exemplified for the bulk polariton dispersion in Figure 2. The 
experiment is shown schematically in Figure  2a: a line pro-
file is acquired normal to the flake edge, in which polaritons 
that propagate directly toward the edge of the flake can reflect 
back resulting in interference. This is directly analogous to 
SNOM interferometry experiments, where the cantilevered 
tip is positioned at different distances away from the sample 
edge to isolate different polariton wavelengths and extract the 
dispersion.[16,18,19]

Such a line profile is plotted in Figure 2b, which shows that 
as the probe moves from deep (≈200 nm) into the flake toward 
the edge, a dispersive peak corresponding to constructive inter-
ference with reflected polaritons emerges. As a result, each 
probe position approximately corresponds to a specific wave-
length for which interference is maximized. Thus, by fitting 
the peak energy as a function of distance from the edge, the 
entire dispersion is measured (see details of the fitting process 
expanded in Discussion S1 in the Supporting Information).

The interference peaks also emerge in our numerical mod-
eling. Figure 2c,d shows the simulated EELS line profile, both 
broadened to match our experimental EELS energy resolu-
tion of 6 meV (Figure  2c) and as directly obtained from the 
simulation (Figure  2d). The broadened profile qualitatively 
and quantitatively matches with the EELS experiment, demon-
strating that EELS accurately measures the bulk polariton inter-
ference. Note that both in the EELS experiment (Figure 2b) and 
in the simulation at EELS resolution (Figure  2c) the intensity 
on the high-energy side of the dispersive peak does not return 
to zero. The signal here corresponds to higher-order interfer-
ence fringes, where instead of only completing one full period 
during propagation to the flake-edge and back, the polariton 
completes multiple periods. The full simulation (Figure  2d) 
clearly resolves many orders of these interference maxima, but 
only the first order peak can be individually identified at 6 meV 
energy resolution.

Figure 2. Hyperbolic polariton dispersion measurement in hBN flakes. a) Schematic of polariton interferometry for a bulk HPhP dispersion measure-
ment. Polaritons reflected from the edge create constructive interference at different wave vectors of the HPhP dispersion. b) Experimental EELS line 
profile and fit of first-order interference peak (black circles). Simulated EELS line profiles c) broadened to match the 6 meV experimental energy resolu-
tion and d) at the native resolution of the calculation. e) The dispersion is achieved by transforming the distance to the edge in the EELS measurement 
considering an edge-reflection phase φR = π/2. We compare the experimental dispersion to our analytical expression, showing good agreement out to 
high q values (flake thickness = 12 nm).
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We now transform the distances on the x-axis of the inter-
ference peak to dispersion values, using the transformation 

π φ
=

−2

2
Rq

x
, where q is the polariton wave vector and φR is a 

reflection phase that is acquired by the polariton upon reflec-

tion. Here, we use φ π
=

2
R , which presents the best match 

between theory and experiment (Figure S2 and Discussion S2,  
Supporting Information). The transformed experimental 
dispersion is directly compared the analytical expression 
(Equation (S1), Supporting Information) in Figure 2e, achieving 
excellent agreement almost all the way out to 107 cm−1.

We can also apply the same interferometry technique to 
measure the dispersion of edge-confined polaritons, as shown 
in Figure 3. Here, an aloof line profile is acquired moving along 
the edge of the flake (the same flake as from Figure 2) toward 
a sharp corner, enabling excited edge polaritons to propagate 
to the corner, reflect, and interfere with one another (see sche-
matic in Figure 3a). The experimental and simulated (with and 
without broadening) EELS line profiles for the edge polariton 
are shown in Figure  3b–d, respectively, with the experimental 
fitted peak values plotted as black crosses in all three panels. 
While a dispersive peak is observed in both experiment and 

simulation, the agreement with theory here is far worse than it 
is for the bulk polariton in Figure 2.

Perhaps most importantly, the upper limit of the spec-
tral intensity from the polariton excitation appears to be  
≈189 meV (1524 cm−1), while it is at 195.2 meV (1574 cm−1) in 
the simulations, corresponding to the energy of the high-q sur-
face optical (SO) phonon.[34] Additionally, the EELS fits deviate 
from the simulated first-order peaks as the probe gets closer to 
the corner. The experimental dispersion is plotted in Figure 3e 

(using φ π
=

3

4
R  for the transformation; see Figure S3 and Dis-

cussion S2 in the Supporting Information for more details), 
and when compared to the analytical expression (Equation (S4), 
Supporting Information), a significant deviation is observed. 
We attribute the effect to the nanoscale morphology of the edge 
wall. The above calculations treat the edge as a perfectly flat 
face, while real hBN flakes typically have significant heteroge-
neity and thickness variation along the edge. Figure S4 in the 
Supporting Information shows several hBN flakes and demon-
strates how the edge-wall morphology takes on a highly variable 
and heterogeneous character during the exfoliation process. 
The bulk HPhPs in the interior of the flake exist in a nomi-
nally uniform environment, but the edge HPhPs are confined 

Figure 3. Polariton dispersion measurement at heterogeneous edges in hBN flakes. a) Schematic of polariton interferometry for an edge HPhP dis-
persion measurement. Here, edge-confined polaritons propagating along the flake wall can reflect off the corner to produce interference patterns and 
access the edge HPhP dispersion. Experimental and simulated EELS line profiles: b) experiment, c) spectrally broadened simulation to match EELS 
energy resolution, and d) the actual simulation. In panels (b)–(d), the upper limit of the measured EELS (at 189 meV, 1524 cm−1) is marked with a 
dotted line and the theoretical upper limit (the SO phonon at 195.2 meV, 1574 cm−1) is marked with a dashed line, demonstrating that measured and 

simulated EELS line scans have significantly different upper limits. e) EELS dispersion transformed with a reflection phase 3
4Rφ π= , compared to the 

analytical expression for the edge polariton, exhibiting significant discrepancies. Momentum-resolved EELS simulations for a f) 90° flat and g) 45° 
tapered edge, illustrating that high-q excitations are suppressed in the tapered edge (more closely resembling the excitations measured in the experi-
mental line profile). h) Broadened and i) actual line profiles simulated for a tapered edge flake, producing a much better match to the experimental 
upper limit. j) Comparison of the experimental and simulated (for both flat and tapered edges) edge HPhP dispersions. The flake thickness is 12 nm.
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directly to this heterogeneous region. Edge heterogeneity can 
be partly included in the simulations by changing the model 
system from a flat 90° wall to a tapered 45° wall to account 
for the step-like thickness gradient normally found in exfoli-
ated flakes. Simulations of the q-resolved EELS probability of 
an excitation at a flat and tapered hBN flake edge are shown in 
Figure 3f,g, respectively. The flat edge probability exhibits high 
intensity directly along the analytical dispersion, but the tapered 
edge probability is both suppressed and redshifted from the ana-
lytical dispersion, especially at high-q, similar to the experiment.

The simulated (with and without broadening) EELS line 
profiles for the tapered edge are shown in Figure  3h,i. Here, 
the simulated and the experimental upper limit are in good 
agreement, and the fitted experimental peaks match the sim-
ulated first-order peak much more closely. The dispersions 
at the flat and tapered edge are determined by fitting the dis-
persive peaks in Figure  3c,h, respectively, and are compared 
to the experimental dispersion in Figure  3j. The flat-edge 
simulation replicates the analytical dispersion in Figure  3e, 
while the tapered-edge simulation is in excellent agreement 
with the experimentally retrieved dispersion. The comparison 
emphasizes the power of EELS as a complementary technique 
to SNOM. While the spatial variation of the dispersive peak 

is not significant and can be straightforwardly detected at the 
resolution of SNOM, it is the measurements within only a few 
nanometers of the flake edge where the real dispersion varies 
significantly from the analytical form. The spatial resolution 
of the STEM readily measures polaritons at this length scale, 
allowing us to reach far higher q values in a polariton interfer-
ometry measurement. Conversely, SNOM typically can only 
probe smaller q values <106 cm−1,[16,36,46] which is not sufficient 
to see the limiting behavior induced by the edge heterogeneity. 
However, as revealed by Figure 3e, the deviations between the 
analytical and experimental edge polariton expressions only 
become significant above 106 cm−1, necessitating the high-q 
interferometry in EELS with a well-defined focused probe.

The bulk polaritons can also be modified by subtle nanoscale 
environmental and geometric heterogeneity. In Figure 4, we 
consider the effect of materials contacting the surface of the 
hBN flakes. All our samples are supported on lacey carbon 
TEM grids, nominally thought to only support the flake and not 
influence the optical response substantially. However, hyper-
bolic polaritons are extremely sensitive to the surrounding envi-
ronment,[41] and they can scatter and interact with the bordering 
region in a predictable manner.[49,50] Thus, the lacey carbon 
that supports the flake also directly induces localized polariton 

Figure 4. Localized polariton modes induced by environmental heterogeneity. a) Schematic of experiment to probe polariton interaction with sup-
porting lacey carbon. b) HAADF reference image of the region of interest. Inset: Low-magnification STEM image of the entire hBN flake of thickness 
8 nm with the hole marked in red. c) Different regions of the selected hole in lacey carbon classified by the average distance D from carbon edge. 
d) Spectra acquired from regions highlighted in panel (c). Scale bars = 100 nm. Spectra in panel (d) can be described as a combination of the e) infinite 
slab response expected in the center of a large flake with f) finite-disk-like modes induced by the lacey carbon. g) Calculated modes for a finite hBN 
disk with 200 nm radius. D values from panels (c) and (d) are indicated through color-coordinated contours and lines. h) Simulated EELS spectra for 
the same D values as in panels (c) and (d), obtained by combining the spectrum of an infinite slab signal (black) with the D-dependent disk modes 
(color). i) Spectra in panel (h) broadened to match the EELS energy resolution, showing qualitative agreement with experiment in panel (d).
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modes in the flake. A schematic of our experiment is shown in 
Figure 4a. We find a hole in the lacey carbon underneath a large 
flake (far from the edges) and probe the hole region as a func-
tion of distance from the carbon edge (flake thickness ≈8 nm). 
Figure  4b shows a HAADF image of the region used for the 
hyperspectral acquisition, centered around an ≈400  nm diam-
eter hole in the lacey carbon. For reference, the inset contains 
a low-magnification STEM image of the flake with the selected 
hole highlighted.

The hyperspectral dataset is partitioned into regions at dif-
ferent average distances D away from the carbon (i.e., the 
white ring in Figure 4b). We use ten different distances (high-
lighted by different colors in Figure  4c) and plot the average 
EELS signal from each of them in Figure 4d. With no carbon/
hBN interaction, the EELS signal would be uniform in all ten 
regions, which is clearly not the case. The intensity of the bulk 
polariton peak increases by ≈20% compared to the edge and 
it blueshifts slightly (173.3to 174.6 meV or 1398 to 1408 cm−1). 
In addition, at the outmost region (D  = 13  nm), there is a 
shoulder at about 190 meV (1532 cm−1), which redshifts to 
185 meV (1492 cm−1) for the D = 51 nm region, and then fur-
ther up toward the edge of the dominant peak as the probe 
gets closer to the center of the hole. The effect can be under-
stood by considering different pathways for polaritons excited 
by the beam: they can propagate past the carbon, or they can 
be reflected off it in analogy to the reflection observed at the 
edge of a disk. Thus, we describe the EELS signal as a combi-
nation of the two effects: infinite slab excitations (Figure  4e) 
and finite disk excitations (Figure 4f).

The calculated EEL spectra, showing the localized phonon 
polariton modes of a 400 nm diameter finite hBN disk, are 
plotted in Figure  4g.  We identify multipole modes excited at 
the edge of the disk, breathing modes excited at the center, and 
hybrid modes emerging as combination of those two (analogous 
to localized surface plasmon modes[51,52]). We select finite-disk 
spectra to match the average D from the regions in Figure 4c, 

and then add them to the infinite slab spectrum, and finally plot 
the combination in Figure 4h. The results after broadening with 
the 6 meV resolution of our microscope are plotted in Figure 4i.

The superposition of slab and disk excitations reproduces the 
major effects observed in the experiment, exhibiting enhanced 
intensity and a small blueshift of the peak energy at the center 
of the flake, which can now be attributed to the different 
localizations of the multipole and breathing modes. Moreover, 
Figure 4g shows that the hybrid modes have a dispersive change 
in energy as the probe gets closer to the edge, explaining the 
secondary position-dependent peak in the EELS data, which is 
also reproduced in the calculations. The localized disk modes 
can be further visualized using linear unmixing techniques as 
shown in Figure S5 in the Supporting Information.

The geometry of the flake boundaries also has a dominant 
effect on the bulk polariton response. Here, we return to the 
flake used in Figures 2 and 3, which possessed a sharp corner, 
and acquire a hyperspectral image from the entire region 
(Figure 5). The probe interacts with both linear edges of the 
flake simultaneously, as shown schematically in Figure  5a. 
In Figure  5b–e, we show experimental energy-filtered EELS 
images for 0.5 meV wide windows centered at 180, 185, 190, 
and 195 meV (1452, 1492, 1532, and 1573 cm−1), respectively, 
capturing the 2D interference pattern at the hBN corner. The 
corresponding EELS simulations are shown in Figure 5f–i. The 
latter shows a much larger degree of interference detail (espe-
cially at higher energies) compared to the experimental EELS 
with limited energy resolution. However, several key aspects of 
the interference patterns are still clearly discernable in the EELS 
experiment. Notably, interference minima forming dark fringes 
along the flake edges are observed in experiment and to exhibit 
similar width and energy dependence as the dark fringes in the 
simulations. The simulations also show higher-order interfer-
ence minima and maxima deeper into the flake, increasing in 
number at the higher energies, although such interference is 
mostly blurred out at the 6 meV energy resolution of our EELS 

Figure 5. Phonon polariton mapping in the corner of an hBN flake. a) Schematic of the experiment geometry. b–e) Experimental measurements. 
f–i) Simulations. The maps show the simultaneous existence of both bulk and edge HPhPs, producing both positive and negative interference 
along the surface and at the edges, respectively, and accompanied by a localized mode emerging close to the corner tip. Scale bars = 100 nm; 
flake thickness = 12 nm.
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instrument. However, even these higher-order fringes are pre-
sent in experiment under some circumstances: note that in 
both the 185 and 190 meV experimental images, bright spots/
fringes emerge from the positive interference. Additionally, 
the triangle-like geometry generates a localized-edge-polariton 
corner mode that is most pronounced in the 180 and 185 meV 
simulations as a bright spot on the edge of the flake (see fur-
ther details in Figure S6 and Discussion S3 in the Supporting 
Information), while faint, comparable bright spots are present 
at the same position in the EELS image at 180 meV (see detect-
able features highlighted directly in Figure S7 in the Supporting 
Information).

Last, note that far away from the corner the signal is domi-
nated by the interaction with the nearest edge. In contrast, 
close to the tip (within 100  nm), the polaritonic response is 
strongly influenced by both edges simultaneously and the full 
2D geometry is needed to understand the response. This 2D 
interference is observed in the experiment almost as clearly as 
in the theory, demonstrating the ability of STEM-EELS to map 
constructive and destructive interference in nanostructured 
polaritonic materials.

3. Conclusion

We have revealed important characteristics of hyperbolic 
phonon polaritons in hBN flakes by controllably exciting and 
detecting these modes using a nanoscale electron probe. The 
polaritons are extremely sensitive to the surrounding environ-
ment and geometry, which enable us to probe a wide range 
of polariton properties including the dispersions of edge and 
bulk HPhPs, the emergence of localized modes induced by 
the surrounding environment and the flake geometry, and the 
presence of 2D interference patterns in nanostructured flakes. 
Our interferometry measurements show that, at high wave 
vector, nanoscale heterogeneity at the flake edge significantly 
modifies the real dispersion of the edge-confined polaritons, 
in a way that cannot be resolved by traditional infrared optical 
experiments. The bulk-confined polaritons are also highly sen-
sitive to local nanoscale heterogeneity and can create 2D inter-
ference that suppresses or enhances the excitation of HPhPs 
at nanolength scales. Interaction of such heterogeneities 
within the material gives rise to localized modes determined 
by morphology. The combined use of aberration-correction 
and monochromation reduces the length scales that can be 
effectively characterized with interferometry, while it provides 
access to the high-q branch of polariton dispersions and fur-
ther allows us to rigorously characterize heterogeneity in the 
sample to reveal its influence on the polaritonic response. 
Furthermore, by using EELS, we can directly correlate sig-
nals across multiple energy regimes to compare the vibra-
tional response (ultralow-loss regime), the electronic structure 
(low-loss regime), and the chemical composition (core-loss 
regime). Monochromated EELS elevates the potential design 
and understanding of nanophotonics in structured hBN flakes 
by providing precision control over both measurement and 
excitation of the nanoscale optical response to illuminate the 
innerworkings of complex photonics devices operating in the 
mid-infrared.

4. Experimental Section
Sample Growth: hBN crystals were grown at atmospheric pressure 

from a molten iron-chromium solution using a 10B isotopically enriched 
boron source.[53] Flakes were then chemically exfoliated and transferred 
onto lacey carbon TEM grids, where the flakes were only supported by the 
thin carbon web. The sizes of the flakes varied from tens of micrometers 
to tens of nanometers in diameter and a few layers to a few hundred 
nanometers in thickness. The flakes used in experiment were chosen 
as the ones with the most uniform thickness and cleanest edges, as 
determined from low magnification STEM imaging for monochromated 
EELS analysis.

STEM-EELS Experiment: All EELS spectra were acquired on a Nion 
aberration-corrected high-energy-resolution monochromated EELS-
STEM (HERMES) equipped with the Nion Iris Spectrometer,[54] operated 
at 30  kV with a convergence angle of 27 mrad and a collection angle 
of 25  mrad. All spectra were measured to have an energy resolution 
between 5.5 and 6.5 meV, as measured by the elastic scattering/zero 
loss peak (ZLP) full-width at half-maximum. In all acquisitions, a power 
law background was used to fit the spectral regions directly before 
(120–140 meV) and after (220–250 meV) the Rehstrahlen band, and then 
subtracted to remove contributions from the ZLP tail.

Acquisition details were as follows: The line profile in Figure  1 
consisted of 150 spectra, with a calibration of 0.5  nm per pixel, a 
dispersion of 0.22 meV per spectrometer channel, and an acquisition 
time of 3 s per spectrum. The line profiles in Figures  2 and  3 were 
both 2D spectrum images binned in the axis normal to the dispersive 
direction to create line profiles. For the bulk polariton measurement, a 
9 × 192 pixel spectrum image was acquired and subsequently vertically 
binned across all nine pixels, with a calibration of 1.5625 nm per pixel, 
a dispersion of 0.40 meV per spectrometer channel, and an acquisition 
time of 128 ms per pixel. For the edge polariton measurement, a 163 × 
20 pixel spectrum image was acquired and binned across only the two 
pixels closest to the edge extending into the flake (region for binning 
shown in Figure S3 in the Supporting Information). Including pixels in 
the edge of the flake for horizontal binning did not vary the measured 
dispersion significantly, and only had the effect of including small 
contributions from the LO phonon, which made the upper limit of the 
measured dispersion more difficult to quantify. The spectrum image 
had a calibration of 1.5703 nm per pixel, a dispersion of 0.40 meV per 
spectrometer channel, and an acquisition time of 500 ms per pixel. For 
Figure 3, a 50 × 50 pixels spectrum image was acquired with a calibration 
of 10 nm per pixel, a dispersion of 0.40 meV per spectrometer channel, 
and an acquisition time of 400 ms per pixel. For Figure 4, a 64 × 64 pixel 
spectrum image was acquired, with a calibration of 4  nm per pixel, a 
dispersion of 0.40 meV per spectrometer channel, and an acquisition 
time of 400 ms per pixels.

Videos of the spectrum images for the bulk polariton, edge polariton, 
finite disk, and corner analyses were also included, where a normalized 
2D intensity is shown at frame-by-frame for all the energies in the 
Reststrahlen band (see the Supporting Information).

The thickness of the flakes (18  nm in Figure  1, 12  nm in Figures  2, 
3, and  5, and 8  nm in Figure  4) were determined by comparing the 
experimental energy of the nondispersive polariton peak to simulations, 
as is shown in depth in Figure S12 in the Supporting Information.

Calibration and Validation of Datasets: Many factors can strongly 
influence the measured polariton dispesrsion, which need to be 
properly accounted for. In this analysis, the specific pixel was included 
in the dataset deemed as the edge of the flake (a nontrivial assignment), 
the calibration of the spectrometer, which is difficult to carry out 
more accurately than around 1% at the high dispersions used in 
monochromated EELS, and the reflection phase. The measurements were 
calibrated to the LO phonon at 200.1 meV in the BN flakes, the energy of 
which was not dependent on flake thickness or geometry. For the dataset 
in Figure 1, it was found that a dispersion correction of 0.5% was needed. 
The datasets in Figures 2–5, which were all performed on the same day 
at the same dispersion, needed a dispersion correction of 1%. For the 
reflection phases and the edge pixel determination, which only applied to 
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Figures 2 and 3, the simulated line profiles were compared to determine 
the correct values. This calibration and selection process is shown in 
detail in Discussion S2 in the Supporting Information.

Simulations: All calculations were performed within the framework 
of classical macroscopic electrodynamics, which is known to reproduce 
very well the interaction of focused electron probes with optical 
excitations[55] in nanostructures such as those considered in this 
work. Analytical expressions were used to calculate EELS spectra when 
dealing with an electron beam interacting with an infinite hBN slab. For 
more complex geometries (linear edge, corners, and disks), numerical 
solvers of the Poisson and Maxwell equations implemented in the 
commercial software Comsol Multiphysics were used. Further details 
on the formalism, analytical expressions, and models, as well as setting 
parameters for the numerical solvers, are described in Discussion S3 in 
the Supporting Information.
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into structures of high aspect ratio, this 
solution is not ideal, and alternative mate-
rials with their bulk plasmon frequency 
already in that spectral range would be 
useful. Additionally, traditional plasmonic 
metals do not allow for active tuning 
or ultrafast optical switching because 
of their high electron density, to which 
added doping charges can only contribute 
negligibly. Alkali metals present lower 
electron densities that place their plas-
mons in the near-IR-visible region with 
extremely low losses,[6] but these mate-
rials are unstable under ambient condi-
tions and thus challenging to integrate 
in actual devices with long-term stability. 
The appeal of tunable carrier density, 
high carrier mobility, and good chem-
ical stability has motivated the search 
for alternative plasmonic materials,[7] 
including transparent conducting oxides 
(TCO),[8,9] transition metal nitrides,[8,10] 
chalcogenides,[11] and alloys,[12] as well as 

two-dimensional materials,[13] especially graphene[14–16] and 
black phorphous.[17,18] Among these, doped binary oxides, such 
as In2O3, SnO2, ZnO, and CdO, have been intensively studied 
in various geometries for their IR plasmonic properties.[19–22] 
More recently, semi-metallic perovskite oxides SrBO3 (with 
B = Ge, V, or Nb)[23–26] have also been identified as alternative 
IR plasmonic materials.

BaSnO3 exhibits the highest carrier mobility among perovskite oxides, 
making it ideal for oxide electronics. Collective charge carrier oscillations 
known as plasmons are expected to arise in this material, thus providing a 
tool to control the nanoscale optical field for optoelectronics applications. 
Here, the existence of relatively long-lived plasmons supported by high-
mobility charge carriers in La-doped BaSnO3 (BLSO) is demonstrated. By 
exploiting the high spatial and energy resolution of electron energy-loss 
spectroscopy with a focused beam in a scanning transmission electron micro-
scope, the dispersion, confinement ratio, and damping of infrared localized 
surface plasmons (LSPs) in BLSO nanoparticles are systematically investi-
gated. It is found that LSPs in BLSO exhibit a high degree of spatial confine-
ment compared to those sustained by noble metals and have relatively low 
losses and high quality factors with respect to other doped oxides. Further 
analysis clarifies the relation between plasmon damping and carrier mobility 
in BLSO. The results support the use of nanostructured degenerate semicon-
ductors for plasmonic applications in the infrared region and establish a solid 
alternative to more traditional plasmonic materials.
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1. Introduction

Noble metals are the go-to choices for applications in plas-
monics because of their relatively low optical losses and robust-
ness,[1–5] with intrinsic bulk plasmons emerging in the visible 
regime. Although surface plasmons in these materials can be 
pushed down to the near infrared (IR) by shaping the materials 
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The combination of appealing plasmonic and electronic 
properties in a single material adds extra versatility in the 
design of actual devices. In search of such materials, we con-
sider BaSnO3 (BSO), which is a wide band gap (2.9 to 3.2 eV)[27] 
perovskite oxide that holds great promises for applications in 
oxide electronics.[28] This material has a room-temperature car-
rier mobility >300  cm2  V–1  s–1 in single crystals,[29,30] which is 
the highest among all transparent conductors and perovskite 
oxides, exceeding III–V semiconductors at high carrier densi-
ties.[31] This indium-free TCO also has exceptional stability of 
oxygen vacancies even under extreme biasing conditions[32] or at 
elevated temperatures.[29] Although several experimental works 
have studied the IR optical properties of bulk crystals,[33] thin 
films,[34] and ensembles of nanocrystals,[35] individual La-doped 
BSO (BLSO) nanoparticles with well-defined doping and shape 
have not been characterized yet. To that end, we exploit electron 
energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) in a monochromated scanning 
transmission electron microscope (STEM), which allows for the 
spatial and spectral characterization of low-energy excitations at 
the single-particle level.[36,37]

In this work, we systematically study plasmons emerging 
in BLSO nanocrystals with well-defined shapes by measuring 
their spectral and spatial characteristics using state-of-the-art 
STEM-EELS.[37,38] We observe IR plasmons in the 50–800 meV 
energy range, and image their spatial distribution and localiza-
tion in BLSO nanorods. We further explore the doping limit of 
La in BSO and the associated plasmon energies, which allow 
covering a wide range of IR frequencies reaching up to the tel-
ecom wavelength at 1.55  μm. In addition, we characterize the 
surface plasmon dispersion, confinement ratio, lifetime, and 
quality factor in individual nanoparticles with varying sizes. By 
comparing our results with recent studies of plasmons in con-
ventional plasmonic metals (Au, Ag, Cu), we establish BLSO as 
an appealing plasmonic material more suitable to the infrared 
range, with some degree of tunability, and a low level of losses 
that correlates well with the carrier mobility.

2. Results and Discussion

We synthetized nanocrystals of BLSO with varying sizes 
and geometries by a sol–gel method modified from ref. [35] 
(Experimental Section). Through atomic resolution high-angle 
annular dark-field (HAADF) imaging in Figure 1a,b, and X-ray 
diffraction (Figure S1, Supporting Information), we confirmed 
the expected cubic perovskite structure. For the BLSO rods and 
cubes, we also observed that the BLSO particles have {100} ter-
minated surfaces. Core-loss EELS in Figure  1b shows the pres-
ence of Ba, Sn, O, and La in the doped samples. Here, La acts 
as n-type dopant that replaces a portion of the A-site Ba, which 
introduces free electrons that occupy the bottom of the conduc-
tion band. With sufficient La doping, the Fermi level is located 
above the conduction band minimum (by typically less than 
1  eV), making BLSO a degenerate semiconductor.[39] The col-
lective oscillations of these conduction band electrons form IR 
plasmons that we study in this paper. We also investigate the 
doping limit of La in BSO and the maximum plasmon energy 
in this material with STEM-EELS. The bulk plasmon energy and 
the corresponding La percentage are extracted from low-loss and 

core-loss EELS, respectively. As shown in Figure  1c,d, both the 
bulk carrier plasmon energy and La M4,5 edge intensity increase 
with nominal doping level. The low-loss and core-loss EELS sig-
nals are obtained from the same region, which allows correlating 
composition and plasmonic properties at the nanoscale. We find 
that highly doped BLSO can support plasmons up to an energy 
of 0.8  eV (corresponding to a wavelength of 1.55  μm), sup-
porting BLSO as a promising candidate for plasmonics applica-
tions (such as epsilon-near-zero-based devices[40]) at the telecom 
wavelength with better optical properties than traditional TCOs 
because of the high carrier mobility of BLSO.[34] However, we 
find that doping inhomogeneity can play a role at high doping 
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Figure 1. a) Low magnification (left) and atomic resolution (right) 
HAADF-STEM images of a typical BLSO nanocrystal with rectangular 
cross section, taken along the [100] zone axis. b) Core-loss EELS with 
edges indicating the presence of different elements. The inset shows 
a zoom-in view of the HAADF image in (a) with a structural model of 
BaSnO3 superimposed. c,d) Evolution with doping level of the plasmon 
energy in the low-loss spectra and the intensity of the La M4,5 edge in 
the core-loss spectra, respectively. Dopant percentages, x, determined 
from core-loss EELS, are shown as labels. Red markers in (c) denote bulk 
plasmon energies.
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levels. Therefore, we limit our investigation to moderately (5%) 
La-doped BSO in the rest of this paper.

Besides the peaks assigned to bulk plasmon excitations 
denoted by red markers in Figure  1c, additional peaks appear 
at lower energies. These can also be observed in the aloof EELS 
spectra shown in Figure 2b, where surface plasmon resonances 
of free charge carriers in BLSO are probed when the electron 
beam is placed just outside a BLSO nanorod displayed in 
Figure 2a. We attribute these resonances to different localized 
surface plasmon (LSP) modes, which are spatially imaged in 
the energy-filtered maps shown in Figure 2c.  Regions of high 
intensity in the maps are associated with an accumulation of 
induced electric field that is characteristic of LSP excitations, as 
inferred from theoretical simulations (Figure S2, Supporting 
Information). The distribution of these hotspots strongly 
depends on geometry. In particular, in the rectangular BLSO 
nanorod shown in Figure  2a [length L = 427  nm, aspect ratio 
(AR) ≈ 7], we observe multiple LSPs oscillating along the long 
axis, starting with a dipolar mode of wavelength λn=1 ≈ 2L, and 
two higher-order modes (λn=2 ≈ L and λn=3 ≈ 2L/3). A transverse 
LSP mode is also observed at energies above 400 meV. In the 
BLSO cube shown in Figure 2d (L = 50 nm, AR ≈ 1), we observe 
plasmon resonances of shorter wavelengths characterized by 
field and charge accumulation at the corners, edges, and faces 
of the cube (Figure 2e).[41–44]

One distinct difference between degenerate semiconduc-
tors and metals refers to the spatial confinement of LSPs with 
sub-eV energies. Noble metals present large ratios of the real and 
imaginary parts of the dielectric function in the IR, which guar-
antees high quality factors of their LSP resonances. However, the 
corresponding plasmon wavelengths are very close to those of 
free-space photons in the IR because they host large densities of 
conduction electrons, so their bulk plasmons appear in the vis-
ible part of the spectrum, therefore demanding high ARs to move 
surface plasmons to the IR, where the dielectric function takes 
larger absolute values. In contrast to noble metals, LSPs in degen-
erate semiconductors can produce a large confinement ratio in IR 
plasmons because of their lower carrier densities, which lead to 
bulk plasmon energies already placed in the IR, so smaller ARs 
and lower values of the dielectric function already provide strongly 
confined plasmons in that region. With the plasmon energy and 
wavelength from the measured EELS energy-filtered maps in 
Figure  2c, we can readily obtain the plasmon confinement ratio 
in BLSO nanoparticles, as shown in Figure 2d, which turns out to 
be about one order of magnitude larger than for noble metals. In 
Figure 2f, we demonstrate that LSPs in BLSO nanoparticles have 
wavelengths ≈6 to 12 times shorter than the photon wavelength at 
the same energy (but we note that a factor of 20 can be reached 
with the corner modes in nanocubes). The large spatial confine-
ment is equally evident from the plasmon dispersions of BLSO 
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Figure 2. a) HAADF image of a BLSO nanorod. High intensity in the lower right corner is due to a neighboring BLSO particle. b) Aloof EELS spectra 
taken near the nanorod. Electron beam positions are indicated by the color-matching crosses in the HAADF image. c) Measured energy-filtered EELS 
maps for the infrared localized surface plasmon modes in the nanorod. EELS maps are integrated over 10 meV wide windows marked in (b). d) HAADF 
image of a BLSO nanocube attached to a larger BLSO particle on its left. e) EELS energy-filtered maps of LSPs in the BLSO nanocube for the labeled 
resonance energies. f) Measured IR plasmon wavelengths in BLSO nanoparticles (symbols) compared with calculated values obtained for BLSO (red 
curve) and Ag (black curve) waveguides with a cross section of 50  ×  50 nm2. We also show the free-space photon dispersion (gray curve) for reference. 
g) Confinement ratio obtained from (f) as the ratio of the plasmon excitation wavelength to the free-space photon wavelength.
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calculated for an infinite waveguide with a square cross section 
(see also Figure S3, Supporting Information for calculations with 
different cross sections), which deviates away from the light line 
much more than the dispersion calculated for Ag waveguides of 
similar characteristics.

Next, we study plasmon spectra for the series of BLSO 
nanorods shown in Figure 3a, which have a similar cross section 
but varying length and aspect ratio. These rod-like particles have 
rectangular cross sections and lengths of ≈ 200–1200  nm, with 
AR ranging from 4 to 12. They are supported in part by lacey 
carbon TEM grids, while mostly suspended in vacuum. The 
EEL spectra shown in Figure  3b were acquired with the beam 
placed just outside the nanorod tip or cube corner, as indicated 
by the colored markers in Figure  3a. With the help of the spa-
tial mapping demonstrated in Figure 2, we attribute the sharpest 
and most intense resonance peaks present in all spectra to 
the dipolar modes (n = 1). While the dipolar LSPs decrease in 
energy with increasing AR, their spectral width also decreases 
substantially. For a quantitative assessment of this trend, we 
performed Lorentzian fitting to extract the full width at half 
maximum (FWHM) of all peaks corresponding to the observed 
LSPs, including the higher-order LSPs. As shown in Figure 3c, 
the FWHM can be as small as 35 meV for the nanorod with the 
largest AR and increases to about 120  meV for higher-energy 
LSPs. The quality factors Q (defined as the ratio of the plasmon-

energy to the FHWM) obtained for these plasmons are shown in 
Figure 3d. The dipolar modes are found to have Q factors in the 
2–5 range, while higher-energy LSPs show Q up to 8. Compared 
with other doped semiconductor nanocrystals,[45–47] the LSPs 
observed in this study exhibit the largest Q factors in the mid-IR.

While plasmon damping is often associated with carrier 
mobility of the material, such correlation is generally not direct, 
as several factors other than carrier mobility (i.e., nonlocal effects, 
surface quality, and radiative coupling) can play an essential role 
in determining the plasmon lifetime. We notice such variation 
of LSP FWHM with particle size and geometry in Figure 3c and 
further study the plasmon FWHM as a function of nanoparticle 
AR and particle length L in Figure 4 and Figure S6 (Supporting 
Information), respectively. We notice a substantial increase of LSP 
damping for BLSO particles with decreasing AR. To understand 
the possible origin of this trend, we calculate aloof EEL spectra for 
varying nanoparticle dimensions and extract the FWHM of the 
theoretically predicted peaks. We model the optical properties of 
BLSO using a Drude dielectric function, which we find is suffi-
cient for describing the charge carriers in doped BSO (Figure S4, 
Supporting Information), and perform numerical modeling as 
described in Methods. Also shown in Figure 4 , we find that the 
calculated FWHM of the dipolar plasmons increases only slightly 
above the bulk damping value ℏγbulk  = 35  meV here considered 
for the model, and in particular, the increase is only about 5 meV 
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Figure 3. a) HAADF-STEM images of BLSO rod-like particles with varying length and aspect ratio (AR, see labels). b) Aloof EELS spectra acquired for 
beam positions as indicated by the color-matching crosses in (a), near the tip of the BLSO nanorods. c) LSP FWHM and d) quality factor as a function 
of LSP energy.
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for small AR or L. In the opposite limit, for very large AR or L, the 
FWHM of the dipolar plasmons only moves by 2–3  meV below 
the bulk Drude damping. However, we stress that the calculated 
results deviate substantially from the experimental observations, 
especially when the particle sizes (and so the AR too) are small.

To further understand this discrepancy in the spectral widths, 
we calculate the optical scattering and absorption spectra 
near BLSO nanorods (SI) to analyze the origin of the plasmon 
damping. These quantities are roughly proportional to the 
cathodoluminescence (CL) and EELS probabilities, respectively, 
so we show in Figure S7a,b (Supporting Information) the inten-
sity ratio between these two probabilities (EELS/CL), which takes 
large values for the range of AR and L studied here, suggesting 
a dominantly nonradiative character of the plasmonic excita-
tions. We therefore conclude that damping in these excitations 
is mainly contributed by material properties (i.e., intrinsic effects 
of the material and its modification due to the specific geometry 
of the particles), while radiative damping plays a negligible role.

To compare plasmon damping in BLSO with other plas-
monic materials, it is also illuminating to look at their respec-
tive normalized plasmon dispersions (Figure 5). The surface 
plasmon dispersion relations are evaluated for infinite slabs 
with thickness of 50  nm.[50] We adopt the Drude model 
permittivity ( ) / ( )p

2
piε ω ε ω ω ω γ= − +∞  with parameters 

ε∞  = 4.0 and  / 4.6bulk pE ω ε≡ =∞   eV for silver, and ε∞  = 4.5 
and /p

2 2
0e N mω ε= ∗ for BLSO, where N is the carrier density (see 

legend in Figure 5) and m*/me = 0.2 is the carrier effective mass.[51] 
We plot the plasmon energy as a function of wave vector q, nor-
malized to Ebulk and the Fermi wave vector qF, respectively. For the 
same ratio E/Ebulk of the plasmon energy E to the bulk plasmon 
energy Ebulk, plasmons sustained by free carriers with lower den-
sity possess a higher ratio of the wave vector q = 2π/λ to the Fermi 
wave vector qF compared to Ag, and this behavior extends up to the 
large-wave-vector limit, where the plasmon frequency converges to 
the non-retarded limit / 1pω ε +∞ . In addition to their high spatial 

confinement, this indicates that BLSO plasmons are closer to the 
single-particle excitation (SPE) regime. It has been observed that 
surface plasmons exhibit a damping that increases with q, even 
before reaching the onset of SPEs at q = qF.[52] This might happen 
because for increasing wave vectors, shorter-wavelength plasmons 
are more likely to be scattered by doping inhomogeneities, neigh-
boring nanoparticles, and shape irregularities. The differences in 
LSP energy between our simulations and experiments (Figure S5, 
Supporting Information) are likely related to these extra scattering 
mechanisms, which are not contemplated in the theory. Further-
more, we investigate LSPs up to the high E/Ebulk regime, where 
size effects are known to affect both the energy and width of 
LSPs.[53] A phenomenological model has often been used to take 
into account the size effects via the expression[54]

bulk
FAv

L
γ γ= +  (1)

where vF is the carrier Fermi velocity, A is a phenomenological 
parameter that depends on particle morphology, surface details, 
and the surrounding medium, and L is the particle size. We find 
that ℏγbulk = 30 meV and A in the range of 2 to 3 provides a rea-
sonable agreement of γ as a function of L in comparison with 
experiment, as shown in Figure 4. Although such size depend-
ence has been observed for small metal particles,[55] the physical 
explanation of the phenomenon is somewhat controversial,[56] 
with two possible explanations for the increase in damping with 
decreasing particle size associated with either additional surface 
scattering determined by a size-independent electron mean free 
path[54] or the increasing role of the inhomogeneous electron 
density profile at the surface.[57] The range of particle size in 
which we observe an increase in plasmon FWHM is relatively 
large compared to that of metal particles (≈10  nm or less), an 
effect that can be possibly related to the lower density of free car-
riers in BLSO.
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Figure 4. Plasmon FWHM and the corresponding dephasing time as a 
function of aspect ratio. Experimental data from dipolar LSPs in BLSO 
nanorods and cubes (filled red circles and squares) are compared with 
numerical simulations for particles with similar lateral dimensions but 
varying cross sections (blue open circles). Results from literature for 
noble metal nanorods[48,49] (black) are shown for comparison. The hori-
zontal blue line indicates the fitted Drude damping of our LBSO samples, 
ℏγ = 35 meV.

Figure 5. Normalized surface-plasmon dispersions of BLSO with carrier 
densities NBLSO = 5 × 1018, 5 × 1019, and 5 × 1020 cm–3 (colored curves) 
and Ag (conduction electron density NAg = 6 × 1022 cm–3, black curve), as 
calculated for an infinite interface geometry. The vertical and horizontal 
axes are the normalized energy and the wave vector, where Ebulk and qF 
are the bulk plasmon energy and Fermi wave vector, respectively. The 
single-particle excitation regime is indicated in gray.
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It is also worth noting that the Debye temperature for 
BaSnO3 is around 500  K,[58] above the temperature at which 
we perform our experiments. High-frequency phonons could 
contribute to carrier scattering[59] when higher-energy mid-IR 
LSPs are excited. However, electron–phonon interaction was 
only found to limit the plasmon lifetime within a small energy 
region around the optical phonon frequency.[60,61] Thus, the 
contribution from this scattering mechanism to the damping of 
high-energy plasmons may require further investigation.

Nevertheless, the dipolar plasmons in BLSO discussed in 
Figures 3 and 4 are systematically displaying smaller values of 
the FWHM than those in noble metals of the same size.[48,49] 
The reported BLSO plasmons reach their FWHM limit at an 
AR between 10 and 20, which is 2 to 3 times smaller than that 
for Ag, Au, or Cu. The BLSO particles required to support IR 
LSPs are much smaller than those made of noble metals, which 
makes radiative damping negligible in the former. In addition, 
both the intrinsic carrier mobility and the particle size affect the 
damping of plasmons in degenerate semiconductors, including 
BLSO. At large sizes, the FWHM of LSPs are primarily limited 
by the carrier mobility. In contrast, in smaller particles, addi-
tional contributions to plasmon damping are observed. The 
narrowest LSP that we found in BLSO has a FWHM of 35 meV 
(i.e., a dephasing time of 38 fs). This amounts to a lower limit 
of carrier mobility μ ≈ 160 cm2  V–1  s–1, which falls within the 
range of carrier mobilities previously determined for this 
material.[62,63] Given that the carrier mobility in BaSnO3 can 
be as high as 300  cm2  V–1  s–1, it is likely that better synthetic 
approaches and fabrication processes will lead to even better IR 
plasmons in doped BSO with more compact dimensions com-
pared to noble metals.

3. Conclusions

In summary, we systematically identified and characterized 
infrared localized surface plasmons in individual nanocrystals 
of La-doped BaSnO3 by STEM-EELS. Our results show that 
infrared plasmons sustained by BLSO are superior in spatial 
confinement ratio compared to those in noble metals. We also 
demonstrate that, with high enough La doping, BLSO can have 
a sufficiently large density of free carriers for its bulk plasma 
frequency to reach the telecommunication wavelength at 
1.55 μm/0.8 eV. Our analysis of LSPs in BLSO nanorods with 
varying length and aspect ratio shows that the low-loss IR plas-
mons are primarily limited by non-radiative damping, which 
is closely related to the carrier mobility. Our results emphasize 
the strong potential of this high-mobility perovskite oxide for 
application in infrared plasmonic devices.

4. Experimental Section
BLSO Synthesis: A recipe for BaSnO3 nanoparticle synthesis via a sol–

gel approach modified from ref. [35] was followed. Chlorine salts of Ba, 
La, and Sn were weighted in desired molar ratio and added in a mixture 
of deionized water and ethanol. Citric acid was then added into the 
solution. The solution was then kept at 80 °C under stirring for 30 min 
to aid complete dissolution. Overdosed ethylene glycol was then added, 
and the solution was heated to 100 °C for 2 h until the gel was formed. 

Annealing at 600  °C followed by annealing at 1000  °C in atmosphere 
resulted in phase pure cubic BLSO. Nanorod-like and cubic-shaped 
BLSO particles can often be found in the product. When doping was 
successful and relatively uniform, the powder had a greenish and blue 
appearance, for small and large particle size, respectively.

Another synthetic route involved the formation of BaSn(OH)6 as the 
middle product[64,65] via participation at room temperature, followed by 
high-temperature annealing to form perovskite BaSnO3. For this route, 
the solution containing salts of Ba, La, and Sn was kept at 80 °C under 
vigorous stirring, while a NaOH solution was added dropwise until 
reaching a pH > 7. During this process, Argon purging was also required 
to prevent the formation of oxides. At this point, white participation 
should already form, which is BaSn(OH)6. Subsequent annealing above 
600 °C in Argon allowed BSO nanorods to be formed with large length 
and aspect ratio. However, we  find that it is difficult to incorporate 
La dopant into the A-site via this approach. Thus, this method is not 
suitable for producing plasmonic BLSO.

STEM-EELS: A Nion UltraSTEM 100 scanning transmission electron 
microscope was used in this work. The microscope features a HERMES 
electron monochromator to improve the energy resolution. Energy loss 
spectra and energy-filtered maps were taken with energy resolution 
in the 10–12  meV range. The EELS detector dispersions were 0.9 and 
1.3 meV pixel−1 for point of EELS spectra acquisition and EELS mapping, 
respectively. Aloof energy loss spectra were recorded with a detector 
dwell time of 256 ms. EELS spectra taken in vacuum far away from any 
specimen or grid were used to obtain the elastic background, which was 
then removed from the spectra containing the inelastic signal.[66,67]

Numerical Simulations: The theoretical calculations were performed 
using the software Comsol Multiphysics (RF module),[68,69] where a 
line current representing the electron beam was implemented as a field 
source. The induced electric field Eind was then used to evaluate the 
frequency and spatially dependent loss probability Γ(ω) as[70]



, d Re , ,b z
ind

b

ie z E z e
z

vR Rω π ω ω( ) ( )Γ = ∫








ω−

 (2)

Here, electrons moving with constant velocity v parallel to the z axis 
and intersecting the xy plane at Rb were assumed.
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ABSTRACT: Doping inhomogeneities in solids are not
uncommon, but their microscopic observation and under-
standing are limited due to the lack of bulk-sensitive
experimental techniques with high enough spatial and spectral
resolution. Here, we demonstrate nanoscale imaging of both
dopants and free charge carriers in La-doped BaSnO3 (BLSO)
using high-resolution electron energy-loss spectroscopy
(EELS). By analyzing high- and low-energy excitations in
EELS, we reveal chemical and electronic inhomogeneities
within a single BLSO nanocrystal. The inhomogeneous doping
leads to distinctive localized infrared surface plasmons,
including a previously unobserved plasmon mode that is highly
confined between high- and low-doping regions. We further
quantify the carrier density, effective mass, and dopant activation percentage by EELS and transport measurements on the
bulk single crystals of BLSO. These results not only represent a practical approach for studying heterogeneities in solids and
understanding structure−property relationships at the nanoscale, but also demonstrate the possibility of infrared plasmon
tuning by leveraging nanoscale doping texture.
KEYWORDS: doped semiconductor, high-mobility oxide, infrared plasmonics, band gap, carrier effective mass,
monochromated electron energy-loss spectroscopy, inhomogeneity

The electrical and optical properties of materials are
strongly influenced by their free charge carriers.1

Consequently, tuning the carrier density has been of
critical importance for the design and fabrication of semi-
conductor devices, as well as for exploring exotic electronic
states in complex oxides such as superconductivity2−4 and
topological effects.5 Chemical doping is often exploited to tune
the carrier density in solids, although it may introduce
chemical and electronic inhomogeneities at the nanoscale.6−8

These inhomogeneities are often detrimental to carrier
mobility and device performance.9−11 However, in some
material systems, the inevitable heterogeneities exhibit a
close correlation with the emergence of ferroelectricity,12−14

high-temperature superconductivity,15−17 and unconventional
magnetism.18−21

The relationship between these exotic properties and
nanoscale heterogeneities has been challenging to study
because of the high demand on both spatial and spectral
resolution of the required experimental techniques. Scanning
probe microscopy has been useful to cover this gap because it
offers the possibility to investigate a wide range of local
phenomena, including surface structures and local density of

electronic states by scanning tunneling microscopy,22 nano-
scale electrical properties by electrostatic force microscopy,23,24

and optical excitation strengths by scanning near-field optical
microscopy.25−29 However, the scanning probe techniques are
primarily sensitive to surface properties and only offer access to
a limited spectral range. Thus, it remains difficult to directly
relate the local structure and chemical composition to the
electrical or optical properties in materials of interest.9,30 In
this regard, scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM) combined with electron energy-loss spectroscopy
(EELS) represents a powerful alternative, as it allows imaging
of atomic structures with the simultaneous measurement of
local elemental composition, chemical bonding, and electronic
excitations down to the single-atom level.31
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Thanks to a series of recent advances in energy
resolution,32,33 state-of-the-art monochromated STEM-EELS
provides access into excitations over a broad energy range
(from meVs to keVs34), thus emerging as the technique of
choice to simultaneously probe high-energy core-level
transitions and low-energy excitations, such as phonons,35−43

infrared plasmons,44−47 and valence electronic excitations.48,49

Importantly, EELS can be combined with high-resolution
imaging50,51 to reveal local structure−property relationships.

Here, we report a method for characterizing both chemical
and electronic inhomogeneities at the nanoscale, demonstrated
by a simultaneous imaging of dopants and free charge carriers
in La-doped BaSnO3 (BLSO), a high-mobility perovskite
oxide.52−54 Through monochromated STEM-EELS, we
measure electronic excitations associated with free carriers
and dopants in the low-loss and core-loss regions of EELS,
respectively. These measurements and analyses allow for direct
imaging of chemical and electronic inhomogeneities, as well as
local doping characteristics, even within a single nanocrystal of
BLSO. Our results unambiguously show the strong influence of
inhomogeneous doping on the plasmonic response. Specifi-
cally, we experimentally observe and numerically corroborate
an interfacial plasmon mode localized between high- and low-
doping regions. We demonstrate inhomogeneous doping as a
tool for plasmon customization on the few-nanometer scale,
with potential application in the design of advanced devices
necessitating a high surface and bulk hybrid confinement of
optical fields.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Doping Dependence of Low-Loss and Core-Loss

EELS. In EELS, energy-loss events can occur due to different
mechanisms, including individual and collective electronic

excitations that span a wide energy range, as schematically
shown in Figure 1a. The spatial distribution of these excitations
can be revealed thanks to the sub-nanometer size of the
electron beam traversing the specimen. At relatively high
energies, valence plasmons (i.e., collective electronic modes
analogous to interband plasmons, but occurring at energies
largely exceeding the electronic band gap) and core-losses
(single-particle interband transitions involving core electrons
to unoccupied states above EF) are routinely observed in EELS
experiments, even at a relatively low energy resolution.48

Lower-energy excitations in solids, such as phonons and
plasmons, as well as interband transitions in the UV−visible
spectral range, can be better resolved with the aid of an
electron monochromator capable of providing few-meV energy
resolution.32,55

Here, we observe all of these types of excitations in the bulk
single crystals of Ba1−xLaxSnO3 as a function of nominal
doping, x, as shown in Figure 1b−e. The crystals were grown
by a floating-zone method with homogeneous doping (see
Methods). We acquire the EEL spectra in Figure 1 from 5 × 5
nm2 regions of the TEM specimens. Starting from a wide-
band-gap insulator without doping (x = 0), Ba1−xLaxSnO3
becomes a degenerate semiconductor as the level of La doping
increases (see x = 0.01, 0.05 curves in Figure 1b,c). The
metallic transport properties are manifested in the infrared
dielectric response, as revealed in the low-loss region of
monochromated EELS in Figure 1b. In the 50−900 meV
spectral window, the main processes contributing to electron
energy losses are phonons and excitations associated with the
doping charge carriers. For undoped crystals, we observe only
narrow resonances below ∼90 meV, corresponding to the
phonon polaritons in BaSnO3.

56 With increasing n-type
doping, the carrier electrons have higher Fermi velocities and

Figure 1. Electronic excitations in EELS. (a) Schematic diagram of electronic excitations, including collective modes (intraband plasmons of
free carriers indicated by the green arrows, and interband plasmons indicated by the gray arrows) and single-particle transitions from core
levels (blue) or the valence band (VB, red) to the conduction band (CB) states above EF. (b−e) Doping dependence of low-loss and core-
loss EELS in Ba1−xLaxSnO3 single crystals with x = 0, 0.01, and 0.05. (b) Electron energy losses associated with the excitation of phonons and
carrier plasmons. The vertical dashed line indicates the highest longitudinal optical phonon energy near 100 meV. (c) Valence to
conduction-band-edge transitions. (d) Valence plasmons and higher-energy interband transitions. (e) Core-loss EELS of transitions from Ba
and La core levels to unoccupied states. EEL spectra in (d) and (e) are offset for clarity.
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respond more quickly to the external field than the ions; the
phonons are thus screened in doped BaSnO3. The Coulomb
interaction between fast electrons and free carriers gives rise to
the plasmons that we observe in doped BaSnO3.

57 We refer to
these low-energy excitations as carrier plasmons in what
follows. As elaborated in later sections, the spectral range of
carrier plasmons is primarily set by the carrier density. For the
doping level studied here, we observe surface and bulk carrier
plasmons below about 1 eV.58

Doping-induced changes in the optical band gap, the
Burstein−Moss (B-M) shift,59,60 is also prominent in our
EELS measurements over the 2−6 eV energy range shown in
Figure 1c. BaSnO3 has a wide band gap of >3 eV61 and a
sufficiently small high-frequency dielectric constant ε∞ for it to
make Cherenkov losses negligible in our EELS experiments
with a 60 keV electron beam.62,63 Although BaSnO3 has a
smaller indirect band gap, the associated transition probability
is orders of magnitude lower than the direct transitions.61

Thus, the energy loss intensities we observe here primarily
stem from direct interband transitions near the Γ points.64 The
loss signal from indirect transitions likely overlaps with that
from defect states from the top and bottom surfaces of the
TEM specimen,65 thus appearing as a nonzero background
below the absorption onset dictated by the direct band gap

energy. With increasing doping, a blue shift of the optical gap is
clearly observed, as shown in Figure 1c.

It should be noted that the carrier plasmons with a strong
doping dependence in Figure 1b are intraband in nature. They
are accompanied by other more lossy interband plasmons at
relatively high energies, whose energy is in fact proportional to
the square root of the valence electron density. In view of their
origin, we denote these modes as valence plasmons, in contrast
to the aforementioned sub-eV carrier plasmons. In the case of
undoped BaSnO3, the valence plasmon is around ∼26 eV.66 In
our results, valence plasmons and high-energy interband
transitions both show no measurable dependence on
doping�we observe nearly identical spectra in undoped and
doped crystals (see Figure 1d). This is not unexpected because
the lattice constant and valence electronic band structure
remain largely unaffected when substituting La for Ba. The
introduced carrier density is typically below 1 × 1021 cm−3,67

which is orders of magnitude smaller than the valence electron
density and should accordingly cause only marginal variations
in the valence plasmons at about 26 eV. Therefore, changes
due to carrier doping can be measured exclusively in the low-
loss EELS region shown in Figure 1b,c.

We also analyzed core-loss EELS associated with the A-site
chemical composition of BaSnO3 (Figure 1e). As expected, the
La-M4,5 edge intensity increases with nominal doping. For this

Figure 2. Mapping chemical and electronic inhomogeneities in a BLSO nanocrystal. (a) STEM-HAADF image of a square-shaped BLSO
nanocrystal. (b) Atomic-resolution HAADF image near the edge of the crystal, within the rectangular region marked by solid red lines in (a).
(c) Low-loss EELS signal acquired at electron beam positions indicated by color-matching squares in the HAADF image in (b). The
corresponding distances to the crystal edge are labeled between the two sets of spectra. Spectra at consecutive distances are offset for clarity.
The spectrum at 60 nm (blue) is taken outside the region shown in (b). Red and blue markers indicate energies of bulk carrier plasmons and
band gaps, respectively. (d) Energy-filtered maps of bulk plasmons integrated from 780 to 830 meV. (e) Burstein−Moss shift map and (f)
dopant percentage map for the nanocrystal in (a) over the region indicated by the red dashed rectangle. (g) Dopant percentage (top), bulk
carrier plasmon energy and B-M shift (middle), and carrier density (bottom) as a function of electron beam position along a horizontal line
between the two white arrows in (a). Gray curves in the bottom panel of (g) indicate doping activation percentages of 30% and 60%. The
scale bars in (a), (b), and (d) indicate 50, 5, and 20 nm, respectively.
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material system and many others, where the dopant and host
lattice differ in atomic number by only 1, core-loss EELS is
more useful than high-angle annular dark field (HAADF)
imaging for identifying dopant locations.

Real-Space Mapping of Dopants and Charge Carrier
Excitations. From the knowledge of the excitation energies
shown above, dopants and free carriers can be visualized in real
space by monochromated EELS mapping. This is demon-
strated for a single BLSO nanocrystal, as shown in Figure 2a.
This square-shaped BLSO nanoflake is about 20 nm thick as
measured by EELS (Section S3, Supporting Information).
Although atomic-resolution HAADF imaging of the crystal in
Figure 2b shows no substantial contrast variation, low-loss EEL
spectra shown in Figure 2c reveal significant changes due to
electronic inhomogeneities. From the spectra in the 50−1000
meV energy range, we see how the bulk carrier plasmons are
shifting from 830 meV (at a distance of 50 nm from the flake
edge) to about 500 meV (20 nm away from the edge). Bulk
plasmon energies are signaled by the zero crossing of the
frequency-dependent BLSO dielectric function ε(ω) (i.e., a
pole in the loss function Im{−1/ε(ω)}). These modes show
up as isolated peak maxima in the loss spectra for an electron
beam placed at 60, 50, 40, and 3 nm from the flake edge, while
they emerge as shoulders of the more intense surface plasmons
in the spectra acquired at distances of 30, 20, and 10 nm. This
is because, with decreasing energy, the bulk plasmon peaks not
only red-shift in energy but also decrease in intensity68

(Section S1, Supporting Information). In the 200−600 meV
spectral range, we observe surface carrier plasmons whose
energies are influenced by both the local plasma frequency and
the specimen shape, as we show in Figure 3. In addition, we
observe phonon polaritons between 80 and 100 meV, whose
intensities are inversely proportional to the bulk plasmon
energy. We believe the phonon polaritons stem from regions
where lattice vibrations are not completely screened by free
charge carriers, such as in surface depletion layers.69,70

Local optical gaps measured by EELS also show spatial
variations, as shown the in 2−6 eV spectra in Figure 2c. We
extract the optical gap by modeling the absorption onset
(Section S2, Supporting Information) and find that the local
optical gap changes between 3.28 and 3.66 eV within the
region shown in Figure 2b, depending on the electron beam
positions.

Spatial variations of carrier plasmons and optical gap are
visualized in the EELS maps in Figure 2d,e for the whole
nanocrystal. Figure 2d shows an energy-filtered map of the
bulk carrier plasmons in the vicinity of 800 meV. The

resonances are observed only in part of the flake (left and
center-top), because the rest of the flake shows an ℏωp value
that is considerably lower (Figure 2c and Section S1,
Supporting Information). The B-M shift (evaluated with
respect to the value obtained for x = 0) also shows significant
spatial variation, in the range of 200−550 meV. The maps of
these two quantities exhibit close correlations, suggesting that
the electronic inhomogeneity is a common origin of these
variations.

Moreover, we also measure the dopant percentage of this
inhomogeneously doped crystal by core-loss EELS mapping, as
shown in Figure 2f. The dopant percentage x is defined as NLa/
(NBa + NLa), where NBa and NLa are the numbers of atoms per
unit area for Ba and La, respectively. We quantify the dopant
percentage from core-loss EELS via the k-factor method, which
only requires knowing the ratio of Ba- and La-M4,5-edge cross
sections, rather than their absolute values.71 Specifically, we
approximate the M4,5-edge intensity for Ba and La as NBa and
NLa, respectively, and calculate x for each pixel (3.2 × 3.2 nm2)
of the core-loss EELS map. The result is shown in Figure 2f,
where we see that the spatial regions with larger x coincide
with regions exhibiting a large B-M shift, as shown in Figure
2e. These regions also feature the high-energy bulk carrier
plasmons. Thus, the chemical and electronic heterogeneties are
closely related in real space. These spatial variations are also
compared more quantitatively as line profiles in Figure 2g,
where we plot dopant percentage, the bulk plasmon energy,
and the B-M shift as a function of beam position.

Influence of Doping Inhomogeneity on Localized
Surface Plasmons. The doping inhomogeneity determined
above has a strong influence on the global plasmonic response
of the BLSO nanocrystal. This can be seen in a comparison
between BLSO nanocrystals with homogeneous and inhomo-
geneous carrier density distributions, as illustrated in Figure 3.
In the left panel of Figure 3, a square-shaped BLSO nanoflake
with a relatively homogeneous carrier density distribution
shows localized surface plasmon resonances near the corners,
edges, and faces at around 350, 440, and 560 meV,
respectively. The energy and spatial distribution of these
surface plasmons are well reproduced by numerical calcu-
lations. Similar geometrically controlled modes are character-
istic in cubic-shaped particles, as previously observed in both
plasmonic72−74 and phononic35,75 materials.

In contrast to homogeneous particles, the BLSO nanocryst-
als under study, featuring inhomogeneous doping, exhibit
substantially different surface plasmon resonances. In the right
panel of Figure 3, we visualize the localized surface plasmons of

Figure 3. Localized surface plasmons in BLSO nanocrystals. Experimental (top) and simulated (bottom) localized surface plasmons in
square-shaped BLSO nanocrystals with homogeneous (left) and inhomogeneous (right) carrier density distributions.
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the BLSO nanoparticle studied in Figure 2. Instead of the
existence of corner mode plasmons that brighten all corners at
one resonance energy, we observe resonances localized near
the left and right corner at different energies. The corner mode
at 320 meV only appears near the left corner. The right corner
also shows a localized plasmon, but at a much lower energy of
∼180 meV (Section S1, Supporting Information). Although
this particle has a size and shape almost identical with that in
the left panel of Figure 3, the inhomogeneity in local dopant
percentage leads to a different spatially varying carrier density
and thus bulk plasma frequency. We corroborate these
experimental results through numerical simulations, where
we use locally varying bulk plasmon frequencies extracted from
experiments. The simulated results also reveal corner modes
occurring at different energies as well as similar patterns in
energy-filtered maps corresponding to the edge- and face-like
plasmons around 450 and 560 meV, respectively. The
relatively minor differences between experimental and
theoretical results, particularly visible at higher energies, can
stem from additional inhomogeneities in plasmon damping,
not incorporated in the numerical models. The lower left
corner of the flake has a larger thickness (Section S3,
Supporting Information), which is the reason plasmon
intensities near this location in experiments are higher than
the simulated values.

Furthermore, we observe an interesting interfacial plasmon
mode in the inhomogeneous nanocrystal. As shown in Figure 3
(right panel), this mode starts to appear near 320 meV, which
becomes more pronounced with increasing energy and finally

peaks at about 390 meV, before merging with the face-like
mode resonance near the high-doping side (above 450 meV in
experiments). This interfacial mode forms a circular pattern
that is highly confined between the low- and high-doping
regions across the whole particle. An interfacial plasmon
generally occurs at a boundary that separates two metal-like
regions j = 1, 2 that are characterized by different bulk plasma
frequencies *N m/p j j j, , dictated in turn by their respective
carrier densities Nj and effective masses mj*. For a planar
interface, the mismatch between the corresponding Drude-like
permittivities (εj(ω); similar to eq S2 in Section S1,
Supporting Information) gives rise to a mode signaled by a
pole in the Fresnel reflection coefficient. Neglecting
retardation, this implies ε1 + ε2 = 0, which leads to the
mode frequency ω12 = + +( )/( )p p,1

2
,2

2
,1 ,2 , where

ε∞,j are high-frequency dielectric constants. The mode
confinement is directly revealed by the EELS probability,
which is symmetrically decaying with the distance b to the
interface as described by the modified Bessel function ∝
K0(2ω12b/v), where v is the electron velocity.48 Although the
dopant positions here are random, this phenomenon points to
the possibility of infrared plasmon engineering by tuning
chemical doping at the atomic scale. For instance, an
electromagnetic wave could be guided76 along an arbitrary
path in a low-doping channel with extremely confined size that
is determined by the placement of dopants.

Quantifying Free Carrier Characteristics and Doping
Efficiency. Next, we quantify the carrier density from the

Figure 4. Free carrier characteristics and doping efficiency. Dependence of (a) Burstein−Moss (B-M) shift, (b) bulk plasma frequency, and
(c) carrier effective mass on carrier density. Results from refs 77−79 are shown for comparison. (d) Bulk plasmon energy as a function of B-
M shift for bulk and nanocrystals as extracted from experiments (symbols), compared with modeled results (gray curves). The red and blue
dots represent nano crystals and bulk crystals of BLSO, respectively. (e) Carrier density as a function of dopant density in BLSO. The carrier
densities of bulk single crystals are obtained from Hall measurements at room temperature. Carrier and dopant densities of the nanocrystals
are extracted from EELS maps in Figure 2. Data points from each pixel (3.2 × 3.2 nm2) in the EELS maps are represented by hexagons,
colored according to the total area for a given N and x.
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experimentally measured bulk plasma frequency and optical
band gap without making assumptions on the carrier effective
mass. The bulk plasma frequency takes the form

= *Ne m/p
2

0 , where N is the carrier density and m*
the effective mass, e and ε0 stand for the elementary charge and
the vacuum permittivity, respectively. Although the bulk
plasma frequency is informative about the infrared and optical
properties of materials, it only reveals the ratio between carrier
density and effective mass.80 The carrier effective mass is often
highly dependent on doping level because of the band
nonparabolicity. Thus, in order to unambiguously determine
the carrier density and effective mass from a measurement of
ℏωp, knowledge of another doping-dependent quantity is
required. In this work, we find that the simultaneous
measurement of bulk plasmon loss and the Burstein−Moss
shift by EELS makes it possible to quantify both the local
carrier density and the effective mass.

In order to corroborate the free carrier density and effective
mass quantified from EELS, we have also performed Hall
measurements on the bulk single crystals, whose bulk plasmon
energy and B-M shift were studied by EELS as shown in Figure
1. The BLSO bulk crystals with x = 0.01, 0.05 have carrier
densities N = 1.3 × 1020 and 3.9 × 1020 cm−3, respectively. The
results are shown in Figure 4a, together with data from a
previous study of BLSO thin films by optical and Hall
experiments.77 We see that the B-M shift increases with carrier
density, following a similar trend, although the data are
measured with different techniques. The dependence of the B-
M shift on carrier density is determined directly from the
electronic band structure of BaSnO3. Specifically, the B-M shift
can be modeled based on the conduction band structure and
doping level as81

=E EB M F RN (1)

where EF is the Fermi energy relative to the conduction band
minimum and ΔRN is the gap renormalization due to electron−
electron and electron−impurity interactions. More precisely,
ΔRN = ΔEg

ee + ΔEg
ei, where
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Here, εs is the static relative dielectric permittivity, * = *a a
mB 0

s

is the effective Bohr radius, a0 is the Bohr radius, = *k k
aTF

4 F

B

is the Thomas−Fermi screening wave vector, and kF =
(3πN)1/3 is the Fermi wave vector. Considering a first-order
nonparabolic model, the effective mass follows

* = * + *=
=

m m k
m

1 2E
E

0

2 2

0
F

F (4)

where mEdF=0* is the carrier effective mass at the conduction band
bottom and β is a parameter describing the band curvature
(the increase in m* with electron wave vector k).

We model the conduction band of BaSnO3 by varying the
carrier effective mass, so that the EB‑M values measured at

different doping levels can be reproduced by eq 1. Additional
material-dependent quantities are the static- and high-
frequency dielectric constants, εs and ε∞, which do not change
significantly with doping. The results are compared with the
experimentally measured EB‑M and N as shown in Figure 4a.
Alternatively, a polynomial fit of EB‑M(N) (red curve in Figure
4a) can also provide information on the conduction band
curvature. The mean value of the nonparabolic conduction
band model and the polynomial fit are shown in Figure 4b,c
(solid gray curves). Our best fit to experimental results were
found with mEdF=0* = 0.12 ± 0.2 and β = 1.4 for the conduction
band of BaSnO3.

The electron effective mass in BaSnO3 was found in a wide
range in earlier studies, with the smallest value being EdF=0* =
0.0682 and most experimental results indicating m* close to
0.278,83,84 for doped BaSnO3. Our results suggest a relatively
small m* at the conduction band bottom and a large
nonparabolicity. For N above 1 × 1020 cm−3, our results are
in good agreement with the value reported in ref 78, which is
obtained from Hall and infrared reflectivity measurements and
is widely accepted for BaSnO3. The quick increase of m* with
N we find here is also in line with a recent theoretical study79

(green curve in Figure 4b,c), where a conduction band
inflection point is predicted to exist in BaSnO3 at large Fermi
energies.

Given that the B-M shift and the bulk carrier plasmon
energy are both dependent on the band curvature, a
comparison between the experimental EB‑M and ℏωp with the
modeled values based on the conduction band extracted above
serves as a further verification. As shown in Figure 4d, the
relation between the B-M shift and the bulk plasma frequency
can be described reasonably well with the nonparabolic
conduction band model and parameters given above. We
note that it should be also possible to extract the conduction
band curvature by fitting the relation between the bulk
plasmon energy and the B-M shift.

Furthermore, combining the above analysis with core-loss
excitations allows us to extract the doping activation
percentage p, another important parameter for many material
systems,85−89 which is defined by the ratio between carrier
density and dopant concentrations (p = NV/x, where V is the
unit cell volume). In practice, p is usually evaluated from the
ratio between the Hall carrier density and nominal dopant
concentration, which is difficult to measure and not well
understood at the microscopic level. In BLSO thin films
studied earlier, p was found to vary over a wide range, from
<10% to ∼70%.83,90−92

In our study, the Hall carrier densities for the bulk single
crystals with x = 0.01, 0.05 correspond to p = 80%, 50%,
respectively, as shown in Figure 4e. With the band curvature
extracted above, the local carrier density can be calculated from
either the B-M shift or the bulk plasma frequency. We use the
former in our calculation, as the overlap between bulk and
surface carrier plasmons renders the extraction of ωp less
straightforward for low-doping regions. We note that the
carrier densities calculated from the B-M shift and the bulk
plasma frequency are in good agreement with each other, as
shown in the bottom panel of Figure 2g.

Combining the local carrier density with the La percentage
shown in Figure 2, we show the activation percentage for the
inhomogeneous nanocrystals in Figure 4e, separately measured
in 3.2 × 3.2 nm2 regions. We observe that the dopant densities
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in this nanocrystal vary over a broad range, between 6 × 1019

and 2 × 1021 cm−3, while the carrier densities are centered
around 2 × 1020 cm−3. As a result, p for the majority of the
regions lies in the range between 25% and 50%. Overall, the
dopant activation percentage decreases with doping level for
both bulk crystals and nanocrystals of BLSO. The primary
source of electron donors are La dopants, as oxygen vacancies
are not likely to form in BaSnO3.

93 Thus, the percentage of La
dopants that does not contribute to free carriers is rather high,
at least 50% for most of the regions. Possible reasons for the
incomplete doping activation include charge compensation at
surfaces and by defects.94

CONCLUSIONS
This study demonstrates the usefulness of low-energy
excitations in EELS for understanding the electrical and
optical properties at a length scale of a few nanometers. We
have shown that the doping-induced changes in the electronic
structure can be measured with high spectral and spatial
resolution. Changes in the conduction band occupancy should,
in principle, also be reflected in near-edge fine structures of
core-loss EELS. However, it is impractical to measure such
small changes with high accuracy by core-loss EELS (i.e., due
to the core−hole lifetime broadening and the small energy loss
cross section at high energies). In comparison, low-energy
excitations are more sensitive to electronic states near the
Fermi level and can be probed with better accuracy. The good
agreement between EELS and other experimental methods
(Hall measurement, infrared spectroscopy) also supports the
validity of the bulk plasma frequency and optical gap measured
from monochromated EELS. With a combined analysis of
EELS and transport data, it is possible to quantify the local
carrier densities and the conduction band curvature. Moreover,
combining low-loss and core-loss EELS even allows for a
quantification of the doping activation percentage, which
otherwise can only be acquired from multiple measurements
averaged over large areas. By exploiting the advanced STEM
imaging together with monochromated EELS, it should be
possible to study local changes in electronic structure down to
the individual dopant level.

Our results also suggest that imaging with electronic
excitations is not severely limited by inelastic delocalization.
It is well-known that higher energy core-loss EELS provides
information down to the Ångstrom scale,95−97 while low-loss
EELS often suffers from a poorer spatial localization.98 Here,
we show that both carrier plasmons and band-gap transitions
contain information that is sufficiently well localized as to yield
useful insight into local optical properties and electronic
structure with a resolution of a few nanometers. For example,
from the bottom panel of Figure 2g, we see that the carrier
density (red and blue dots, obtained via the plasmon energy
and B-M shift, respectively) closely tracks the dopant profile
(from core loss). This clearly indicates that low-energy
excitations are not necessarily more delocalized than high-
energy excitations. In our case, carrier electrons in BLSO have
an effective Bohr radius of 5−8 nm, which should be the
ultimate limit for the attainable spatial resolution.

Quite surprisingly, we have also revealed the existence of a
previously unobserved plasmon mode that is highly confined
between regions with different doping levels. This finding
points to the possibility of engineering a doping profile at the
few-nanometer level to guide electromagnetic waves along an
arbitrary path, complementary to the geometric control of

metallic nanostructures.99,100 While this approach can be
followed over a wide range of length scales depending on the
light wavelength and degree of confinement (i.e., in
metamaterials operating from the microwave to the visible
region), the present analysis relying on BLSO demonstrates a
specific example operating in the mid-infrared regime with a
high degree of spatial confinement by 2−3 orders of magnitude
relative to the light wavelength.

In brief, our work unlocks the full potential of mono-
chromated EELS in providing microscopic insights into the
local electronic structure and optical properties, demonstrated
here by revealing the electron effective mass, dopant activation
percentage, and a heterogeneous-doping-induced interfacial
plasmon. These capabilities may lead to exciting discoveries in
a wide range of other material systems, where structure−
property relationships are of interest.

METHODS
BLSO Crystal Growth and Hall Measurement. The

Ba1−xLaxSnO3 nanocrystals were synthesized by the sol−gel method
described in ref 58. The nanocrystals studied here have been
synthesized with a nominal doping of x = 0.05. The bulk
Ba1−xLaxSnO3 crystals were grown by a laser floating-zone technique,
for x = 0, 0.01, 0.05. High-purity powders of La2O3, BaCO3, and SnO2
were mixed in the molar ratio x/2:1 − x:1.5. La2O3 was baked at
900 °C overnight before weighing. The mixed powder was calcined at
1000 °C for 10 h. The product was reground and sintered at 1400 °C
for 20 h with one intermediate grinding. The product was reground,
filled into a rubber tube, and pressed under 8000 psi hydrostatic
pressure. The rod was sintered at 1400 °C for 10 h. The crystals were
grown at a rate of 50 mm/h under 8 bar O2 pressure. The as-grown
crystals were annealed at 1400 °C for 20 h in an oxygen flow before
measurements.

For Hall measurements, the crystal was oriented, cut, and polished
into a (100) plate. The electrodes were made by gold sputtering. The
Hall measurements were performed with a Quantum Design PPMS-9
instrument by sweeping the magnetic field at room temperature.

STEM-EELS Experiments. STEM-EELS data were acquired using
a Nion Ultra STEM 100 instrument equipped with an electron
monochromator. The microscope was operated at 60 kV with a
convergence collection half angle of 30 mrad. We set the EELS
collection half-angle to 16 mrad when the monochromator was used.
In our EELS experiments, the energy resolution and beam current
were balanced for each energy range of interest. For phonons and
plasmons in the infrared region, a spectrometer dispersion of 1.2
meV/pixel was used to provide the highest possible energy resolution,
which is around 10 meV. For band-gap measurements, the
spectrometer dispersion was set to 30 meV/pixel to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio. This gave a full width at half-maximum of the
zero-loss peak (ZLP) of 33 meV. For infrared plasmon and band-gap
mapping, the EELS dwell time was set such that the ZLP was just
below saturation. This gives 500−800 ms/frame for phonon and
plasmon spectra acquisition. For core-loss EELS in the 400−900 eV
region, we set the spectrometer dispersion to 300 meV/pixel and did
not introduce the monochromator in order to maximize the beam
current and thus the signal-to-noise ratio. The EELS dwell time for
core-loss spectra acquisition and mapping was set to 2 s/pixel. The
point spectra shown in Figures 1 and 2 are integrated over 80−100
frames, with the dwell time mentioned above. Details of EELS data
processing are provided in the Supporting Information.

EELS Simulations. We use a finite-element method (as
implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics) to calculate the EELS
probability for BLSO flakes, with the dielectric function made
position-dependent through the spatial distribution of the doping
density, as specified in the Supporting Information.
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The ability to control and modify infrared excitations in condensed matter is of both fundamental and
applied interest. Here we explore a system supporting low-energy excitations, in particular, mid-infrared
localized plasmon modes and phonon polaritons that are tuned to be strongly coupled. We study the cou-
pled modes by using far-field infrared spectroscopy, state-of-the-art monochromated electron energy-loss
spectroscopy, numerical simulations, and analytical modeling. We demonstrate that the electron probe
facilitates a precise characterization of polaritons constituting the coupled system, and enables an active
control over the coupling and the resulting sample response both in frequency and space. Although far-
field optical spectra can be substantially different from near-field electron energy-loss spectra, we show
that a direct comparison is possible via postprocessing and right positioning of the electron beam. The
resulting spectra allow us to evaluate the key parameters of the coupled system, such as the coupling
strength, which we demonstrate to be probe independent. Our work establishes a rigorous description of
the spectral features observed in light- and localized electron-based spectroscopies, which can be extended
to the analysis of analogous optical systems with applications in heat management and electromagnetic
field concentration or nanofocusing.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevApplied.19.024042

I. INTRODUCTION

Polaritons are quasiparticles emerging due to strong
coupling between photons and excitations in condensed
matter, such as plasmons in metals and semiconductors or
optical phonons in ionic crystals [1]. The resulting plasmon
polaritons (PPs) and phonon polaritons (PhPs) are known
to facilitate the confinement of light at the nanoscale, often
deeply below the diffraction limit, which finds applica-
tions in nanoscale focusing [2–5], extreme waveguiding
[6], the design of optical elements [7], or enhanced molec-
ular detection [8]. Spatial confinement and energies of the
polaritonic excitations can be typically tuned by nanos-
tructuring, e.g., in a form of gratings or the so-called
optical nanoantennas [9], but also by coupling between
polaritons themselves. Such coupling results in hybridized
modes [10–15] and introduces more degrees of freedom
to engineer system functionalities and on-demand optical
response [16,17],

Both uncoupled and coupled polaritons in the mid-
infrared (MIR) energy range have been experimen-
tally explored by far-field IR spectroscopy [18–21]. IR

*andrea.konecna@vutbr.cz

spectroscopy provides very high spectral resolution; how-
ever, its spatial resolution is restricted by the diffrac-
tion limit. Accessing both spectral and spatial informa-
tion on the coupled polaritonic modes is only possible
by utilizing near-field probes. Besides scanning near-field
optical microscopy [22], which relies on light localized
at sharp tips, we can nowadays employ focused fast
electron beams. Only very recently, due to instrumen-
tal improvements [23], electron energy-loss spectroscopy
(EELS) [24] in a scanning transmission electron micro-
scope (STEM) has become another suitable technique for
mapping MIR polaritons with (sub)nanometric spatial and
few-millielectronvolt spectral resolution [25–32].

Coupled polaritonic systems have so far been analyzed
by one of the aforementioned experimental techniques;
however, a correlative study that would bring detailed
understanding of common aspects and differences between
spectral features measured by light- or electron-based
spectroscopic techniques in the same sample is, to the
best of our knowledge, missing. In this work, we present
such a correlative study and explore nanostructured sys-
tems, where both infrared PhPs and PPs can exist. We
probe the electromagnetic coupling between MIR surface
PhPs (SPhPs) in a thin silicon dioxide film and low-energy
localized surface plasmon (LSP) modes formed by the
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confinement of PPs in micrometer-long gold antennas.
We find that far-field IR spectra of the coupled LSPs-
SPhPs can be substantially different from EEL spectra,
which we confirm by experiments supported by numer-
ical simulations and analytical modeling. We show that,
by precisely positioning the electron beam, the coupling
between the polaritonic excitations can selectively trigger
either SPhPs only or coupled LSPs-SPhPs. We also present
a postprocessing analysis in the EEL spectra that facili-
tates identification of the hybrid modes, allowing an easier
comparison to far-field optical spectroscopy.

II. METHODS

A. Numerical simulations

Finite-difference time-domain simulations of far-field
optical spectra are obtained using the Ansys Lumeri-
cal software [33]. A single rectangular antenna placed
on a semi-infinite membrane is illuminated by a linearly
polarized plane wave impinging at normal incidence with
respect to the substrate provided by a total-field–scattered-
field (TFSF) source. The scattering (absorption) spectra are
calculated from the scattered (total) power flux monitors
placed outside (inside) the TFSF source. The whole simu-
lation domain with dimensions of 10 µm × 10 µm × 6 µm
is enclosed in a perfectly matched layer.

EEL spectra and field plots are obtained using the
finite-element method implemented within the COMSOL
Multiphysics® software [34], where we calculate the
induced electromagnetic field emerging in the interac-
tion of the nanostructure with a line current representing
the focused electron probe. The EEL probability is then
evaluated as [35]

�(Rb, ω) = e
π�ω

∫ ∞

−∞
dz Re{Eind

z (Rb, z, ω) e−iωz/v}, (1)

where e is the elementary charge, �ω energy, and v

the electron velocity; z denotes the optical axis along
which the fast electron propagates, Rb = (xb, yb) is the
impact parameter (i.e., position in the transverse plane with
respect to the optical axis that the electron trajectory inter-
sects), and we integrate the z component of the induced
electric field along the beam trajectory.

B. Experimental methods

Electron-beam lithography on SiO2 TEM membranes
(thickness 40 nm) is performed using a scanning elec-
tron microscope Mira3 (Tescan) with a laser interferometry
stage (Raith). Subsequent gold deposition is done using an
electron-beam evaporator (Bestec).

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is per-
formed with an IR microscope [Vertex 70v and an IR
microscope Hyperion 3000 (Bruker)] with an aperture
allowing signal collection from an area of 50 µm × 50 µm

in a spectral range of 600 − 6000 cm−1 and resolution
of 2 cm−1. Convergence (illumination) and collection
semiangles are between 15◦ and 30◦.

Electron energy-loss spectra are acquired using a Nion
monochromated aberration-corrected scanning transmis-
sion electron microscope operated at 60 kV accelerating
voltage [23,36]. The measurements are performed with a
convergence semiangle of 30 mrad, a collection semiangle
of 20 mrad, a beam current of about 20 pA, using a Nion
Iris spectrometer with a dispersion of 0.4 meV/channel
[37], and an energy resolution [defined as the full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of the zero loss peak] between
10 and 14 meV.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Response of uncoupled system constituents

To understand the spectral response of the studied
nanostructured system, we first theoretically analyze the
response of its individual constituents, i.e., a SiO2 film and
a long Au antenna, when they are excited by light and by
a focused electron probe in Fig. 1. The optical response
of SiO2 in the spectral region of interest is governed by a
phononic mode corresponding to the Si-O-Si symmetric
stretching vibration around 100 meV and a mode stem-
ming from the Si-O-Si antisymmetric stretch around 130
meV [38]. The latter mode is associated with strong polar-
ization, yielding the transverse optical–longitudinal opti-
cal (TO-LO) splitting associated with the energy region,
known as the Reststrahlen band (RB), where Re[εSiO2] <

0, which forbids propagation of light within the bulk. How-
ever, in the presence of boundaries, such as those imposed
in the thin-film geometry, interface SPhPs emerge inside
the RB [40].

Because of the energy-momentum mismatch, infrared
photons cannot excite SPhPs in a thin film, as demon-
strated in Fig. 1(a). The most intense spectral feature
corresponds to the excitation of the TO phonons that yields
a strong absorption (red line) and featureless field profile
(not shown). The absorption spectrum is nearly equal to
extinction (scattering is negligible) and thus proportional
to Im[εSiO2].

Focused fast electrons, on the other hand, can provide
sufficient momentum and naturally excite the SPhPs inside
the RB, as shown by the green spectrum in Fig. 1(a),
consistent with recent experiments [27,41,42]. More pre-
cisely, fast electrons interacting with a thin film supporting
polaritons can excite either charge-symmetric or charge-
antisymmetric SPhP modes [9,43] [see the inset in (a)].
SPhPs in SiO2 are rather damped compared especially to
those in ionic crystals [22,25], resulting in the two SPhP
modes being spectrally indistinguishable. However, due to
the symmetry of the probing field, the main peak close
to 140 meV is dominated by charge-symmetric SPhPs, as
shown schematically in the inset and further confirmed in
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(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

FIG. 1. (a) Numerically calculated EEL (green) and optical absorption (red) spectra of an infinitely extended SiO2 thin film with a
thickness of t = 40 nm. The dielectric response of SiO2 is modeled using the complex dielectric response obtained from experimental
measurements in Ref. [38]. All the spectra are probe-position invariant. Vertical dashed lines denote energies of the TO and LO
phonons in SiO2. The inset shows charge-symmetric (left) and charge-antisymmetric (right) SPhP modes. (b) Spectral response of a
gold (dielectric response taken from Ref. [39]) rectangular plasmonic antenna with length L = 3 µm, width w = 400 nm, and height
h = 25 nm on top of a substrate of thickness t = 40 nm with a constant dielectric response (characterized by a relative dielectric
constant εsub = 1.8). Absorption (red line) cross section is calculated for excitation by a plane wave impinging at normal incidence
along the z axis with a linear polarization aligned along the long antenna’s axis (x axis). EEL spectra are obtained for an electron beam
placed 10 nm outside the antenna’s corner (solid green line) and at the antenna’s center (dashed green line), as shown in the schematics.
The electron-beam energy is 60 keV in both (a) and (b). (c) The z component of the total electric field emerging in the excitation of the
SiO2 film by focused electrons (trajectories shown by green arrows) at two energies around the peak in the EEL spectrum in (a). (d)
The z component of the electric field confirming the excitation of the dipolar plasmon by the plane wave (top red framed plot) and the
electron beam placed close to the antenna side (middle green solid framed plot). When the electron beam passes close to the antenna
center, it can only weakly excite a higher-order plasmon mode (bottom dashed green framed plot). All plots are obtained at energy 150
meV, approximately corresponding to the peaks in (b), and are extracted at the central plane y = 0 while the electron beam is passing
in the plane yb = d/2 + 10 nm (10 nm from the antenna’s shorter edge). In (c), (d), we show total field in the electron-beam excitation
(green frames) and induced field for the plane-wave excitation (red frame). Real part of the field is shown in panels (c) while imaginary
part is plotted in (d).

the field plots in (c). The field plots demonstrate that the
electron beam couples (with different probability) to SPhPs
with varying wavelengths and energies within the entire
RB. The fast electrons can also excite the bulk LO phonon,
which requires high momentum to be activated, corre-
sponding to the polarization along the electron trajectory.
The LO phonon excitation appears as a small “shoulder”
close to 155 meV.

To enable an efficient coupling between the dif-
ferent types of polaritons, a spatial overlap of their

electromagnetic fields as well as an overlap of their ener-
gies needs to be simultaneously targeted. As the SPhPs
in SiO2 emerge in the RB between about 130 and 155
meV, we tune the LSP resonances accordingly by a careful
choice of the metal used and dimensions of the plasmonic
antenna. We consider gold particles of a rectangular shape
and numerically simulate their spectral response as if the
antenna is probed by a plane wave polarized along its long
axis or by a perfectly focused electron beam placed close
to the antenna’s corner [see the inset in Fig. 1(b)].
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For antennas with dimensions L × w × h = 3000 ×
400 × 25 nm3 placed on a 40-nm-thick dielectric substrate
(mimicking a constant dielectric offset imposed by the
SiO2 film), we obtain the theoretical lowest-energy dipo-
lar LSP resonance centered around 150 meV, as shown
in Fig. 1(b). The light excitation leads to relatively strong
absorption (red line) associated with a dipolar mode that
enhances the electric field close to the antenna’s tips. The
electron beam is also capable of excitation of the same
dipolar mode, which is demonstrated in the numerically
calculated EEL probability (solid green line). Alterna-
tively, focusing the electrons close to the antenna center
results in a near zero signal (dashed green line) in the
energy region of interest, since only higher-order modes
at larger energies can be excited in this case [44,45]. We
confirm these observations in Fig. 1(d), where we plot
the electric field in the vicinity of the antenna. For the
plane-wave excitation (red-framed plot) and for the elec-
tron beam placed close to the antenna side (green framed
plot), the field clearly corresponds to the opposite charges
accumulated at the left and right sides of the antenna, and
thus the dipolar plasmon. The electron beam placed at the
antenna center is capable of exciting only a higher-order
plasmon and therefore the corresponding plot [dashed
green framed plot in Fig. 1(d)] is dominated by the field
produced by the electron beam.

B. Coupled system

From the analysis of the system constituents, we can see
that in an uncoupled scenario, the setup consisting of a
gold antenna on top of a thin SiO2 film can sustain three
dominant polaritonic modes in the energy region of inter-
est: a single LSP mode, and symmetric and antisymmetric
thin-film SPhP modes (in formulas abbreviated as SPhP1
and SPhP2, respectively). The electromagnetic interaction
between these polaritonic modes can be described by a
model of three coupled oscillators captured within the
matrix

M =
⎡
⎣1/(αLSPfLSP) −K1 −K2

−K1 1/(αSPhP1 f1) 0
−K2 0 1/(αSPhP2 f2)

⎤
⎦ , (2)

where αn = 1/[ω2
n − ω(ω + iγn)] (here n = {LSP, SPhP1,

SPhP2}) determines the spectral response of a mode with a
resonant energy �ωn, damping �γn, and effective strength
fn. In the following, we assume that the phononic modes
are nonradiative, while the damping of the LSP involves
radiative losses, i.e., γLSP → γLSP + ω2/(6πε0c3) [15,46,
47]. The coupling will introduce three new hybrid modes
whose eigenfrequencies and dampings are obtained from
|M| = 0. However, the coupling is efficient only if both
spectral and spatial overlaps of the modes’ electromagnetic
fields are achieved, which is described by the coupling

parameters K1 and K2. We also assumed that SPhPs do not
couple to each other.

Now we consider the same antenna and thin-film dimen-
sions as in Fig. 1 and analyze optical absorption and
scattering spectra of the coupled system [red and blue lines
in Fig. 2(a), respectively], which exhibit several spectral
features. The absorption is again dominated by the exci-
tation of the TO phonon mode and with a similar spectral
behavior as that of pure SiO2 [as shown in Fig. 1(a)], which
is due to the large extent of the thin film and the presence
of absorption unrelated to the coupling. The scattering, on
the other hand, clearly shows excitations beyond the RB as
well as an additional weaker peak within the RB. All three
peaks are associated with the new hybrid modes emerg-
ing due to the coupling. We also empirically find that the
experimental measurement of (1 − Trel), where Trel is the
relative transmission obtained from FTIR (orange line),
strongly resembles the theoretically predicted scattering
spectra with only a slight discrepancy in the positions of
the new peaks [see also Fig. 3(b) below and Appendix A].

As previously mentioned, an electron beam allows us to
control the strength of the plasmonic excitation by simply
positioning the beam at different relative positions from the
antenna’s center (or tip), as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(b).
The corresponding simulated spectra (shown in the figure
as thin lines) then capture either only nearly noninteracting
SPhPs and bulk LO phonons excited in the SiO2 (black),
or a mixture of noninteracting SPhPs and coupled LSP-
SPhPs (red to violet). The coupling is clearly manifested
by a dip around the TO phonon position and emergence of
new peaks beyond the RB. The weaker excitation inside
the RB is here indistinguishable due to the presence of the
uncoupled SPhP and bulk signal.

Note that the spectrum calculated at the antenna’s center
is slightly different from that of a plain SiO2 film shown in
Fig. 1(a). This happens because the antenna represents an
obstacle for the SPhPs and thus favors excitation of SPhPs
with slightly different momenta. As faintly observed in the
corresponding field plot in Fig. 2(d) at 137 meV, the SPhPs
interact with the edges of the antenna.

The experimental EEL spectra plotted in Fig. 2(b)
(shown as thick lines) obtained for similar beam posi-
tions as in the simulations show less features due to
limited energy resolution (between 10 and 14 meV). How-
ever, a clear broadening and emergence of “shoulders”
of the main peak associated with the polaritonic coupling
when the beam approaches the tip of the antenna can
still be resolved. Similar behavior of the simulated spec-
tra is obtained when the finite experimental resolution is
introduced in the simulations (see Fig. 6 in Appendix B).

In general, the far-field optical spectra of the coupled
system are very different to EELS due to the absence of
the spectral features corresponding to the nearly uncou-
pled SPhPs that are not directly excitable by plane waves,
but launchable by fast electrons. Interestingly, we can
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(a)

(c)

(d)(b)

FIG. 2. Comparison of electron and light spectra for an approximately optimally coupled antenna-substrate system (individual sys-
tem components have the same geometry and dimensions as in Fig. 1). (a) Experimentally measured FTIR spectrum corresponding to
(1 − Trel), where Trel is the transmission (orange line) for light polarized along the long antenna axis, divided by a reference transmis-
sion spectrum on a plain SiO2 layer. Numerically calculated absorption (red) and scattering (blue) cross-section spectra for an entire
system are shown for comparison. (b) Experimental versus calculated electron spectra (thick versus thin lines) obtained for the 60-keV
beam, which is placed just next to the antenna and scanned along the antenna’s long axis. Colors approximately correspond to the
electron positions as marked schematically in the inset. (c) Selected EEL spectra from (b) after subtraction of the (reference) spectrum
recorded at the center of the antenna, which is dominated by uncoupled SPhPs and LO phonon excitation in SiO2 [black lines in (b)].
For clarity, subsequent spectra in (b) and (c) are vertically shifted by a constant offset. The vertical dashed lines denote energies of TO
and LO phonon modes in SiO2. (d) The z component of the electric field for plane-wave and electron excitation (red and blue framed
plots, respectively) at different energies as denoted above. The electron beam is placed at the side of the antenna or close to its center
(solid versus dashed framed plots; electron trajectories are represented by green lines). All plots are extracted at the central plane y = 0
while the electron beam is passing in the plane yb = w/2 + 10 nm (10 nm from the antenna’s shorter edge). We show total field in the
electron-beam excitation (green frame) and induced field for the plane-wave excitation (red frames).

achieve resemblance between the light and EEL spectral
signals by postprocessing of EEL spectra. As only bulk
LO phonon and nearly uncoupled SPhPs are excited by the
beam at the center of the antenna, we take the black spec-
trum in Fig. 2(b) as a reference and subtract it from the
spectra obtained with the beam positioned at different dis-
tances from the antenna tip. Although the directly launched
SPhPs for varying beam positions acquire slightly dif-
ferent momenta because of varying distance between the
beam and antenna edges at which the polaritons scatter,
such subtraction makes the EEL spectra better compara-
ble with optical scattering spectra. See, for instance, the
selected spectra in Fig. 2(c). The resulting peak intensi-
ties, relative strength, and contrast however change with
the beam position, which controls the plasmon mode exci-
tation efficiency. We emphasize that the subtraction also
allows clear distinction of the coupling-related spectral sig-
natures for the measured data, which before the subtraction
in (b) showed only one broad spectral feature.

Electric field profiles shown in Fig. 2(d) for the
plane-wave (red frames) and electron-beam (green frames)
excitations are dominated by the presence of the dipolar

plasmonic field, except for the cases when the electron
beam is passing close the antenna center (dashed green
framed plots). Hence, they strongly resemble the field plots
in Fig. 1(d) with slight, yet important differences due to the
presence of the SiO2 film: (1) depletion versus enhance-
ment of the field inside the SiO2 film beneath the antenna
(energies outside the RB; 122 versus 165 meV), and (2)
emergence of uncoupled SPhPs freely propagating from
the antenna at 137 meV within the RB. Unfortunately, due
to the strong damping of the SPhPs, we can only observe
one field oscillation [similarly as in Fig. 1(c)] near the
antenna boundaries and close to the electron beam. We also
note that the directly launched SPhPs strongly contribute to
EEL spectra [black line in Fig. 2(b)] as they couple to the
electron beam, while for plane-wave excitation, we only
observe a small contribution from the SPhPs launched sec-
ondarily by the antenna (faint features close to the antenna
sides appearing in the plot at 137 meV).

IV. CONTROLLING THE COUPLING

The coupling can be adjusted by tuning the LSP
energies, as shown in many preceding studies [8,14,28,45].
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(a)

(b) (d)

(c)

FIG. 3. Coupled system response as a function of the plasmonic antenna length. (a),(b) Optical scattering and (c),(d) reference-
subtracted EEL spectra (see Fig. 2 for details). Simulated pseudodispersions in (a) and (c) are obtained via the transformation kLSP =
π/L, where L is the antenna length and kLSP is the effective wave vector of the dipolar LSP. Gray dashed lines trace energies of
the uncoupled LSPs and PhPs, whereas the colored symbols denote energies of the new hybrid modes characterized by eigenvalues
obtained from fitting of spectra and solution of |M| = 0. Examples of numerically calculated, fitted, and experimental spectra (thin,
dashed, and thick curves, respectively) for three selected lengths (2.4, 3.0, 3.6 µm) are shown in (b) and (d) [denoted by vertical
colored dashed lines in (a) and (c)]. All EEL spectra are obtained for a 60-keV electron beam placed close to the corner of the antenna
[violet line in Fig. 2(c)]. Experimental measurements of EELS and FTIR are performed on the same sample.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the coupled system
response on the parameter controlling the energy of the
LSP, which is simply given by the length of the antenna’s
long axis L. Changing the antenna’s dimension enables us
to analyze the length-dependent coupling strengths gi =
Ki

√
fifLSP/

√
ωSPhPiωLSP, where i = {1, 2} [48], which can

be obtained from fitting the optical scattering cross section
and reference-subtracted EEL spectra to analytical mod-
els. We find that the overall system spectral response is
approximately governed by an effective polarizability

α ∝ [M−1]11 = αLSPf
1 − ∑

i=1,2 g2
i ωSPhPiωLSPαSPhPiαLSP

, (3)

where f is an effective response strength, and which indi-
cates that the LSP primarily couples and decouples to
the propagating IR photons as well as to the evanescent
electromagnetic field supplied by the electron beam. The
[M−1]11 term also suggests that the SPhPs are launched
secondarily by the antenna.

The scattering cross-section spectra in Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b) can then be modeled by [46,47]

σsca ≈ k4

6πε2
0

|α|2 , (4)
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where ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum and k = ω/c is the
free-space wave vector of light with photon energy �ω

moving at the speed of light c. To model the reference-
subtracted EEL probabilities in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), we
use [15]

EELS − reference ≈ F1(ω)Im{α} + F2(ω)Im{αSPhP1},
(5)

where F1/2(ω) = A1/2ω
j1/2 with Ax and jx being unknown

real fitting parameters representing scaling factors and
powers. These spectral functions incorporate an overlap
of the plasmonic field with the field of the electron beam.
The second term in Eq. (5) captures a residual spectral
contribution of the noninteracting SPhPs, which remains
even after the reference subtraction. A residual spectral
contribution remains because a slightly larger portion of
SPhPs (or SPhPs with different momenta) can be excited
when the beam is placed close to the antenna’s corner. This
residue can be clearly seen within the RB in Fig. 3(c) when
compared to Fig. 3(a).

Fitting the simulated scattering and the reference-
subtracted EEL spectra with models in Eqs. (4) and (5),
respectively, allows us to obtain the parameters character-
izing the uncoupled system constituents, i.e., the excita-
tions’ energies and dampings. The theoretically obtained
LSP and SPhP energies are interpolated by the gray dashed
lines in Figs. 3(a) and 3(c). We can observe the plas-
mon energy linearly increasing with the inverse antenna
length, which is typical for MIR plasmonic antennas on
transparent substrates [49]. Note, however, that energies
of both SPhPs remain nearly constant, as expected. The
equation |M| = 0 together with the parameters obtained
from the model fitting provides the energies of the new
hybrid modes, shown as colored symbols. These energies
should be close to the actual peak positions, but typically
do not coincide perfectly. However, we observe a close
correspondence of the coupled system energies obtained
for both types of probes.

The simulated spectra are compared with the exper-
imental results for three fabricated antenna lengths in
Figs. 3(b) and 3(d). The (1 − Trel) FTIR spectra exhibit
decent agreement with the calculated scattering with only
slight discrepancies in the observed peak energies and rel-
ative strengths. However, it is important to keep in mind
that the correspondence of the (1 − Trel) with the scattering
cross section is established only empirically; an exact illu-
mination and light collection geometry can play a role (see
Appendix A for further discussion). Maybe more impor-
tantly, the optical spectra are recorded for an antenna array
and thus involve many antennas with various imperfec-
tions and divergences with respect to nominal dimensions.
On the other hand, each reference-subtracted experimental
EEL spectrum in Fig. 3(d) is recorded for an individual
antenna within the array and thus does not involve any

size averaging, which represents a great advantage of using
focused electron probes. However, some of the fine details
are hidden due to the current instrumental resolution (see
Fig. 6 in Appendix B).

V. QUANTIFICATION OF THE COUPLING

The fitting enables us to extract the values of the cou-
pling strengths gi that are key for the classification of
the coupling in the system. We theoretically predict and
experimentally confirm that a rectangular Au nanoantenna
on a SiO2 substrate can be in a strong coupling regime,
supported by the fulfillment of the criterion [50] 2gi >

γLSP + γSPhPi for coupling of the LSP with both SPhPs,
as documented in Fig. 4, where we find optimal coupling
conditions for L ∼ 3.4 µm. The fits of the optical spec-
tra and reference-subtracted EELS (the latter not shown)
provide similar coupling strengths with differences within
uncertainties due to fitting errors, which demonstrates that
the coupling is determined by the system itself, and is not
probe dependent. Moving the electron beam towards the
antenna center substantially lowers the overall efficiency
of the LSP excitation, and thus the contrast of the spectral
features. However, the coupling strengths stay nearly the
same except for the beam positioned at the center of the
antenna, where we observe a dramatic change of the cou-
pling strengths towards zero as the dipolar LSP cannot be
excited anymore.

FIG. 4. Coupling parameters compared to their damping
extracted from the fitted optical spectra in Fig. 3 (fitting
reference-subtracted EEL spectra provides values with a dif-
ference within about 1 meV). The criterion 2gi > γLSP + γSPhPi
establishes the strong coupling.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, here we have performed a comparative
experimental study of spectra of the coupled antenna-
substrate system obtained with far-field light and near-field
electron spectroscopy. The study reveals fundamental dif-
ferences when probing a complex polaritonic system with
light and focused electron probes. We show that a pre-
cise positioning of the electron beam offers the possibility
to probe coupled or uncoupled excitations at will, thus
offering complementary information to that obtained from
far-field optical spectroscopy.

We also present a postprocessing analysis in the EEL
spectra that consists of subtracting a reference from spec-
tra acquired for different beam positions with respect to
the nanostructure system to reveal the strength of cou-
pling between phonon and plasmon polariton excitations.
The postprocessing facilitates comparison of EEL with
far-field optical spectra, from which we find that both tech-
niques can yield nearly identical coupled-system parame-
ters. Such comparison confirms that the coupling is even-
tually determined by the optical properties and geometry
of the system constituents, and should be independent of
probing technique. The workflow presented here can be
generalized for the study of excitations arising when geom-
etry, topology, and different materials are used to generate
hybrid optical systems.
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APPENDIX A: CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN
EXPERIMENTAL FTIR AND NUMERICALLY

CALCULATED SPECTRA

It is well known that experimentally measured optical
spectra strongly depend on exact illumination and

collection geometry [51]. In our case, the illumination and
collection angles are between 15◦ and 30◦; however, we do
not know an exact instrument point spread function, which
prevents us from perfectly mimicking the experimental
setup in the simulations.

Moreover, the collected signal comes from an array of
antennas where fabrication imperfections cause averag-
ing over the signal from slightly different antenna sizes
(estimated size deviation of about 10 nm) and, maybe
more importantly, the antenna edges and surfaces are not
perfectly smooth. Our approach thus relies on evaluation
of all relevant optical quantities in a standard bright-
field illumination geometry, which we then compare with
experimentally measured spectra and establish the best
correspondence.

Figure 5(a) shows the calculated reflection, absorp-
tion, and transmission (or, more precisely, 1 − T) spec-
tra, whose spectral shapes strongly resemble scattering,
absorption, and extinction cross sections, respectively.
The experimentally measured spectra on the antenna-SiO2
layer system are, however, normalized with respect to

(a)

(b)

FIG. 5. (a) Comparison of theoretically calculated absorption
(A, red line), reflection (R, blue line), and 1− transmission
(1 − T, orange line) spectra for the plane-wave excitation and
the geometry considered in Fig. 2. (b) Comparison of “rela-
tive” transmission spectra (1 − Trel) obtained by dividing the
total transmission spectra by a reference on a plain SiO2 layer.
We show calculated and experimentally measured FTIR spectra
(green versus orange lines) together with the calculated scattering
cross section (dark blue line).
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FIG. 6. Comparison of theo-
retically calculated EEL spectra
after convolution with a Gaussian
function of 14 meV FWHM (thin
lines) with experimentally mea-
sured spectra (thick lines) for the
varying beam position as shown
in the inset and three antenna’s
lengths.

spectra measured on plain SiO2 membranes. This “rela-
tive” experimental transmission spectrum [orange line in
Fig. 5(b) and also in Fig. 2(a)] then exhibits a slightly better
correspondence with the calculated scattering cross section
[blue line in Fig. 5(b)] compared to the calculated relative
transmission (green line). Such empirical observation leads
us to considering calculated scattering cross sections for
the comparison with relative transmission obtained from
FTIR measurements.

APPENDIX B: FINITE SPECTRAL RESOLUTION
IN EELS

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the theoretical EEL
spectra when convoluted with a Gaussian function of
14 meV FWHM to mimic the energy resolution of the
involved STEM-EELS setup.

TABLE I. Bounds for fitting of model parameters.

Parameter Lower bound Upper bound

ωSPhP1 (meV) 131.9 135.6
γSPhP1 (meV) 1 10
ωSPhP2 (meV) 148 154.6
γSPhP2 (meV) 2 20
ωLSP (meV) 80 200
γLSP (meV) 1 50
f 1 10
g1 (meV) 1 50
g2 (meV) 1 50
j1 −2 3
j2 −1 1.5

APPENDIX C: DETAILS ON FITTING

We use the least-square method and fix parameters
within the restricted ranges specified in Table I.
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3 Electron-based spectroscopy of optical
excitations

STEM-EELS in the infrared range is undoubtedly one of the exciting directions among
electron-based spectroscopic techniques. Here we first discuss another STEM-EELS
work, but compared to the results in the previous chapter applied solely in the visible
spectral range. We also extend the scope to an alternative interferometric technique
based on the collection of CL signal, and PINEM as applied in the detection of the
nonlinear optical response of gold nanoparticles.

Excitons probed by STEM-EELS

Reidy, K., Majchrzak, P. E., Haas, B., Thomsen, J. D., Konečná, A., Park, E.,
Klein, J., Jones, A. J. H., Volckaert, K., Biswas, D., Watson, M. D., Cacho, C.,
Narang, P., Koch, C. T., Ulstrup, S., Ross, F. M. & Idrobo, J. C. Direct Visual-
ization of Subnanometer Variations in the Excitonic Spectra of 2D/3D Semicon-
ductor/Metal Heterostructures. Nano Lett. 23, 1068–1076 (2023).

Besides plasmons, excitons are other electronic excitations of high interest in nanopho-
tonics. They emerge due to the formation of an electron-hole pair, typically in semicon-
ductors. Similarly to plasmons, excitons can be largely influenced by nanoconfinement,
with an extreme case represented by the so-called quantum dots. Our ability to control
the excitonic states offers applications in generating single- (or few-) photon sources for
quantum communication, in photovoltaics or sensing.

STEM-EELS has recently emerged as a possible technique to study the excitonic
properties at the nanoscale. In our work, we studied the difference in the excitonic
structure in a plain few-layer transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) MoS2 with respect
to areas with epitaxially grown gold nanoparticles on top of MoS2. We reveal that the
gold contact is responsible for the dielectric screening of the exciton and the emergence
of a new peak in the EEL spectra. Such an arrangement of metal-TMD contacts can
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be found in TMD-based nanodevices and understanding the changes in the excitonic
properties induced by the metal contacts is even technologically important.

Coherent cathodoluminescence

Sannomiya, T., Konečná, A., Matsukata, T., Thollar, Z., Okamoto, T., García
de Abajo, F. J. & Yamamoto, N. Cathodoluminescence Phase Extraction of the
Coupling between Nanoparticles and Surface Plasmon Polaritons. Nano Lett. 20,
592–598 (2020).

When a focused electron beam impinges on a metallic film, it produces the so-called
transition radiation (TR) due to the annihilation of a mirror charge. Simultaneously,
the beam launches a surface PP (SPP) propagating along the boundary. The polaritonic
wave propagates until it gets damped due to the absorption of the metal or adsorbate
layers, but it can also reach a grating or a scatterer through which the energy can be
radiated to the far field.

In our work, the scatterers are represented by silver nanospheres separated by a thin
dielectric spacer from a thick metallic film. This geometry leads to the hybridization
of localized plasmon modes of a free-standing particle with the corresponding mirror
charges in the metal film underneath61. By placing the electron beam close to the
particle, we can directly excite the hybridized modes and detect them through radiation
in the far field in the CL setup. We identify bonding and anti-bonding dipolar modes
with polarization parallel to the metal-dielectric interface, as well as an out-of-plane
(perpendicular to the interface) bonding dipolar mode and higher-order quadrupolar
modes.

If the electron beam is focused at larger distances from the particles, it excites the TR
and simultaneously the SPP, which in turn excites in-plane hybridized plasmonic modes
of the nanosphere-on-mirror system. The plasmons radiate to the far field and interfere
with the TR. By scanning the electron beam with respect to the nanoparticle, we can
retrieve the relative phase shifts between the events. By applying a conformal mapping
scheme, it is then possible to visualize the phase flip between the SPP excitation and
the scattered field around the resonance energy of the localized mode.
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Nonlinear optical response probed by photon-induced
near-field electron microscopy

Konečná, A., Di Giulio, V., Mkhitaryan, V., Ropers, C. & García de Abajo, F. J.
Nanoscale Nonlinear Spectroscopy with Electron Beams. ACS Photonics 7, 1290–
1296 (2020).

A non-linear optical response can be observed in a broad range of nanophotonic sys-
tems, including metallic nanoparticles and interfaces when stimulated by an intense
excitation field. As PINEM often relies on intense laser fields, it could naturally become
a technique suitable for probing the non-linear optical response at the nanoscale.

The PINEM spectrum is symmetric for electrons interacting with the field at a single
frequency (i.e., only the linear field) – the probability that an electron gains a quantum
of photon energy lℏω, Pl, is equal to the probability of losing a quantum of photon
energy −lℏω, P−l. However, we theoretically find that this is not true anymore when
the nonlinear field components emerge, i.e., Pl ̸= P−l. We further present two particular
cases of electrons interacting with metallic nanoparticles in the form of a sphere or a
nanorod excited by strong laser fields inducing the second-harmonic (SH) response. We
confirm that the asymmetries in the PINEM spectra, from which we could deduce the
strength of the SH field, are achievable for realistic laser powers.
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Direct Visualization of Subnanometer Variations in the Excitonic
Spectra of 2D/3D Semiconductor/Metal Heterostructures
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ABSTRACT: The integration of metallic contacts with two-
dimensional (2D) semiconductors is routinely required for the
fabrication of nanoscale devices. However, nanometer-scale
variations in the 2D/metal interface can drastically alter the local
optoelectronic properties. Here, we map local excitonic changes of
the 2D semiconductor MoS2 in contact with Au. We utilize a
suspended and epitaxially grown 2D/metal platform that allows
correlated electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) and angle
resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (nanoARPES) mapping.
Spatial localization of MoS2 excitons uncovers an additional
EELS peak related to the MoS2/Au interface. NanoARPES
measurements indicate that Au−S hybridization decreases substantially with distance from the 2D/metal interface, suggesting
that the observed EELS peak arises due to dielectric screening of the excitonic Coulomb interaction. Our results suggest that
increasing the van der Waals distance could optimize excitonic spectra of mixed-dimensional 2D/3D interfaces and highlight
opportunities for Coulomb engineering of exciton energies by the local dielectric environment or moire ́ engineering.
KEYWORDS: excitons, electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS), angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (nanoARPES),
dielectric screening, moire,́ 2D/3D interface

Metallic contacts are often crucial for the fabrication of
two-dimensional (2D) devices: for example, in

electronic gating, control, and readout, optical signal
processing, and spin injection.1−4 Metallic nanoisland integra-
tion with 2D materials, such as MoS2 or other transition-metal
dichalcogenides (TMDs), can also enable exotic light−matter
interactions such as exciton−plasmonic coupling,5−8 Purcell
enhancement of single-photon emission,9,10 integration in
spintronic circuits,11 and other quantum technologies such as
tunnel barriers in Josephson junctions.12 Such mixed-dimen-
sional 2D/metal heterostructures can exhibit unique physics
that is not present in either of the materials alone, often due to
interfacial hybridization, which results in a band structure with
mixed 2D/3D character.13 In all of these cases, the atomic
structure at the interface between the metal and the 2D
material (2D/metal or other 2D/3D interface) directly affects
the device performance.14−18 For example, the presence of a
2D/metal interface changes fundamental physical properties
such as dielectric screening, electronic charge transfer, and
doping, which in turn affect the optoelectronic properties
(exciton binding energies, band structure, and contact
resistance) of the resulting heterostructure.16,19,20

It is known that 2D materials in contact with metals or other
substrates display variations of optoelectronic properties on the
nanometer length scale.7,21−23 It is therefore critical to probe
these position-dependent properties with nanoscale spatial
resolution. Until recently, information on the effect of metal
integration on the system’s spectral response has generally
been obtained using optical spectroscopy.24 Optical spectros-
copy exhibits high energy resolution; however, it is diffraction
limited by the relatively long wavelengths of light. This makes
it ideal for bulk systems but less well suited for measuring
nanoscale spectral response. More recently, angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy with sub-micrometer spatial
resolution (termed nanoARPES)25 has been used to comple-
ment optical spectroscopy and applied to 2D van der Waals
heterostructures to monitor local changes in electrical
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potential, Fermi level, and band structure during the
application of a gate voltage.19 At an even smaller length
scale, emerging advances in scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM), including cathodoluminescence (CL)
and monochromated electron energy-loss spectroscopy
(EELS), have also allowed studies of the optoelectronic
properties of 2D materials on a sub-nanometer scale, when the
substrates are suspended on TEM grids.7,21,23 CL and EELS
can obtain spectral information similar to that obtained with
optical photoluminescence and absorption measurements,
respectively, but with the added opportunity for nanometer
spatial resolution. This spatial resolution is particularly
important for 2D/metal heterostructure systems, where the
local environment greatly affects the resulting properties.
In this Letter, we study the effect of Au contacts on the local

excitonic response of MoS2 using a thin suspended sample
which removes substrate effects and allows correlation of
mapping measurements by EELS with sub-nanometer spatial
resolution and angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(nanoARPES). Figure 1a shows a schematic of our suspended
2D/metal MoS2/Au geometry, where the sample is probed in
transmission from the back side through the SiNx holes during
the EELS analysis (upper diagram) and also during nano-
ARPES measurements (lower diagram) with an extra Au

contact layer. Figure 1b shows an example of a high-angle
annular dark field (HAADF) image of an epitaxially grown Au
island on six layer (6L) MoS2. The Au islands are deposited on
pristine, suspended MoS2 under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV), as
discussed in Methods.22,26 We use a UHV precleaning
technique to minimize trapped impurities at the 2D/metal
interface followed by UHV deposition at a low rate (0.05 nm/
min) to create a quasi-van der Waals MoS2/Au interface with
low defect density (Figure 1c).27 The Au{111} nanoislands are
epitaxially aligned on the MoS2{0001} basal plane, as
showcased by the uniform moire ́ periodicities across the
sample.22 The Au grows in an epitaxial Volmer−Weber growth
mode on suspended MoS2, with the Au [220] direction parallel
to MoS2 [11̅20]. A variety of MoS2 thicknesses can be
transferred on the same sample (Supplementary Figure 1), and
the Au nanoislands are consistent across all thicknesses of
MoS2.
Figure 1e shows a direct comparison of pristine 6L MoS2

and MoS2/Au{111} EEL spectra, as averaged over the separate
MoS2 and MoS2/Au areas in Figure 1d. All EEL spectra were
acquired on a Nion aberration-corrected high energy
resolution monochromated EELS-STEM instrument
(HERMES) operated at 60 kV (Methods). Due to the
semiconducting nature of MoS2, long EELS acquisitions

Figure 1. EELS analysis of MoS2 excitonic spectra on freestanding 6L MoS2 vs MoS2/Au. (a) Schematic of suspended MoS2/Au{111} structure
with (upper diagram) electron beam excitation from the back (MoS2) side for EELS detection and (lower diagram) nanoscale photoemission probe
from the back (MoS2) side through holes in the supporting SiNx TEM grid for nanoARPES measurement. (b) HAADF image showing an Au
nanoisland on suspended MoS2 at atomic resolution. Epitaxially aligned Au and MoS2 lattices are evident through the well-defined moire ́ pattern.
(c) Cross-sectional HAADF image of the 6L MoS2/Au{111} interface, showing a 0.26 nm distance between Au and S. (d) HAADF image of island.
The image is shown in false colors in a perceptually uniform sequential color map, where a brighter color means higher intensity (arbitrary units,
see inset), which is the same color scale used in other figures. (e) EEL spectra of average of pristine, suspended 6L MoS2 areas (purple) vs MoS2/
Au areas (pink). Neutral A and B excitons (XA

0 and XB
0) are labeled. Dots are raw data, and lines represent the same data convolved with a Gaussian

of 5 meV full width at half-maximum. (f) Enlargement of energy range from 1800 to 1900 meV. Note that the MoS2/Au spectrum is shifted down
by a constant intensity to align with the pristine MoS2. (g) Difference between the MoS2/Au spectrum and pristine MoS2 spectrum. Gray dots
represent the raw data, the yellow shading represents the Au plasmons, and the blue curve shows the best fit to the Gaussian peak.
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caused substantial charging of our sample. Therefore, we
obtained 2D EELS maps with a high signal-to-noise ratio by
acquiring multiple spectral maps at short dwell times and
subsequently aligning the spectra using non-rigid registration
to create a single summed spectrum.28 Image intensity filtering
was used to determine the area boundaries and allowed us to
discard the island edges (Methods). Our EELS mapping allows
spatial variations to be revealed between MoS2/Au and
freestanding MoS2 regions with ∼1 nm precision.
The energy positions of peak maxima corresponding to the

neutral A (XA
0) and B (XB

0) excitons in MoS2 are marked in
Figure 1e. Since this sample consists of six layers of MoS2, the
bottom few layers of the MoS2 sample are not in direct contact
with Au; thus, it is unsurprising that their neutral excitons do
not exhibit an observable shift from their original positions.
However, we observe a spectral feature that is ∼80 meV red-
shifted with respect to the A exciton in the MoS2/Au system
compared to pristine MoS2. This spectral feature is related to
the structure close to the MoS2/Au interface and can be
further explored by subtracting the pristine MoS2 spectrum
from that of MoS2/Au, as shown in Figure 1f, and performing a
Gaussian fitting (Methods and Figure 1g). Repeating our
analysis on another MoS2/Au area of the same sample, we find
this additional spectral feature is also present, as shown in
Supplementary Figure 2.
Several explanations for this red-shifted excitonic feature

identified in EEL spectra (referred to hereafter as the 1850
meV peak) are possible, and these are summarized in Table 1.

It has been suggested that MoS2 interfaced with metallic
Au{111} gives rise to an n-type electrical contact with the
Fermi level pinned near the conduction band of MoS2.

29,30

This n-type doping agrees with the theoretically calculated
excitation spectra of MoS2 on Au{111}, which postulates the
existence of negative A (XA

−) and B (XB
−) trions at low

temperature (mechanism 1 in Table 1), although screening
may affect this.31 Separately, dielectric screening has been
predicted to red-shift the A exciton depending on the distance
to Au{111} contacts (mechanism 2).31 Third, plasmon−
exciton coupling can cause splitting and shifting of the
excitonic peak in accordance with the metal nanoisland
shape and size (mechanism 3).7 Finally, defect-related
resonances in MoS2 have been shown to produce additional
peaks in the excitonic spectra (mechanism 4).32,33

We can initially rule out trion emission (mechanism 1)
being responsible for the 1850 meV peak, as the trion binding

energy is on the order of 30−50 meV, far from the observed
peak shift. Further evidence for the absence of trion formation
in our samples is reported in Supplementary Note 1. We also
rule out defect-related resonance (mechanism 4), since our
experiments are carried out at room temperature, and such
resonances are strongly quenched above 120 K.33 Moreover,
no detectable defect formation in the MoS2 after Au deposition
is found via atomic resolution STEM (Figure 1b,c) or Raman
spectroscopy,27 and no electron-beam-induced spectral
variations were observed for the duration of the measurement
which would indicate defect introduction.
In order to determine whether plasmon exciton coupling

(mechanism 3) is responsible for the 1850 meV peak, we first
study the spatial localization of spectral features. Here, the EEL
spectra at each beam position are integrated over specific
energy ranges to obtain a 2D intensity map that can be
compared with theoretical calculations. It is worthwhile to note
that the variation in intensity of the Au interband transition
(AuIB) between experiment and theory in Figure 2b is
attributed to the fact that the dielectric response in the
theoretical calculations is extracted from ellipsometry of large
polycrystalline samples. This can introduce changes in
damping, screening, or plasma frequency compared to the
single-crystalline samples studied here. Modeling nanoscale
islands using a macroscopic dielectric function introduces
some level of uncertainty in the spectral intensity. Moreover,
theoretical calculations also assumed that the nanostructures
exhibit sharp edges and flat tops. In reality, these
nanostructures exhibit surface steps, rounded edges, and
atomic terraces that affect the Au interband transitions and
result in the edge enhancement observed in Figure 2f,h. Aside
from these enhancements noted above, all experimental spectra
and intensity maps are reproduced by theory.
In Figure 2a we show the results of integrating the spectrum

over a range (1820−1880 meV) that is centered on the
spectral feature of interest (EIP). The 1850 meV peak appears
strongest in the center of the island. We can compare this to
the localized surface plasmon resonance locations for the long
axis dipolar plasmon between ∼1100 and 1400 meV (Figure
2c) and a short axis dipolar plasmon between ∼1500 and 1700
meV (Figure 2e). In accordance with theoretical EELS
simulations (Methods and Figure 2b,d,f), these appear with
different energies and at different positions. A characteristic Au
interband transition is also present (Figure 2g,h). The spatial
localization of the 1850 meV peak in Figure 2a in the center of
the island, as opposed to at either of the plasmon resonance
locations, suggests that the peak does not arise due to
plasmon−exciton coupling but instead from the direct contact
of MoS2 with the Au metal. This rules out mechanism 3 from
Table 1, leaving mechanism 2 as the potential solution. These
results are consistent for another Au particle on MoS2, as
shown in Supplementary Figure 3.
To explore the validity of mechanism 2 from Table 1, we

measured the quasi-particle valence band (VB) dispersion of
suspended MoS2/Au using nanoARPES. Due to the surface
sensitivity of ARPES, the electronic structure of MoS2 cannot
be resolved through the 5−8 nm thick Au{111} islands.
Instead, our sample geometry allows us to focus the photon
beam down to ∼900 nm diameter and illuminate the sample
from the MoS2 side through the 3 μm holes in the SiNx TEM
membrane, as sketched in Figure 1a. We then scan the photon
beam across the sample (Figure 3a) such that the E(k)

Table 1. Several Mechanisms That Can Account for
Additional Features in the MoS2 Exciton Spectra When in
Contact with Aua

peak identification
red shift with respect to the neutral A

exciton (XA
0)

(1) a trion (XA
−) ΔA = 30−50 meV31,34

(2) dielectric screening (XA
0 shift) ΔA = 30−70 meV31

(3) plasmon−exciton coupling ΔA = 10−100 meV, depending on
island shape7

(4) defect-related resonance ΔA ≈ 100 meV32,33

aThe table shows the proposed physical explanation and the
measured red shift in energy of the feature (ΔA) with respect to
the neutral A exciton (XA

0) energy. Since exact energy positions of XA
0

vary between samples and measurement methods, we cite the energy
difference between the pre-peak and XA

0 for more accurate
comparison.
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dispersion is collected at each position, leading to a four-
dimensional data set.
Projecting the measured (E,k) intensity onto the (x,y)

coordinates of the scan allows us to obtain a photoemission
intensity map of the entire sample from the MoS2 side, as seen
in Figure 3b. We then average the dispersion from specific
areas demarcated by the circles in Figure 3b. This allows us to
measure the dispersion for a known MoS2 thickness. Figure 3c
shows the dispersion, at different thicknesses, of the isotropic
part of the MoS2 VB located around the Γ point. These states
are mainly composed of out-of-plane sulfur pz orbitals and are
therefore expected to be sensitive to interactions with the
Au{111} islands and adjacent MoS2 layers.29 The number of
energy-separated bands around Γ confirms the assignment of
layer number by optical contrast: suspended monolayer (1L),
bilayer (2L), and four layer (4L) MoS2 areas produce distinct
signals, in correspondence with known MoS2 thicknesses. The
binding energy of the local VB maximum (VBM) changes
dramatically from 1.66 eV in the 1L area to 1.02 and 1.05 eV in
the 2L and 4L areas, respectively.
Our nanoARPES measurements suggest that Au−S hybrid-

ization is stronger in the first MoS2 layer and decreases
substantially in the second and subsequent layers. In 2L and 4L
MoS2, the additional bands around Γ display a narrower line
width than the single band around Γ in 1L MoS2 (Figure 3c).
The 1L band has a line width of 425 meV, and the line widths
of the highest binding energy bands in the 2L and 4L are also
higher than 400 meV. In contrast, the other bands have line
widths of 295 and 160−180 meV for 2L and 4L, respectively

(Figure 3c). This indicates that Au mainly affects the MoS2
layer directly adjacent, exhibiting a small effect on the second
layer and a negligible effect on subsequent layers. This steep
drop-off in the influence of Au contacts on the electronic
properties of MoS2 has also been reported in the literature,
where monolayer Au vacancies result in a quasi-freestanding
band structure of MoS2 that is decoupled from the Au.35

Moreover, modeling with Rytova−Keldysh potentials shows
that screening from chalcogen atoms, charge neutrality of the
1s excitons, and small Bohr radius all contribute to the
substantial drop in interaction of MoS2 excitons as the distance
from the interface increases.36

We can zoom in on a detailed view of the dispersion of
suspended 1L MoS2/Au along the high symmetry Γ−K
direction, shown in Figure 3d, to confirm this stronger
influence on the topmost MoS2 layer. An energy distribution
curve (EDC) analysis of the states at K and Γ, shown in
Figures 3e,f, reveals a global VBM at K (labeled VBA due to the
relation with the A exciton observed in photoluminescence).
Furthermore, a local maximum is determined 0.14 eV below
VBA, which is denoted as VBB. At Γ, the local VBM, denoted
VBΓ, is characterized by a peak with an asymmetric intensity
distribution and a flattening of the dispersion. This is caused by
MoS2/Au hybridization, and the characteristic kink feature
sketched in Figure 3f has been described previously in 1L
MoS2 epitaxially grown on Au{111}.29,37 We can extract a
binding energy of 1.39 eV of VBA and a VBA−VBB splitting of
0.14 eV, which corresponds to the spin-splitting of these states.
These values are fully consistent with ARPES measurements of

Figure 2. Spatial localization of MoS2/Au localized surface plasmons and excitonic spectral features. (a) 2D map of integrated EELS intensity over
the energy range 1820−1880 meV for the excitonic interfacial peak (EIP) at 1850 meV. For all maps a brighter color means higher intensity (scale
bars 5 nm). (b) EEL spectra averaged for beam positions around regions of the high EEL intensity associated with the long axis plasmon (pink),
short axis plasmon (green), and island center (blue). Comparisons with simulation are shown as dotted lines of the same color. Neutral A and B
excitons (XA

0 and XB
0) are labeled and regions corresponding to P1, P2, EIP, and AuIB are shaded in gray. Raw data sets are Gaussian smoothed by 5

meV. (c−h) 2D maps of integrated EELS intensity: (c) over the energy range 1100−1400 meV and (d) corresponding EELS simulations for the
long axis dipolar plasmon (P1) at 1250 meV; (e) over the energy range 1500−1700 meV and (f) corresponding EELS simulations for the short axis
dipolar plasmon (P2) at 1550 meV; (g) over the energy range 2400−2600 meV and (h) corresponding EELS simulations for the Au interband
transitions (AuIB) at 2550 meV.
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large-area epitaxial 1L MoS2 on Au{111} which affects the
electronic structure of MoS2.

37

Based on all the data presented above, we hypothesize that
the experimentally observed interfacial EEL spectral feature
arises from dielectric screening of the excitonic Coulomb
interaction (mechanism 2 in Table 1).31,38−40 Previous
theoretical calculations for 1L MoS2 have predicted an ∼30−
70 meV red shift of the A exciton on contact with Au{111},
dependent on the Au−S distance (Figure 4a; data reproduced
from ref 31). This is due to a contribution of dielectric
polarizability in the Au contact which creates an image charge
effect. This image charge effect is illustrated schematically in
Figure 4b. Here, the Au interacts most strongly with the
excitons in the topmost MoS2 layer, screening the Coulomb
interaction and resulting in a more weakly bound electron−
hole pair (illustrated by a larger distance between the electron
and hole in this schematic). This results in a red shift of the
exciton in this layer. Such red shifts due to image charges have

been reported in other material systems, such as nanotube
interfaces, metal−molecule heterostructures, and inorganic−
organic quantum well crystals.41−43 Our experimentally
measured Au−S distance (0.26 nm) from Figure 4b should
theoretically correspond to an ∼50−60 meV exciton shift
(Figure 4a, dashed line). Although theoretical shifts cannot be
quantitatively compared with experiment due to variation in
dielectric environment, we note this value is in close
correspondence to the shift observed in our EEL spectra.
The fact that we see a small 1850 meV peak alongside a

larger A exciton peak in Figure 1e−g in the 6L MoS2 spectrum
suggests that excitons in the topmost MoS2 layer in contact
with Au are mostly shifted. Excitons in the second MoS2 layer
may also be affected by the Au screening, although their
distance from the Au is on the order of ∼3.5 nm which,
according to Figure 4a, would correspond to only a 30−40
meV shift in the exciton energy. In our system, this is observed
as a broadening of the peak. Subsequent MoS2 layers are much

Figure 3. Thickness-dependent band structure of suspended MoS2/Au measured by nanoARPES. (a) Optical micrograph of the SiNx TEM grid
with eight 3 μm holes. The contrast is caused by MoS2 flakes with different thicknesses across the holes, monolayer (1L), bilayer (2L), and four
layer (4L). 2D layer transfer further described in Methods and Supplementary Figure 1. (b) Spatially resolved ARPES intensity from the area of the
SiNx membrane shown in (a). (c) Electronic structure around Γ from the areas demarcated by correspondingly colored circles in (b). Distinct
MoS2 bands are marked by colored ticks. The binding energy of the local VBM is stated in units of eV. (d) ARPES intensity collected along the Γ−
K direction, indicated by a dotted line in the sketch of the 1L MoS2 Brillouin zone. Ticks indicate the VB maxima at K and Γ. (e, f) Energy
distribution curves (markers) at (e) K and (f) Γ. Curves represent fits to Lorentzian peaks on a polynomial background. Fitted peak positions are
indicated by ticks and stated in units of eV. The inset in (e) indicates the extracted spin-splitting of the MoS2 bands at K. The sketch in (f)
highlights the flattening of the MoS2 VB at Γ and the asymmetric intensity distribution caused by MoS2−Au hybridization. The kink in the center
of the VB is previously predicted from calculations in ref 29.
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less screened by the Au and are therefore only slightly red-
shifted in energy (illustrated by a closer distance between the
electron and hole in this schematic), resulting in a small 1850
meV peak (from the topmost 1L) alongside a broadened A
exciton peak (from 2L to 6L).
Finally, we corroborate the role of dielectric screening with

EEL spectra of 1L MoS2/Au. The exciton signals are weaker
here, due to the smaller interaction volume of monolayer
MoS2. Despite this, we can still deduce the red shift in exciton
energies, particularly observable in the C exciton (Figure 4c).
The peak positions of the XA

0 and XB
0 excitons can be

approximately determined by finding the local maxima of the
first derivative of the signal (since they are related to the
inflection points in the original spectrum), as in Figure 4d, top.
As expected for a monolayer sample, the excitons are red-
shifted from their expected position on contact with Au. A
value of 60 meV can also be determined for the XC

0 exciton red
shift on contact with Au by obtaining the derivative of the
signal and finding the zero cross point (Figure 4d, bottom)

since this is a clear peak maximum. This 60 meV value is in
close correspondence to that predicted by DFT (Figure 4a)
and further confirms the dielectric screening mechanism.
In summary, we have used correlative EELS and nano-

ARPES measurements to identify and explain the emergence of
an excitonic peak related to the MoS2/Au interface. The use of
a suspended MoS2/Au sample with epitaxially grown Au
provides an ideal platform for EELS mapping with
subnanometer resolution. We observe local variations in the
exciton spectrum due to the dielectric screening effect of the
Au contact, which reduces the Coulomb interaction of the
exciton in MoS2. The MoS2/Au interaction is found to be
strongest in the topmost MoS2 layer, with a substantial falloff
in the second and subsequent layers, as measured by
nanoARPES. These results suggest that methods to increase
the van der Waals distance between the topmost TMD layer
and a metallic contact, such as intercalation44 or insertion of a
graphene layer,45 will result in a more consistent optical and
electronic response when interfacing TMDs with metallic
contacts; the results also highlight opportunities to utilize
metallic contacts to tune monolayer TMD excitonic energies.
Moreover, we showcase an exciting advantage of our
suspended sample geometry, in which correlative experiments
with both photons and electrons as excitation sources can be
performed.
In the future, this correlative mapping in a suspended 2D/

metal platform could be extended to other materials, as a
variety of metals exhibit epitaxial growth on suspended 2D
materials.27 Opportunities include plasmon−exciton coupling
of TMD/metal systems and metal growth on magnetic 2D
materials to alter spin−orbit coupling. Moreover, coupling to
metallic films has been shown to enable the detection of dark
excitons in 2D TMDs46 and moire ́ excitons can be observed at
low temperature.47 Experiments carried out at cryogenic
temperatures or with sample encapsulation could improve
the signal-to-noise ratio of measurements and decrease exciton
absorption line width,23,48,49 opening opportunities to measure
the influence of moire ́ potential and many-body phenomena in
such heterostructures.50 Recent advances in cryo-STEM, in
situ biasing, strain, and heating make such studies at the 2D/
metal interface an exciting future avenue of research.
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ABSTRACT: Nanoscale gaps between metals can strongly confine
electromagnetic fields that enable efficient electromagnetic energy
conversion and coupling to nanophotonic structures. In particular,
the gap formed by depositing a metallic particle on a metallic
substrate produces coupling of localized particle plasmons to
propagating surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). Understanding and
controlling the phase of such coupling is essential for the design of
devices relying on nanoparticles coupled through SPPs. Here we
demonstrate the experimental visualization of the phase associated
with the plasmonic field of metallic particle−surface composites
through nanoscopically and spectroscopically resolved cathodolu-
minescence using a scanning transmission electron microscope.
Specifically, we study the interference between the substrate
transition radiation and the field resulting from out-coupling of SPP excitation, therefore giving rise to angle-, polarization-,
and energy-dependent photon emission fringe patterns from which we extract phase information. Our methods should be
readily applicable to more complex nanostructures, thus providing direct experimental insight into nanoplasmonic near-fields
with potential applications in improving plasmon-based devices.
KEYWORDS: Surface plasmons, plasmon gap mode, cathodoluminescence, scanning transmission electron microscopy,
transition radiation

The spatial confinement of optical fields plays an essential
role in improving photonic energy conversion,1 enhanc-

ing nonlinear effects,2 assisting optical sensing,3 producing
nanoscale lasing,4 processing information through optical
signals,5 and mediating photocatalysis,6 among other feats.
Plasmonsthe collective electron oscillations in conducting
materialsprovide the means to materialize these important
applications, and in particular, they can produce extremely
focused electromagnetic fields on the nanoscale, which are well
known to pile up in nanogaps between two metallic
structures.6 Although the proper control of such nanogaps is
generally not trivial because of their strong dependence on the
detailed surface morphology, a simple and relatively control-
lable system consists of an individual metallic nanoparticle
separated from a metallic planar substrate by a nanoscale gap
of a precisely determined distance. Using such particle-on-
plane configuration with resonances at optical frequencies,
strongly enhanced Raman scattering,7 large coupling to
molecules showing Rabi splitting,8 intense Purcell enhance-

ment,9 strong nonlinear response,10 efficient nanolasing,11 and
functional metasurface applications12 have been demonstrated,
reaching the quantum limit for field confinement. Besides
producing strongly enhanced local fields, the particle-on-plane
configuration also operates as an efficient antenna that can
mediate the coupling between the fields of photons
propagating in free space and those of surface plasmon
polaritons (SPPs) evolving on the metallic substrate. Such
coupling to propagating waves is needed to enable surface-
based on-chip devices accessing the nanogap cavity through
SPPs as well as sensing platforms based on far-field excitation
and detection. In the design of applications of such nanogap
antennas, knowledge of near- and far-field distributions
including the field phase is essential to engineer an efficient
coupling between SPPs and propagating waves.
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We propose a general methodology to access the phase
associated with the interaction of SPPs with a nanostructure
placed on a SPP-supporting metal surface. Our method is
based on the interference between light that is directly emitted
from the planar surface upon electron impact and light
resulting from SPPs also generated by the electron and
subsequently out-coupled by the nanostructure; such interfer-
ence is determined by measuring the resulting cathodolumi-
nescence (CL) signal. (See Figure 1a.) In other currently

available techniques, truly nanoscopic and spectroscopic
imaging of the SPP scattering phase is far from trivial.
Visualization of propagating SPPs has been performed using
scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM)13 as well as
dark-field optical microscopy. However, these techniques have
worse spatial resolution compared with CL.14−17 Electron
energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) provides subnanometer
resolution but cannot retrieve the phase, although some
progress has been made through plasmon holography and
pulsed beam methods.18,19 Now, because of its high combined
spatial and spectral resolution, angle-resolved CL appears as an
ideal tool that can potentially access the phase of photonic
fields through interference.20 In fact, angle-resolved CL
measurements have already been proved useful to describe
the multipolar character of the emission and even to investigate
time-resolved photon-emission correlation from quantum

emitters,21−23 but phase visualization such as we report here
has so far not been described.
Here we visualize both near- and far-field distributions

through CL performed on a scanning transmission electron
microscope, allowing us to obtain the scattering phase
associated with the interaction of SPPs with individual metallic
nanoparticles. Specifically, we retrieve phase information by
analyzing the interference between simultaneously emitted
transition radiation (TR) and light resulting from the
interaction between SPPs and the particle (Figure 1a).
Leveraging the spectral and spatial resolution of CL, we
visualize the retrieved phase as a function of the light frequency
and the electron-beam excitation position. We first identify the
hybridized modes of the metal nanoparticle−surface system by
collecting CL light emission with nanometer spatial resolution,
in excellent agreement with numerical simulations. We then
spatially and spectrally visualize the TR−SPP interference
patterns, which map the propagating SPPs exciting the particle,
and further use an analytical model to extract the associated
scattering phase. This method can be readily generalized to
extract phase information from arbitrary nanoscale systems.
CL measurements were performed at 80 kV electron

acceleration voltage using a STEM instrument (JEOL 2100F,
Japan) with a custom-built optical detection system, as shown
in Figure 1b. In brief, the CL signal was collimated by a
parabolic mirror and detected after passing through a polarizer
and an angle-selection mask. (More details can be found
elsewhere.24,25) A substrate silver layer of >200 nm in
thickness was deposited on an InP substrate by thermal
evaporation in a vacuum, and a thin SiO2 spacer layer was
deposited by radio frequency (RF) sputtering. The silver
spheres were deposited by thermal evaporation in an argon
atmosphere. (See fabrication details in the SI.) The coordinate
system used throughout this work is defined in Figure 1b.
We first determine the optical modes of individual metallic

spheres coupled to a metallic substrate. Figure 2 shows line
profiles of the CL signal acquired for different emitted-light
polarizations and collected over the entire range of emission
directions provided by the parabolic mirror (i.e., roughly half
of the upper hemisphere). With the electron beam positioned
close to the nanoparticle, interference effects are then smeared
out by angular integration, and the mode energy can be safely
determined. Figure 2a shows the results with a substrate
containing a 10 nm SiO2 spacer layer, and Figure 2b shows the
corresponding secondary electron (SE) images of spheres with
different diameters. With p polarization (polarization angle α =
0°), the bonding perpendicular dipole mode (the so-called gap
mode with strong field concentration in the metal sphere−
surface gap) that shows up around 2.0 eV for small particles
(50−80 nm) produces a highest CL signal intensity when the
beam is aimed at the center of the sphere.17 As the diameter
increases, the resonance shifts to lower energy, and the CL
intensity associated with this mode becomes stronger. The size
dependence of the resonance energy is summarized in Figure
2e. The energy of this perpendicular dipole, emerging due to
the presence of the metallic substrate, is much lower than the
energy of the conventional dipolar mode of spheres placed on
a thin elastic carbon membrane with the same size, as shown in
Figure 2c. (See also the Supporting Information (SI) for line
profiles.) Similar tendencies are found for different spacer
thicknesses, as summarized in Figure 2d (5 nm SiO2 spacer)
and Figure 2f (15 nm SiO2 spacer). When s polarization is
selected, in-plane coupled dipoles are preferentially detected,

Figure 1. (a) Illustration of our method for the extraction of the SPP
scattering phase through CL. Transition radiation (TR) from the
metallic substrate is used as a reference wave, interfering in the far
field (at the detector) with out-coupled light resulting from the SPP
interaction with the sampled object. (b) Illustration of the
measurement setup, the sample, and the coordinate system. The
light emitted from the specimen is collimated by a parabolic mirror
placed around the specimen and transferred to the spectrometer
through a polarizer and an angle-selection mask. We define p
polarization parallel to the plane formed by the electron beam and the
light optical axis (i.e., polarization vector in the x−z plane).
Accordingly, the polarization angle is defined as α, with α = 0°
denoting p polarization.
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showing high CL intensities at the edge of the spheres (Figure
2a, lower row). Then, the in-plane dipole splits into two modes
for larger spheres: the bonding and antibonding modes
resulting from coupling to the metallic substrate.14,26

Closer inspection of the line profiles for s-polarized light
emission (Figure 2a, lower row) reveals that the low-energy
bonding dipolar mode shows its hotspots more inside the
sphere compared with the antibonding mode. This is due to
the more confined field distribution produced when induced
charges of opposite signs are arranged in a quadrupole-like
configuration. (See the schematic illustration in the insets of
Figure 2a.) This is clearly confirmed by the photon maps with
mode selection, displaying a smaller (i.e., more compact)
dipole pattern for the bonding mode (Figure S6).
Interestingly, the antibonding mode at higher energies

appears to be stronger for smaller particles, whereas the
bonding mode becomes stronger for larger ones (s-pol result in
Figure 2a). For the 15 nm silica spacer, the antibonding mode
is not efficiently excited for larger sizes (Figure 2f and Figure
S4). We interpret this result to be related to the excitation
phase mismatch by the swift electron moving with finite
velocity (∼50% of the light speed): The shorter the distance
between the sphere center and the substrate (i.e., smaller
particles), the smaller the time difference taken by the swift
electron to induce separated charges of the same sign required
to excite the antibonding mode. In contrast, for a larger
distance between the sphere and the substrate (i.e., larger
particles), the excitation of charges with opposite signs
becomes comparatively more efficient with a larger time
difference; for example, 80 kV electrons travel across a 156 nm
sphere in half a cycle of 2 eV light. (See also the line profiles

observed for the 15 nm silica spacer in Figure S4.) We also
note that the splitting of the in-plane dipole is not clearly
observed for the 5 nm silica spacer, presumably because of
finer surface roughness, which we later explore by means of
numerical simulations. (See Figure S5.)
We performed finite-element-method (FEM) simulations of

Maxwell’s equations with electron beam excitation using
COMSOL Multiphysics to confirm the symmetry assignment
of the observed modes and their dependence on sphere size.
We truncated the sphere bottom to mimic a more realistic
situation of non-point-like contact between the sphere and the
substrate. A truncation length of 10 nm was used for 10 and 15
nm SiO2 layer thickness results. This is an effective way to
account for the presence of finite-size facets in the particle;
additionally, the actual substrates used in the experiment have
finite grain-like roughness mainly due to the deposited silver
films underneath, which can produce a large departure from
point-like sphere-substrate contact. (See Section S3 of the SI.)
In fact, this sphere truncation was essential to theoretically
reproduce the experimental results with well-separated
bonding and antibonding in-plane dipole modes. For 5 nm
SiO2 spacing, we found that no truncation was needed to
reproduce the experimental results, which indicates that the
truncation length should be adapted for smaller gap sizes.
Additionally, the film roughness could slightly shift the
dispersion of SPPs to higher wavenumbers and introduce
losses due to scattering.27,28 Figure 3a,b shows the simulated
line profiles for p- and s-polarized CL emission from a 160 nm
silver particle on a 10 nm SiO2/Ag substrate. The radiation
signal was integrated over the upper hemisphere. The
calculated line profiles satisfactorily reproduce the experimen-

Figure 2. Identification of resonance of silver spheres coupled to a silver substrate. (a) CL line profiles along the y direction at the center of
individual spheres of different diameters (see labels) deposited on a SiO2-coated (10 nm) silver substrate. The emission is resolved in p- (top
panels) and s- (bottom panels) polarization components. (b) Corresponding backscattered electron images. (c−f) Measured particle-size
dependence of the plasmon resonance energies (symbols) extracted from spectral maps similar to those shown in panels a and b when the particle
is deposited on (c) an elastic carbon membrane (i.e., without metal substrate) and a metal substrate coated with a SiO2 layer of (d) 5, (e) 10, and
(f) 15 nm thickness. Solid lines in panel c correspond to Mie scattering calculations. Dotted lines in panels d−f are guides for the eye. Empty square
symbols show finite-element method simulations. We label the modes as dipole plasmon (DP), quadrupole (QP), in-plane dipole (iDP), bonding
perpendicular dipole (b-pDP), bonding in-plane dipole (b-iDP), and antibonding in-plane dipole (a-iDP), respectively.
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tal results, such as the perpendicular dipole around 1 eV, the
in-plane bonding mode around 1.75 eV, the in-plane
antibonding mode around 2.65 eV, and higher-order modes
at larger energies. The resonance energies calculated for
different SiO2 thicknesses and sphere diameters are plotted as
square symbols in Figure 2e,f, which match well the
experimental results.
To analyze the spatial field distribution and mode symmetry,

we plot the z-component of the total electric field at different
energies in Figure 3c,d, where the electron beam is passing
close to the sphere. While the field on the substrate at 1 eV is
approximately rotationally symmetric, showing a perpendicular
dipole pattern, a two-fold symmetric pattern around the z-
particle axis is observed for the in-plane bonding dipole mode
at 1.75 eV. The relative phase between the substrate field and
the sphere field starts to flip as the energy increases, reaching
the antibonding mode at ∼2.65 eV. This phase flip is most
clearly visible on the opposite side of the particle relative to the
location of the electron beam excitation because the electron
beam itself creates a strong field that overshadows the one
induced from the particle and the surface.
We now attempt to extract the phase of the substrate-

coupled particle modes by taking advantage of SPPs on the
substrate. Because the in-plane dipole modes strongly couple
to SPPs, it should be possible to excite them through SPPs
generated by the electron, even at large distances from the
sphere. The electron beam incident on the flat metallic
substrate launches SPPs in all directions (i.e., circular SPP
waves emanating from the point at which the electron
impinges the surface), together with transition radiation
(TR), as described in Figures 1a and 4a.20,29 TR can be
intuitively understood as the light generated by the destruction
of the effective dipole associated with the electron and its
image charge as the electron traverses the metal surface. Fast

electrons in the relativistic regime produce TR over a broad
spectral range, thus working as a white-like reference light
source. The electric field of TR is summarized in eq S1 of the
SI. The SPPs generated by the electron beam reach the sphere,
where they are partially converted into photons by scattering at
the particle. Because all of these processes are coherent, the
field scattered from the sphere and the TR field interfere in the
far field.20,30 By the detection angle and polarization selection,
we can visualize this interference spatially and spectrally.
For this measurement, we choose 10 nm SiO2 thickness and

a rather large particle (135 nm) because it better shows the
energy splitting of in-plane dipole modes, thus providing an
ideal target for phase analysis. Figure 4b shows the interference
mapping with p polarization (α = 0°) and a detection angle θ =
45° at 2.0 eV photon energy. TR is also p-polarized (see eq S1
in the SI), and hence interference effects are expected to
appear if we filter p-polarized light to obtain the CL signal.25,29

With this detection configuration and energy selection, the
dominant mode of the sphere is the in-plane dipole with
charge oscillation along the x axis.31 (See also the SI.) This
interference pattern is similar to the one created with oblique-
incidence light and particle scattering.13,32 We note that the
slightly inhomogeneous contrast on the flat substrate area
could be due to the roughness of the substrate surface,
although no significant scattering from the substrate surface
alone is observed. From the spatial line profile (taken along the
red line in Figure 4b) of the interference pattern at different
energies, we extract the dispersion relation of the SPPs, as
shown in Figure 4c. (See SI for details of profile fitting.) The

Figure 3. Finite-element-method simulations with electron beam
excitation for a 160 nm sphere on a 10 nm SiO2/Ag substrate. (a,b)
Simulated CL line-scan profiles. The intensity is resolved in (a) p- and
(b) s-polarization components. The emission signal is integrated over
the upper hemisphere. The sphere edges are indicated by vertical
dashed lines. (c,d) Out-of-plane z-component of the spectrally
resolved total electric field amplitude produced by the electron in its
interaction with the particle-on-plane system plotted for different
photon energies with fixed electron beam position and orientation
relative to the sphere, indicated by a purple line in panel c. The field
distributions are shown in (c) side and (d) top views of the structure.

Figure 4. Interference of transition radiation and SPP-mediated
particle emission for a 135 nm Ag sphere on a 10 nm SiO2/Ag
substrate. (a) Schematic illustration of the angle- and polarization-
resolved measurement with SPP-mediated particle excitation.
Measurements in panels b−d correspond to a polarization angle α
= 0° and detection angle θ = 45°. (b) Photon map at 2.0 eV photon
energy. (c) Measured dispersion relation of the SPPs (symbols)
compared with the calculated dispersion (solid curve). The light lines
in the vacuum and SiO2 are shown for reference (dashed lines). (d)
Line profile along the dotted line in panel b. The pink (black) broken
curves correspond to the calculated constructive interference profiles
with (without) considering the phase associated with SPP particle
scattering.
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obtained dispersion relation matches well the calculated one
for a vacuum/10 nm SiO2/Ag layered system.
The complete spectroscopic line profile along the red line in

Figure 4b clearly shows an interference pattern, encompassing
constructive interference bump lines around 2 eV photon
energy. This represents the phase flip of the split mode around
its resonance. The high-intensity lines correspond to different
orders of constructive interference between TR and the SPP
scattering emission from the sphere. The constructive
interference condition as a function of electron-sphere distance
R along the substrate surface is described through the
expression20

π
θ ϕ

=
Φ +
+

+ ΔR
m

k k
2

sin cos
osc

spp (1)

where Φosc is the phase of the field scattered by the particle, m
is an integer number, kspp is the SPP wave vector, k is the free-
space light wave vector, ϕ is the in-plane azimuthal angle
defined in Figure 4a, and Δ stands for an additional phase
delay associated with the interaction distance of the SPP with
the sphere. The black dashed curves in Figure 4d show
interference curves calculated from eq 1 without considering
the phase change produced by the particle (Φosc = 0, Δ = 0),
which obviously do not match the experimental profiles. By
introducing the scatterer phase Φosc based on a coupled
oscillator model with normal mode splitting33−35 and the
interaction distance Δ = 0.15λspp using the SPP wavelength
λspp, the experimental profiles are well reproduced by eq 1, as
shown as the pink dotted curves in Figure 4d. We note that
only the in-plane dipole makes a contribution in the 2.0 to 3.0
eV photon-energy range for a 135 nm sphere. Using the
normal-mode splitting model, we determine the value Δ to
best fit the experimental results. (See details in the SI.) The
double phase flip of the split-mode resonances reasonably
reproduces the bumps around 2 eV. The observed slight

deviation at lower and higher energies seems to arise from the
contribution of the perpendicular dipole and higher-order
modes, respectively.
Using this interference method, we can also extract the

symmetry of the coupled SPPs, including the phase. For this
purpose, we introduce a conformal mapping of the interference
photon map so that the oscillating profile matches the SPP
wavelength. To do so, the original position R from the sphere
is conformally mapped into the R′ = MR space using a
magnification factor M, which can be calculated using the SPP
wave vector as

θ ϕ= +M
k

k
1 sin cos

spp (2)

This conformal mapping scheme is illustrated in the SI. Besides
the change in spatial coordinates, the intensity is also
normalized as I′ = I/M taking into consideration the SPP
propagation. The intrinsic SPP decay length is not taken into
account in the current mapping scale and energy range because
SPPs have long propagation lengths on Ag compared with the
distances involved in our samples.
For this mapping, we selectively extract the dipole along the

y axis by setting the detection angle close to grazing with
respect to the substrate (θ = 75°) and the polarization angle (α
= 65°) between s and p polarizations. Under these conditions,
within the 2.2 to 2.6 eV photon-energy range, the interference
between the in-plane dipole along the y axis and TR is
maximally captured. Because radiation from this dipole is
mainly s-polarized, whereas TR is p-polarized, the radiation to
be detected is elliptically or linearly polarized depending on the
relative phase of the TR and scattering contributions. For a
certain relative phase, the linear component in this polarization
direction gives rise to maxima in the intensity, thus generating
constructive interfering profiles. Figure 5 shows the con-
formally mapped interference patterns. Between 2.2 and 2.6

Figure 5. Conformal mappings of CL photon maps measured at polarization angle α = 65° and detection angle θ = 75° for different photon
energies (see labels). The scale bar corresponds to 500 nm in the conformal space.
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eV, the dipolar radiation pattern with opposite phases on the
right and left halves of the plot is visualized. A spatial phase flip
at the center (y = 0) is clearly observable. Below 2.0 eV, the
influence of the perpendicular dipole becomes more dominant,
giving rise to a circular pattern. At higher energies above 3.2
eV, a quadrupole-like pattern starts to emerge, although its
profile is not very clear due to the short propagation of SPPs at
this energy. These patterns reveal phase maps that are similar
to those obtained by pump−probe SNOM.36 However, the
presented interference CL method has clear advantages over
SNOM because it provides simultaneous spectroscopic data by
a single measurement that enables the extraction of phase
information from frequency space with better spatial
resolution. Consequently, this interference method can be
used to extract the phase produced by the scatterer using TR as
a reference.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated interference measure-

ments of silver spheres coupled to a metallic substrate using a
STEM-CL setup, where strong fields are produced at the gap
between the particle and the substrate. Because of coupling to
the substrate, the dipole mode of the silver particle splits into
antibonding and bonding modes with opposite induced
surface-charge schemes. These split modes and their
interaction with the surface are well reproduced by numerical
electromagnetic simulations with the electron acting as a
source.
Coupling to the induced substrate charges directly implies

coupling to SPPs. This allows particle modes to be excited
through SPPs that are launched at a distance by the incident
electron beam on the metal substrate, which also produces TR.
Because the electromagnetic fields associated with electron-
generated SPPs and TR, as well as those of light produced by
SPP-particle scattering, are all coherent, they produce
interference resulting in fringe patterns in the spectral, angular,
and electron-beam-position dependence of the emitted CL
intensity. By analyzing these fringe patterns, we have extracted
the phase associated with SPP-particle-mode coupling.
Interestingly, we could reproduce the spatial SPP field
distribution including the phase through conformally mapping
the obtained spectral images. Through this approach, we have
resolved mode symmetry and spectroscopic phase flips of the
SPP-coupled modes, revealing the interaction of the plasmonic
particle and SPPs. This method offers simultaneous spectro-
scopic and nanoscopic spatial phase mappings over a broad
spectral range, without the need for time-consuming energy
scans used in other techniques such as phase measurement by
SNOM, and also offers a more direct comparison with theory,
without the inherent complication introduced by the presence
of tips. Additionally, in terms of spatial resolution, the
presented technique based on a focused electron beam
provides one order of magnitude higher spatial resolution
than SNOM; therefore it can reveal complex nanoscopic near-
field distributions in plasmonic nanostructures.
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ABSTRACT: We theoretically demonstrate the ability of electron beams to probe the nonlinear photonic response with nanometer
spatial resolution, well beyond the capabilities of existing optical techniques. Although the interaction of electron beams with
photonic modes is generally weak, the use of optical pumping produces stimulated electron−light interactions that can exceed order-
unity probabilities in photon-induded near field electron microscopy (PINEM). Here, we demonstrate that PINEM can locally and
quantitatively probe the nonlinear optical response. Specifically, we predict a dependence of PINEM electron spectra on the sample
nonlinearity that can reveal the second-harmonic (SH) response of optical materials with nanometer resolution, observed through
asymmetries between electron energy losses and gains. We illustrate this concept by showing that PINEM spectra are sensitive to the
SH near field of centrosymmetric structures and by finding substantial spectral asymmetries in geometries for which the linear
interaction is reduced.

KEYWORDS: photon-induced near field electron microscopy (PINEM), electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS), nonlinear optics,
second-harmonic generation, ultrafast optics

Electron microscope spectroscopies have evolved into a
powerful set of techniques capable of providing structural

and dynamical information on materials with nanometer/
femtosecond/meV space/time/energy resolution.1−23 In par-
ticular, low-loss electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) can
nowadays access local spectral information on plasmons in
metallic nanostructures,24−29 excitons in semiconductors,30

phonons in ionic crystals5,14 and graphene,31 and atomic
vibrations in molecules.22,32 Additionally, ultrafast temporal
resolution is achieved in PINEM by synchronizing the time of
arrival of femtosecond electron and optical pulses at the
sample.2−4,6−12,15−21 Recent proposals further extend light−
matter interactions in PINEM to produce attosecond electron
pulses,15,33 electron entanglement,34 probe photon statistics,35

and perform quantum computations.36

The high spatial resolution enabled by electron beams could
also find application in the mapping of the nonlinear optical
response in nanostructures, which is important from both
fundamental and applied viewpoints to better understand and
improve the performance of nonlinear nanophotonic devi-
ces.37−39 However, despite the widespread use of electron-

beam spectroscopies to characterize the linear response of
nanomaterials, the higher-order nonlinear response is generally
considered unreachable because of the weak interaction
between individual beamed electrons and sample excitations.
This scenario is substantially changed in PINEM, where
sample modes are populated through external optical pumping
to high occupation numbers that can yield scattering
probabilities exceeding order unity, effectively resulting in
multiple quanta exchanges between the electron probe and the
optical field, observed to generate up to hundreds of loss and
gain orders.20,21 Additionally, the femtosecond duration of
both electron and optical pulses allows employing high light
intensities that can trigger substantial nonlinearities without
damaging the sample. The prospects are therefore excellent for
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the use of PINEM to probe the nonlinear optical response of
materials at length scales determined by the subnanometer
transversal size of focused electron beams, for example to help
unveil fundamental aspects of high-harmonic generation, such
as its interplay with nonlocal and quantum-confinement effects
at metallic sample boundaries.40 PINEM could thus lead to a
radical improvement in terms of noninvasiveness, intrinsic
phase sensitivity, and spatial resolution compared to existing
nonlinear characterization techniques relying on either far-41,42

or near-field41,43−47 optics.
In this Article, we theoretically demonstrate the potential of

PINEM to quantitatively probe the nonlinear optical response
with nanometer spatial resolution. Specifically, we focus on the
sampling of SH fields, which are revealed as asymmetries in the
PINEM spectra. We illustrate this concept by first considering
spherical gold nanoparticles, which, despite their centrosym-
metry, display an evanescent SH near field that gives rise to
substantially modified transmission electron spectra under
attainable ultrafast illumination intensities below the damage
threshold. We further explore the interaction with nanorods as
an example of configuration in which linear-field coupling is
strongly reduced, further increasing the spectral asymmetry to
the 10% level. Our results support PINEM performed with
variable illumination frequency as a nonlinear optical
characterization technique with unsurpassed combination of
spatial and spectral resolution.
Energy-momentum mismatch prevents absorption or

emission of photons by electrons in free space. In contrast,
translational-symmetry breaking in illuminated nanostructures
enables such coupling,48,49 which is mediated by near-field
components that give rise to multiple exchanges of photons
between the electron and the optical field (Figure 1). More
precisely, when neglecting nonlinear optical fields, the
electron−light interaction is fully captured by the parame-
ter3,4,50 β1 = (e/ℏω0)∫ dz Ez

(1)e−iω0z/v, where Ez
(1) is the linear

electric field component along the direction of the electron
velocity v = vz ̂ (i.e., for illumination with a time-dependent
external light field Eext(t) = 2Re{Eexte−iω0t}), integrated over
positions z along the electron trajectory, and ω0 is the light
frequency. The transmitted electron spectrum is then
characterized by loss ( < 0) and gain ( > 0) peaks (electron
energy change ℏω0) of integrated probability P J (2 )2

1β= | |
defined in terms of Bessel functions J (Figure 1, red curve).
We remark that, although multiple peaks are produced in the
spectrum (i.e., electron−light interaction is nonlinear), the
interaction is fully controlled by the single parameter β1, which
is linear in the electric field (i.e., light−sample interaction is
linear).
As we show below, the nonlinear response associated with

the nanostructure can produce near fields at frequencies that
are multiples of ω0 and result in asymmetries of the electron
spectrum (Figure 1, blue curve) like those observed under
external illumination consisting of superimposed harmonics.15

In what follows, we focus on gold nanoparticles, in which the
bulk second-order nonlinear response cancels due to inversion
symmetry of the crystal lattice, while the surface SH response
is relatively large compared with other materials42,51−54 and
can be substantially enhanced due to field amplification
mediated by surface plasmons.37−39 For simplicity, we neglect
higher-order nonlinear terms, which should be comparatively
smaller under the conditions considered below.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Theoretical Description of Nonlinear PINEM. We

extend previously developed PINEM theory3,4,50 to incorpo-
rate both the fundamental and SH fields in the electron−light
interaction. While previous works have already considered
superimposing fundamental and higher-harmonic excitation
fields in PINEM,15 we now focus on the intrinsic fundamental
and SH response generated in the sample itself. In our
theoretical approach, we consider an incident electron with
small energy and momentum spread relative to central values
E0 and ℏk0, so that its wave function can be written as ψ(r,t) =
ei(k0·r−E0t/ℏ)ϕ0(r,t) in terms of a smooth function ϕ0(r, t) that
undergoes only small variations over each optical period. After
PINEM interaction, the transmitted electron wave function is
given by this expression with ϕ0 replaced by ϕ =

f e z v t
0

i ( / )0ϕ ∑ ω − , where the electron is taken to move along
z and the sum extends over components associated with an
effective number of exchanged photons (>0 for gain and <0
for loss). The amplitudes of these components are found to be
(see Supporting Information (SI))

f J Je e (2 ) (2 )
n

n
n n

i arg i
2 1 2

1 ∑ β β= | | | |β δ{− }

=−∞

∞
−

+

where

e
j

z E zRd ( , )ej
j j z v

0
z
( )

0
i /0∫β

ω
=

ℏ
ω

−∞

∞
−

(1)

describes the interaction with the fundamental (j = 1) and SH
(j = 2) fields of frequency jω0,

Figure 1. Nanoscale sampling of the nonlinear optical response. An
optical pump at the sampling frequency ω0 illuminates a nanoparticle
in coincidence with the arrival of a focused electron. If the particle
responds linearly, the EELS spectrum presents a symmetric
distribution of stimulated loss (ω > 0) and gain (ω < 0) features
(red curve). Nonlinear response in the particle generally produces
harmonic optical fields at multiples of ω0, which are revealed through
an asymmetric EELS spectrum (blue curve). We illustrate this effect
by taking |β1| = 1, |β2| = 0.1, δ = 0, ℏω0 = 1 eV, and a Lorentzian
broadening of 0.6 eV fwhm (see main text).
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arg 2arg2 1δ β β= { } − { } (2)

captures the dependence on the relative phase of both j fields,
and the impact parameter R0 = (x0, y0) defines the position of
the electron beam under the assumption that its transversal
size is small compared with the optical fields under
consideration. The probability associated with an electron
energy change ℏω0 is simply given by P = f 2| | , which
obviously depends on the coupling strengths |βj|, but also on
the phase difference δ. Incidentally, eqs 1 and 2 predict a phase
δ independent of any displacement in the position z of the field
relative to the electron wave function.
In practice, we expect to deal with small values of the SH

coupling coefficient |β2|, for which the probability of the
sideband reduces to

P J C(2 ) (2 )cos2
1 2 1β β β δ= | | + | | | | (3)

where C x J x J x J x( ) 2 ( ) ( ) ( )2 2= [ − ]+ − (see SI). This ex-
pression shows that P deviates maximally from the linear
PINEM regime when δ is a multiple of π, a result that is also
maintained for arbitrarily large values of |β2| (see SI).
Importantly, SH components enter the PINEM probability
through a linear correction in the SH field amplitude instead of
its intensity, thus facilitating the determination of the nonlinear
material response for the expected low values of |β2|.
Additionally, when the linear PINEM coefficient vanishes (β1
= 0), one obtains a regular PINEM spectrum with sidebands
separated by 2ℏω0, as determined by the SH coupling
coefficient β2, which for |β2| ≪ 1 produces probabilities
P /2

2 2β≈ | | ! .
As a way of capturing the spectral asymmetry observed in

Figure 1 due to nonlinear interactions, we define the parameter

A P P= − − (4)

(difference between gain and loss probabilities in sidebands
and− ), which for small |β2|, using eq 3, becomes A ∝ /2 1

2β β| |,
with a coefficient of proportionality 2|β1|

2C (|β1|) cos δ that
depends on the illumination intensity. Obviously, the ratio |β2/
β1
2| is independent of light intensity, therefore facilitating the

determination of the nonlinear SH response upon direct
inspection of the asymmetry parameters A . Additionally, the
order that is best suited to resolve the nonlinear behavior
depends on the range of |β1|, as shown in Figure 2a for small
|β2| and Figure 2b,c for a larger range of this parameter.
In what follows, we calculate the SH field by considering a

distribution of surface dipoles oriented along the local surface
normal n̂s with a polarizability per unit area at each surface
position s given by55

P n E s n( )s s s
(2) (1) 2χ= [ ̂ · ] ̂⊥⊥⊥ (5)

where χ⊥⊥⊥ is the dominant component of the SH surface
susceptibility (other tensor components are negligible in
metals55−58), and the linear field E(1) needs to be evaluated
for the illumination frequency ω0 at a point immediately inside
the metal. We obtain E(1) by solving Maxwell’s equations with
a light plane wave as a source and the gold described through
its tabulated frequency-dependent dielectric function.59 From
here, we obtain the SH field E(2) by again solving those
equations with the surface dipole distribution (eq 5) as a
source. These fields are then inserted into eq 1 to produce the
coupling parameters βj. Incidentally, the SH field entering β2 is
equivalently obtained using the reciprocity theorem from the
field produced by the passing electron at frequency 2ω0 on the
particle surface, which results in a substantial reduction of
computation time (see SI).

Probing the Second-Harmonic Near Field in Cen-
trosymmetric Structures. Although inversion symmetry
prevents far-field SH generation, an evanescent field at
frequency 2ω0 can still exist in the vicinity of such illuminated
nanostructures and interact with a passing electron to produce
PINEM asymmetries. We illustrate this possibility by
considering a spherical gold nanoparticle (Figure 3) based
on an analytical solution of this problem in the quasistatic limit
(see details in SI), which, given the small diameter of the
particle under consideration (20 nm), we find to be in excellent
agreement with numerically obtained retarded calculations. As
expected,60−62 the linear near field exhibits a characteristic
dipolar pattern oriented along the incident polarization, while
the SH field displays a quadrupolar profile (Figure 3a).
Additionally, a prominent ∼2.4 eV particle plasmon is
observed in the spectral dependence of both linear and SH
near fields (Figure 3b), with maximum intensity at the sphere
poles.
For a 100 keV electron passing 2 nm away from the upper

pole, we obtain a regular PINEM spectral profile describable
through the probabilities J (2 )2

1β| | when neglecting nonlinear
effects (Figure 3c), while inclusion of SH response produces a
substantial asymmetry (Figure 3d), thus corroborating that the
electron can indeed sample SH near fields despite the
symmetry of the particle. Considering a typical laser fluence
damage threshold ∼102 J/m2 for small Au nanoparticles,63 we
estimate feasible laser pulse durations down to 100 fs. We also
note that larger spheres could be interesting samples to
investigate the interplay between high-harmonic generation
and excitation of high-order plasmonic modes, which can be
efficiently probed by a tightly focused electron beam passing
close to the sphere surface.

Figure 2. Second-harmonic-induced asymmetry in the PINEM spectra. We plot the asymmetry parameter A (eq 4) in the |β2| ≪ 1 limit (a) and
for larger values of this parameter (b). We consider selected sideband orders and take δ = 0.
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Effect of Cancellation of Linear PINEM. By virtue of
symmetry, β1 should vanish for an electron passing through the
center of a gold nanorod under the orientation and
illumination conditions shown in Figure 4a. By numerically
calculating the βj coefficients as described above (from
retarded field simulations), we indeed observe a vanishing of
β1 for the central trajectory (Figure 4b,c), while |β2| takes
sizable values even for a moderate, experimentally feasible
incident light amplitude <108 V/m (i.e., light intensity ≲ 5 ×
1013 W/m2).7 When moving the electron beam away from the
rod center, the coupling coefficients change significantly, but in
all cases display a prominent ≈1.63 eV spectral feature
associated with the rod dipolar plasmon (Figure 4b). In the
central trajectory, although β1 = 0, the nonzero β2 produces a
symmetric spectrum with small integrated inelastic probability
∝ |β2|

2 (see above). It is therefore convenient to have a suitable
nonzero value of |β1| to better observe nonlinear effects (see
Figure 2). Such a regime can be reached for beam positions
slightly off the rod center, as shown in Figure 4c as the electron
beam is scanned along the rod for illumination on resonance
with the dipolar rod plasmon. Remarkably, the resulting
spectral asymmetry reaches A1 ∼ −10% in the first sideband
(Figure 4d) under the considered realistic conditions.

■ CONCLUDING REMARKS
In summary, our results support the use of stimulated light-
electron interactions near nanostructures to locally and
quantitatively probe the nonlinear response of the materials
forming them. This idea can directly be implemented through
careful analysis of PINEM data using existing microscope
setups. Importantly, signatures of the second-harmonic
response appear as contributions to the electron spectra
scaling linearly with the nonlinear field amplitude, rather than
its intensity. Further study is needed to explore the ability of
resolving higher-order nonlinear processes. Improvements in
the nonlinear detection efficiency could arise by making the
electron interact with additional illuminated structures, where-
by the linear coupling coefficient β1 could be manipulated to
better resolve the nonlinear contribution β2.
Combined with tomography through sample and light beam

rotation and spatial sampling of the near field, more detailed
information on the spatial dependence of the nonlinear
response could be also obtained. Exploiting these methods,
an interesting possibility is offered by quantum nonlinearites
present in Jaynes-Cummings coupling64 of quantum optical
emitters in optical cavities. Nonlinear response from a
substrate in the sample could also play a role that needs to
be ellucidated. The interplay between nonlinear and quantum-
confinement effects could also be investigated with the
required spatial resolution enabled by electron beams in
order to elucidate anharmonic behavior of conduction
electrons near metal surfaces, as well as the role played by
nonlocal screening, particularly when high-order modes of

Figure 3. PINEM sampling of the second-harmonic near field in a
gold sphere. (a) A linearly polarized light plane wave (external field
Eext, frequency ω0) excites a gold sphere (20 nm diameteter) giving
rise to induced fields E(1) and E(2) at the fundamental (ω0) and SH
(2ω0) frequencies, respectively. We show electric field lines outside
the particle in the plane defined by the light polarization and
propagation directions for ℏω0 = 2.4 eV. (b) Spectral dependence of
the linear (blue curve) and SH (red curve) near-field intensity at the
position of the crosses (distance b = 2 nm from the surface),
normalized by using |Eext|, the SH susceptibility χ⊥⊥⊥, and the distance
b. (c) Spectral and light-field-amplitude (left vertical scale) and
intensity (right scale) dependence of the PINEM electron probability
for ℏω0 = 2.4 eV in the absence of nonlinear particle response (χ⊥⊥⊥
= 0) for 100 keV electrons passing 2 nm outside the surface along the
trajectory indicated by the black arrows in (a). (d) Same as (c), but
including SH fields for a typical nonlinear susceptibility56,57 χ⊥⊥⊥ =
10−18 m2/V. We introduce in (c,d) a Lorentzian broadening of 0.6 eV
fwhm that represents a finite energy spread of the electron beam
already demonstrated in PINEM;13 Figure S2 in SI further
demonstrates that the spectral asymmetry is still clearly discernible
even with 2 eV fwhm broadening.

Figure 4. Spatial dependence of nonlinear PINEM. (a) We consider a
gold nanorod (100 nm long, 20 nm thick, hemispherical caps)
illuminated with polarization along the particle axis. (b) Absolute
values of the coupling coefficients |β1| (solid curves) and |β2| (dashed
curves) as a function of light frequency ω0 for electron beams (100
keV) crossing the rod axis at the positions indicated by the color-
coordinated downward arrows in (a), external field amplitude |Eext| =
5 × 107 V/m (i.e., light intensity 1.3 × 1013 W/m2), and SH surface
susceptibility χ⊥⊥⊥ = 10−18 m2/V. (c) Electron-beam-position
dependence of |β1| (green) and |β2| (orange) for ℏω0 ≈ 1.63 eV on
resonance with the dipolar rod plasmon. The inset shows the phase δ
close to the rod center. (d) Asymmetry parameter A extracted from
(c) near the rod center.
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short spatial wavelength are involved. In brief, tightly focused
electron beams can facilitate the determination of the optical
nonlinear response for small amounts of material with
unprecedented spatial resolution using currently available
ultrafast electron microscopes.
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4 Electron beam shaping with light

A possible solution to overcome some drawbacks and bring new applications of STEM-
EELS is to perform electron beam shaping. We can employ electron phase plates (EPPs)
that can be inserted in an electron microscope [see the scheme in Figure 4.1(a)] to
prepare an electron wave function with on-demand amplitude and phase profile. Such
shaping could also compensate for a phase distortion introduced by the other electron-
optics elements and thus eliminate the need for expensive aberration correctors. A
conceptually well-known EPP design is a diffraction grating used as a beam splitter63 or
a generator of vortex electron beams (VEBs)64,65, see Figure 4.1(b). Another option
to imprint the phase varying transversely to the beam axis is to let an extended beam
transmit through a thin film with a nontrivial thickness profile. Sculpted thin films have
been successfully used to compensate for a spherical aberration66 or VEB generation67.
However, these EPPs have a major drawback: they cannot be modified or tuned when
plugged into the microscope.

So far, several designs of tunable EPPs have been proposed. The first design relies on
an array of micron-scale einzel lenses whose voltage and thus the relative phase of elec-
trons transmitted through different lenses can be adjusted independently. Preliminary
proof-of-concept experiments with the einzel-lens modulator (ELM)68 demonstrated the
successful generation of variously shaped electron beams (SEBs). An example of an ELM
featuring six einzel lenses and the corresponding phase profile of the transmitted electron
wave function is shown in Figure 4.1(c). Another microelectronics-based EPP relies on
metallic electrodes forming a non-trivial electrostatic potential around the edges of an
aperture. Here we suggest two alternatives based on the electron-photon interaction,
such as the scheme shown in Figure 4.1(d).

Light modulation in free space

García de Abajo, F. J. & Konečná, A. Optical Modulation of Electron Beams in
Free Space. Phys. Rev. Lett. 126, 123901 (12 2021).
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4 Electron beam shaping with light

Figure 4.1: Electron phase plates. (a) A simplified scheme of an electron microscope with
an electron phase plate. (b) Diffraction grating for generation of electron vortex
beams (taken from Ref.64). (c) An array of six einzel lenses representing a tunable
EPP. (d) PINEM-based EPP.

The optical free-electron modulator (OFEM) is based on the interaction of fast elec-
trons with optical fields in free space. The free-space interaction is due to an electron-
photon momentum mismatch typically very inefficient but still feasible if an intense
laser field is involved. If the optical field features a tailored amplitude and phase pro-
file, achieved, e.g., by incorporating a spatial light modulator (SLM), the electron wave
function exhibits a nontrivial spatial variation after the interaction. Our theoretical
suggestion was recently reproduced experimentally23, confirming the predictions.

Light modulation using PINEM approach

Konečná, A. & García de Abajo, F. J. Electron Beam Aberration Correction Using
Optical Near Fields. Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 030801 (3 2020).

The SLM is also used in the second possible design when tailored light is reflected
off a thin film opaque for light but transparent for electrons. The presence of the film
makes the electron-photon interaction more efficient, which is well known from other
PINEM experiments71. The PINEM-based EPP, which we exploited theoretically, could
be straightforwardly used for correcting electron-microscope aberrations or for reaching
on-demand electron beam shapes. Recent experimental realization confirmed our predic-
tions and demonstrated the generation of Laguerre-Gauss beams in a setup very similar
to the theoretically proposed one72.
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The interaction between free electrons and optical near fields is attracting increasing attention as a way to
manipulate the electron wave function in space, time, and energy. Relying on currently attainable
experimental capabilities, we design optical near-field plates to imprint a lateral phase on the electron wave
function that can largely correct spherical aberration without the involvement of electric or magnetic lenses
in the electron optics, and further generate on-demand lateral focal spot profiles. Our work introduces a
disruptive and powerful approach toward aberration correction based on light-electron interactions that
could lead to compact and versatile time-resolved free-electron microscopy and spectroscopy.
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The development and widespread use of spatial light
modulators have revolutionized optics by enabling an
increasing degree of control over light beam propagation.
Likewise, the extension of this concept to electron optics
could provide the means for controlling the electron wave
function and its interactions with atomic-scale samples.
Electron microscopes already reach precise spatial and
temporal control over the amplitude and phase of the wave
function of beam electrons employed as sample probes.
Over the last decades, costly and sophisticated arrange-
ments of magnetostatic and electrostatic lenses have been
engineered to eliminate electron-optics aberrations [1,2],
making it possible to focus electron beams with sub-
angstrom precision in state-of-the-art scanning transmis-
sion electron microscopes. These capabilities are crucial for
atomic-scale imaging and spectroscopy [3,4].
Parallel efforts have led to the development of amplitude

and phase reconstruction techniques such as ptychography
[5] or electron tomography and holography [6], which have
proved useful in both imaging low-contrast samples [7,8]
and acquiring additional information on the sample, such as
electric or magnetic field distributions [9–11]. An alter-
native approach has consisted in preparing electron beams
with on-demand focal spot phase and intensity distributions
designed to introduce phase contrast and selectively inter-
act with targeted types of excitations such as plasmons
of specific multipolar symmetry [12] or chiral modes
and materials magnetic properties [13,14]. Such phase-
shaped electron beams can be obtained through diffrac-
tion by a static phase plate [12,15–17] or ingenious use of
lens aberrations [18,19]. A recent work also demonstrates
programmable electron phase plates based on arrays of
electrically biased transmission elements [20].
The interaction of free electrons with optical near fields

in illuminated nanostructures opens exciting possibilities as
a further mechanism to control the electron wave function.

This phenomenon has been exploited to develop the so-
called photon-induced near-field electron microscopy [21],
which has been the subject of intense experimental [21–40]
and theoretical [41–48] efforts. By synchronizing the
arrival of ultrashort electron and laser pulses near the
sample, the former can undergo stimulated absorption or
emission of up to hundreds of photons [39,40]. This
technique has been predicted to imprint optical phase on
the lateral electron wave function [45], which has been
demonstrated to generate vortex electron beams via photon-
to-electron angular momentum transfer [37]. The syner-
getic combination of spatial light modulators and ultrafast
electron microscopy constitutes a powerful platform for
the control of free-electron wave functions, including the
possibility of compensating beam aberrations and shaping
the focal spot. While other alternatives to traditional
electron-optics components have been suggested, such as
using nanofabricated structures or thin films for wave front
shaping and correction [49,50], our target is to introduce a
more versatile and tunable solution.
In this Letter, we theoretically demonstrate the correction

of spherical aberration in an electron beam upon trans-
mission through an illuminated thin film, where light-
electron phase transfer compensates for the undesired
deviation of the transverse electron wave function from
a spherical wave front, thereby resulting in nearly unaber-
rated focusing down to subangstrom focal spots. The
proposed implementation of this type of photonic aberra-
tion corrector (PAC) in an electron microscope is sche-
matically depicted in Fig. 1, where the new element is
placed after the condenser along the electron optical path in
order to imprint the required phase on the electron wave
function to compensate for the aberration produced by
subsequent electron-optics focusing elements. The PAC
consists of an optically opaque electron-transparent thin
film (e.g., a metal film deposited on a Si3N4 membrane, as
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already used in photon-induced near-field electron micros-
copy studies [25,35], but we discuss additional options in
Sec. S3 of the SupplementalMaterial [51]) onwhich a lateral
optical pattern is projected with diffraction-limited spatial
resolution. Electron interaction with semi-infinite light
fields [35] in this film then produces energy sidebands
in the transmitted electrons that can be optimized to
accommodate ∼1=3 of the electrons in the first sideband
(i.e., electrons that have gained one photon energy). A
monochromator inserted right after the PAC removes the rest
of the energy sidebands before entering an electron-optics
module for focusing at the sample. Aberration correction is
thus performed through the PAC phase plate, which repre-
sents an alternative to traditional aberration correctors. This
type of design inherits the flexility of light patterning
through spatial light modulators, here demonstrated for
aberration correction, but also enabling arbitrary shaping
of the electron focal spot.
Electron beam propagation through the electron micro-

scope.—We represent fast electrons by their space- and
time-dependent wave function ψ zðRÞe−iE0t, where we
consider monochromatic electrons of energy E0 that depend
on transverse coordinates R ¼ ðx; yÞ at each propagation
plane determined by z. Free propagation from z0 to z is
described by the expression [44,52]

ψ zðRÞ ¼
Z Z

d2Qd2R0

ð2πÞ2 ei½Q·ðR−R0Þþqzðz−z0Þ�ψ z0 ðR0Þ;

where the outer integral extends over transverse wave
vectorsQ, qz ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q20 −Q2

p
is the longitudinal wave vector,

ℏq0 ¼ mevγ and v are the average electron momentum and
velocity vectors, respectively, γ ¼ 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − v2=c2

p
is the

Lorentz factor, me is the electron rest mass, and c is the
speed of light in vacuum. In what follows, we focus on
electron beams of well-defined chirality, characterized by
an azimuthal orbital quantum number m, such that the
wave function takes the form ψ zðRÞ ¼ ψ zðRÞeimφ, where
ðR;φÞ are polar coordinates. Additionally, electrons in
microscopes are collimated and therefore safely described
in the paraxial approximation, for which qz≈q0−Q2=2q0.
These considerations allow us to carry out some of the
above integrals to find [51]

ψ zðRÞ ¼ ðFm
z−z0 · ψ z0 ÞjR

≡ ð−iÞmþ1ξz−z0eiq0ðz−z
0Þ

×
Z

∞

0

R0dR0Jmðξz−z0RR0Þeiξz−z0 ðR2þR02Þ=2ψ z0 ðR0Þ;

ð1Þ

where ξz−z0 ¼ q0=ðz − z0Þ, Jm is a Bessel function, and we
implicitly define the free-propagation operator Fm using
matrix notation with a dot standing for integration over the
radial coordinate R.

Transmission through the microscope sketched in
Fig. 1 results in an electron wave function at the sample
given by

ψ zsample
¼ Fm

zsample−zL;out · T L · Fm
zL;in−zPAC · T PAC · ψ zPAC ; ð2Þ

where ψ zPAC represents the electron incident on the plane
of the corrector at zPAC, while T PAC and T L account for
transmission through the PAC and electron lenses (orange
and blue frames in Fig. 1, respectively). For a thin lens, the
latter is well described by [53,54]

T LjRR0 ¼ δðR − R0ÞeiχðθÞe−iq0R2=2fΘðRmax − RÞ; ð3Þ

where f is the focal distance, a pupil blocks propagation
above a radial distance Rmax, and the phase χðθÞ accounts
for aberrations in the lenses as a function of exit angle
θ ¼ R=ðzsample − zL;outÞ. Here, we concentrate on spherical
aberration, so we express χðθÞ ¼ C3q0θ4=4 in terms
of the (length) coefficient C3 [52,55]. For simplicity, in
what follows we consider a spherical wave ψ zPACðRÞ ∝
eiq0R

2=2ðzPAC−zxoÞ with m ¼ 0 emerging from a perfect point-
like crossover that can be produced by another set of
condenser lenses placed after the electron source and

free propagation

electron optics
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z
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free propagation
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electron optics
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(condenser)

e-wave
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FIG. 1. Proposed experimental arrangement incorporating a
photonic aberration corrector (PAC) to mitigate electron spherical
aberration through an electron optical phase plate. The PAC
module (light orange frame) is placed just before the electron-
optics focusing module (electromagnetic lenses inside the light
blue frame) at a distance zL;in − zxo from the crossover point.
A coherent electron wave is prepared by condenser lenses placed
after an electron gun. Both the transmitted beam and the light
wave prepared by a spatial light modulator are restricted by a
circular aperture of radius Rmax.
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preceding the PAC. In practice, the condenser lenses
together with collimating apertures provide lateral coher-
ence of the electron beam over the aperture restricted by
Rmax, as needed for a correct performance of the PAC. We
note that the PAC can also correct for aberrations intro-
duced by the preceding lenses, but for demonstration
purposes, here we only consider the electron-optics aber-
ration produced by the objective lens placed after the PAC.
Additionally, we take the PAC to coincide with the near and
far sides of the optical lenses at the virtual plane z ¼ zL.
In the absence of aberrations (χ ¼ 0), ψ zsample

is focused at
a position z ¼ zsample determined by the lens formula
1=ðzsample − zLÞ þ 1=ðzL − zxoÞ ¼ 1=f [51]. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 2(a) for 60-keVelectrons (∼5 pm wavelength)
with zL − zxo ¼ 40f (implying zxo − zL ≈ f), f ¼ 1 mm,
and Rmax ¼ 30 μm. The focal spot is limited by diffraction
at the aperture, yielding a ψ zsample

∼ J1ðR=ΔÞ transverse

profile of subangstrom width ∼Δ ¼ f=q0Rmax ¼ 0.26 Å.
In contrast, a typical spherical aberration corresponding to
C3 ¼ 1 mm produces a substantially broadened and shifted
focus [Fig. 2(b)], accompanied by satellite foci along the
optical axis.
Electron optical phase plate.—We intend to cancel the

aberration phase χ by imprinting an additional phase on the
electron wave function through the interaction with an
optical near field [35,44,45]. For this purpose, we consider
an optically opaque electron-transparent film subject to
external illumination, a configuration that has been dem-
onstrated to produce large coupling to the electrons [35].
We assume that inelastic scattering due to interaction with
the film material can be neglected, while the additional
phase acquired through this interaction should only con-
tribute as a position-independent overall factor. The con-
dition of weak inelastic scattering is met by thin metal films

with thickness < 10 nm, well below the electron inelastic
mean free path [51,56]. Alternatively, a thin dielectric
membrane can be used together with more intense optical
illumination, as we demonstrate in Sec. S3 of the
Supplemental Material [51].
The transmitted electron wave function consists of

sidebands of energies E0 þ ℏlω0 separated from the
incident energy by multiples l (<0 for loss, >0 for gain)
of the photon energy ℏω0. In the nonrecoil approximation,
the wave function associated with each transmitted side-
band l consists of the incident wave function times a
multiplicative factor accounted for by the operator [35,46]

T PACjRR0 ¼ δðR − R0ÞJlð2jβjÞeil arg f−βg; ð4Þ

where the coupling coefficient

βðRÞ ¼ e
ℏω0

Z
∞

−∞
dzEzðR; zÞe−iω0z=v ð5Þ

captures the electron-light interaction through the (along-
the-beam) Ez component of the optical electric-field
amplitude, which bears a dependence on transverse coor-
dinates R that can be controlled through a spatial light
modulator. We first consider axially symmetric illumination
[implying m ¼ 0 in Eq. (2)] and express the incident
optical field Ez ¼

R k0
0 dkkJ0ðkkRÞeikzzαkk as a combination

of cylindrical Bessel waves with in- and out-of-plane wave

vector components kk and kz ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k20 − k2k

q
, respectively,

limited by the free-space light wave vector k0 ¼ ω0=c.
Upon insertion of this field into Eq. (5), we find
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FIG. 2. Spatial dependence of the electron intensity focus at the sample. We plot the normalized beam electron density jψ samplej2
[Eq. (2)] obtained through (a) aberration-free electron optics; (b) electron optics introducing spherical aberration with C3 ¼ 1 mm; and
(c) same as (b) including a PAC module. We consider 60-keV electrons, a focal distance f ¼ 1 mm, zL − zxo ¼ 40f, and an aperture
Rmax ¼ 30 μm. The corrected beam profile in (c) is calculated by using a realistic spatial dependence of the coupling parameter β as a
function of radial distance R in the PAC [panel (e), obtained from Eqs. (6) and (8) with λ0 ¼ 500 nm light wavelength], which differs
from the ideal β that is needed to perfectly correct the aberration [panel (d), Eq. (7)].
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βðRÞ ¼
Z

k0

0

kkdkkJ0ðkkRÞβkk ; ð6Þ

where the coefficient βkk is proportional to αkk and also
includes light components reflected at the film [35]; we
stress that βkk can therefore be controlled through the
applied angular light profile αkk .
Design of the PAC field profile.—We now design the

PAC based on an electron optical phase plate in which
l ¼ 1 is selected, while other sidebands (l ≠ 1) are filtered
out by a monochromator (Fig. 1), using for example a Wien
filter [1] (easily capable of separating peaks with an energy
difference ℏω0 ∼ 1 eV). The aberration phase χ introduced
through T L [Eq. (3)] can then be eliminated from Eq. (2) by
setting

arg f−βðRÞg ¼ −χðθÞ ð7Þ

in T PAC [Eq. (4)], where R ¼ θðzsample − zLÞ. We can
maximize the current by imposing jβj ¼ β0 ≈ 0.92, which
yields an absolute maximum fraction of the l ¼ 1 sideband
J21ð2β0Þ ≈ 34% [51]. The PAC then involves a reduction in
electron current by a factor of ∼2=3, which, together with
beam losses due to interaction with the PAC material,
represents a drawback compared to traditional solutions
for aberration correction in which most of the beam current
is transmitted. The spatial dependence of β ¼ −β0e−iχ
required to produce perfect aberration correction and
maximum l ¼ 1 current is presented in Fig. 2(d) according
to Eq. (7) for E0 ¼ 60 keV and f ¼ C3 ¼ 1 mm. However,
optical diffraction at the used finite light wavelength
λ0 ¼ 2π=k0 limits the profile of β that can be achieved
in practice using far-field illumination. We find a nearly
optimum realistic profile by setting β ¼ −β0e−iχ in Eq. (6)
and approximately inverting this equation to yield

βkk ¼ −β0
Z

Rmax

0

RdRJ0ðkkRÞe−iχ½R=ðzsample−zLÞ� ð8Þ

(this inversion is only exact in the k0Rmax ≫ 1 limit). The
coupling coefficient obtained by inserting Eq. (8) back into
Eq. (6) is plotted in Fig. 2(e) for a photon wavelength
λ0 ¼ 500 nm, which resembles the perfect-correction coef-
ficient of Fig. 2(d) up to R ∼ 20 μm, but deviates sub-
stantially from that target value at larger R (i.e., where the
phase χ exhibits rapid variations over a distance ∼λ0).
Although the resulting corrected beam profile plotted in
Fig. 2(c) is not perfect, it still provides an impressive
improvement in electron focusing compared to the aber-
rated spot shown in Fig. 2(b) [51]. We note that the degree
of correction increases when λ0 is made smaller relative to
Rmax, as we show in Fig. 3, which further predicts a
remarkable aberration compensation using blue light. We
also verified that aberration correction by the PAC does not

introduce any undesired beam tails (see Fig. S5 in the
Supplemental Material [51]).
The PAC can be fed using light with definite chirality m

[i.e., EzðR; zÞ ¼ EzðR; zÞeimφR , which directly translates
through Eqs. (4) and (5) into T PAC ∝ eimφR], still described
by Eqs. (6) and (8) with J0 substituted by Jm. Results for
the transverse profile of the electron focus using chiral
PACs with m ¼ 1 and 3 are compared with the m ¼ 0
profile in Fig. 4, revealing the formation of donuts
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FIG. 3. Approaching perfect aberration correction. We show
the focal spot profile obtained with the same parameters as in
Fig. 2(c) using light of different wavelength λ0. The inset shows
the spot FWHM normalized to the unaberrated one (FWHM0,
corresponding to the dashed black curve in the main plot) and
provides a color legend for the main plot.
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associated with an electron wave function of eimφ azimuthal
symmetry. More complex profiles are possible, which
should be reachable using a spatial light modulator to
project light on the PAC. For example, Fig. 4(d) shows the
result obtained by projecting a symmetric combination of
m ¼ 1 and m ¼ −1 light.
Conclusion.—In summary, we propose the use of electron

optical phase plates as a way of tailoring the amplitude and
phase of the electron-transversewave function in an electron
beam. Specifically, we theoretically demonstrate correction
of spherical aberration without the involvement of complex
electron-optics elements. This concept can be straightfor-
wardly applied to eliminate any undesired distortions
introduced by electron optics in both standard and ultrafast
electron microscopes. Although we apply analytical meth-
ods to produce a proof-of-principle design, improvement in
the capabilities of such phase plates could be gained through
machine learning, which should enable the design of more
complex electron spot shapes or correction of a general
combination of aberrations following the example of light
optics [57]. Ultimately, iterative improvement of the PAC
could be attained through a feedback loop involving
measurement of the electron spot and modification of the
projected light profile. Additionally, temporal manipulation
of the imprinted optical phase offers interesting possibilities
for the exploration of sample dynamics through time-
varying electron spot profiles. The versatility and compact-
ness of electron optical phase plates hold potential for active
control of electron wave functions beyond the present
application in aberration correction.
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We exploit free-space interactions between electron beams and tailored light fields to imprint on-demand
phase profiles on the electron wave functions. Through rigorous semiclassical theory involving a quantum
description of the electrons, we show that monochromatic optical fields focused in vacuum can be used to
correct electron beam aberrations and produce selected focal shapes. Stimulated elastic Compton scattering
is exploited to imprint the required electron phase, which is proportional to the integral of the optical field
intensity along the electron path and depends on the transverse beam position. The required light intensities
are attainable in currently available ultrafast electron microscope setups, thus opening the field of free-
space optical manipulation of electron beams.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.126.123901

Electron microscopy has experienced impressive
advances over the last decades thanks to the design of
sophisticated magnetostatic and electrostatic lenses that
reduce electron optics aberrations [1–3] and are capable of
focusing electron beams (e-beams) with subångstrom
precision [4,5]. In addition, the availability of more
selective monochromators [6] enables the exploration of
sample excitations down to the midinfrared regime [7–10].
Such accurate control over e-beam shape and energy is
crucial for atomic-scale imaging and spectroscopy [1–10].
The focused e-beam profile ultimately depends on the

phase acquired by the electron along its passage through the
microscope column. By imprinting an on-demand trans-
verse phase profile on the electron wave function, one can
shape the e-beam density distribution at the specimen,
creating, for example, multifocal configurations to study
atomic structures and delocalized optical modes through
elastic [11] and inelastic [12] holography, respectively.
Additionally, temporal control over the phase and the
resulting focal shape in the subpicosecond domain would
grant us access into structural and excitation dynamics,
suggesting the use of coherent control techniques [13] to
optimize the phase for the desired application.
Besides electron optics lenses, several physical elements

have been demonstrated to control transverse e-beam
shaping. In particular, biprisms based on biased wires
provide a dramatic example of laterally varying phase
imprinting that is commonly used for e-beam splitting in
electron holography [11], along with applications such as
symmetry-selected plasmon excitation in metallic nano-
wires [14]. In a related context, vortex e-beams have been
realized using a magnetic pseudomonopole [15]. Recently,
plates with individually biased perforations have been
developed to enable position-selective control over the
electric Aharonov-Bohm phase stamped on the electron

wave function [16], while passive carved plates have been
employed as amplitude filters to produce highly chiral
electron vortices [17–19] and aberration correctors [20,21].
The electron phase can also be modified by the

ponderomotive force associated with the interaction between
e-beams and optical fields. In particular, periodic light
standing waves were predicted to produce electron diffrac-
tion [22], which was eventually observed in a challenging
experiment [23–25] that had to circumvent the weak free-
space electron-photon coupling associated with an energy-
momentum mismatch [26]. Such a mismatch forbids single
photon emission or absorption processes by free electrons,
consequently limiting electron-light coupling to second-
order interactions that concatenate an even number of virtual
photon events. This type of interaction has been recently
exploited to produce attosecond free-electron pulses [27,28].
Interestingly, the presence of material structures intro-

duces scattered optical fields that can supply momentum
and break the mismatch, thus enabling the occurrance of
real photon processes [26] used, for example, in laser-
driven electron accelerators [29,30]. Because the strength
of scattered fields reflects the nanoscale optical response of
the materials involved, this phenomenon was speculated to
enable electron energy-gain spectroscopy as a way to
dramatically improve spectral resolution in electron micro-
scopes [31–33], as later corroborated in experiment [34].
By synchronizing the arrival of electron and light pulses at
the sample, photon-induced near-field electron microscopy
(PINEM) was demonstrated to exert temporal control
over the electron wave function along the beam direction
[35–58]. Additionally, modulation of the transverse wave
function can be achieved in PINEM by laterally shaping the
employed light [59], which results in the transfer of linear
[49,60] and angular [53,61] momentum between photons
and electrons.
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Recently, we have proposed to use PINEM to imprint on-
demand transverse e-beam phase profiles [62], thus relying
on ultrafast e-beam shaping as an alternative approach to
aberration correction. This method enables fast active
control over the modulated e-beam at the expense of
retaining only ∼1=3 of monochromatic electrons and
potentially introducing decoherence through inelastic inter-
actions with the light scatterer. An approach to phase
molding in which no materials are involved and the electron
energy is preserved would then be desirable.
In this Letter, we propose an optical free-space electron

modulator (OFEM) in which a phase profile is imprinted on
the transverse electron wave function by means of the
stimulated elastic Compton scattering associated with the
A2 term in the light-electron coupling Hamiltonian. The
absence of material structures prevents electron
decoherence and enables the use of high light intensities,
as required to activate ponderomotive forces. We present a
simple, yet rigorous semiclassical theory that supports
applications of OFEM in aberration correction and trans-
verse e-beam shaping. While optical e-beam phase stamp-
ing has been demonstrated in tour-de-force experiments
using continuous-wave lasers [63–65], we envision pulsed
illumination as a more feasible route to implement an
OFEM, exploiting recent advances in ultrafast electron
transmission microscopes (UTEMs), particularly in sys-
tems that incorporate light injection with a high numerical
aperture [52] for diffraction-limited patterning of the
optical field.
Free-space optical phase imprinting.—We study the

free-space interaction between an e-beam and a light
field represented by its vector potential Aðr; tÞ, working
in a gauge in which the electric potential vanishes. With
the e-beam propagation direction taken along z, it is
convenient to write the electron wave function as
ψðr; tÞ ¼ eiq0z−iE0t=ℏϕðr; tÞ, where we separate the slowly
varying envelope ϕðr; tÞ from the fast oscillations imposed
by the central wave vector q0 and energy E0. Under the
typical conditions met in electron microscopes, and assum-
ing that interaction with light only produces small varia-
tions in the electron energy compared to E0, we can adopt
the nonrecoil approximation to reduce the Dirac equation in
the minimal coupling scheme to an effective Schrödinger
equation (see Sec. S1 in the Supplemental Material (SM)
[66]),

ð∂t þ v · ∇Þϕðr; tÞ ¼ −i
ℏ
H0ðr; tÞϕðr; tÞ;

where

H0 ¼ e
c
v ·Aþ e2

2mec2γ

�
A2
x þ A2

y þ
1

γ2
A2
z

�
ð1Þ

is the interaction Hamiltonian, v ¼ vẑ is the electron
velocity, and γ ¼ 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − v2=c2

p
introduces relativistic

corrections to the A2 term. This equation admits the
analytical solution

ϕðr; tÞ ¼ ϕ0ðr − vtÞ exp
�
−i
ℏ

Z
t

−∞
dt0H0ðr − vtþ vt0; t0Þ

�
;

where ϕ0ðr − vtÞ is the incident electron wave function.
We consider that the light field acts on the electron over a

sufficiently short path length L as to neglect any transverse
variation in its wave function during the interaction (e.g.,
L≲D=θe ∼ 1 mm for an e-beam diameterD ∼ 1 μm and a
divergence angle θe ∼ 1 mrad). We also note that the v ·A
term in Eq. (1) does not contribute to the final electron state
because it represents real photon absorption or emission
events, which are kinematically forbidden (see Sec. S2 in
the SM [66]). Likewise, following a similar argument,
under monochromatic illumination with light of frequency
ω, the time-varying components in A2 (∝ e�2iωt), which
describe two-photon emission or absorption, also produce
vanishing contributions. The remaining terms ∝ e�iωt∓iωt

represent stimulated elastic Compton scattering, a second-
order process that combines virtual absorption and emis-
sion of photons, amplified by the large population of their
initial and final states. An alternative description of this
effect is provided by the ponderomotive force acting on a
classical point-charge electron and giving rise to diffraction
in the resulting effective potential [25]. As we are interested
in imprinting a phase on the electron wave function without
altering its energy, we consider spectrally narrow external
illumination that can be effectively regarded as mono-
chromatic, such as that produced by laser pulses of much
longer duration than the electron pulse. Writing the light
vector potential as Aðr; tÞ ¼ 2RefAðrÞe−iωtg so that the
electric field amplitude reads EðrÞ ¼ ðiω=cÞAðrÞ, we find
the transmitted wave function to reduce to

ψðr; tÞ ¼ ψ0ðr − vtÞeiφðRÞ;

where

φðRÞ ¼ −1
Mω2

Z
∞

−∞
dz

�
jExðrÞj2 þ jEyðrÞj2 þ

1

γ2
jEzðrÞj2

�

ð2Þ
is an imprinted phase that depends on the transverse
coordinates R ¼ ðx; yÞ. Also, we define the scaled mass
M ¼ meγv=cα with α ≈ 1=137 denoting the fine structure
constant, and t is taken such that ψ0ðr − vtÞ has already
passed the interaction region, which after a change of
variables (z − vtþ vt0 → z) allows us to extend the integral
to z ¼ ∞.
Description of an OFEM.—We envision an OFEM placed

right before the objective lens of an electron microscope
[Fig. 1(a)] in a region where the e-beam spans a large
diameter (≳100 times the light wavelength). The OFEM
could consist of a combination of planar and parabolic
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mirrors with drilled holes that allow the e-beam to pass
through the optical focal region [Fig. 1(b)]. The electron is
then exposed to intense fields that can be shaped with
diffraction-limited lateral resolution through a spatial light
modulator and a high numerical aperture in the parabolic
mirror. This results in a controlled position-dependent phase,
as prescribed by Eq. (2) [Fig. 1(c)]. Considering a mono-
chromatic e-beam and omitting for simplicity an overall
e−iE0t=ℏ time-dependent factor, free propagation of the
electron wave function between planes z and zf is described
by

ψðrfÞ ¼
ZZ

d2q⊥d2R
ð2πÞ2 eiq⊥·ðRf−RÞþiqzðzf−zÞψðrÞ

∝
Z

d2Reiq0jRf−Rj2=2ðzf−zÞψðrÞ; ð3Þ

where the second line is obtained by performing the q⊥ ¼
ðqx; qyÞ integral in the paraxial approximation (i.e.,

qz ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q20 − q2⊥

p
≈ q0 − q2⊥=2q0), and we are interested in

exploring positions rf ¼ ðRf; zfÞ near the electron focal
point. In a simplified microscope model, we take z ¼ zL at
the entrance of the objective lens where the OFEM is also
placed, and the incident electron is a spherical wave
ψðR; zLÞ ∝ eiq0R

2=2ðzL−zxoÞ emanating from the crossover
point r ¼ ð0; 0; zxoÞ following the condenser lens.
Introducing in Eq. (3) the phase e−iq0R

2=2f produced by an
objective lens with focal distance f and aperture radius Rmax,
we have (see Sec. S3 in the SM [66])

ψðrfÞ ∝
Z

d2θ⃗e−iq0θ⃗·Rfeiχðθ⃗ÞþiφðRÞeiq0R2Δ=2; ð4Þ

where θ⃗¼R=ðzf−zLÞ. Also, we define Δ ¼ 1=ðzf − zLÞþ
1=ðzL − zxoÞ − 1=f, the phases χ and φ are produced by
aberrations and the OFEM [Eq. (2)], respectively, and the
integral is restricted to θ < Rmax=ðzf − zLÞ. In what follows,
we study the electron wave function profile ψðrfÞ as given by
Eq. (4) at the focal plane zf, defined by the condition Δ ¼ 0.
Required light intensity.—From Eq. (2), the imprinted

phase shift scales with the light intensity I0 ¼ cjEj2=2π
roughly as φ=I0 ∼ −2πL=Mcω2, where L is the effective
length of the light-electron interaction region, which
depends on the focusing conditions of the external illumi-
nation. For example, for an electron moving along the axis
of an optical paraxial vortex beam of azimuthal angular
momentum number m ¼ 1 and wavelength λ0 ¼ 2πc=ω,
we have L ≈ 2λ0=θ2L, where θL is the light beam divergence
half-angle (see Sec. S5 in the SM [66]). Under these
conditions, a phase φ ¼ 2π is achieved with a light
power P ¼ 2Mc2ω ∼ 40 kW for 60 keV electrons and
λ0 ¼ 500 nm; this result is independent of θL, emphasizing
the important role of phase accumulation along a large
interaction region in a loosely focused light beam. Perhaps
more relevant is the power required to imprint an average
phase hφi ∼ π [i.e., hI0i ∼Mcω2=2L from Eq. (2)] over
the area πR2

max of the objective lens aperture; taking
Rmax=λ0 ¼ 20, a conservative interaction length
L ∼ 1 μm, and 60 keV electrons, we find a total beam
power P ¼ πR2

maxhI0i ∼ 40 MW, which could be distrib-
uted in a quasimonochromatic 10 ps pulse to act on sub-ps
electron pulses using UTEM technology. We note that the
phase scaling φ ∝ I0=ðvγω2Þ [see Eq. (2)] leaves some
room for improvement by placing the OFEM in low-energy
regions of the e-beam to reduce the optical power demand.
Aberration correction.—As an application of lateral

phase molding, we explore the conditions needed to
compensate for the third-order spherical aberration, which
corresponds to [71,72] χðθÞ ¼ C3q0θ4=4 in Eq. (4), where
C3 is a length coefficient. Upon examination of the phase
profile imprinted by paraxial light vortex beams (see
Sec. S4 in the SM [66]), we find that an azimuthal
number m ¼ 3 produces the required radial dependence
φðRÞ ¼ −ðπ5P=12Mc2ωÞðθLR=λ0Þ4 under the condition
R ≪ λ0=2πθL. For typical microscope parameters
C3 ¼ f ¼ 1 mm, 60 keV electrons, Rmax ¼ 30 μm, and
λ0 ¼ 500 nm, the above condition is satisfied with
θL ≪ 0.15°. Then, the compensation of spherical aberra-
tion (i.e., φ ¼ −χ) is realized with a beam power P ¼
ð6ℏc2=π4αÞC3q20λ

3
0=θ

4
Lðzf − zLÞ4 ≫ 4 × 108 W, which is

attainable using femtosecond laser pulses in UTEMs
[41,49,57,58].
Transverse e-beam shaping.—The production of on-

demand electron spot profiles involves a two-step process
comprising the determination of the necessary phase
pattern φðRÞ and from there the required optical beam
parameters that generate that phase. While this is a
complex task in general, we can find an approximate

(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 1. Optical free-space electron modulator (OFEM). (a) The
proposed element is placed in the electron microscope column
right before the objective lens. (b) The OFEM incorporates a
parabolic mirror that focuses light with a high numerical aperture
on a vacuum region that intersects the electron beam. The electric
field distribution at the optical focal spot is patterned by using a far-
field spatial light modulator (SLM). (c) A phase is imprinted on the
electron wave function, whose dependence on transverse coor-
dinates R is proportional to the field intensity integrated along z.
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analytical solution for one-dimensional systems, assum-
ing translational invariance along a direction y
perpendicular to the electron velocity. We therefore con-
sider an optical beam characterized by an electric field
EðrÞ ¼ Eðx; zÞŷ and explore the generation of focal
electron shapes defined by a wave function ψðx; zÞ
independent of y. For light propagating along
positive z directions, we can write without loss of
generality Eðx; zÞ ¼ R k0

−k0ðdkx=2πÞeiðkxxþkzzÞβkx with kz ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k0 − k2x

p
and k0 ¼ 2π=λ0 in terms of the expansion

coefficients βkx . Inserting this expression into
Eq. (2), we find (see Sec. S6 in the SM [66])
φðxÞ ¼ φ0 − ð1=2πMω2Þ R k0

−k0 dkxe
2ikxxðkz=jkxjÞβkxβ�−kx ,

where φ0 is a global phase. Given a target profile φtargetðxÞ,
we can then use the approximation βkxβ

�
−kx ≈

−2Mω2ðjkxj=kzÞ
R
dx e−2ikxxφtargetðxÞ to generate the

needed light beam coefficients. A particular solution is
obtained by imposing βkx ¼ β�−kx , which renders βkx as the
square root of the right-hand side in the above expression.
For any solution, combining these two integral expres-
sions and dismissing φ0, we find

φðxÞ ¼ 1

π

Z
Rmax

−Rmax

dx0
sin ½4πðx − x0Þ=λ0�

x − x0
φtargetðx0Þ; ð5Þ

which yields a diffraction-limited phase profile.
We explore this strategy in Fig. 2, where the left panels

present the OFEM phase and the right ones show the
corresponding color-matched wave functions obtained by
inserting that phase into Eq. (4) without aberrations (χ ¼ 0)
and with the integral over θy yielding a trivial overall
constant factor. Broken curves in Figs. 2(a), 2(b) and red
curves in Figs. 2(c)–2(f) stand for target profiles, whereas
the rest of the curves are obtained by accounting for optical
diffraction [i.e., by transforming the target phase as
prescribed by Eq. (5)]. In-plane OFEM and focal coor-
dinates x and xf are normalized as explained in the caption,
thus defining universal curves for a specific choice of the
ratio between the objective aperture radius and the
light wavelength Rmax=λ0 ¼ 12.5. Linear phase profiles
[Fig. 2(a)], which are well reproduced by diffraction-
limited illumination, give rise to peaked electron wave
functions [Fig. 2(b)] centered at positions xf ¼ ðA=2πÞλe⊥
that depend on the slope of the phase φ ¼ Ax=Rmax þ B,
with the offset value B determining the focal peak phase.
The situation is more complicated when aiming to produce
two electron peaks, which can be achieved with an
intermittent phase profile that combines two different
slopes, either without [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)] or with
[Figs. 2(e) and 2(f)] offset to generate symmetric or
antisymmetric wave functions, respectively. Light diffrac-
tion reduces the contrast of the obtained focal shapes but
still tolerates well-defined intensity peaks [Figs. 2(b), 2(d),

2(f), light curves], which become sharper when Rmax=λ0 is
increased (see Fig. S1 in the SM [66]).
For actual two-dimensional beams, using the consoli-

dated results of image compression theory [67,68], we can
find approximate contour spot profiles by setting the
OFEM phase to the argument of the Fourier transform
of solid shapes filling those contours. This is illustrated in
Fig. 3, where panel (b) represents the phase of the object in
(a), while panel (c) is the actual diffraction-limited phase
obtained by convoluting (b) with a point spread function
J1ð2πR=λ0Þ=Rλ0 (see Sec. S7 in the SM [66]), which
produces a blurred but still discernible electron focal image.
Conclusion.—In brief, shaped optical fields can modu-

late the electron wave function in free space to produce

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

FIG. 2. 1D electron focus shaping. We plot the OFEM-imprinted
electron phase [(a),(c),(e)] and the corresponding wave function at
the focal plane [(b),(d),(f)]. Dashed curves in (a),(b) and red curves
in (c)–(f) correspond to ideal target profiles, while solid curves in
(a),(b) and blue curves in (c)–(f) stand for the result obtained by
introducing optical diffraction in the OFEM illumination. We
consider a linear phase variation (a) leading to single-peak wave
functions (b), as well as more complex phase patterns (c),(e)
producing symmetric (d) and antisymmetric (f) double-peak wave
functions. We take a ratio of the objective-lens semiaperture to the
light wavelength Rmax=λ0 ¼ 12.5. The in-plane OFEM and focal
coordinates x and xf are normalized to Rmax and the projected
electron Abbe wavelength λe⊥ ¼ λe=NA, respectively, where λe ¼
2π=q0 is the electron wavelength and NA ¼ Rmax=ðzf − zLÞ is the
microscope numerical aperture. The electron probability density
jψ j2 is shown as color-matching thick-light curves in (b),(d),(f).
Upper horizontal scales correspond to 60 keV electrons,
Rmax ¼ 10 μm, and NA ¼ 0.01.
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on-demand e-beam focal profiles. The required light
intensities are reachable using pulsed illumination that is
currently available in UTEMs. We have illustrated this idea
with simple examples of target optical profiles, but a higher
degree of control over the transverse electron wave function
should benefit from machine learning techniques [73] for
the well-defined problem of finding the optimum light
beam angular profile that better fits the desired e-beam spot
shape. In combination with spatiotemporal light shaping,
the proposed OFEM element should enable the exploration
of nanoscale nonlocal correlations in the dynamics of the
specimen.
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5 Applications of shaped electron beams

The shaped electron beams introduced in the previous chapters offer many applications.
As already shown, the rapidly tunable EPPs, such as those based on electron-light
interaction, can eliminate aberrations of conventional electro- and magnetostatic electron
lenses and serve as aberration correctors. However, the EPPs could be used to introduce
previously impossible approaches in imaging and spectroscopy.

Single-pixel imaging with electron beams

Konečná, A., Rotunno, E., Grillo, V., García de Abajo, F. J. & Vanacore, G. M.
Single-Pixel Imaging in Space and Time with Optically Modulated Free Electrons.
ACS Photonics 10, 1463–1472 (2023).

In light optics, the detection of light reflected off or transmitted through a sample is
typically done using detectors with multiple pixels. Such detectors are however relatively
slow and cannot operate at all wavelengths. Imaging with a detector featuring only one
pixel was developed to overcome these drawbacks. Of course, a single pixel only carries
information on the integrated intensity of the transmitted or reflected light, and we
would lack spatial resolution. The sample morphology is therefore reconstructed using
variable illumination with differently shaped incoming light beams.

We studied if the same approach is suitable for electron microscopy. We found that
by tailoring the electron wave function amplitude with the PINEM-based EPP, we can
reconstruct the structure of amplitude objects even when considering limitations of a
realistic setup. We have also suggested that the same reconstruction algorithm could be
used in time instead of the spatial domain to reconstruct the temporal evolution of a
reversible event modifying the sample image contrast.
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5 Applications of shaped electron beams

Entangling electrons and optical excitations

Konečná, A., Iyikanat, F. & García de Abajo, F. J. Entangling free electrons and
optical excitations. Sci. Adv. 8, eabo7853 (2022).

It can be shown that the interaction of fast electrons with a sample featuring optical
modes results in an entangled electron-sample state which we describe in terms of excited
sample states and final electron scattering directions. We formulate an inverse problem
when we target a specific final entangled state, which can be achieved by precisely
shaping and positioning the incident electron wave function with respect to the sample.

We study two specific cases of a plasmonic nanotriangle with localized surface plasmon
modes and a hBN-like molecule supporting vibrational excitations. In both scenarios
we can find suitable shapes of incident electron wave functions to achieve the desired
final entangled states within a specific energy and momentum window (i.e., we need to
perform energy and momentum post-filtering). It is also possible to target excitation of
only one sample mode and eliminate the electron interaction with other modes. In such
case, we can achieve a selective excitation similar to shown previously75.
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ABSTRACT: Single-pixel imaging, originally developed in light
optics, facilitates fast three-dimensional sample reconstruction as
well as probing with light wavelengths undetectable by conven-
tional multi-pixel detectors. However, the spatial resolution of
optics-based single-pixel microscopy is limited by diffraction to
hundreds of nanometers. Here, we propose an implementation of
single-pixel imaging relying on attainable modifications of currently
available ultrafast electron microscopes in which optically
modulated electrons are used instead of photons to achieve
subnanometer spatially and temporally resolved single-pixel
imaging. We simulate electron beam profiles generated by
interaction with the optical field produced by an externally programmable spatial light modulator and demonstrate the feasibility
of the method by showing that the sample image and its temporal evolution can be reconstructed using realistic imperfect
illumination patterns. Electron single-pixel imaging holds strong potential for application in low-dose probing of beam-sensitive
biological and molecular samples, including rapid screening during in situ experiments.
KEYWORDS: single-pixel imaging, electron microscopy, electron beam shaping, electron−light interaction, ultrafast dynamics

■ INTRODUCTION
Single-pixel imaging (SPI) is a key application of structured-
wave illumination. This method, which has been recently
developed in the context of optical imaging, relies on the
interrogation of a certain object using a number of spatially
modulated illumination patterns while synchronously measur-
ing the total intensity of the scattered light captured by a
single-pixel detector.1−4 Key elements in this method are (i) a
spatial light modulator (SLM), which provides the spatial
encoding of the illumination patterns that is necessary for
image reconstruction and (ii) the inherent “sparsity” of typical
real-space images such that the bulk of the information is only
contained in a limited number of pixels, and consequently,
compressed sensing (CS) can be used.5−8 CS uses prior
knowledge of sparsity in the coefficient domain, making the
reconstruction of the image possible by using a smaller number
of measurements. Specifically, O(K log(N)) measurements are
typically needed if the information is K-sparse and has N pixels.
The idea behind SPI is to perform a number of sequential

measurements with specific illumination patterns expressed on
a sufficiently complete basis that can be either incoherent
(random patterns) or spatially correlated (such as Hadamard
or Fourier bases) with the object to be imaged. The ensemble
of M measurements, identified by the vector χ, is then
correlated to the image T (sample transmission function) with
a number of pixels Npix (in which one usually has M ≪ Npix)

through the M × Npix measurement matrix H, which contains
the employed SLM patterns, such that χ = HT. An image
reconstruction algorithm is then used to retrieve a
reconstructed image T*.
In optical microscopy, the SPI technique is well-established

and its unique measurement scheme has demonstrated far
superior performance with respect to conventional imaging.
This is because the illumination patterns used for sampling can
be custom-tailored to maximize the amount of information
acquired during the measurement, whereas in conventional
imaging, information gathering is bound to stochastic
processes. Different aspects of this idea have been the topic
of recent relevant literature in the field of SPI. In particular,
several groups have demonstrated that the ordering of
Hadamard patterns, for instance, is of primary importance to
maximize the effectiveness of CS algorithms. Different
orderings based on the significance of the patterns (i.e.,
different a priori knowledge) have been proposed, such as, to
mention a few, the “Russian Dolls” ordering,9 the “cake
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cutting” ordering,10 the “origami pattern” ordering,11 and an
ordering based on the total variation of the Hadamard basis.12

This concept can be pushed to its ultimate limit when deep
learning (DL) is used to gather a priori information and
identify the best set of illumination patterns.13 In this way, it
has been demonstrated that, in a limiting scenario in which an
object must be identified within a restricted pool of choices,
the task can be accomplished without even needing to
reconstruct the image,14 but just after a single SPI measure-
ment. Incidentally, compressed sensing approaches have
recently been used in a transmission electron microscope
(TEM) for encoding temporal dynamics in electron imaging
with a 10 kHz frame rate (100 μs resolution).15
In SPI, the number of illumination patterns required for

high-quality imaging increases proportionally with the total
number of pixels. However, CS methods and, more recently,
DL approaches have been considered to substantially reduce
the number of measurements necessary for the reconstruction
of an image with respect to the total number of unknown
pixels. This is an extremely interesting aspect for electron
microscopy since it would entail a lower noise, faster response
time, and lower radiation dose with respect to conventional
imaging. DL approaches, which have already demonstrated
superior performances with respect to CS in terms of speed
and sampling ratio, can be organized into three categories: (i)
improving the quality of reconstructed images;16−19 (ii)
identifying the best illumination strategy by exploiting the
features learned during training;13,14 and (iii) reconstructing
the target image directly from the measured signals.19−23 Also,
a reduction in the sampling rate well below the Nyquist limit
(down to 6%) has been demonstrated using DL.
Such advantages would be particularly appealing in the

context of electron imaging of nano-objects in their biological
and/or chemical natural environment, for which the
minimization of the electron dose is critical24,25 to avoid
sample damage. Initial attempts have been made using MeV
electrons with beam profiles controlled by laser image
projection on a photocathode.26 This method is, however,
incompatible with the subnanometer resolution achieved in
TEMs through electron collimation stages. Subnanometer
resolution for SPI thus requires patterning of high-quality
coherent beams. In TEMs, SPI has never been proposed and
adopted before, mainly due to the lack of fast, versatile, and

reliable electron modulators that would be able to generate the
required rapidly changing structured electron patterns.
Here, we propose to implement electron SPI (ESPI) in

TEMs by illuminating the specimen using structured electron
beams created by a photonic free-electron modulator (here
referred as PELM). The PELM is based on properly
synthesized localized electromagnetic fields that are able to
create an efficient electron modulation for programmable
time/energy and space/momentum control of electron beams.
Our approach adopts optical field patterns to imprint on the
phase and amplitude profile of the electron wave function, an
externally controlled well-defined modulation varying both in
time and space while the electron pulse crosses the light field.
The PELM concept relies on the ability to modulate electrons
with optical fields27−31 down to attosecond timescales32−36

and along its transverse coordinates.37−40 In essence, we
overcome the problem of designing and fabricating compli-
cated electron optics elements by resorting to shaping light
beams, which has been proven a much easier task to perform,
while in addition, it enables fast temporal modulation. Indeed,
a critical advantage of our approach with respect to existing
methods lies on the possibility of achieving an unprecedented
ultrafast switching and an extreme flexibility of electron
manipulation, which can also open new quantum microscopy
applications.41,42

A suitable platform for generating the required light field
configurations is represented by a light-opaque, yet electron-
transparent thin film on which an externally controlled optical
pattern is projected from an SLM. The SLM provides an out-
of-plane electric field, Ez(x,y), with a customized transverse
configuration that embodies the required laterally changing
phase and amplitude profiles. In such a configuration, the
spatial pattern imprinted on the incident light field by the SLM
is directly transferred onto the transverse profile of the electron
wavepacket, as recently shown both theoretically43,44 and
experimentally.45,46 Different portions of the electron wave
profile experience a different phase modulation as dictated by
the optical pattern. We can thus obtain an externally
programmable electron beam with a laterally changing
encoded modulation. Moreover, the ability to modulate the
electron phase and amplitude has the potential to overcome
Poisson noise,47,48 which is a key aspect that renders the SPI

Figure 1. Single-pixel imaging with electrons. Schematic representation of different single-pixel schemes that are amenable to implementation in a
transmission electron microscope for 2D spatial imaging (a), 1D spatial imaging (b), and 1D temporal reconstruction (c).
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method not only feasible but also advantageous in terms of
low-dose imaging.
A synchronized intensity measurement followed by a CS or

DL reconstruction could then be used to retrieve the sample
image. Of course, the possibility to use CS or DL algorithms
strictly relies on the amount of a priori information known
about the object under investigation.7 This is particularly
relevant for ESPI, which can benefit from such a priori
information, especially in terms of optimal discrimination,
more than conventional imaging. In fact, standard TEM
imaging is generally object-independent and any a priori
information is applied only after acquisition to interpret the
image, something that can be understood as a denoising
procedure. Instead, SPI allows one to optimize the acquisition
strategy even before starting the experiment and, thus, holds a
direct advantage when using the appropriate pattern basis (see
the Supporting Information for a direct example).
In Figure 1a−c, we present different single-pixel schemes

that can be implemented in an electron microscope for 2D
spatial imaging (Figure 1a), 1D spatial imaging (Figure 1b),
and 1D temporal reconstruction (Figure 1c). Specifically, 2D
spatial imaging involves the use of a basis of modulation
patterns changing in both transverse directions x and y (for
instance, a Hadamard basis) for full 2D image reconstruction.
Instead, 1D spatial imaging involves the use of modulation
patterns changing only along one direction (such as a properly
chosen Fourier basis) coupled to temporal multiplexing of the
electron beam on the detector, which should enable a simpler
and faster 1D image reconstruction.
The third scenario of temporal reconstruction is concep-

tually novel. Importantly, the 1D single-pixel reconstruction
algorithm works for any dependent variable of the system
phase space. This implies that, by choosing a well-defined basis
of temporally changing modulation functions, such as a series

of monochromatic periodic harmonics, it would be possible to
reconstruct the time dynamics of a sample. The nature of the
method would also allow us to reconstruct the dynamical
evolution on a temporal scale much smaller than the electron
pulse duration because the resolution depends only on the
different frequency components of the basis and not on the
length of the electron wavepacket. In principle, this approach
could even be implemented with a continuous electron beam.

■ RESULTS
Principles of Single-Pixel Imaging. Single-pixel imaging

relies on pre-shaped illumination intensity patterns Hm(RS)
that are transmitted through a sampled specimen described by
a spatially dependent amplitude transmission function T(RS),
defining the sample image, such that the intensity collected at
the detector and associated with the mth illumination pattern is

= d T HR R R( ) ( )m m2
S S S (1)

where we integrate over the sample plane and χm are the
elements of the measurement vector. The target is to
reconstruct the sample transmission function

=T t HR R( ) ( )
m

m m
S S

(2)

in terms of coefficients tm. Now, we assume that the overlap
between the illumination patterns is described by

=d H H SR R R( ) ( )m m mm2
S S S (3)

where Smm′ are real-valued coefficients. Then, by substituting
eq 2 in eq 1, we retrieve

Figure 2. Electron single-pixel imaging (ESPI) via light-mediated electron modulation. (a) Schematic representation of the experimental layout
considered for the single-pixel imaging method, implemented by using structured electron beams that are in turn created via light-based
manipulation. In our configuration, the spatial pattern imprinted on the incident light field by a programmable spatial light modulator is transferred
on the transverse profile of the electron wavepacket by electron−light interaction. (b) Sequence of operations used to calculate the transverse
distribution of the electron beam arriving on the sample either when starting from an ideal target pattern or when considering realistic non-ideal
conditions. We take a pattern from a Hadamard basis for this example.
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=d t H HR R R( ) ( )
m

m m m m2
S S S

(4)

We note that if the illumination patterns form an
orthonormal basis, then we immediately recover tm = χm (i.e.,
the intensities recorded at the detector can directly serve as the
expansion coefficients). However, in the general case, where eq
3 produce nonzero nondiagonal elements, the expansion
coefficients are

=t S( )m

m

m mm1

(5)

By substituting the coefficients back in eq 2, we find the
general formula

=T S HR R( ) ( ) ( )
m m

m mm m
S

1
S

(6)

for the reconstruction of the transmission function of the
specimen. It is worth noting that, besides our current choice,
many different orthogonalization algorithms have been
implemented in the literature (see for instance ref 49),
which can also be used in combination with our ESPI scheme.

Single-Pixel Imaging in TEM via a Photonic Electron
Modulator. We now proceed to analytically describe the
scheme utilized to implement the SPI method in an electron
microscope. This is shown in Figure 2, where the sample
illumination is performed using structured electron beams
created via light-induced manipulation. Efficient and versatile
phase and intensity modulation of a free electron can be
achieved using a PELM device. In our configuration, the spatial
pattern imprinted on the incident light field by a program-
mable SLM is transferred on the transverse profile of the
electron wavepacket by electron−light interaction.45 This is
generally dubbed as the photon-induced near-field electron
microscopy (PINEM) effect,27,28,50 although in our config-
uration, we actually exploit the breaking of translational
symmetry induced by a thin film (inverse transition radiation),
as described in detail in refs 35 51, and 52, rather than a
confined near field induced by a nanoscale structure. The
shaped electron wavepacket is then propagated through the
TEM column toward the sample.
The electron−light interaction under consideration admits a

simple theoretical description:35,43 starting with an electron
wave function ψ0 incident on the PELM, after the interaction
with the light field has taken place, the electron wave function
is inelastically scattered into mutually coherent quantized
components of amplitude

= | |

{ }

= { }

J

i

R R R

R

R R

( ) ( ) (2 ( ) )

exp( arg ( ) )

( ) ( )

m m

m

m

PELM 0 PELM PELM

PELM

0 PELM PELM (7)

corresponding to electrons that have gained ( > 0) or lost (
< 0) quanta of photon energy ℏω. Here, { }... represents
the PINEM operator, which depends on the imprinted
variation of the transverse profile, governed by the coupling
coefficient

= e zE i z vR R( ) d ( ) exp( / )m
z
m

(8)

where ℏ is the reduced Planck constant, e is the elementary
charge, and the light illumination is further characterized by

the electric field Em (see the Supporting Information for a
detailed calculation of βm in a metallic thin film). We assume
that beam electrons have velocity v ∥ z.̂ Due to the inelastic
nature of the PINEM interaction, post-interaction electrons
gain or lose different numbers of quanta, associated with
kinetic energy changes . In addition, the corresponding
contributions to the wave function in eq 7 have different spatial
distributions of amplitude and phase. For our purpose, it would
be beneficial to place a simple energy filter after the PELM,
selecting, for example, the = 1 component only (i.e.,
electrons gaining one photon energy quantum).
The energy filter needs to efficiently separate a given

sideband of the electron energy distribution from the rest of
the spectrum. The higher the filter efficiency, the larger the
contrast in the modulation pattern, also resulting in a more
reduced noise in the final image. However, a relatively modest
reduction should be sufficient as we estimate that ∼34% of the
electron signal can be placed in the first (gain or loss)
sideband. In addition, as we are interested in intensity patterns,
the first gain or loss sidebands both deliver the same pattern,
and thus, 68% of the electrons are contributing by
simultaneously filtering both bands. As a possible improve-
ment, light patterns could be also engineered to eventually
remove the need for energy filtering. These possibilities are in
fact enabled by properly tuning the light field intensity and,
thus, the resulting modulation of the electron beam and its
energy distribution.35

A practical approach toward the design of the structured
beam sample illumination is to define a suitable m and thus
also βm, study the propagation of the wave function to the
plane of the specimen, and then find optimal settings for the
aperture size, beam energy, and focal distance in such a way
that Hm(RS) mimics the optical illumination pattern. For ESPI,
we thus impose the inelastically scattered electron wave
function, m, to be equal to the target pattern, ψT, defined
within the chosen basis ( m = ψT). Once this is defined, we
can retrieve the coupling coefficient, βm, and, therefore, the
light field, Ez

m, to be implemented on the SLM by applying an
inverse PINEM transformation, { }...1 , to the target pattern
ψT (see Figure 2 and also Figure S1 for a Hadamard basis and
Figure S2 for a Fourier basis).
Particularly important is to demonstrate the feasibility of the

method also under realistic, non-ideal conditions. We do this
by applying a momentum cutoff (ω0/nc, where n = 1,2, and 3)
on the retrieved light field defined by a momentum-dependent
point spread function (PSF) to take into account the finite
illumination wavelength and limited numerical aperture. This
produces the actual light field, Ez

m|actual, from which we can
calculate the actual coupling coefficient, βm|actual. By applying
the PINEM transformation, { }... , we can in turn find the
actual target pattern, ψT|actual.
The sequence of operations is defined in eq 9 below and

visually shown in Figure 2 and Figures S1 and S2:

= = { }

| = × | = { | }PSF

m
T

m
T

m

m
n T

m

1

actual actual actual (9)

To maximize the efficiency of the electron amplitude and
phase modulation, it is beneficial to place the PELM onto a
plane along the microscope column where the beam is
extended to diameters much larger than the wavelength of the
optical illumination. In such a scenario, we can achieve the
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desired detail in the variation of the transverse wave function
profile. However, we then have to rely on electron lenses to
focus the beam on the sample.

The focusing action together with the free propagation of
the electron wave function between the PELM and the sample
planes is described, within the paraxial approximation, as43

[ ]

× [ + ]
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Ç

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
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1 1

exp ( )

m
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2 2
PELM
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PELM PELM

0 PELM
2

S PELM
PELM S PELM S

(10)

where we have defined ξ = q0/(zS − zPELM) with q0 as the
electron wave vector that varies with acceleration voltage and
the coordinates RS = (xS, yS) evolving in the sample z = zS
plane. In addition, P(RPELM) is a transmission (pupil) function,
which becomes 1 if the electron beam passes through an

effective aperture placed in the PELM plane and 0 otherwise.
We have also replaced the focusing action of all subsequent
lenses by a single aberration-free thin lens with a focal distance
f placed virtually just after the PELM. The illumination
intensity at the sample resulting from eq 10 is

= | { }

× [ + ]
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2
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2
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PELM S PELM S

2

(11)

In Figure 2b and Figures S1 and S2, we show the realistic
sample patterns obtained for a Hadamard pattern and a

Fourier pattern, chosen as examples when using the following
parameters: 200 keV electrons, lens focal distance f = 1 mm,

Figure 3. ESPI imaging using Hadamard and Fourier bases. We discuss image reconstruction of a Siemens star and a ghost image performed using
a Hadamard basis (a), Fourier basis (b), and Fourier basis with a π/4 phase shift (c). Reconstructed images are shown for different momentum
cutoffs (ω0/nc, where n = 1,2, and 3) on the retrieved light field. The field of view of all images if 16 × 16 nm2. (d) Spatial profiles obtained at the
sharp edge of the Siemens star when using a Hadamard basis (left) and a Fourier basis (right). The black curve represents the original image, while
the blue, red, and orange curves are associated with frequency cutoffs of ω0/c, ω0/2c, and ω0/3c, respectively. The spatial resolution is estimated by
taking the 10:90 value of the error function fit for each curve. We obtain the following resolutions: 0.29 nm at a cutoff of ω0/c, 0.49 nm at a cutoff
of ω0/2c, and 1.43 nm at a cutoff of ω0/3c for the Hadamard-reconstructed images; 0.25 nm at a cutoff of ω0/c, 0.63 nm at a cutoff of ω0/2c, and
1.01 nm at a cutoff of ω0/3c for the Fourier-reconstructed images.
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zPELM = 0, zS = 1.0008 mm (defocus of 0.8 μm), and PELM
area of 10 × 10 μm2.
It is important to mention that the ESPI method here

proposed is based on electron intensity modulation, rather
than phase modulation. Therefore, there are no stringent
constraints or requirements on the transverse coherence of the
electron beam for the method to work properly. This is what
makes this technique readily available in many different
experimental configurations where, for instance, one would
favor electron current density over coherence to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio of the measurements. Of course, if the
transverse coherence of the electron beam is commensurate
with the spatial scale at the PELM plane in which a significant
phase change of the interaction strength βm takes place, then
phase modulation effects could be visible. Under such
conditions, the method could take advantage of the possibility

to imprint also a phase modulation�besides an amplitude
modulation�on the electron transverse profile. This aspect
would not only largely increase the number of patterns forming
the basis used for the reconstruction, but it could also
potentially allow us to image phase objects via the ESPI
method in analogy to optical SPI.53

An efficient reconstruction can be achieved with a binary
illumination using the Hadamard basis, where N sample pixels
(e.g., a set of discrete RS points) can be reconstructed with N
patterns.54 However, because the Hadamard basis adopts +1
and −1 values to ensure orthogonality, in our case, non-
orthonormality issues might arise from the fact that we are
working with intensity patterns that are never negative. This
aspect, together with the imperfect illumination under realistic,
non-ideal conditions (see Figure 2), implies that the actual
sample patterns no longer represent an orthonormal basis, and

Figure 4. Temporal electron single-pixel imaging. 1D temporal single-pixel reconstruction of a material dynamics. (a) A sequence of long light
pulses with varying periods Tj couple to the electron pulse via inverse transition radiation mediated by a metallic plate. We show three different
periods: T1 < T2 < T3. The longitudinally modulated electron pulse then interacts with the sample in its excited state, and for each period Tj, a
scattered intensity Ij is measured. The full temporal evolution of the sample is finally reconstructed from a Fourier-like transformation of the
measured signals (see main text for details). (b) Simulated temporal dynamics of a system comprising three states (A, B, and C) according to the
diagram in the inset. In the plot, the real response of the system (blue curve), obtained from a rate equation model, is compared with the results of
temporal Fourier reconstructions using either 20 basis functions (dashed blue curve) or 100 basis functions (dashed orange curve), as defined in eq
S16.
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therefore, the reconstructed sample transmission function,
T(RS), has to the corrected as described in eqs 5 and 6 via the
overlap matrix Smm′. The latter and its inverse are shown in
Figure S3 for the Hadamard basis. Another option for a basis is
to use Fourier-like intensity patterns (Fourier basis), which are
defined as

= + · +H a bR K K R( , , ) cos( )S S (12)

where K are spatial frequencies, a and b are constants, and φ is
a phase.

■ DISCUSSION
Image Reconstruction Using Hadamard and Fourier

Bases.We show next several examples of image reconstruction
using different bases. For illustration, we consider a Siemens
star and a ghost image. The former is a binary {0,1} image with
sharp transitions, whereas the latter presents small features, is
asymmetric, and shows a gradual intensity variation from 0 to
1. This allows us to test in full the capabilities of the method.
In Figure 3a, we plot the ideal and reconstructed Siemens

star and ghost image considering different cutoffs for a
Hadamard basis. Clearly, the reconstructions reproduce all the
main features of the original images, although we also
encounter some noise and even a few negative values, which
should not appear. The latter are due to ill-conditioned matrix
inversion that we need to use for the reconstruction to
compensate for the non-orthonormality of the involved
patterns. In Figure 3b, we plot the results of image
reconstruction using a Fourier basis. Although for the Siemens
star reconstruction, the Fourier basis is performing similarly as
the Hadamard basis, for the ghost image, it is clear that the
Fourier basis with the same number of patterns (64 × 64)
yields artifacts: a faint mirror-reflected ghost is superimposing
on the actual one. The reconstruction with the Fourier basis
becomes considerably better when taking into account a phase
offset so that the Fourier pattern would no longer be
symmetric with respect to the origin. In Figure 3c, we consider
an offset of φ = π/4 for the corresponding reconstructed
sample images. As a result, the reconstructed ghost image no
longer exhibits the faint mirror-reflected artifact that was visible
in Figure 3b.
Based on the results of Figure 3, we perform additional

quantitative analysis on the images to compare the different
reconstruction algorithms and bases. We extract the peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) for both the Siemens star and
ghost images for the two bases and three different cutoff
frequencies used. From these calculations, we conclude that
the reconstruction with a Fourier basis provides values of the
PSNR about 10% better than the Hadamard basis for all
cutoffs. This is probably due to the fact the Hadamard basis is
composed of binary patterns, which are extremely sensitive to
distortions caused by diffractive effects during electron
propagation, whereas such effects are mitigated for Fourier
patterns, which are characterized by gradual, smooth
variations. The better quality of the images reconstructed via
Fourier patterns directly implies a better image resolution. This
is visible in Figure 3d, where we show the effect of the
reconstruction on the spatial shape of a particularly sharp
feature of the Siemens star. As expected, we observe an
increasing broadening when smaller cutoff frequencies are
considered. The estimated spatial resolution (for a 10:90 fit of
the error function) varies from 0.29 nm at a cutoff of ω0/c to
1.43 nm at a cutoff of ω0/3c for the Hadamard-reconstructed

images, whereas the Fourier basis provides slightly better
values ranging from 0.25 nm at a cutoff of ω0/c to 1.01 nm at a
cutoff of ω0/3c.
It is important to mention that the ESPI method that we

propose here is intended to be applied to imaging amplitude
objects. In fact, in TEMs, a huge amount of information is
contained in amplitude-contrast mechanisms, such as mass-
thickness contrast, Z-contrast, and bright-field and dark-field
imaging as well as electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS)
and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). In a standard
TEM, single-pixel detectors are in fact already present. This is
for instance the case of the high-angle annular dark-field
(HAADF) detector used for performing Z-contrast imaging in
STEM mode, which can also provide an experimental
verification of the proposed configurations. Besides their use
as single-pixel detectors, STEM detectors are also able to
gather signals in different angular regimes. Such capability is
generally used to access simultaneously more information
about the sample (typically chemical information). In the SPI
context, we can anticipate a more complex partition of the
detector�exploiting its angular detection capability�bridging
the gap with other techniques such as integrated differential
phase contrast (iDPC) or ptychography.

Temporal Electron Single-Pixel Imaging. As a final
aspect, we present a possible implementation of the 1D
temporal ESPI reconstruction scheme. The basic idea is to be
able to reconstruct the dynamic behavior of a specimen�for
instance, its dielectric response to an optically induced
electronic excitation�using a sequence of temporally modu-
lated electron pulses with varying periodicity. In Figure 4a, we
show the schematics of the experiment, where a sequence of
long light pulses with varying periods Tj couple to the electron
pulse via inverse transition radiation as mediated by the
aforementioned metallic plate. The longitudinally modulated
electron pulse then interacts with the sample in its excited
state, and for each period Tj, a signal Ij is measured. In terms of
the single-pixel formalism, this means that we are choosing a
one-dimensional Fourier-like basis for the evolution of the
incident electron current as a function of delay time with
respect to the pumping time:

= [ ]
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jjj y

{
zzzH t e mt t t( ) sin /( )m t

t t
2 /2 2

max min

max min
2

2

(13)

where tmin and tmax determine the boundaries of the sampling
time interval and σ2 is the variance of the envelope of the
probing electron wave function.
As discussed in detail in the Supporting Information, we

have simulated the dynamics of a system comprising three
states (A, B, and C) according to the diagram in Figure 4b. At
time zero, the system is taken to be pumped to an excited state
A, from which it decays in a cascade fashion to B and then to
C. The time evolution of the populations of the three states
within our model system is governed by three rate equations.
In Figure 4b, we show the results of a temporal Fourier
reconstruction using the basis functions defined in eq 13 in an
analogous way to the spatial domain and, again, taking into
account the non-orthogonality of the illumination basis. We
demonstrate that, already with 20 basis functions, the gross
features of the temporal response of the system are retrieved.
It is important to note that the temporal resolution of the

measurement no longer depends on the duration of the
electron and light pulses but only on the frequency bandwidth
of the light field used for electron modulation. This aspect is
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extremely interesting because it opens the possibility of using
continuous electron and light beams, provided that an efficient
electron−light coupling is achieved.55−59 A possible techno-
logical implementation of such a scheme can be realized by
using an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) coupled to a
difference frequency generator (DFG). This type of config-
uration would provide light fields with periods in the 0.8−50 fs
range, making our approach invaluable to investigate sample
dynamics with a temporal resolution that is far below that of
state-of-the-art ultrafast electron microscopy, and equally
combined with the atomic spatial resolution provided by
electron beams.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have proposed the implementation of single-
pixel imaging in electron microscopy and predicted that such a
method can provide image reconstruction with subnanometer
resolution as well as temporal dynamics reconstruction with a
precision of a few femtoseconds while benefiting from a priori
information, especially in terms of optimal discrimination. This
potential is examined here when using fast and versatile
optically induced electron beam modulation, although it can
also be applied to other schemes of electron beam shaping
using, for example, electrostatic and magnetostatic devi-
ces.60−64 Finally, the possibility of using deep learning
approaches in the reconstruction algorithm can substantially
reduce, by more than one order of magnitude,18 the number of
measurements necessary to form an image, thus making such a
method suitable for high-spatiotemporal-resolution, low-dose
probing of beam-sensitive biological and molecular samples.
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Entangling free electrons and optical excitations
Andrea Konečná1,2, Fadil Iyikanat1, F. Javier García de Abajo1,3*

The inelastic interaction between flying particles and optical nanocavities gives rise to entangled states in which 
some excitations of the latter are paired with momentum changes in the former. Specifically, free-electron entan-
glement with nanocavity modes opens appealing opportunities associated with the strong interaction capabili-
ties of the electrons. However, the achievable degree of entanglement is currently limited by the lack of control 
over the resulting state mixtures. Here, we propose a scheme to generate pure entanglement between designated 
optical-cavity excitations and separable free-electron states. We shape the electron wave function profile to select 
the accessible cavity modes and simultaneously associate them with targeted electron scattering directions. This 
concept is exemplified through theoretical calculations of free-electron entanglement with degenerate and non-
degenerate plasmon modes in silver nanoparticles and atomic vibrations in an inorganic molecule. The generated 
entanglement can be further propagated through its electron component to extend quantum interactions be-
yond existing protocols.

INTRODUCTION
Although entangled states in the context of quantum optics are gen-
erally relying on photons (1, 2), the exploration of entanglement with 
other types of information carriers could open a wealth of possibilities 
to find previously unexplored phenomena and materialize disruptive 
protocols for quantum metrology and microscopy (3–5). In particular, 
free electrons are advantageous candidates because they can undergo 
substantial inelastic scattering by nanostructures (6), which is an attribute 
enabling electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) performed in 
electron microscopes to reveal the presence, strength, and spatial 
distribution of optical excitations down to the atomic scale (7–13). 
Actually, low-loss EELS has been extensively used to study atomic 
vibrations in low-dimensional materials (14, 15) and molecules (16–19), 
collective excitations such as plasmons (20–24) and phonon polari-
tons (11, 25–27), and photon confinement in optical cavities (28–30).

In momentum-resolved EELS, each excitation event produced by a 
traversing electron is individually identified through an electron 
measurement as a function of the deflection angle and energy loss 
(31–33), and therefore, this configuration already generates entan-
glement between electron states with different energy/momentum 
and excitations in the sampled structure. Consequently, the post- 
interaction electron-sample state has the form

  ∣ Y  f   〉 =  ∑ 
n
    ∫  d   2   Q   f    a   Q  f  ,n  f  ∣ Q  f   〉 ⊗∣n〉  (1)

where n and Qf run over final sample and electron-wave-vector 
states, respectively, and   a   Q  f  ,n  f    are complex scattering amplitudes (13). 
In some simple scenarios, such as the interaction with translationally 
invariant structures supporting surface polaritons, the excitation 
of these modes is associated with the transfer of definite amounts of 
energy and momentum, thus producing electron entanglement with 
a continuum of optical modes, which reveals their dispersion rela-
tion when measuring the electrons as a function of energy loss and 
deflection angle (31, 33–36). Entangled states produced by interaction 

with a polaritonic band in a translationally invariant specimen can 
even include the creation of multiple surfaces modes (32, 37, 38), as 
reported in the first experimental evidence of surface plasmons (37). 
However, for localized modes and, generally, in the interaction with 
photonic cavities, the resulting electron-specimen mixture of states 
is too complex to be of practical interest for quantum technologies.

Free-electron waves can be manipulated with great precision 
thanks to an impressive series of advances that occurred in electron 
microscopy over the past decades. Now, electron beams (e-beams) 
can be collimated and focused with sub-ångstrom spatial precision 
(39), as well as monochromatized and energy-filtered within a few 
millielectronvolt energy resolution (11, 25). In addition to tradi-
tional electron-optics elements such as lenses (40) and beam split-
ters (41–43), electron waves can be laterally shaped into on-demand 
profiles through static (44, 45) and programmable (46) plates, as 
well as through interaction with spatially modulated optical fields 
(47–51). The manipulation of the longitudinal electron wave func-
tion component is also possible in ultrafast electron microscopes (52), 
which enable temporal electron-pulse compression down to atto-
second (53–55) time scales, and further endows free electrons with 
the ability to transfer quantum coherence among different systems 
(56, 57). The field is thus ripe for the exploitation of free electrons 
as additional elements in the quantum technology Lego, but as im-
pressive as these advances may seem, they have not yet been lever-
aged to generate pure entanglement between light and free electrons 
in which only a few quantum states are involved in Eq. 1.

Here, we demonstrate through rigorous quantum theory that 
pure entanglement between electrons and confined optical modes 
can be generated by suitably patterning the transverse incident elec-
tron wave function. As schematically illustrated in Fig. 1A, the elec-
tron undergoes a change in the direction of propagation after being 
inelastically scattered by a specimen, and we prepare the incident 
electron wave profile (amplitude and phase) in such a way that only 
a few sample excitations are accessible (two in the figure), leading to 
separable transmission directions (transverse wave vectors Q1 and 
Q2). The two possible excitations created by the electron together 
with their different associated scattering directions form an entan-
gled state. In essence, we specify a finite volume in the configuration 
space of transmitted electrons defined by an energy-loss window Dħw 
and a transverse momentum area DħQf in which the final state only 
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populates two well-defined spots (Fig. 1B). As we demonstrate be-
low, this approach can also be used to create heralded single sample 
excitations (Fig. 1C). In addition, manipulation of the electron com-
ponent in electron–sample entangled states through, for example, 
electron interference could be used to process quantum informa-
tion and imprint it on other (eventually macroscopic) objects via 
subsequent interactions.

RESULTS
Free-electron interaction with confined optical modes
We intend to synthesize an electron–sample state, as described by 
Eq. 1, with the free-electron component piled up at separate regions 
in momentum–energy space (Fig. 1B) and a different sample exci-
tation associated with each of those regions. The starting point is 
the initial combined state

  ∣ Y  i   〉 = ∣ y i  el  〉 ⊗ ∣0〉  

where the specimen is in its ground state ∣0〉 and the incident elec-
tron wave function, whose spatial dependence is given by

   y i  el (R ) = ∫  d   2   Q  i    a  Q  i    
i  ( e   i Q  i  ·R  / 2p)  (2)

is prepared as a combination of momentum states with coefficients 
  a  Q  i    

i    determined through the use of customized transmission masks 
(44, 45, 58) or phase imprinting based on electrostatic (46) and 
optical (47, 49) fields. We consider incident monochromatic electrons, 

such that the dependence of the electron wave function on two- 
dimensional (2D) transverse coordinates R and its decomposition 
in 2D wave vectors Qi is everything we need to describe the electron 
in the interaction region without loss of generality.

The electron–specimen interaction operates a linear transforma-
tion relating the final coefficients   a   Q  f  ,n  f    in Eq. 1 to   a  Q  i    

i    in Eq. 2. More 
precisely,

   a  Q  f  ,n  f   = ∫  d   2   Q  i    M   Q  f   − Q  i  ,n    a  Q  i    
i    (3)

where MQf −Qi,n only depends on the momentum transfer ħ(Qi − Qf) 
for each excited state n (see Methods).

A connection can be readily established to EELS experiments, in 
which electron counts are recorded as a function of the energy loss 
ħw, thus yielding a frequency- and momentum-resolved loss prob-
ability   G  EELS  ( Q  f  , w ) =  ∑ n      ∣ a   Q  f  ,n  f  ∣   2  d(w −  w  n  ) , where ħwn is the exci-
tation energy of the sample mode n. Within first-order perturbation 
theory and further adopting the electrostatic and nonrecoil approx-
imations, the angle-resolved EELS probability can be expressed in 
terms of mode-dependent dimensionless spectral functions gn(w) as

                   G  EELS  ( Q  f  , w ) =    e   2  ─ 
4  p   3  ħ  v   2 

    ∑ 
n
      g  n  (w )  

 
                                       ×  ∣∫  d   2  R  y i  el (R )  e   −i Q  f   ·R   w  n  (R, w ) ∣   2   (4)

where v is the electron velocity and

   w  n  (R, w ) ∝ ∫  d   2  Q  e   iQ·R   M  Q,n    (5)

describes the spatial profile of mode n [see details in Methods, in-
cluding expressions for the quantities gn(w) and wn(R, w) associated 
with plasmons and atomic vibrations].

Here, we are interested in determining the incident electron wave 
function profile (i.e., the momentum-dependent coefficients   a  Q  i    

i   ) 
such that different sample modes n are associated with final wave 
function coefficients   a  Q  f,n    f    within well-separated regions in momen-
tum space (see Fig. 1B). To demonstrate the feasibility of this con-
cept in the synthesis of electron–sample entanglement, we invert Eq. 3 
with a predetermined choice of   a  Q  f  ,n  f   , which we set to designated 
values for each sample excitation n within a targeted finite-size re-
gion in Qf space (see details in Methods). This simple procedure is 
sufficient for the proof-of-principle demonstration that we pursue in 
this work. However, in one of the examples, we present further im-
provement of the results when using an iterative method. Other 
schemes for incident electron wave function optimization could rely 
on neural-network training (59).

Selected excitation of individual plamons
As a preliminary step before addressing electron–sample entangle-
ment, we tackle the problem of selectively exciting a single plasmon 
in a metallic nanoparticle. Although this can be achieved through 
post-selection of a small range of scattered electron wave vectors (42), 
we formulate a solution in which the plasmon-exciting electrons emerge 
within a relatively large region in momentum space, and this solu-
tion is generalized below to create entanglement. We consider a silver 
triangle that sustains five plasmon modes in the spectral region between 
2.4 and 3.7-eV spectral region (60): two sets of doubly degenerate dipolar 
(blue curve and circles, n = 1,2) and quadrupolar (red, n = 4,5) plasmons 

Fig. 1. Proposed scheme for the generation of entangled electron–cavity states. 
(A) A preshaped electron interacts with a nanostructure (a triangular plasmonic 
cavity) supporting well-defined optical or vibrational modes. The incident electron 
wave function  ∣ y i  el  〉  is tailored such that we obtain entangled states after interac-
tion, correlating different specimen excitations (colored triangles) with separated 
electron scattering directions (final electron state having components of trans-
verse wave vectors Q1 and Q2). A maximally entangled electron-specimen state is 
thus produced as the sample is in a superposition of excited states correlated with 
different electron scattering directions. (B) Electrons are emerging along separate 
spots within a finite region of size Dħw × DħQf in the configuration space of ener-
gy-loss and transverse-momentum transfers. (C) Momentum filtering at the elec-
tron detector allows us to project on the desired sample mode and eventually 
explore its dynamics through subsequent interrogation, for example, by exposure 
to a synchronized light pulse.
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and one nondegenerate hexapolar mode (green, n = 3), as revealed 
by the spatial and spectral functions plotted in Fig. 2 (A and B) (see 
details of the calculation in Methods). We then optimize the inci-
dent electron wave function over a finite Qi region discretized with 
1257 pixels and defined by a convergence half-angle φi = 1.5 mrad, 
such that either n = 1,2 or n = 3 is the only mode excited when the 
scattered electrons are collected over a Qf region spanning a half- 
angle φf = 0.75 mrad (discretized with 49 pixels) and energy-filtered 
between 2.4 and 3.3 eV. Incidentally, modes n = 1 and 2 are dipolar, 
so they can be effectively excited in the aloof configuration, while 
mode n = 3 is hexapolar and requires the electron to pass closer to 
the particle to be excited.

The resulting real-space profiles of   y i  el (R)  are shown in the insets 
of Fig. 2C (circular color plots; see also fig. S6A for the incident 
electron wave functions in Qi space), along with the color-matched 
EELS probability curves obtained from Eq. 4 by collecting only elec-
trons that emerge within the indicated Qf and energy region. In a 
typical experimental scenario with an unshaped electron beam, multiple 

modes are excited by the incident electron because they have over-
lapping spatial distributions (Fig. 2A), and the EELS probability in-
tegrated over all possible Q f ′s is rigorously given by the incoherent 
average over incident electron positions R, weighted by the electron 
probability   ∣ y i  el (R ) ∣   2   (see Methods) (6, 61). However, our simple 
optimization procedure is capable of placing the weight of the exci-
tation of either n = 1,2 or n = 3 mode preferably inside the Qf  region 
defined by a collection half-angle φf = 0.75 mrad. Such an optimiza-
tion can be performed for smaller or larger convergence and collec-
tion angles as shown in fig. S1.

Generation of electron–plasmon entangled states
We now apply the principle of   y i  el   shaping to demonstrate the gener-
ation of electron–sample entanglement for the same triangular par-
ticle as considered above. Specifically, we focus on the lowest-energy 
degenerate plasmons n = 1,2 (i.e., we consider post-selection of these 
final states by an energy filter) and aim at correlating these excitations 
with final electron momentum states along separate Qf directions 
(Fig. 3A). By maximizing the fraction of the signal associated with 
the targeted excitation in each respective Qf direction through the 
steepest-descent method, we find the optimized electron wave func-
tion shown in real space in Fig. 3B (and in momentum space in fig. 
S6B), from which we obtain the actual scattered electron distribu-
tion plotted in Fig. 3C in Qf space for components corresponding to 
the excitation of n = 1 (top) and n = 2 (bottom) modes.

When examining the resulting degree of entanglement, we ex-
press the final electron–sample state after energy filtering and mo-
mentum post-selection by two apertures defined by the orange 
circles in Fig. 3C as

                         ∣ Y  f   〉 = ( p  11  ∣ Q  1   〉 +  p  12  ∣ Q  2   〉 ) ⊗ ∣1〉  
                                   + ( p  22  ∣ Q  2   〉 +  p  21  ∣ Q  1   〉 ) ⊗ ∣2〉  (6)

where we assume that the apertures are small enough so that each of 
them captures coherently scattered electrons characterized by a well- 
defined state ∣Qf〉 with f = 1,2 (in practice, each of them can be a 
coherent superposition of plane waves transmitted through the fi-
nite solid angle region spanned by each aperture). To achieve pure 
entanglement, we require pnm → 0 for n ≠ m terms in Eq. 6, which 
happens after the noted numerical optimization: We obtain values   
p 11  2   / ( p 11  2   +  p 21  2   ) = 0.999991  and   p 22  2   / ( p 22  2   +  p 12  2   ) = 0.999779 , confirm-
ing a high degree of entanglement (62). Incidentally, a more direct 
inversion procedure without optimization still yields a level of en-
tanglement exceeding 90% (fig. S2).

We note that the symmetry of the selected degenerate plasmons 
plays a similar role as photon polarization in light-based entangle-
ment schemes (1). In the present instance, the electron wave function 
profiles are strongly affected by the threefold symmetry of the plas-
monic nanoparticles and the choice of correlated electron output 
angles. Optimized profiles for more symmetric nanoparticles also 
become more symmetric, as shown for silver disks in fig. S3, where 
a high degree of entanglement (>99% mode separation) is achieved 
by direct inversion.

Electron entanglement with atomic vibrational states
The electron–sample entanglement scheme under consideration can 
be applied to sample excitations of different nature. We illustrate 
this versatility by considering atomic vibrations in a hexagonal boron 

Fig. 2. Selective excitation of plasmon modes in a silver nanotriangle. (A and B) 
Spatial profiles (A) and spectral functions (B) associated with plasmons in a silver 
nanotriangle with a thickness of 2 nm and a side length of 10 nm. We find two sets 
of degenerate modes (blue and red peaks) and one nondegenerate mode (green; see 
color labels matched with the index n). (C) Electron energy-loss spectra for two opti-
mized incident electron wave function profiles   y i  el (R) . The insets show maps of the 
probability density and phase of the incident wave functions in the space of trans-
verse coordinates R, framed in color-matched circumferences. The optimization is 
carried out for 100 keV electrons, an electron detector consisting of 49 pixels, an 
incident convergence half-angle φi = 1.5 mrad, and a collection half-angle φf = 
0.75 mrad. The nanotriangle contour is indicated by thin dashed lines in (A) and (C).
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nitride (hBN) molecule (Fig. 4), which we simulate from first prin-
ciples (see Methods) (63) assuming passivation of the edges with 
hydrogen atoms. This structure supports a number of vibrational 
excitations up to energies ∼450 meV, including a set of triply de-
generate N─H bond-stretching modes at 440 meV (see EELS spec-
trum in fig. S4), on which we focus our analysis. We again optimize 
the incident electron wave function to achieve entanglement be-
tween final electron states and vibrational modes of the molecule [see 
the resulting   y i  el (R)  and   y i  el ( Q  i  )  profiles in figs. S5 and S6C]. Because 
of the strong spatial confinement of vibrational modes, the angular 
ranges that need to be used for the incident and scattered electron 
wave functions are now considerably larger than for plasmons 
(cf. angle scales in Figs. 3 and 4). The achieved electron–sample 
state, illustrated in Fig. 4B, exhibits a decent degree of entanglement 
when selecting electrons scattered along the colored circles in Qf 
space, also revealed through the partial probabilities contributed by 
each of the three vibrational modes to each of the regions enclosed 
by those circles (see table in Fig. 4C).

DISCUSSION
By entangling the transverse momenta of free electrons with local-
ized optical excitations in a nanostructure, we could selectively mea-
sure one of the corresponding outgoing electron directions, thus 
providing a way to herald the creation of single designated excitations 
in the studied specimen. This should allow us to follow the dynamics 
of the latter and gain insight into the state-dependent decay path-
ways, for example, by subsequently probing the evolution of the 
specimen through scattering of laser pulses that are synchronized 
with the electron in an electron-pump/photon-probe approach. 
An additional possibility is offered by correlating the angle-resolved 
electron signal with traces originating in the decay of excited states of the 
specimen (e.g., an electrical signal produced by coupling to electron- 
hole pairs in a proximal semiconductor or also the polarization- 
and angle-resolved cathodoluminescence emission associated with 
radiative decay). The present scheme could further be extended to 
incorporate gain processes similar to those in photon-induced near- 

field electron microscopy (PINEM) (54) upon illumination of the sam-
ple with symmetry-matched optical pulses that can simultaneously 
excite a subset of its supported excitations.

We remark that the proposed approach holds elements of novel-
ty with respect to traditional quantum optics methods because one 
of the entangled particles (the free electron) can be highly energetic 
and, therefore, capable of undergoing subsequent strong collisions 
with other objects. These collisions could, for instance, trigger chem-
ical reactions that would then be entangled with optical modes in the 
specimen with which the electron has previously interacted.

Although we have illustrated some possibilities based on heuristic 
electron wave function designs and a straightforward application of 
the steepest-descent maximization method, improved solutions to 
the problem of entanglement optimization could be obtained through 
neural-network training (59), possibly combined with iterative phys-
ical improvement of the wave function profile based on currently 
explored tunable electron phase plates (46–51). As an alternative to 
the use of aloof interaction with the optical modes of the sampled 
nanostructure to avoid strong electron collisions with atomic po-
tentials, this type of adaptive improvement could potentially be used 
to compensate for the effect of these potentials and morphological 
imperfections. In addition to the investigated examples of plasmons 
in nanoparticles and atomic vibrations in molecules, we envision 
the entanglement of free electrons with optical modes in dielectric 
cavities (30) and photons guided along optical waveguides (64), 
which together configure a vast range of possibilities for leveraging 
the quantum nature of free electrons in the design of improved mi-
croscopy and metrology schemes.

METHODS
Transfer matrix for inelastic electron–sample scattering
The time-dependent electron–sample system can be generally described 
by a wave function of the form  ∣y(t )〉 =  ∑ 

n
    ∫  d   3 q  a  q,n  (t)  e   −i( ϵ  q  + w  n  )t 

∣q〉 ⊗ ∣n〉 , where ∣q〉 and ∣n〉 are electron and sample eigenstates 
of the noninteracting Hamiltonian with energies ħeq and ħwn, 
respectively. In particular, electron states are labeled by the 3D 

Fig. 3. Creation of electron–sample states with a high degree of entanglement. (A) Pursued electron–sample entangled state, consisting of the superposition of se-
lected (by means of two apertures) electron momentum states within the white pixels in Qf space (left) and correlated degenerate dipolar plasmons in the silver nanotri-
angle sample considered in Fig. 2 (right). (B) Spatial profile of the optimized incident wave function   y i  el (R)  required to produce the final state in (A). The contour of the 
triangular nanoparticle is indicated with dashed lines. (C) Resulting probability distributions ∣〈Qf, n∣Yf〉∣2 with n = 1 (top) and n = 2 (bottom) in Qf space, where each 
aperture (small circles) transmits nearly 100% of the targeted excitation n. The area outside the apertures (intended to be masked) is colored to emphasize the selected 
momentum regions of interest. The optimization is carried out for 100 keV electrons, 81 pixels in each of the detector apertures, φi = 4 mrad, and φf = 2 mrad.
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momentum ħq and satisfy the orthonormality relation 〈q∣q′〉 = 
d(q − q′). The expansion coefficients aq,n(t) are determined by solv-
ing the Schrödinger equation with an electron–sample interaction 
Hamiltonian    ̂   H  1    , which is generally weak for the energetic electrons 
that are typically used in electron microscopes, so we can work 
within first-order perturbation theory. Then, taking the sample to 
be initially prepared in its ground state n = 0, the post-interaction 
wave function has coefficients   a  q,n  (∞) = (− 2pi / ħ) ∫  d   3  q ′    d( ϵ q   −  ϵ   q ′     +  
w  n   ) 〈n∣〈q∣  ̂   H  1   ∣ q ′  〉∣0〉  a   q ′  ,0  (− ∞) , where we set w0 = 0 without loss of 
generality. We further adopt the nonrecoil approximation (13) 
ϵq − ϵq′ ≈ (q − q′) · v under the assumption that the transverse electron 
energy is negligible compared with the longitudinal energy along the 
e-beam direction defined by the average electron velocity v. This 
condition is commonly satisfied in electron microscopes. In this ap-
proximation, the energy ħwn transferred from the electron to the 
sample is fully absorbed by a change in the longitudinal electron wave 
vector given by −wn/v, so for monochromatic incident electrons, the 
initial and final longitudinal components of the electron wave func-
tion play a trivial role and can be disregarded in the description of 
the present problem. Consequently, we can expand the final wave 
function as shown in Eq. 1, with coefficients   a   Q  f  ,n  f   ≡  a  q,n  (∞)  that 
only depend on the transverse electron wave vector Qf  for each sam-
ple excitation n and are determined from the incident electron wave 
function coefficients   a  Q  i    

i   ≡  a  q,0  (− ∞)  through the linear relation   
a   Q  f  ,n  f   = ∫  d   2   Q  i    M   Q  f   − Q  i  ,n    a  Q  i    

i    (Eq. 3) with

   M   Q  f   − Q  i  ,n   =   − 2pi ─ ħv   〈n∣〈  q  f  ∣ ̂   H  1   ∣ q  i   〉∣0〉  (7)

We remark that the transfer matrix elements defined in Eq. 7 
involve just the difference between incident and scattered transverse 
wave vectors. In what follows, we develop a formalism to relate MQf −Qi,n 

to the EELS probability and obtain specific expressions for plasmonic 
and atomic-vibration modes.

EELS with shaped electron beams
We consider the configuration of Fig. 1A and assume the electron 
velocity and sample dimensions to be small enough as to neglect re-
tardation effects and work in the electrostatic regime. Further adopt-
ing the aforementioned nonrecoil approximation, we can disregard 
the longitudinal component of the electron wave function and only 
consider the dependence on transverse coordinates R = (x, y) (i.e., 
taking the electron velocity v along z). We can then write a general 
expression for the EELS probability GEELS(w) in terms of the energy loss 
ħw, the transverse wave vector   Q  f   ⊥   ̂  z    of the final ( f ) electron state 
(corresponding to a wave function ∝ eiQf · R), and the transverse com-
ponent of the initial (i) electron wave function, yi(R). More precisely, 
using equation 17 of (6), we have GEELS(w) = ∫ d2Qf GEELS(Qf, w), where
                      G  EELS  ( Q  f  , w ) =     e   2  ─ 

4  p   3  ħ  v   2 
  ∫  d   2  R∫  d   2  R ′    y  i  (R )  y i  * ( R ′   )  

 
                                            ×  e   i Q  f    · ( R ′  −R)  W(R,  R ′  , w)  (8)

is the momentum-resolved probability and

  W(R,  R ′  , w ) =  ∫−∞  
∞

   dz ∫−∞  
∞

   d z ′    e   iw(z− z ′  )/v  × Im { − W(r,  r ′  , w ) }  (9)

is a transverse screened interaction obtained from the full screened 
interaction W(r, r′, w). The latter stands for the Coulomb potential 
created at r by a point charge of magnitude e−iwt placed at r′, includ-
ing the effect of screening by the environment. Now, as we show 
below for plasmonic and phononic structures, the transverse screened 
interaction in Eq. 9 is separable as

  W(R,  R ′  , w ) =  ∑ 
n
      g  n  (w )  w  n  (R, w )  w n  *  ( R ′  , w)  (10)

Fig. 4. Entanglement of free electrons and atomic vibrations. (A) Pursued electron–sample entangled state, consisting of the superposition of selected (by means of 
three apertures) electron-momentum states within the white pixels in Qf space (left) and correlated triply degenerate 440-meV vibrational modes of an hBN molecule 
(right). (B) Resulting probability distributions ∣〈Qf, n∣Yf〉∣2 with n = 1 (top), n = 2 (middle), and n = 3 (bottom) in Qf space. The area outside the apertures (small circles) is 
colored to emphasize the selected momentum regions of interest. (C) Probability matrix showing the fractional contribution associated with the excitation of each of the 
three vibrational modes n = 1 to 3 to the energy-filtered electron signal contained within the three selected circular areas around final transverse wave vectors Q1, Q2, and 
Q3 in (A). The sum of the nine matrix elements is normalized to one. We consider 60 keV electrons, 29 detector pixels, and φi = φf = 100 mrad.
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where n runs over excitation modes characterized by spatial profiles 
wn(R, w) and dimensionless spectral functions gn(w). Finally, insert-
ing Eq. 10 into Eq. 8, we readily find Eq. 4 in the main text. 
Incidentally, the angle-integrated inelastic electron signal (i.e., the 
integral of Eq. 8 over Qf) reduces to GEELS(w) = (e2/pħv2)∑ngn(w) 
∫ d2R ∣yi(R)∣2∣wn(R, w)∣2, which is an average over transverse po-
sitions R weighted by both the incident electron probability (6, 61) 
and the mode spatial profile, and consequently, because the e-beam 
can generally excite different modes n, the optimization scheme 
that we pursue here to produce entanglement essentially consists in 
rearranging the Qf distribution of the scattered electron compo-
nents associated with the excitation of each of those modes.

We note that the spectral functions in this formalism can be gen-
erally approximated by Lorentzians

    g  n  (w ) ≈ Im {      G  n   / p ─   w  n   − w − i  g  n   / 2   }     

peaked at the mode energies ħwn and having areas Gn and widths gn 
(see below) that determine the spectral positions and strengths of 
the EELS features.

Numerical determination of  ∣ y i  el  〉  for creating selected 
excitations and entangled electron–sample states
Given a desired final state defined through the coefficients   a   Q  f  ,n  f   , we 
numerically obtain   a  Q  i    

i    by inverting Eq. 3 upon discretization of Qi 
using a finite number of points and pixels at the electron analyzer in 
the Fourier plane Qf, as noted in the main text. More precisely, we follow 
a simple procedure consisting in specifying target values of   a   Q  f  ,n  f    with-
in a region Q < Qf,max (effectively setting it to zero outside it) and 
obtain   a  Q  i    

i    for Qi < Qi, max through the aforementioned numerical 
inversion method. The wave vector ranges are related to the maximum 
incidence|collection half-angle φi∣f through Qi∣f, max = (mev/ħ) 
sin φi∣f. In this scheme, to select a single sample excitation n = n0 
(Fig. 2), we set   a   Q  f  ,n  f   = C  d  n n  0     Q( Q  f,max   −  Q  f  ) , where C is a constant 
and Q is the step function. However, to produce electron–sample 
entanglement involving two (Fig. 3) or three (Fig. 4) sample states nj 
correlated with final electron wave vectors Qj (see Fig. 1B), we set   a   Q  f  , n  j    f    to 
a constant at the Qf space pixel that contains Qj and zero elsewhere. 
We then construct  ∣ y i  el  〉  from the obtained coefficients   a  Q  i    

i    (also 
setting them to zero for Qi > Qi, max) and insert this input wave function 
in Eq. 4 to generate the actual final probability distributions, plotted 
in the figures with a finer discretization in Qf space.

Transfer matrix from the spectral and spatial mode functions
An expression for the EELS probability analogous to Eq. 4 can be 
readily obtained from Eq. 3 as

   G  EELS  ( Q  f  , w ) =  ∑ 
n
      ∣∫  d   2   Q  i    M   Q  f   − Q  i  ,n    a  Q  i    

i  ∣   2  d(w −  w  n  )  (11)

The connection between Eqs. 4 and 11 is established by adding 
finite mode widths gn to the latter and expanding the incident elec-
tron wave function in the former as an integral over momentum 
components, as indicated in Eq. 2. Comparing the two resulting 
expressions, we find

   M  Q,n   =   e ─ 
4  p   2  v

    √ 
_

    G  n   ─ 
pħ     ∫  d   2  R  e     –iQ·R   w  n  (R, w)  (12)

which provides a prescription to obtain the transfer matrix coeffi-
cients defined in Eq. 7 directly from the screened interaction, thus 
bypassing the need for a detailed specification of the interaction 
Hamiltonian. Then, the spatial profiles in Eq. 5 are simply given by 
the inverse Fourier transform of Eq. 12.

Transfer matrix and transverse screened interaction 
for plasmonic nanoparticles
In the electrostatic limit under consideration, we can recast the re-
sponse of an arbitrarily shaped homogeneous nanoparticle into an 
eigenvalue problem (65, 66). We then need to find the real eigenval-
ues ln and eigenvectors sn(s) of the integral equation 2plnsn(s) = 
∮ ds′F(s, s′)sn(s′), where s and s′ run over particle surface coordinates, 
F(s, s′) = −   ̂  n   · (s − s′)/∣s − s′∣3, and   ̂  n   is the outer surface normal. Here, 
we solve this eigensystem for triangular particles using the MNPBEM 
toolbox (67) based on a finite boundary element discretization of the 
particle surface. Then, the spectral functions in Eq. 10 reduce to (65, 66)

    g  n  (w ) = Im {     − 2 ───────────  
ϵ(1 +  l  n   ) + (1 −  l  n  )   }     

whereas the spatial profiles become

    w  n  (R, w ) = 2∮ ds  s  n  (s )  e   −iw s  z  /v   K  0   (     w∣R − S∣ ─ v   )     

with  s = S +  s  z    ̂  z  . This expression neglects the contribution of bulk 
modes, which should be a reasonable approximation at loss ener-
gies well below the bulk plasmon. Inserting it into Eq. 12, the trans-
fer matrix elements reduce to

   M  Q,n   ≈   e ─ πv    √ 
_

    G  n   ─ πħ        1     ─ 
 Q   2  +  ω n  2   /  v   2 

  ∮ ds  σ  n  (s )  e   −i(Q+  ̂  z  ω  n  /v)⋅s   

where we have approximated w ≈ wn. For silver, we model the di-
electric function as (6)  ϵ =  ϵ  b   −  w p  2   / w(w + ig)  with ϵb = 4.0, ħwp = 
9.17 eV, and ħg = 21 meV, yielding mode frequencies   w  n   =  w  p   /  
√ 
_________________

   ϵ  b   + (1 −  l  n   ) / (1 +  l  n  )   , flat widths gn ≈ g, and spectral weights 
  G  n   = p w n  3   / [ w p  2  (1 +  l  n   ) ] .

Transfer matrix and transverse screened interaction 
for atomic vibrations
For molecules or nanoparticles whose mid-infrared response is dom-
inated by atomic vibrations, we find the spectral and spatial depen-
dence of the modes in Eq. 10 to be governed by (63, 68).

    g  n  (w ) = Im {      w n  2   ─  
 w n  2   − w(w + ig)

   }     (13)

and

   w  n  (R, w ) =   2 ─  w  n      ∑ 
l
       1 ─  √ 
_

  M  l    
   ∫  d   3  r ′    K  0  (w∣R −  R ′  ∣/ v )  e   iw z ′  /v  [  e  nl   ·    → r   l  ( r ′   ) ]  

where n now runs over vibrational modes, wn and enl are the corre-
sponding real frequencies and normalized atomic displacement 
vectors (∑l enl · en′l = dnn′), respectively, the l sum extends over the atoms 
in the structure, Ml is the mass of atom l,     → r   l  (r)  denotes the gradient 
of the charge distribution associated with displacements of that 
atom, and we have incorporated a phenomenological damping rate 
g (here set to ħg = 1 meV). From Eq. 13, we have gn ≈ g for all 
modes and Gn ≈ pwn/2. Following (63), we use density functional 
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theory (DFT) to calculate     → r   l  (r) , wn, and enl (see below). The prescrip-
tion  ∣R −  R ′  ∣→  √ 

_______________
   ∣R −  R ′  ∣   2  +  D   2     is also adopted with  D = 0.2  A ̊    

to approximately account for a cutoff ∼ħ/D in momentum transfer 
(6) and so avoid the unphysical divergence associated with close 
electron-atom encounters.

First-principles description of atomic vibrations
We use DFT and the projector augmented wave method (69) as im-
plemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (70–72) with 
the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof–generalized gradient approximation 
for electron exchange and correlation (73). This method is applied to 
describe hBN flakes with hydrogen-passivated edges using a plane 
wave cutoff energy of 500 eV and a sufficient amount of vacuum 
spacing in all directions around the structure to avoid interaction 
among the periodic images. Atomic equilibrium positions are found 
by minimizing the total energy using the conjugate gradient meth-
od with convergence criteria between consecutive iteration steps set 
to 10−5 eV for the total energy and 0.02 eV/Å for the atomic forces. 
Vibrational frequencies and eigenmodes are found by diagonalizing 
the dynamical matrix, which is calculated for 0.01-Å displacements. 
The corresponding gradients     → r  l  

   (r)  of the charge distribution are ob-
tained by treating core electrons and nuclei as point particles, while 
the contribution coming from valence electrons is directly taken 
from DFT using a dense grid.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at https://science.org/doi/10.1126/
sciadv.abo7853
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6 Conclusion and Outlook

This habilitation thesis can be divided into two main parts: I) Chapter 2 and Chap-
ter 3 summarize works applying already existing imaging and spectroscopic techniques
in electron microscopy to solid-state nanosystems. We discussed the coupling of fast
electrons with the confined optical fields over a broad spectral range, which makes the
electron beams ideal in probing phonon and plasmon polaritons or excitons in nanos-
tructures. II) In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we demonstrated the high potential of
non-trivially shaped electron beams to improve already existing microscopes or develop
entirely new microscopic and spectroscopic methods, for which we can seek inspiration
in light optics.

I foresee a range of research directions I would like to deal with in the upcoming years.
Some of the research topics listed below are already included in the “Junior Star” grant
proposal, awarded for years 2023 – 2027 by the Czech Science Foundation to start a new
research group.

6.1 Improvements in instrumentation

Development of light-based phase plates

We discussed two possible designs of light-based phase plates in Chapter 4. However,
many modifications or other options could be adapted, such as polariton-based phase
plate76 or shaping through the interaction of fields confined at edges of an aperture71,
schematically shown in Figure 6.1. Further research is also required for solving inverse
problems related to using such light-based phase plates, e.g., for a given desired shaped
electron wave function, we need to find the needed optical field. We will also focus
on a technologically simple, robust, and easy-to-use solution suitable for experimental
implementation.
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6 Conclusion and Outlook

Figure 6.1: Light-based electron phase plates. Two possible schemes for shaping the elec-
tron wave function with light. (a) Interaction of electrons with optical field confined
at edges of an aperture. (b) Electron beam shaping via the interaction with inter-
fering polaritons.

Generation of electron beams modulated in time

Information on the temporal evolution of the sample morphology or response is an-
other important piece for understanding the basic physical properties and functionalities
of nanostructures and nanodevices. Some of the current technological solutions offer-
ing temporal resolution in electron microscopy rely on generating well-defined electron
pulses. We could, however, think about the possibility of generating other types of tem-
poral modulation of the beam, which could be used for the reconstruction technique as
suggested in Ref.73.

Improvements in spectral resolution in electron energy-loss
spectroscopy

The current spectral resolution of a few meV in EELS might still be improved by studying
mechanisms that are limiting it. One such limitation could arise due to both elastic and
inelastic thermally-induced interactions of the beam with liner tubes through which
the electrons are propagating. Calculations should reveal if these limitations play an
essential role, and if yes, find materials and geometries to reduce them.
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6.2 New applications and methodology of electron
micro-spectroscopy

Probing beam-sensitive samples

One of the most difficult challenges in electron microscopy is probing organic or other
beam-sensitive samples. In such samples, a high dose of electrons causes damage to
bonds through ionization, or light atoms can be completely removed from the sample
due to the impact of energetic electrons. To overcome this drawback, we can probe many
representatives (samples) of the same system, as utilized, e.g., for reconstructing protein
structure in “single-particle analysis”77. Another approach for probing the sensitive
samples is to control and reduce the electron dose significantly. As most of the beam-
sensitive samples are phase objects, it is thus also desirable to enhance the contrast
without increasing the dose. This could be done by taking advantage of shaped or
even pulsed and shaped electron beams in connection with reconstruction algorithms, as
suggested in Figure 6.2(a).

It has been shown that electron energy-loss spectroscopy of sensitive samples can be
performed remotely at the expense of losing some spatial resolution26,28,30,78. With some
prior knowledge of the sample morphology, we could also apply reconstruction algorithms
together with shaped electron beams to EELS of molecular samples.

Optical properties of phase-changing materials at the nanoscale

Due to the tunability of their optical, thermal, or electrical properties, phase-changing
materials represent interesting platforms for designing switchable nanodevices. One
such material is vanadium dioxide (VO2), which exhibits insulator-to-metal transition
relatively close to room temperature at around 335 K. Electron spectro-microscopy with
in-situ heating is a very suitable technique for correlating local composition (through X-
ray and core-loss EELS signals), optical and thermal properties (low-loss EELS) with the
change in crystallinity or shape (diffraction and (high-resolution) imaging), everything as
a function of applied temperature. Such experiments would reveal the relation between
the phase transition and relevant physical properties at the truly microscopic level. They
could complement other measurements often done with bulk samples or nanoparticle
assemblies, where some effects are averaged out.
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Figure 6.2: Applications of shaped electron beams in microscopy and spectroscopy.
(a) Fast imaging and (3D) reconstruction of sample structure with the aid of SEBs.
Extended SEBs interact with an unknown sample while the corresponding intensi-
ties of the transmitted waves are collected at a multi-pixel detector. The intensities
associated with different incident SEBs are then used to reconstruct sample struc-
ture down to the atomic scale. (b) SEBs featuring different symmetries can selec-
tively excite specific vibrational modes of a molecule as demonstrated in the S-EEL
spectra (dashed curve corresponds to the spectrum acquired with a conventional
beam). Such information can be used to reconstruct the localisation and symmetry
of the modes with a low electron dose. (c) Dichroic signal is acquired when probing
chiral nanostructures, lattices (here we show an example of monolayer MoS2) and
molecules with VEBs having positive and negative OAM.

Nanoscale thermometry

EELS with meV resolution can detect not only energy losses but also energy gains
which can the electron beam experience when interacting with a sample at non-zero
temperature. If we know occupation statistics of low-energy sample excitations (typically
Bose-Einstein for vibrations and phonons), we can determine the local temperature at
the sample from the ratio of the energy loss and gain peaks79,80. We could study potential
of this technique to explore samples with inhomogeneous temperature spread or study
radiative near-field thermal transport.

Optical dichroism

Detecting chiral samples’ dichroic optical and vibrational response is essential in many
fields. In pharmacy, different molecular enantiomers often play a role in drug effectiveness
and safety. At the same time, chiral centres in inorganic materials emerging due to atomic
defects or a specific band structure (as in some TMDs) find applications in information
storage and processing. At the atomic or nanoscale level, dichroism could be studied with
a particular class of shaped electron beams, vortex electron beams (VEBs), featuring a
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non-zero orbital angular momentum (OAM), as schematically shown in Figure 6.2(c).
So far, only several theoretical works suggest the feasibility of energy- and OAM-filtered
EELS to reveal the optical dichroic signal81–83, but first experimental attempts have
been inconclusive84. We will explore the robustness of the dichroic signal concerning the
exact beam-sample geometry and suggest practical schemes for reliable and practical
measurement schemes.

Controlling excitations in nanophotonics systems

We have already shown in Chapter 5 that by controlling the incident beam shape, we
can selectively excite only desired excitations in the sample75,83, see also Figure 6.2(b).
We will further explore the applications of the shaped electron beams and reconstruction
schemes in energy-loss spectroscopy to acquire information on excitations’ localisation
or symmetries with increased spatial or spectral resolution.
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